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Foreword

On November 4, 1811 an armed gang attacked the home of a master weaver in the
village of Bulwell in the Midlands of England. The gang’s mission was to destroy
six weaving machines. They succeeded in smashing them all. They called them-
selves the followers of General Ludd (or King Ludd or Captain Ludd) and for a
little over a year they terrorized the Midland counties of England, busting textile
machinery. The Luddites were skilled weavers, artisans of clothes-making, many
stockingers, being driven out of business by the use of automated looms operated
by unskilled labor that produced goods, primarily mittens and stockings, at lower
prices, of inferior quality, and at six times the quantity that the fruits of their skilled
labor could fashion.

In about three months the Luddites destroyed 1,100 textile machines. The British
government took action on the side of the new industrialists, passed a law making
the penalty for destroying a machine death by hanging, and sent in the Army to
enforce it. The law was widely interpreted as proclaiming that machines have a
greater value than humans. Death sentences and other penalties were carried out
when machine smashing Luddites were captured. At least 24 Luddites were hanged,
44 were transported to Australia, and 18 imprisoned. The damage to machinery in
the Luddite forays was estimated at £100,000.

The Luddites claimed in their pamphlets that they were not against machinery or
technology per se. Their opposition was focused on “machinery hurtful to common-
ality.” By that, they seemed to mean that they opposed the use of technologies over
which the general population, presumably through their local governments, had no
control and that were in their view inimical to the collective well-being and inter-
ests of that population. For the skilled weavers in the Luddite bands the machinery
that they attacked fit that description not only because it produced clothes inferior
to the products of their handiwork, but because its use reduced their standards of
living substantially while economically benefiting only well-heeled industrialists.
Their rage against the machine was triggered by the threat of job losses, penury, and
to the very existence of their trades.

The Luddites, of course, were utter failures. Technology moved on and at a pace
that those institutions of society that should be concerned about positive and neg-
ative effects on “the commonality” have been unable or unwilling to match ever
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vi Foreword

since. The Luddites disappeared as an organized body, but their legacy, their name,
survives as a pejorative description of technophobes, and that is unfair to those
skilled weavers that smashed mechanical looms in the early nineteenth century.
There is something of value to be learned from the Luddites and it is not that tech-
nological progress must be stopped whatever the cost. It is that there may be a need
to regularly evaluate our conception of moral permissibility and the legal appara-
tuses we employ to protect and defend the general interests of the community in
order to insure that they are not stalled at the starting blocks when technological
innovations capable of producing radical changes in communities and lifestyles are
way ahead of them on the track, modifying virtually every aspect of communal and
personal life. That is not to say that modifications are not welcome or that many are
not significant improvements. Many are beneficial, but at the same time they create
considerable shifts in the way the world must be perceived and in the conception of
our individual and collective places in it. Think of the social scene before and after
the automobile or the train. The wide-spread presence of the television sets in the
homes of Americans radically altered neighborhood life in the 1950s, while in the
1960s the Vietnam War was not just somewhere in Southeast Asia, but, thanks to
television, it was in most American living room every day.

The traditional moral theories with roots in the pre-industrial Enlightenment are
typically trotted out by philosophers to confront what they perceive – generally
with minimal understanding of the capacities of the technology, the science, and
the engineering – to be imminent or potential assaults on the common good by the
development, merchandising, or use of the products and processes of new technolo-
gies. For those theories to function usefully in real time in supporting regulatory
decisions the number of unknown or unknowable variables relevant to their cal-
culi must be minuscule. How, for example, can one decide what is the greatest
good for the greatest number of people if the size of the impacted population is
indeterminable, and it is not clear what the effects are until they actually happen?
If we have learned anything in this area in the last half-century, it should be that
predicting significant outcomes of the emerging technologies across populations is
virtually impossible. Who could have predicted in the 1960s when the United States
funded military research projects on distributed computer networks that a quarter
of the earth’s population now would be using the Internet in ways that have a pro-
found impact on us, reshaping our lives, radically changing how we understand and
interact with. . . everything?

We are living in a world that is profoundly different from the one in which the eth-
ical theories with which we are most familiar, Enlightenment ethics, were invented,
and in which many of our legal processes and policies were crafted. Our world
is, in all of its aspects, including what it means to be human, contingent upon the
outcomes of engineering/design projects. Of course, there has always been an ele-
ment of the unknown, and the uncertain, involved in being human; in this sense the
world in which we are living is not greatly different from the one depicted in the
extant fragments of the ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus. Two fragments give
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something of the flavor. Heraclitus writes1: “Time is a child moving counters in a
game; the royal power is a child’s.” He seems to mean that the randomizing activity
of a very young child moving the pieces of a game like chess without any attention
paid to the constitutive and regulative rules of that game is an apt metaphor for the
world in which we have to function. To extend the metaphor, it is virtually impos-
sible to predict where the pieces will next land on the board, or whether they will
be scattered off the board, or if the board itself will be in a jumble on the floor, if
there is a floor. There are a number of famous Heraclitian fragments that deal with
the impossibility of stepping twice in the same river. However, the last fragment in
that vein goes further than maintaining that the river is flowing, so that the water
into which one steps a second time cannot be the water into which one first stepped.
“Into the same rivers we step and do not step. We exist and we do not exist,” he
wrote. It is not just that we cannot step twice in the same river; we are not the same
persons from moment to moment. Both the river and we are constantly in a state of
flux.

Were Heraclitus writing today, he might comment that what it is to be human,
and a particular human, is contingent upon unanticipated impacts that interactions
with other fluctuating elements of a mostly engineered environment may randomly
produce. We live in the brave new world of the GRINN technologies – genetic engi-
neering, robotics, information technology, neuroscience, and nanotechnology, and
all manner of other technologies that transform the material and the mental spaces
in which we function. Persons (or their minds and identities) now can be distributed
over information systems and design platforms of various kinds, for example as
avatars in Second Life, and, in many cases, actively engage in multiple realities. The
Enlightenment moralists and those who designed our legal systems would, by and
large, be confused, if not utterly lost, in our world. But then, so, in large measure,
are most of us.

Classical utilitarianism, for example, may be formulated to say that an act is
right, the thing we ought to do, if and only if, in the circumstances its consequences
have a higher utility than any other thing we could have performed. Utility was
defined in terms of happiness or pleasure. Hence, the utilitarian principle typically
is stated as “Choose the action in the circumstances that will produce the greatest
happiness for the greatest number of people.” The maximization of two independent
variables (pleasure and population) is involved in determining what ethically we
as a society ought to do. And to a large extent much of our regulatory tools are
based on some sort of utilitarian basis: do what is best for the greatest number of
people. But in many cases involving the emerging technologies of our era, those are
unknown or unknowable variables. How then can utiliatarianism serve to guide us in

1The quotations attributed to Heraclitus are from Heraclitus, The Complete Philosophical
Fragments, translated with commentary by William Harris at http://community.middlebury.edu/~
harris/Philosophy/Heraclitus.html.
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policymaking regarding those technologies? How can it help us decide what will be
good for and what will be detrimental to society? And what if we also worry about
sustainability and impacts on future generations? An ethical system for decision-
making regarding public policies regulating the emerging technologies will not be
much good if, at best, it were only retrospective, if it could only tell us what we
should have done after an outcome of our actions has already been irretrievably set
in motion or occurred. If we have virtually no way of accurately predicting what
populations will be adversely or advantageously affected by the introduction of a
new technological innovation, how can we use the utility calculus to tell us what we
ought to do? Utilitarianism, in all of its forms, assumes a large number of constants
in order to arrive at recommendations it can endorse. But none of the things it holds
constant, including the humans whose happiness (or good or preferences) is to be
maximized, are excludable from technological design. Humans themselves are now
design spaces. Everything is in a Heraclitean flux.

That other great moral theory from the Enlightenment, Kantian deontology, fares
no better. Kant’s categorical imperative requires that we not decide on a course of
action that we cannot universalize across the population of the moral community
and that we treat all members of that community with dignity and respect, as ends
and never as means only and that we not privilege ourselves over the interests of
others, that we always act as both subject and sovereign in a kingdom of ends. Kant
is primarily concerned not with outcomes, but with processes, not with how things
turn out, but with the motives people have when they choose courses of action.
An ethical person is to act always so that he or she could rationally will that the
principle on which he or she is acting could become a universal law for all people.
The difficulty is that in cases involving the new technologies we usually cannot say
what effects they will have on populations, so we cannot be at all certain that we
would not be using large numbers of people as means and not as ends were we to
approve or disapprove of the introduction of this or that technological innovation or
process, even with the best of intentions.

What we need, it would seem, is an ethics and a legal structure designed to
respond to the contingencies and floating factors and variables that are common-
place in, indeed characteristic of, the technological potential of the Twenty-first
Century. Ethicists need to be asking how much in human experience must be con-
stant for ethical principles to be efficacious. If even the subjects of ethical principles
and rules are alterable to suit conditions and whims, how do we decide what should
and should not be done? Legal structures and procedures should be designed not to
stymie technological innovation, but to insure that the Luddite principle regarding
controlling what is “hurtful to commonality” is given sufficient attention as cases
are adjudicated and policy is formulated, nationally and globally.

I do not know what form the requisite ethical systems and legal apparatuses to
handle the problems and issues that are arising and that will continue to arise with
respect to the emerging technologies should take. The task of designing the ethics
and the legal response mechanisms that can keep pace with technology and science
is a paramount challenge facing us.
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Ethics and law have typically lagged far behind technological change. If we allow
that lag time to increase, it will grow exponentially until both ethics and law will
be realistically viewed as an irrelevant antique of a time long past and not fondly
remembered. Cognizant of that likelihood, the Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics at
Arizona State University, of which I am the Director, funded the first few years of
what we called “The Pacing Project.” Lincoln Professors Braden Allenby, Joseph
Herkert, and Gary Marchant conceived of the project and have been directing it.
This volume is a result of their opening the dialogue among ethicists, legal scholars,
engineers, and technologists facing the challenge of trying to close the gap between
the sprinting technologies and the plodding ethical and legal systems that are sup-
posed to be concerned with regulating and recommending policy and procedures to
minimize the effects of “machinery hurtful to commonality.” The Lincoln Center
for Applied Ethics is proud to be associated with this project.

Peter A. French
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Introduction: Why Law and Ethics Need
to Keep Pace with Emerging Technologies

Andrew Askland

The evidence is unmistakable that knowledge in the sciences and various familiar
and new technologies is accumulating in prodigious amounts. The accumulation
is notable both for its quantity and for its variety. More noteworthy, the acceler-
ating rate of this accumulation is staggering. Whereas the Enlightenment model
had suggested a neat ordering of knowledge that might permit a good encyclope-
dia to circumscribe what constituted knowledge, now a more appropriate model is a
swiftly moving target that continually accretes data and links that data to other data,
a monumental Wikipedia continually updated with expert input. The linkages elude
exact specification because the linkages connect with knowledge that is also contin-
uously expanding. The expansions are not linear nor are they easily predicted and the
potential synergies are confounding. It is like an expanding universe with more than
the four familiar dimensions, a string theory account with exponential growth along
each string. The technologies of recent origin, i.e., the “five horsemen” identified
by Brad Allenby, viz., nanotechnology, biotechnology, robotics, information / com-
munication technologies, and applied cognitive science, are making it increasingly
obvious that, as Gary Marchant phrases it, “concurrent technological revolutions are
rapidly transforming economic, social and personal domains, now and even more so
in the imminent future.”

The charge is that oversight and governance is not keeping pace with technologi-
cal and scientific change. For example, efforts to regulate the impact of information
technologies upon privacy often prove ineffectual because they are drafted to con-
strain technologies and practices that are continually changing and those changes
escape the language of the rapidly outdated regulations. Information technologies
evolve quickly and regulations often address a snapshot of a technology that is track-
ing quickly away from the conceptual scheme of the regulations. When technologies
change so fast that consumers must accept that anything that they buy is already
obsolete, how does the law stay apace? How do we evaluate the significance of the
charge, i.e., what are the consequences if the legal system and ethics lag behind
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xiv A. Askland

rapid changes in scientific and technological knowledge? Why does it matter if a
gap opens between rapidly expanding knowledge and the law’s grasp of that knowl-
edge? These questions are important because the law serves a crucial social function
that depends upon its broad applicability and its predictability and ethics can degen-
erate into empty platitudes when it is ignorant of the relevant facts in moral problems
for which it seeks to provide guidance. Perhaps we should concede that the gap is
inevitable and learn to accommodate it. Perhaps, as Scott McNeely advised vis a
vis the loss of privacy, we need to “get over”2 the puncturing of a popular bromide,
in this case, a presumption that law should track developments in science and tech-
nology. On the other hand, it may be that the gap is a cause for alarm because it
undermines the institutions and the practices of both law and science. The argument
here is that the law does need to keep pace with rapid changes in knowledge and that
the costs of failure are substantial. That is hardly a startling response to the gap, but
it is worth drawing out, at least briefly, the impact of a substantial divide between
technological/scientific knowledge and the ability of legal and ethical systems to
competently grasp that knowledge.

Most democratic forms of government are divided into three familiar branches:
judicial, legislative, and executive, and it is useful to describe how each performs
its tasks in an ideal situation. Actual conditions fall considerably short of ideal,
but the shortcomings of practice are nonetheless measured against the standard of
an unrealizable model. Judges are in fact subject to biases that reflect their social
and economic backgrounds. Legislators are often primarily concerned with their
re-election and placating popular discontents rather than marshalling the best facts
and strongest arguments to devise bills that address matters of paramount public
importance. Regulators are often captured by “public choice” strategies (Buchanan
and Tullock 1962) to advance their own interests rather than the purposes identified
for the regulations that they promulgate and enforce.

These practical shortcomings undermine the credibility and effectiveness of gov-
ernance institutions and programs, but it is a mistake to focus exclusively upon
the disappointments of applied politics. There is much to value and build upon in
our systems of government. Judges apply established rules to resolve the particular
problems argued before them. They draw out the rationales of rules (and prece-
dent) to identify the principles that explain the rules (and older holdings) in order
to apply those principles to new variations of fact. Legislators represent the inter-
ests of the electorate and endeavor to express those interests and the principles that
undergird those interests by enacting laws that connect those interests / principles
to pressing social and economic challenges. Regulators fashion rules that elaborate
upon principles articulated in governing legislation to efficiently guide the conduct
of parties subject to the regulatory regime devised by the legislature.

These functions can be described more fully, but a cursory summary is sufficient
to make the point that each branch is involved with facts and principles and,

2Scott McNeely is the co-founder of Sun Microsystems; he said “You have zero privacy; get over
it.” This famous quote was attributed to him by Stephen Manes in “Private lives? Not ours” in PC
World 18 (6):312, 18 April 2000.
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moreover, that facts inform the identification of suitable principles and principles
cannot be well applied where the facts to which they are applied are misunderstood.
The law cannot articulate suitable principles without a grasp of the facts that are
relevant to those principles. Similarly, the law cannot apply principles without an
understanding of the facts that constitute the problem. Thus, if an important pur-
pose of law is to promote fair and beneficial outcomes for problems that are posed
in specific factual contexts (applying known and endorsed legal norms), then law
must maintain a facility with the facts of the problems that are or will be posed.

If legislation and regulation seek to provide legal guidance before the fact and
adjudication seeks to sort out difficulties after the fact, then legal actions will cer-
tainly disappoint unless they are appropriately informed about the relevant facts. If
we expect law to competently address the safety of new technologies, then the new
technologies must be sufficiently well understood that their implications for safety
can be evaluated and managed. If we expect law to sort out the value of new tech-
nologies in order to determine the cost of its accessibility, or the appropriateness of
public subsidies, or the availability of immunities/safe havens, then the new tech-
nologies must be sufficiently well understood to enable a probative evaluation of
those costs and benefits. There are many reasons to avoid resort to legal process,
e.g., the costs of generating appropriate legislation or of taking cases to trial, the
delays occasioned by these efforts, the uncertain outcomes, etc., but when disputes
arise, as they inevitably do, the legal system is the ultimate means for resolving those
disputes. Disputes are, in fact, often resolved without resort to legal intervention, but
those resolutions are devised in the shadow of the legal interventions that will occur
unless the parties can amicably resolve their differences. An informed grasp of the
relevant facts and principles promotes efficient decisions about how law will likely
be applied and what terms of negotiated compromise are appropriate.

A legal structure combines explicit law, implicit practice, and a broader cultural
framework within which the law is situated, which in turn implicates ethical, social
and economic considerations. Law is the means by which we attempt to resolve con-
flicts and law operates more predictably when it commands the relevant facts about
the underlying conflicts. Law must be ready to competently address these conflicts
and the greater the potential impact of the conflict, the greater the need to anticipate
resort to legal intervention. Where there is a social impact, there is cause for compe-
tence to assess the costs/benefits of that impact. These impacts are easiest to identify
when they resemble familiar legal categories, e.g., torts and contracts, but they also
encompass legal issues that are less easily categorized, e.g., the definition of per-
sonhood or duties owed to non-human subjects or the international externalities of
technological development.

One might argue that law should accept an intermediate resolution of the chal-
lenge of new science and emerging technologies and wait for those developments
to cross an impact threshold before focusing attention upon them. It may be that
law should stay abreast of scientific and technological advances to the extent that
contractual disputes occur among parties, or compensation is sought for tortious
conduct, or boundaries need to be identified for intellectual property claims, or other
familiar legal issues arise in the context of scientific and technological research.
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One might argue that, aside from these frictions, law need not worry about a divide
between scientific and legal knowledge. As research nears application, the law
should take note, but only as it anticipates the extension of familiar jurisdictional
definitions to new subject matter. Law need not worry about its ignorance of the
subject matter or the methodologies of the research in its formative stages save for
focused concerns, e.g., about informed consent for human subjects or intrinsically
dangerous subject matter (and these concerns do require considerable attention).

As the European Science Foundation recently reported regards stem cell
research, “Most scientists are overwhelmed when they review all relevant regula-
tions and guidance covering the storage, use and disposal of secretions, organs and
tissue for regenerative research.” (ESF 2010) This approach carves out a substan-
tial area of concern for legal inquiry, but preserves a default for scientific research
that lies beyond the current competence of law. Is it a suitable compromise to
allow law to assure that certain important conventions are satisfied, e.g., institu-
tional review boards to approve human and animal studies and funding agencies to
control research that involves dangerous chemicals, etc., during the trail and error
of research, and wait until the late stages of scientific and technological advance-
ments before worrying about their contents, e.g., let the appropriate regulatory body
address the approval of a product or service when it is offered for public consump-
tion? Does this approach provide sufficient protection for the public interest and is
it a preferred, and more easily obtainable, objective for law’s ambition to keep pace
with science?

An initial response to this proposed compromise is based upon prudence. It will
be easier for law to accommodate applied science if it closely tracks theoretical
science. The learning curve to master the intricacies of an applied technology will
be better handled if law follows the early movements along that curve. Waiting
until shortly before a technology is introduced to grapple with its ambitions and
potential impacts may unnecessarily delay the introduction and cause uncertainties
that can be considerably reduced with an earlier familiarity. Indeed, this first
response blends into a second. An earlier familiarity with the blossoming technology
might affect the course of its development so that it is more readily accepted and
approved at its introduction. That point inspires this rebuttal: should emerging
technologies be affected in the course of their development by currently governing
legal conventions? As new technologies, they likely press hard on those conven-
tions. These concerns are relevant because technologies often become “locked in” –
that is, connected to other economic and technological systems in such a way that
significant change is either difficult or impossible after their adoption. As Carl
Mitcham phrases it, technology can “transform social structures in ways that tend
factually to predetermine their uses.” (Mitcham 1994, p. 273) Once “lock in” occurs,
it may be difficult for the law to prescribe alternative paths even if they were
obviously preferable when the technology was forming. As Andrew Feenberg points
out, “Design is only controversial when it is in flux.” Once the conflict is resolved,
technological and legal standards become embedded in stable code that shapes our
daily practices and frames our perception of the value of those practices. (Feenberg
1999, p. 96)
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Applied cognitive science suggests a model of human behavior which dif-
fers significantly from the model that governs most theories of criminal and tort
responsibility. Biotechnologies suggest radically different conceptions of health
care and medical malpractice and mortality. Other emerging technologies entail
similar reorientations of familiar practices. These emerging technologies portend
dramatic changes to the legal conventions that currently prevail and it might seem
that subjecting those technologies to review by soon obsolescent conventions will be
counterproductive, i.e., the threatened conventions might thwart the normal course
of development for new technologies. The obverse phrasing is that to the extent that
emerging technologies portend such dramatic changes, they ought to be tracked with
considerable care and attention lest the law be unprepared for those changes. If the
changes are impending, then law will benefit from ample notice to accommodate
them. If the changes are unavoidable, but their form is unspecified, then law ought
to be able to negotiate about that form.

This negotiation role surely should not be limited to law, but as law reflects
important ethical, social and economic values, it ought to be included among the
negotiators. It is because emerging technologies will radically transform our culture
and our polity that the parameters of those potential changes ought to be examined
by many diverse parties. At a minimum we expect the institutions that currently
resolve most social and economic disputes to actively engage with the pending
changes.

Our institutions of public learning, our ethical leaders, and our journalistic enter-
prises, among others, should also be engaged, but it is imperative that legislatures
track the new knowledge to assure that the public interest is appropriately served
(and create a means for regulatory oversight where that is required) and that the
judiciary similarly track this knowledge so that is prepared to adjudicate disputes.
(The judicial role is emphasized in the United States by the adoption of the Daubert
standard for the admissibility of expert scientific evidence at trail. This standard
imposes a gatekeeper responsibility upon the trial judge to assure that proffered
expert scientific evidence relies upon a valid scientific methodology. This responsi-
bility has driven many judges to educate themselves about emerging technologies
and the foundations of science.)

This broader engagement also benefits science and technology. It opens their
work to perspectives free from the tunnel vision of a specific discipline or research
agenda. The intense concentration of sustained and particularized research can gen-
erate a myopic focus that blinkers the researcher and dulls an appreciation for the
broader implications of the work. It benefits the research and the researcher to peri-
odically explain the work and consider its effects in larger contexts than an isolated
study. In short, research can be improved by regular engagement with those whose
lives will be affected by its outcomes. The results of research are better appreci-
ated and its implications better acknowledged when the work is periodically vetted
by parties and interests outside the scientific and technological communities. A
backlash against the research is less likely when the work is perceived to be embed-
ded in the polity that supports the work and whose interests and values are being
advanced by the work. Science and technology are, as Daniel Sarewitz points out,
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social enterprises and it is entirely reasonable to expect that their focus and progress
should be justified routinely to the polity in which the research occurs.

A simple statement of the function of law is that it aims to influence behavior,
either by discouraging particular behaviors with penalties, or incentivizing other
behaviors with subsidies or non-interference. It is easier for law to influence behav-
ior when it is reinforcing behavior rather than contravening it. Most criminal law
is an elaboration upon basic civil norms, e.g., proscribing assaults, murder, thefts,
fraudulent acts, etc. Much that has been written about the relationship between law
and morality focuses upon the role of broadly shared norms of behavior in ground-
ing the legitimacy of particular laws and legal systems. (Fuller 1960; Raz 1978;
Greeenawalt 1989)

Of course, many laws are stipulative or conventional, e.g., which side of the road
we drive on. Many regulations are justified by the public good promoted by consis-
tency where many individualized behaviors would be onerously chaotic. In either
case, law can more productively influence behavior when it is informed about the
purposes and consequences of that behavior. Law can better decide when it should
not attempt to influence behavior, e.g., where such efforts are inappropriate or inef-
ficient, when it has a confident grasp of what is at stake. If the norms for science
are opaque to law, if the benefits and costs of particular technological endeavors are
secreted among a parochial corps of investigators, or are otherwise indecipherable
or badly misapprehended, then it is likely that law will not phrase its legislation, its
regulations or its judgments to suitably coordinate the priorities of science and tech-
nology with generally prevailing social norms. There will be persisting mismatch
between, on the one hand, basic civil norms and the public good served by stan-
dardization and, on the other, the purposes and practices of science and the emerging
technologies. Instead of a healthy engagement between science/technology and law
which would inform each about the other’s priorities and practices, there will be
structural ignorance that is disruptive and costly. Cooperation is difficult, especially
between contrasting cultures, (Snow 1959; Goldberg 1994), especially when those
cultures are tracking rapidly away from one another, but the costs of a failure to
cooperate can be disastrous.

The concern that science and technology are outpacing law recalls past con-
cerns that a steadily increasing number of statutes was inexorably encumbering
legal systems. Many statutes address conditions that change and the statutes are
not timely revisited to gauge their appropriateness for the changed conditions.
Guido Calabresi addressed this mismatch of statutes with changed circumstances
and argued against reliance upon administrative agencies to update statutes to com-
port their original intentions with changed circumstances. (Calabresi 1982) He
thought that administrative agencies would lack a sufficiently broad perspective on
the changed circumstances and would not renovate statutes frequently enough. He
was also critical of renovation by administrative agencies because they were not
sufficiently majoritarian and would lack the requisite adherence to principles and
consistency. They were also subject to capture by vested interests, notably the cor-
porate parties affected by the regulations, and also were conflicted by their own
preferences and a related bias against modifications to the status quo. He argued
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instead for judicial authority to rephrase anachronistic statutes so that the statutes
would harmonize with the prevailing legal fabric. He thought that judges possessed
the skills and perspective to identify the “underlying values of a people.” (p. 98)
Judges, informed by the trajectory of statutory enactments, by scholarly criticisms,
and by “the gravitational pull of deep constitutional principles,” (p. 99) can evalu-
ate new situations and revise old statutes to promote “conformity with a complex
legal landscape.” (p. 100) Calabresi was not advocating rash judicial activism, but
instead sought a means to revitalize statutes that had been rendered ineffectual by
changed circumstances. Whatever principles they were written to promote had been
overtaken by changes that rendered them, without modification, poor fits and incom-
petent standards. However, a judicial authority to renovate anachronistic statutes is
inconsistent with the role of judges in most civil law jurisdictions and likely strains
what many people, skeptical about judicial overreaching, would accept in common
law jurisdictions.

Accelerating advances in science and technology exacerbate the problem of unre-
vised statutes, but the crux of the problem is the same: a dissymmetry between law
and newly arising facts because the law has not anticipated these new facts and
attempts to govern them with an antiquated grasp of their meaning. Reprising the
description of law as the matching of facts and principles, the challenge for law is
to be keenly attentive to new facts in order to fashion principles that will sort out the
challenges that they present. Law requires a competent grasp of those new facts to
better recognize where its statutes (and precedents) require revision to best preserve
what the society that it serves seeks to preserve in this hyper-technological world.
In the best circumstances this will be difficult because technological evolution is
unpredictable and it renders contingent many assumptions that are unreflectively
regarded as fixed, and thus raises difficult challenges to the mission of pacing law
with science and technology.

Given this view that law should strive to keep pace with science and technology,
it is worthwhile to examine existing legal structures to identify how they might bet-
ter accommodate new scientific and technological knowledge. It is also worthwhile
to consider alternative legal structures and forms that might better accommodate
that new knowledge than current legal structures. Finally, while law is the imme-
diate regulator of much science and technology, ethical values often provide the
foundation for both legal and broader societal responses to emerging technologies.
Thus, both legal and ethical frameworks and systems must keep pace with rapidly
evolving science and technologies.

There is a lengthy history of scientists serving as consultants in the legal pro-
cess, whether in an official or unofficial capacity. Sheila Jasanoff has identified two
common paradigms for the use of scientific input, a ‘technocratic’ approach, which
makes “scientists the primary validators of policies with high technological con-
tent,” and a ‘democratic’ approach, which relies upon “broad public participation as
an antidote to abuses of expert authority.” She instead recommends a ‘negotiated’
model for scientific inputs in order to “harness the collective expertise of the sci-
entific community so as to advance the public interest.” (Jasanoff, p. vii, 250) The
extremes to be avoided are naïve deference to science and technology as complete
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solutions to social and political problems and blind reliance upon the popular will as
the final authority in matters of fact and scientific theory. The challenge is to bring
accurate accounts of emerging technologies to the public and their representatives
to facilitate competent debate and appropriately informed laws.

This volume is an effort to promote the availability of scientific knowledge to
legal actors who serve the pubic interest by considering the challenges presented
by new scientific and technological knowledge and proposing various strategies that
might better enable the legal and ethical frameworks to cope with and manage that
knowledge. The first part of this book describes the “pacing problem.” The second
part explores some of the dynamics of the oversight challenge posed by emerg-
ing technologies. The third part provides a “toolbox” of possible solutions to help
address the pacing problem.

Brad Allenby opens the “pacing problem” part with a chapter that focuses on
the “systems” impacts of emerging technologies. He uses the example of the rail-
road to demonstrate the power of a new technological system (as a Kondratiev wave
of innovation) to transform a society, provoking “profound and unpredictable insti-
tutional, organization, economic, cultural and political change.” “[T]echnology of
any significance tends to be profoundly destabilizing . . . and thus, of course, to
the degree it is so, it will generate substantial and potentially powerful opposi-
tion.” He then describes the NBRIC (nano, bio, robotic, info and communication)
technologies and their potential to similarly disrupt currently prevailing norms and
practices. However, “it is not just that each NBRIC system is powerful; it is that
they are combining in unexpected ways that are both beyond any single techno-
logical domain, and very potent.” Allenby elaborates upon these synergistic effects
with specific examples and argues that the emergence of these technologies “dramat-
ically affects our usual assumptions about stability and cultural frameworks along
three dimensions: complexity, contingency and accelerating change.” He concludes
that an ability to perceive and understand these dimensions of emerging technolo-
gies can permit us to “interact with them to achieve more desirable outcomes and
trajectories” and “to develop institutional mechanisms, including legal and regu-
latory tools that engage with the systems in ways that are both productive and
predictable.”

Gary Marchant provides detailed evidence of the accelerated pace of devel-
opments in science and technology over the past several decades. Moore’s Law
and Monsanto’s Law are examples of consistent exponential growth in computing
power and biological knowledge, respectively. Similar productivity impacts have
been identified for DNA synthesis and sequencing and for the resolution of neu-
ronal features of computed tomography (CT) brain scanning. Internet connectivity
has grown rapidly for many years, as have nanotechnology related patents. Marchant
then provides examples of the failure of the existing legal framework “based on a
static rather than a dynamic view of society and technology” to cope with these
rapid advances. The U.S. Congress, for example, linked attainment requirements
and ozone standards without allowing for changes to the ozone standards which
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would make unaltered enforcement of the attainment standards absurd. This mis-
match is particularly striking because the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
is required by the same statute to periodically upgrade the ozone standard and thus
the absurdity would have been anticipated by anyone paying serious attention to the
prospect of advances in scientific knowledge. Marchant also points out that the reac-
tion times of legal institutions have slowed down in recent decades exacerbating the
pacing problem, and he provides evidence for why that slowing down has occurred
in legislatures, regulatory agencies and the courts.

There is a widespread awareness of the “pacing problem” and Marchant cites
observations by various experts from multiple fields expressing their judgment
that law is struggling to keep pace with new scientific developments. He con-
cludes with a list of suggestions for devising more flexible and adaptive regulatory
approaches to avoid or minimize the pacing problem: expedited rule-making;
self-regulation (or “cooperative” regulation); issue specific statutes; courts with spe-
cialized subject matter jurisdiction; sunset clauses; periodic mandatory program
reviews; free-standing independent institutions with specific issue foci; adaptive
management strategies that use feedback to reorient their policies and practices;
and principles-based regulation (rather than detailed prescriptive rules).

Joseph Herkert explicitly poses ethical questions that are latent in various other
chapters. He explores whether emerging technologies require new ethical concepts
or merely expand the scope of existing ethical concepts. He uses humanoid robotics
and pervasive computing to frame his response. Human robotics are insinuating
themselves into modern, technological societies in various commercial and military
capacities. The increased use and reliance upon these increasingly sophisticated
robots presses ethical worries beyond consumer safety and products liability to
more fundamental ethical categories such as moral agency, free will and human
identity. Pervasive computing is the convergence of advances in fields such as micro-
electronics, materials science, solid state physics, nanotechnology, radio frequency
identification (RFID), wireless communications, and global positioning systems
(GPS) and can affect “every facet of our lives, including our homes, workplaces,
schools, businesses, and entertainment venues.” These two technologies share with
other emerging technologies a few characteristics which make them especial chal-
lenges to ethics: embeddedness; unlimited reach; an engineering of the mind and
the body; and specificity.

Herkert points to engineering ethics as a useful source of perspective for these
challenges and describes in particular a grid scheme that cross references various
domains for engineering ethics as either macro-ethics or micro-ethics and either
engineering practice or scientific research. He is attracted to such new formulations
because there is a growing sentiment, at the very least within engineering ethics,
that traditional ethical concepts have proven inadequate in general and in particular
when confronted with emerging technologies. Herkert notes that promoters of the
emerging technologies seem willing to abandon traditional ethical concepts, such as
the primary role of human agency, which might impede the progress of technology,
while critics of the emerging technologies tend to focus on the process of ethical
deliberation, both in terms of timeliness and participation. He identifies a middle
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ground where moral imagination and preventive ethics are important themes that
can be developed to devise new ethical concepts and frameworks that can meet the
task of pending and future ethical challenges.

The second part of the book, focusing on oversight dynamics, opens with David
Rejeski’s chapter addressing public policy on the technological frontier. He notes
that there are a number of reasons why public policy makers encounter difficulties
on this frontier: its novelty; cognition biases of the policy makers; framing that dis-
torts issues and debates; intractable problems with inadequate resources assigned to
them; and many known unknowns. To confront these issues, Rejeski suggests that
we rephrase the governing metaphors to deemphasize an “assessment and regula-
tion” paradigm, with its “interminably long process of issue identification, analysis,
recommendations, and implementation” to an emphasis on co-evolution. He also
recommends an embedded early warning system approach to promote reflexive and
anticipatory governance. Another useful (open-source) tool would be an evolving
list of known unknowns to help reduce the likelihood of surprises where possible
scenarios can be considered before they occur. Rather than keying on best practices,
Rejeski instead focuses on bad practices in order to collect and manage informa-
tion about them and channel that information into solutions. He also recommends
that research scientists and engineers be appropriately trained so that they provide
oversight for the research enterprises in which they are engaged rather then rely-
ing exclusively upon social scientists and ethicists from outside that enterprise.
Finally, Rejeski recommends that we develop and implement learning strategies that
focus upon learning from mistakes instead of obsessing about the impossible task of
avoiding all mistakes. Advances in computation and rapid prototyping systems per-
mit learning and innovation through experimentation that promotes better solutions
informed by many tested hypotheses. Rejeski sums up these recommendations as
efforts to rephrase learning about emerging technologies as co-evolution rather than
an effort to run faster on the technology treadmill.

Deborah Johnson uses software agent technology to explore an anticipatory
ethics approach to rapidly developing technologies. This approach engages with
the ethical implications of a technology in its early stages of development in order
to influence that development. The early engagement applies the insight of various
Science and Technology Studies (STS) scholars that technological development is
fluid and contingent because it is social negotiated and constituted. The software
agent technology example, which involves complex systems designed to operate
independently of their human designers, is instructive because these agents have
been described by some commentators as autonomous and this characterization
collides with traditional moral notions and practices of accountability. Johnson
examines the strengths and weaknesses of an argument for a moral ontology for
software agents that keeps them tethered to those who design and deploy them. Her
analysis of software agents supports the conclusion that moral notions and practices
do influence technology and that they can more intentionally and effectively address
the pacing problem by affecting the future development of emerging technologies.

Lyria Bennett Moses considers the extent to which sui generis rules are an effec-
tive approach for dealing with the “pacing problem.” The sui generis approach is
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often recommended where there is pressure to enact new laws for a new technology,
or where uncertainty arises about the application of law in new contexts, or where
the law may not apply as intended in the new context. She provides several exam-
ples where sui generis rules were adopted in response to technological change and
describes the rationales for the sui generis approach in each case. She identifies and
evaluates several potential disadvantages of the sui generis approach: the failure
to cover sufficient ground (the completeness problem); the administrative costs of
maintaining multiple legal regimes (the administrative cost problem); the tendency
of sui generis rules to assume a temporary technological framework (the problem
of technological change); and the potential for narrowly defined rules to unfairly
benefit narrowly defined groups (the political problem). Moses then describes the
pros and cons of sui generis rules, concluding that the decision on whether or not
to adopt such an approach may be technology and context-specific and needs to be
carefully and openly considered on a case-by-case basis.

Daniel Sarewitz identifies the context for governing technological change as
the dilemma created by a commitment to pluralism, participation and openness
in our governance structures, on the one hand, and the enormous transforma-
tional power of technology and technological systems, “a power that often seems
at once inscrutable, unconscious, overwhelming, and autonomous,” on the other.
He describes how the challenge of this dilemma has been largely deflected: “the
pursuit of technological transformation is largely exempted from formal demo-
cratic processes of eliciting value preferences and adjudicating value disputes about
desired future states.” He offers an alternative resolution for the dilemma, namely
a technological assessment (TA) where the pace and direction of knowledge and its
applications are directed by human choice, where those choosers encompass a range
of socio-economic, cultural and political components, and where social settings
interact with techno-scientific advances to create evolving outcomes that reflect the
values of the widely encompassed decision-makers. Sarewitz offers the example
of the real time technology assessment (RTTA) project pursued by the Center for
Nanotechnology and Society at Arizona State University that attempts to exemplify
the alternative approach by building reflexivity into the research process.

The third part of this volume describes an assortment of possible solutions to
the “pacing problem.” Brian Rappert describes his experience with codes of con-
duct as a possible means of addressing the challenge of keeping pace with science
and technology. Codes of conduct encompass a variety of aims, drafters and target
audiences, but are generally an attempted form of self-regulation. Rappert adjudges
that, if our standard for assessing whether codes are working is their effects on guid-
ing the behavior of practitioners, then this aim has largely been unrealized. Codes
have tended to codify existing practices rather than establishing new standards that
require changed behavior. Rappert counters that the process of deliberating about
codes has helped track developments in science and technology by helping to build
shared agendas and enabling coordinated initiatives and in that sense codes are
working if we recalibrate our standard of review. Raising awareness about important
topics, fostering ethical reflection about emerging issues, clarifying responsibili-
ties and increasing public confidence are also valuable effects of the code drafting
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process. Rappert rehearses the history of efforts in the United Kingdom to draft
codes for biological weapons to prevent the destructive use of life science research
to support his evaluation.

Kenneth Abbott focuses on international action to coordinate national law and
policy in response to scientific and technological innovation. International action
can steer national law and policy toward greater uniformity, and also towards greater
efficiency, legitimacy and a public interest orientation in form and content, and,
moreover, facilitate speedier responses, especially in states with limited regulatory
capacity. He provides a general institutional framework for international coordina-
tion, steering, and facilitation, with two key elements: a “framework convention”
and a set of international institutions and procedures that would operate under the
authority of that convention. He proposes arrangements that would operate at the
international, the trans-governmental, and the transnational levels. The first value
of this international approach is that it helps states and other actors to produce and
share information more effectively, which increases the comparability of informa-
tion and assessments from varied sources. The second value is its usefulness in
coping with the problem of inconsistent or inappropriate national responses. Abbott
provides a detailed elaboration of the framework approach to the “wicked” prob-
lem of innovation by drawing upon the structure and history of various international
framework approaches as applied in other contexts.

Ruth Carter and Gary Marchant consider the strengths and weaknesses of prin-
ciples based regulation, rather than rules-based regulation, as a means to address
the complexity and rapid pace of innovation. Principles-based regulation tries to
focus on desired outcomes rather than rigid rules by promulgating guiding prin-
ciples that are broad, general and abstract. Regulated companies are intended to
have considerable discretion about how to apply the principles to new situations.
Carter and Marchant compare the principles-based and rules-based approaches,
using the finance industry, which uses principles-based regulations, to draw distinc-
tions. Principles-based regulations place the spirit of the law before the letter of the
law; provide flexibility and freedom to regulated companies; better respond to the
changing practices of evolving industries at lower cost; and can foster better rela-
tionships between regulated companies and the regulators. There are limitations to
the principles-based approach: flexible principles can beget uncertainty; principles
can ossify over time to resemble and function like rules; the transformation from
rules-based regulations to principles-based regulations can be costly and time con-
suming; there can be substantial compliance problems because the regulator requires
more information and cooperation from regulated companies to provide effective
regulatory oversight; and a rules-based approach requires a change in the culture
of the regulated companies and its industry to adopt a cooperative perspective on
the role of the regulator in monitoring regulatory compliance. A special problem
for a principles-based approach is technologies that are subject to regulatory over-
sight by more than one agency; it is unlikely that a principles-based approach can be
implemented unless all involved agencies are pursuing principles-based regulation.

Lyn Gaudet and Gary Marchant explore four administrative law strategies
that might be applied in a modified form to address issues raised by emerging
technologies. The four tools are negotiated rulemaking, direct final rulemaking,
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online forums, and temporary legislation/sunset provisions. The chapter provides
a brief introduction to administrative law and then addresses the four tools individ-
ually, elaborating upon their particular features and offering examples. Negotiated
rulemaking attempts to join affected parties together in order to forge a consensus
version of the proposed rule. This effort aims to avoid the delays and inefficiencies
of an agency drafted rule that is contested in a lengthy notice and comment process
followed by judicial review, perhaps in several iterations. Negotiated rulemaking is
limited to situations where a limited number of interests are affected by the rule, a
balanced representation of persons affected by the rule can be convened, there is a
reasonable likelihood that consensus is achievable and the process will not cause,
but rather avoid delay in the proposed rulemaking and the issuance of the rule.

Direct final rulemaking bypasses the elaborate notice and comment phase of most
rulemaking. Instead, an agency drafts its proposed rule, provides public notice of
the rule, and adopts it shortly thereafter without public input or comment. The moti-
vation for this direct final approach is streamlined rulemaking, i.e., getting rules
into effect promptly. Rules adopted in this manner must be uncontroversial because
receipt by the proposing agency of any adverse comment or a notice on an intent to
file an adverse comment leads directly to the withdrawal of the rule. Direct final
rulemaking is well suited to minor changes to rules, e.g., cleaning up language
ambiguities in a rule, but it problematic for proposed rules with encompassing or
significant impacts.

Online rulemaking is the use of digital technologies to develop and implement
regulations. It promotes access to a large quantity of information from a large
number and variety of sources and increases public access and participation in the
rulemaking process. Temporary legislation/sunset provisions involve the expiration
of laws/rules after a specified period of time. This can be especially applicable
to emerging technologies because regulations promulgated with limited informa-
tion/significant uncertainties about such technologies must be revisited when they
expire and more information/less uncertainty will lead to better phrased regulations
at the subsequent revision. The regulations are likely more malleable and responsive
when they must be redrafted periodically. Unfortunately, regulations that sunset are
often reenacted without a careful reconsideration of their strengths and weaknesses.

Kathleen Waugh and Gary Marchant consider the possible use of collaborative
voluntary programs to remedy part of the “pacing problem.” They use environmen-
tal law as a lens to evaluate such programs because environmental law has a 20
year history of addressing the outputs of technology. Environmental law has pio-
neered regulatory experiments that attempt to avoid the shortcomings of command
and control approaches, e.g., Best Available Technology (BAT), that lock in the
status quo and provide no incentive for investment in new processes or technolo-
gies. Collaborative voluntary programs take various forms, but they strive to include
regulated entities in regulatory target setting and emphasize flexibility about how
those targets will be met. These collaborative programs often create institutional
frameworks for on-going negotiations and innovation. Some regulatory models
allow participating entities to essentially self-regulate. In general, leadership arises
from multiple sources; solutions are framed to fit specific circumstances (instead
of a one size fits all approach); potential for continuous improvements (rather than
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minimum compliance levels) is emphasized; and flexibility about how a regulated
entity meets performance standards is a central feature.

The chapter evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of the collaborative
voluntary approach for possible application to emerging technologies and pro-
vides a detailed description of several case studies to assist in that assessment.
The five case studies offer several different kinds of collaborative voluntary pro-
grams with different methods of phrasing the relationship between the government
regulators and the regulated entities. Two key themes are identified in the case stud-
ies: the value of information in generating better policies and strategies and the
importance of flexibility for effective cooperation. Common problem areas were
a widespread perception among environmental activists that undervalued cooper-
ation as mere “cosmetics” and “greenwashing”; complaints by non-participating
entities that participating entities were unfairly advantaged by the agreements; a
concern that multi-stakeholder negotiations occurred on an inherently uneven play-
ing field where information asymmetries benefited entities that were not candid
about their operations and practices; and reservations about the proper role of
government in regulating business and its objectionable entanglement in the com-
plexities of an individual company’s particular circumstances. Waugh and Marchant
close with recommendations about future collaborative voluntary programs: flex-
ibility is critical; rewards must offset the assumed risk; regulatory penalties are
effective motivators; organization and industry dynamics are important selection
criteria for program design; goals should be achievable, well-defined, and quantifi-
able; an effective multi-stakeholder process requires a level playing field; and the
collaboration process needs to be adequately funded.

In summary, this volume endeavors to perform three tasks. First, it argues that the
“pacing problem” is real and substantial. It cannot be dismissed as a largely myth-
ical construct of over-active imaginations. The proof is amply demonstrated with
quantifiable evidence and persuasive narratives. The portents of the problem are
unexaggerated. Second, it explores the nature of this “pacing problem” by analyz-
ing its impacts in several particular contexts. It poses hard questions for traditional
notions of ethics and participatory democracy that cannot be ignored. Third, it pro-
vides several methods for possibly coping with the problem. These methods are
suggestions; they are not meant to be either definitive or exhaustive. Indeed, one
of the themes of this volume is the need for adaptive and flexible responses to the
“pacing problem” that are amenable to modification and recalibration. A salient
feature of emerging technologies is their rapid and non-linear development. It is
unlikely that any single innovation in legal practice or ethical reflection will be
able to encompass all of those developments. The methods described in this volume
intend to provoke further consideration of other methods and approaches.
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Part I
The “Pacing Problem”





Chapter 1
Governance and Technology Systems:
The Challenge of Emerging Technologies

Braden R. Allenby

So long as we do not, through thinking, experience what is, we
can never belong to what will be. . . . The flight into tradition,
out of a combination of humility and presumption, can bring
about nothing in itself other than self deception and blindness in
relation to the historical moment.
– Heidegger (1977)1

1.1 Introduction: The Power of Technology Systems

It was 1804, in England. Matthew Murray invented what is usually considered the
first railroad engine; later that same year, Richard Trevithick built a 40 pounds per
square inch (psi) steam locomotive for the Welsh Penydarran Railroad. And the
world changed forever.

It took a while. It was 1812 before the first commercially successful steam loco-
motives were put into operation on the Middleton Railway, and only in 1826 that
the first rail line was laid in the United States, in Quincy, Massachusetts; only three
miles in length, it was technologically obsolete in that the cars were pulled by
horses. Optimistically, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was chartered only a year
later, at first using sail power, then horse power – literally, as horses on treadmills
were used to drive the carriage wheels. But by 1832, the Atlantic, weighing 6.5 tons
and burning a ton of coal per round trip, hauled 50 tons from Baltimore on the B&O
line over a distance of 40 miles at 12–15 mph (PSRM 2008; Schivelbusch 1977).

By the 1840s, it was clear that railroad technology was improving rapidly, espe-
cially in the United States, where long distance transportation systems were critical.
Moreover, such technology was beginning, especially in a country like the United

1Heidegger, M. 1977. The Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays. (trans: Lovitt, W).
New York, NY: Harper Torchbooks “The Turning,” 49; “The Age of the World Picture,” 136.
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Legal-Ethical Oversight, The International Library of Ethics, Law and Technology 7,
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States, to have important cultural implications. Reflecting in part the growing real-
ization of the national security and military implications of railroad technology and
the advantage it gave the Union forces, President Abraham Lincoln in 1862 signed
the Pacific Railway Act authorizing construction of the first transcontinental rail-
road. Seven years later, in 1869, two railroads and two corporations, the Central
Pacific and the Union Pacific, met at Promontory Point, Utah, in a physical val-
idation of Manifest Destiny (Nye 2003). But the United States was not, perhaps,
the most dramatic demonstration of the integrated strategic and cultural power of
railroad technology. Consider, for example, the rise of Prussia.2 After the 1815
Congress of Vienna concluding the Napoleonic Wars, Prussia was simply another
minor state, only one among many that littered Central Europe. In fact, it was more
pathetic than most, because it was split into two pieces geographically, and those
pieces were floating in the midst of strong and powerful states: Hanover, Hesse-
Kassel, and, worse yet, France, Russia, Austria. But the brilliant Prussian military
genius, Helmuth von Moltke, at least understood the power of railroads. He used
them effectively when Prussia crushed the 1848 uprisings by using its railroads
to rush troops from city to city, moving their military strength quickly to where
it was needed. The Prussian military was impressed. In short order Prussia estab-
lished the Prussian Railway Fund, a special fund that supported the construction
of militarily critical lines that were not commercially viable. Dual use rail technol-
ogy became de rigor; Prussian commercial freight cars were designed so that they
could carry soldiers, horses, and military equipment if necessary. Unlike any other
European power, the Prussians tied mobilization to rail networks; each Prussian reg-
iment was assigned to a specific railhead where it would assemble when mobilized.
Of course, innovation tends not to be an isolated event; the Prussians also had the
most advanced rifle in Europe, the needle gun, world class military management,
and highly advanced training. It all paid off in 1866 at the battle of Koniggratz,
when the Prussians stunned – in fact, destroyed – a major European power, the
Austrian Empire, in large part because they managed to transport 197,000 men
and 55,000 horses to the front using railroads, a feat the Austrians had not imag-
ined possible (Boot 2007). As Austria fell, Prussia rose; Koniggratz marked Prussia
as a European power, even though it lacked the economy, the population, or the
geographical advantages of others, such as France or England.

But the story doesn’t end there, because, in large part as a result of their ini-
tial success using the railroad for military advantage, the Prussians, and thence
the Germans, subsequently developed a strategic plan for continental warfare. The
“Schlieffen Plan” was intended to enable victory by enabling the Germans to fight
on two fronts by achieving a rapid strategic success on one front (against the
French), then using the railroad to transfer their troops to the second front while
their erstwhile opponent (Russia) was still mobilizing. This was, indeed, the German
plan in World War I – in order to avoid a war on two fronts, which the Germans

2This example is taken from Allenby and Sarewitz (2011), and draws heavily on the description of
this battle in Boot (2007).
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recognized they probably couldn’t win, quickly defeat the French and then rush
those troops by rail to face the Russians, who everyone, including the Germans,
knew would take a long time to mobilize. It almost worked. Only the unexpectedly
rigorous French defense in the Battle of the Marne, and the fact that the Russians
mobilized far more quickly than anyone anticipated, led to the Plan’s failure and
the stalemate of World War I trench warfare. So was it the lure of railroad technol-
ogy that led the Germans to a fatal mistake, and perhaps encouraged them to begin
World War I? Without Konniggratz, and the reliance which verged on faith on rail-
road technology, would Germany have initiated the hostilities that led to two World
Wars and the end of the naïve nineteenth century faith in Enlightenment progress
and rationality?

To moderns, railroad technology is familiar, even trite; to the people that lived
during the era when railroad technology diffused across the global landscape, it
brought enormous change. It was an inexorable juggernaut of change: not just tech-
nologies, and family businesses, and small farms, and transport change, but deep,
unsettling cultural and psychological change. The railroad built a new world, but not
before destroying much of the old, the comfortable, the familiar.

For many people, for example, there is nothing more familiar than time – if
they even think about it at all. Yet modern time is a product of railroad technol-
ogy, for as a regional and national scale integrated transportation network, railroads
required a uniform, precise system of time that was coextensive with the network –
they required “industrial time” (Rosenberg and Birdzell 1986). Before railroads,
local times were isolated and charmingly idiosyncratic: London time was four min-
utes ahead of Reading, for example, and fourteen minutes ahead of Bridgewater
(Schivelbusch 1977). In fact, the industrialization of time can be seen as a co-
evolutionary process as railroad technology matures: for a considerable time in the
US, each train company had its own time, so that Buffalo at one time has three dif-
ferent clocks, Pittsburgh six, reflecting the number of railroad companies using their
stations. Regional standard time did not gain legal recognition in the US until 1918
(Schivelbusch 1997). Large integrated networks also require co-extensive commu-
nications systems if they are to be coordinated, so the railroads called forth the
telegraph (Grubler 1998).

Just as they devoured miles, railroads devoured the simpler, localized economic
institutions that characterized a largely agrarian America (a pattern less obvious in
Europe). Railroad firms needed far more capital than the simpler factory capitalism
they replaced; they thus required, and shaped, modern capital and financial markets
(railroad construction was the single most important stimulus to industrial growth
in Western Europe by 1840s) (Freeman and Louca 2001). Similarly, railroads fun-
damentally changed economic and power structures; especially in the US, railroads
restructured the economy from local and small regional business concentrations to
trusts (scale economies of national markets). Big Sugar, the Tobacco Trust, Standard
Oil . . . industrial monopolies of unprecedented scale rode in on rails of steel. With
the railroad, economic power passed to industrial firms from agriculture; more sub-
tly, so did cultural authority (Marx 1964; Nye 1994). The transformative touch of the
railroad not only created national institutions, but re-structured the continent itself,
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writing a new biological chapter, a new demographic chapter. Railroads transformed
landscapes at all scales, both physically and psychologically. Chicago existed, and
structured the Midwest economically, politically, physically and environmentally,
because of railroads (Cronon 1991). Psychologically, railroad technology did not
just extend, but obliterated, the sense of place and rhythm that previous transporta-
tion technologies, the horse and carriage and canal, had encouraged. Schivelbusch
(1986 pp. xiii, xiv) notes that railroad technology “introduced a new system of
behavior: not only of travel and communication but of throught, of feeling, of
expectation. travel by railroad inevitably (if unconsciously) assimilated the personal
traveler into a physical system for moving goods.” The space-time compression so
beloved of post-modernists is not a purely modern phenomenon, for it is a common
complaint of rail travelers in their day. Not for nothing did the Impressionists cele-
brate rail stations as images of modernity and urban splendor (with perhaps a touch
of occasional alienation).3

Perhaps most fundamentally, however, in the United States particularly rail-
roads became a potent symbol of national power, and, more subtly, instantiated
and validated the American integration of religion, morality and technology (Marx
1964; Nye 1994). In doing so, the railroads fundamentally and radically shifted
the dominant American worldview from Jeffersonian agrarianism to a high tech-
nology, capitalist sublime, from an Edenic to a high-tech New Jerusalem teleology
(Marx 1964; Nye 1994). The “shining city on the hill” was not to be an equitable
democracy of farmers, but a technological overcoming of human frailty. This is a
powerful and potentious change that even today replays itself as the sustainability
and environmental discourses yearn for the Edenic and the industrial, commer-
cial, and science and technology communities strive to build their New Jerusalem
(Allenby 2005). It also flavors dialogs between the United States and the European
Union, particularly around agricultural policy (and genetically modified organisms)
which for the US is an industrial issue, and for the E.U. much more of an agrarian
landscape issue.

Railroads are only one example of what economic historians call “long waves”
of innovation (sometimes called “Kondratiev waves”), where technology clusters
develop around core technologies (much as the telegraph did with the railroad),

3While the best known series of Impressionist paintings of the railroad is probably Monet’s seven
paintings of the Gare Saint-Lazare in Paris, which offer a wonderful treatment of the new tech-
nology, Manet’s The Railway, also known as the Gare Saint-Lazare, is more nuanced, with the
characters in the foreground separated from the railroad by an iron fence, and the adult turning
away from the steam of the railroad even as the child peers through the bars. Nonetheless, con-
temporary observers could not contain their passion for the new technology: as Jacques de Bies
exclaimed in his lecture “Edouard Manet” in the Salles des Capucines, in Paris on January 22,
1884 (quoted in National Gallery of Art, 1998),

It’s true, the locomotive is missing and one does not see the train. The smoke is enough for
me, because it denotes the fire, which is like the soul of the engine. And the engine, as you
who are listening know well, is the intelligence, the glory, and the fortune of our century.
For future generations, our nineteenth century will be a locomotive, just as papal Rome is a
tiara, as Venice is a gondola, . . . and as our French Middle Ages is the armor of a baron.
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with accompanying social, cultural, institutional, policy, legal and economic change.
The mechanization of textile manufacture was the basis of the Industrial Revolution
in the UK; railroads and steam technology powered a wave from about 1840 to
1890; steel, heavy engineering and electricity, from about 1890 to 1930; the auto-
mobile, petroleum, and aircraft from about 1930 to 1990; the information cluster
with its computerization of the economy, from about 1990 to the present (Freeman
and Louca 2001). Each of these technology clusters co-evolves with profound and
unpredictable institutional, organizational, economic, cultural and political change.
Thus, for example, prior to the railroads the American economic system was char-
acterized by very loosely coupled local economies; after the railroad came the
trusts and national monopolies. From the perspective of the former, it would have
been hard indeed to predict the development of these new economic institutions –
much less the legal responses that eventually were required as economic gover-
nance itself shifted to meet new conditions (Bruchey 1980) . Similarly, specialized
professional managerial systems and associated “Taylorism” industrial efficiency
techniques characterized the heavy industry cluster, while a far more networked,
flexible structure began to evolve during the information cluster (Castells 2000).
Each of these technology constellations carries with it unpredictable social and
institutional implications; each requires new policies and new legal structures.

The railroad example does, however, make clear several important principles
of technological evolution. For one thing, technologies must be understood as
integrated cultural, economic, institutional, and built phenomena. To consider
technology to be merely artifacts, while appropriate in many cases, would lead
to gross over-simplification and dysfunctional analysis and policy formulation if
applied to technology systems (Bijker et al. 1997). Secondly, any technology of
any significance tends to be profoundly destabilizing of existing norms, institu-
tions, employment patterns, firms, and power relationships – and thus, of course, to
the degree it is so, it will generate substantial and potentially powerful opposition.
Whether a culture will evolve technologically thus depends to a not insignificant
extent on how powerful its conservative forces are, and whether they are able to
merely hinder technological evolution (as in the case of stem cells and the Bush
Administration), or to stifle it completely (as China did with its technology in the
early 1400s, when it was by most estimates the most technologically advanced
country on earth) (Landes 1998). Thirdly, because of the complexity of technol-
ogy systems, especially as they are manifested in cultural, institutional, and social
domains, projecting the effects of technology systems before they are actually
adopted is not just hard but probably impossible.

These observations may seem trivial given the railroad example, but that is only
because we’re now in the position of looking back, when the traumas, conflicts, and
dislocations are safely played out, and for the most part forgotten. We are, in a mean-
ingful sense, children of the railroad, and we could no more conceive of a world
that had not been shaped by that technology than we could imagine living on the
moon. Moreover, if the history of technological evolution is a warning, it is an inad-
equate one for the wave bearing down on us now. Technological change is always
potent, but now we have not just one or two enabling technologies undergoing rapid
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evolution, we have five: nanotechnology, biotechnology, robotics, information and
communication technology (ICT), and applied cognitive science (NBRIC).

1.2 The Five Horsemen of Emerging Technologies

Taken as a whole, the NBRIC technologies in some ways are the logical end
of the chapter of human history that began 2,500 years ago with the Greeks.
Nanotechnology is the culmination of material science and chemistry, in that
it extends human will and design to the atomic level. As for biotechnology,
J. R. McNeill, an environmental historian, notes that (2000 at 193–94):

By the twentieth century, our numbers, our high-energy technologies, and our refined divi-
sion of labor with its exchange economy made us capable of total transformation of any and
all ecosystems. . . . In the twentieth century we became what most cultures long imagined
us to be: lords of the biosphere.

Robotics continues to expand its exotic menagerie; spook agencies are develop-
ing robotic insects that can be used for surveillance, while hybrid robots – hardware
robots guided by hybrid rat neuron/chip configurations – undergo testing in the lab-
oratory (in the instant case, some 300,000 rat neurons in a soup – the image is of the
proverbial brain in a vat, only it’s real and running a robot (Marks 2008)). Military
use of robots is expanding greatly, from weapon platforms that are manipulated at
a distance to jet fighters that are designed so they can either be flown directly by
a pilot – or from a distance. More subtly, different cultures envision very differ-
ent trajectories as cyborg states proliferate (consider the modern soldier, with all
his or her instrumentation, GPS capability, and the like). Americans and Europeans
seem to envision a somewhat dystopian relationship, with technology in conflict
with the human; Japanese, Korean, and Chinese cultures seem to envision an inte-
gration of the human and the technological. Thus, Americans tend to view robots
that are designed to look and behave like humans as somewhat spooky; Japanese like
them. In popular media, the Western Frankenstein perspective shows up in movies
like The Matrix, whereas the Asian perspective is quite common in anime, such as
the two Ghost in the Shell movies. It is interesting but entirely speculative to suggest
that this cultural difference may in the long run prove to be a source of significant
cultural advantage for Asian countries.

ICT gives us the ability to create virtual worlds at will, and facilitates a migra-
tion of functionality to information rather than physical structures. Thus, money
used to be coins and paper bills, themselves mere symbols of value, but now even
that physical premise is gone. Money is electrons somewhere in cyberspace, and
financial instruments have become so mathematical that no one can figure out any-
more which shell the risk is hidden under. But ICT has more subtle implications.
Consider, for example, how GoogleTM enables real time recovery of virtual any
fact on the Internet – or, put another way, how memory as a cognitive function has
now been distributed across the Web, just as in earlier eras poetry and religion,
upon being printed, became available to everyone, not just elites. Moreover, the
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acceleration of change and accumulation of information also accelerates changes
in the structures – cultural constructs, ideas and ideologies, even language itself –
that humans use to simplify and symbolize their world, so that assumptions about
meaning can no longer be regarded as stable.

Finally, there’s cognitive science, which is particularly challenging in that it
affects not just external systems, but the human itself. In other words, where other
technology systems made fundamental changes, at least they were external to the
core concept and physicality of human, whereas cognitive science accelerates the
process of modifying (or designing, or actively intervening in) the human itself.
This is difficult ground – what is “the human” to begin with? – but at least in some
cases the general idea behind the technology is familiar, even if the technology
is new. Thus, for example, humans have been using drugs, from alcohol and caf-
feine to more esoteric (and less legal) formulations, for thousands of years, but the
new cognitive enhancers – Ritalin for concentration, modafinil (Provigil) for alert-
ness, and many others in the pharmaceutical pipeline – are not only coming more
quickly but are increasingly being designed for specific cognitive effects. Similarly,
the printing press meant that individuals no longer needed to memorize Homer,
but could go to the page or chapter they wanted – which was a form of diffusion
of memory. In that sense, GoogleTM is a continuation; in the power of integrated
external memory, however, GoogleTM and similar systems are no less transforma-
tive than printing. Lest we focus too much on the individual level, however, it is
worth noting that without the printing press there could not have been the Protestant
Reformation (because individuals until then did not have access to written material
in general, and the Bible in particular, so a theology of direct relation to God through
scripture could not have arisen); and the Reformation launched three centuries
of bloody warfare across Europe. Cognitive technologies are neither neutral nor
gentle.

To take another example, cognitive research has been for a number of years now
quietly but effectively undermining the concept of free will by, among other things,
increasingly demonstrating that consciousness appears to be an afterthought (liter-
ally) rather than an agent of action (Baer et al. 2008). From another angle, geneticists
continue to demonstrate that certain genetic patterns are associated with a high prob-
ability with complex behavior patterns including violence and antisocial behaviors.
Clearly, such work raises difficult issues for the legal system, both metaphysical
(e.g., the dependence of criminal law on free will and conscious intent), and substan-
tive (what level of pre-criminal activity restraint based on, e.g., genetic propensities,
is permissible? How is protection of society balanced against the rights of the indi-
vidual when we gain power to rank individuals against probabilities of different
types of antisocial behaviors?).

Before one can begin to answer such questions, however, one must perceive the
relevant context. This is increasingly problematic: the public (and, indeed, tech-
nologists outside of their particular specialties) get only impressionistic glimpses
of emerging technologies in stories about particular events or experimental results.
Virtually no organization, and certainly no individuals, perceive what’s actually hap-
pening across the technological frontier, or even in particular domains. It is therefore
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not at all surprising that most people are completely blind to how real cognitive
science scenarios that they might regard as science fiction actually are. Thus, for
example, the US Army recently funded researchers at the University of California at
Irvine, Carnegie Mellon University, and the University of Maryland to study how to
design and build “thought helmets” for soldiers that detect and interpret brain waves
in terms of individual words, and rebroadcast them as radiowaves to other soldiers –
in other words, telepathy (Physorg 2008). While application remains years away,
this builds on much other work that’s already been done at places like Carnegie
Mellon University, that indicates that interpretation of individual words from brain
activity is doable today. Combine this with the Duke University monkey experiment
where a monkey learned to manipulate a remote arm via brain waves and wireless
transmission (and subsequently to make a robot in Japan run), and the breakout of
the brain from the Cartesian model of the individual human is virtually complete
(or, looked at another way, the implicit boundary between the individual human and
environment is breached beyond redemption). Already, for example, it is possible to
purchase, for a list price of under $300, a headdress device that reads one’s brain-
waves and enables direct mental control of avatars in synthetic realities. Primitive
at this stage? Absolutely. But the implications are obvious – and, importantly, these
technologies are being driven by national security and defense needs, and powerful
financial incentives (technologies that make games more attractive can be worth bil-
lions). Thus, even in this limited domain a constellation of recent results integrates
into a culturally and psychologically powerful substantive change in cognitive and
perceptual systems, with huge legal and policy implications in domains from privacy
to anti-terrorism, systems security, and military and national security.

But it is not just that each NBRIC technology system is powerful; it is that
they are combining in unexpected ways that are both beyond any single techno-
logical domain, and very potent. The combined rat neuron/robot is an example; the
genetic/cognitive science collaboration on behaviors another; an ICT-based helmet
that reads thoughts yet another. Another that will no doubt raise serious policy and
legal issues going forward as society struggles to adjust in response is radical human
life extension.

At one extreme, some predict the achievement of “functional human immortal-
ity” within 50 years, either as a result of continuing advances in biotechnology, or
as ICT and computational power enable downloading of human consciousness into
information networks (Moravec 1988; Kurzweil 2005). While such predictions are
viewed by most experts as highly unlikely, there is a growing consensus that sub-
stantial extensions of average lifespan, with a high quality of life, are achievable in
the next few decades (De Grey 2004). For example, the IEEE Spectrum, a main-
stream technical journal, ran a series of articles in 2004 on engineering and aging
which concluded that using “engineered negligible senescence” to control aging
will allow average ages of well over 100 within a few decades. Others, while not
rejecting the possibility, are more skeptical (Vijg and Campisi 2008). Historically,
substantial increases in lifespan are not unprecedented; before 1800, life expectancy
virtually everywhere was only 30–35 years; South Korea has seen a 30 year jump
in lifespan since 1960 (Clark 2007; The Economist 2008). Moreover, what makes
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radical lifespan extension interesting is not just the integration of technological
domains – complexity and network theory, genetics, biotechnology, electrical engi-
neering theory and methodology, and much more – but how unaware virtually all
policymakers and the public generally are of the possibility. This is even more
bemusing because of the obviously challenging implications (for pension and old-
age systems, reproductive freedom and demographic trends, and material and energy
consumption patterns, for example). To add to the conceptual challenges, radi-
cal lifespan extension is only a small, albeit emotionally potent, area of human
enhancement research; taken together, the suggestion that “the human” is in the
process of becoming a new arena of systemic design is not implausible, although
of course specifics are unpredictable. N. Katherine Hayles, for example, in her
aptly named book, How We Became Posthuman, traces the evolution of the posthu-
man through the concepts of homeostasis, then reflexivity, then, finally, virtuality.
While Hayles is cautious about the implications of this on-going and accelerating
process, some foresee enormous potential: Roco and Bainbridge in an NSF report
entitled Converging Technologies for Improving Human Performance, for example,
conclude (2003 p. ix):

With proper attention to ethical issues and societal needs, converging technologies could
achieve a tremendous improvement in human abilities, societal outcomes, the nations’s
productivity, and the quality of life. . . . Examples of payoffs may include improving
work efficiency and learning, enhancing individual sensory and cognitive capabilities,
revolutionary changes in healthcare, improving both individual and group creativity,
highly effective communication techniques including brain-to-brain interaction, perfect-
ing human—machine interfaces including neuromorphic engineering, sustainable and
“intelligent” environments including neuro-ergonomics, enhancing human capabilities for
defense purposes, reaching sustainable development using NBIC tools, and ameliorating
the physical and cognitive decline that is common to the aging mind.

1.3 Technology, Complexity and Earth Systems Engineering
and Management

The evolution of new core technologies – actually, a suite of them in the form
of NBRIC – dramatically affects our usual assumptions about stability and cul-
tural frameworks along three dimensions: complexity, contingency, and accelerating
change. This can be briefly if simplistically captured in the understanding that accel-
erating technological evolution has decoupled from social, cultural, and institutional
evolution, and that as a result of that decoupling, we are increasingly incapable of
managing the complexity that we have ourselves created, and unable to deal with the
level of contingency in foundational beliefs and perceptions that technological evo-
lution increasingly generates. This sounds somewhat ethereal, but the implications
of failing to appreciate the power of complexity can be quite important. An obvi-
ous example is the end of the Cold War, when primitive communism in the Soviet
Union and China collapsed not from external conquest, but because the centralized
economic model adopted by large Marxist societies simply became incapable of
managing the complexity inherent in a modern industrial economy. Simply put, the
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Soviet model assumed a knowable, simple system whereas the decentralized infor-
mation structure of the market model adopted by the West proved far more adept at
managing complexity.

To begin with, we face radically increasing complexity of at least four differ-
ent kinds. The most intuitive is static complexity: the systems within which we
must function contain increasing numbers of components, subsystems, and link-
ages among them. Supply chains become supply networks as even relatively simple
products instantiate global networks; medicine becomes molecular; socially, com-
munities of all types spring up on the Internet. The next stage is, of course, dynamic
complexity, as these networks evolve over time. The two are often related, but do
not need to be; the famous beer game that confounds MBA students as they try to
balance a simple supply chain consists of only a wholesaler, a brewer, and a retailer
(the complexity arises with the lag times introduced between the demand and supply
functions of these three nodes) (Senge 1990). This leads to the third kind of com-
plexity, which arises as technological or environmental systems become entangled
with human systems, “wicked complexity.” Wicked complexity is difficult precisely
because it entrains consciousness, intentionality, reflexivity, and other characteris-
tics of human behavior at individual and institutional scales. A study of a salt marsh,
for example, does not change the salt marsh, as the information domains (the study
or report, and the physical and biological systems of the salt marsh) remain sepa-
rate; a study of New York City, however, reflexively becomes part of the information
structure of the City, and thus changes the dynamics of the system in ways that the
study could not predict. Wicked systems are thus inherently uncertain and unpre-
dictable, and require real time interaction, because until behavior actually emerges,
future system states are uncertain.

The final level of complexity is scale, which arises because we must begin to
design, engineer and manage integrated human/natural/built earth systems at not
just national, but regional and global scale. We live in a world that is fundamen-
tally different from anything that we have known in the past, and a major reason
is the technology systems that, in NBRIC, are approaching rates of autocatalysis
and change that are unprecedented, and that mark a demarcation not just between
pre-modern and modern, but between humans as a “natural” species, and humans
as a “technological” species. In one sense, of course, we have simply begun to per-
ceive that which thousands of years of human history have created, although the
Industrial Revolution undeniably accelerated the process – a world dominated by
one species and the activities and products characteristic of that species, from auto-
mobiles to cities to the creation of vast new cyberspaces. It is a world where the
critical dynamics of major earth systems, be they atmospheric, biological or radia-
tive, or for that matter cultural, economic, or technological, increasingly bear the
imprint of the human. Several examples should suffice to provide a flavor of this
anthropogenic Earth. Consider that most physical aspect of a body in space, its
radiation spectrum, and then recall that the Earth’s spectrum is no longer just a
matter of reflections from clouds, emitted infrared radiation, and the like, as it has
been for billions of years until now. Rather, it includes television and radio broad-
casts, and leakage from all sorts of technologies – a reality captured brilliantly in
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that picture of the Earth from space at night, with the electric lights spread over
North America, Europe and Asia. Today, perhaps the most fundamental physi-
cal aspect of our planet, its radiation spectrum, carries our signature on it – and,
underlying that profound change is the core technology of another “long wave,”
electricity.

Another obvious example is global climate change, which, despite the limited
perspective of the current negotiation process, represents a new reality: fitful and
ad hoc as our current responses are, they stand for the dawning of a realization
that, regardless of short term responses such as the Kyoto Treaty, our species will
be engaged in a dialog with our climate, our atmospheric chemistry and physics,
and the carbon cycle so long as we exist at anywhere near our current numbers on
the planet. We can reduce – more likely, redistribute – some of our impacts on these
complicated and interrelated systems – biofuels, for example, attempt to address car-
bon cycle management, but at the expense of nitrogen and phosphorous cycles at this
point – but we will not eliminate the growing human influence. Moreover, these par-
ticular perturbations are all part of interconnected global systems, and a population
of over six billion humans, each seeking a better life, ensures that our overall role in
global systems will increase absent some sort of population crash. And underneath
this phenomenon is another “long wave” constellation of technologies, including
the fossil fuel energy economy and the automobile.

A third example might be the restructuring of the biosphere that is currently
beginning. This is more complex than the usual framing of it as a “crisis in
biodiversity,” which is a partial perception, because even if the decrease in evolved
biodiversity is as steep as alleged, it only involves a part of biology – “evolved
biology.” It thus overlooks the project of understanding and designing new forms
of life, a series of efforts, from genetics to agricultural science, that are coalescing
into a new field called “synthetic biology.” Synthetic biology merges engineering
with biology by, among other things, creating standard biological components that
can be mixed and matched in organisms to provide desired functions. This allows
researchers to treat biological pathways as if they were components or circuits, and
to create organisms from scratch – not to mention extending beyond existing bio-
logical systems by, for example, creating life based on different genetic codes than
those found in the wild (MIT, for example, has established a Registry of Standard
Biological Parts, called “BioBricks,” that can be ordered and plugged into cells,
just like electronic components). Others have, somewhat controversially, assem-
bled a number of viruses from scratch, including the viruses for polio and the 1918
flu epidemic. Researchers have also engineered the genes of Escherichia coli to
incorporate a 21st amino acid, opening up an option space for design of biologi-
cal organisms that has been unavailable to evolved biological systems for billions
of years. Commercialization of synthetic biology products continues to accelerate;
although the most well known examples are agricultural genetically modified organ-
isms (GMOs), the technology is far more widespread. According to the Economist,
in 2004 some 5 percent of world chemical output was estimated to derive from
genetically engineered technologies, and figures for biotechnology patent filings in
OECD countries continue to rise sharply.
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Synthetic biology does not just reconfigure the biological sciences; the poten-
tial implications are far more profound. Most obviously perhaps, the definitions
and taxonomies that are inherent in traditional biology are destabilized by synthetic
biology. The definition of a species, for example, as a group of organisms able to
interbreed with one another and produce fertile offspring is increasingly irrelevant
when biological systems are built with BioBricks. Moreover, biodiversity becomes
a product of design choices, and industrial and political imperatives (security issues,
for example), rather than evolutionary pressures. Evolutionary biology tends to cre-
ate stable systems (because the components co-evolve), but synthetic biology tends
to create efficient designs; this suggests that resilience and stability of bio-based sys-
tems might be less in a regime characterized by increasing replacement of evolved
biology by designed biology.

More broadly, reconfiguring biological systems as design spaces, and commodi-
tization of resulting biological products means that biological systems increasingly
express the dynamics of human systems (wicked complexity), so that understand-
ing biological systems increasingly requires an understanding of the relevant human
systems, and the contingency that characterizes human systems comes to character-
ize biological systems. To take an obvious marketing example from conservation
biology, in an arbitrary and profoundly cultural process some species are preserved
because they are charismatic megafauna: pandas, tigers, or whales. Many, many oth-
ers go extinct because they are only insects, or plants, or ugly, or unknown; a few,
like smallpox, because humans detest and fear them (with the important proviso
that, in an age of biotech, national security and terrorism, extinction, at least for
viruses and bacteria, is never forever).

In short, biology is increasingly becoming a cultural science. But note that in
order to even ask such questions and raise such concerns, it is necessary to per-
ceive the importance of synthetic biology, a perspective that the current institutional
framework of the biological disciplines tends to discourage.

The complexity introduced by emerging technological systems is augmented by
their destabilizing effect on cultural constructs, ideologies, and institutional verities.
Of course, such concepts and frameworks change over time, but if the time is long
enough (seemingly a human generation or so), and they are captured in familiar
forms such as laws, regulations, or social patterns and habits, they appear to be stable
to the people living at the time. They can thus be assumed as forming a framework
within which operationally and ethically responsible decisionmaking can occur. But
as technological change accelerates, the destabilizing effects shorten, and become
visible and, indeed, troubling to the societies affected. Thus, the current pace and
depth of technological change has a twofold effect: it renders contingent much of
what we consider to be fixed, and, because it turns the human into a design space,
it also removes the stability of the one fixed point – ourselves as human beings –
we have generally taken as a reference point. In any assessment, the question is
usually what can be assumed a priori; we have few methodologies, and fewer legal
and policy structures, which are competent when both the subject of analysis, and
the assumptions upon which the analysis is based, are understood to be contingent.

Obviously, the continuing shift of the human from an a priori assumption to a
design space substantially enhances the contingency of Earth systems of all sorts.
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But technological change has other effects that enhance unpredictability and contin-
gency, for complexity and emergent behaviors, though arising from technological
systems, are not simply in the technological realm. To take an obvious example,
it is difficult enough to understand the technological implications of the Internet:
distribution of memory through GoogleTM, increasing integration of synthetic and
“real” realities, substitution of social for physical networking, security of increas-
ingly coupled systems arising in many different domains. But the Net has profound
cultural implications as well, for as it accelerates and augments information flows,
it inevitably affects culture, which is, after all, a domain heavily influenced by infor-
mation. Consider, for example, the impact of the Internet on what sociologists call
“cultural constructs” in the context of environmental debates. In particular, many
of the terms that characterize the environmentalist discourse, and that are taken as
self-evidently “real” and thus foundational for purposes of policy, discourse, and
ethics – “sustainability,” “nature,” “wilderness,” or “environment,” for example –
are, in fact, highly contingent cultural constructs. That is, they reflect not eternal
verities that are “out there” as much as they do particular ways of thinking about the
world that reflect a specific cultural and historical context (Cronon 1991; Hacking
1999). As Merchant (1995 at153) observes, “Nature, wilderness and civilization
are socially constructed concepts that change over time and serve as stage set-
tings in the progressive narrative.” “Sustainable development” is the most obvious
example. Explicitly delineated and popularized in a specific book, Our Common
Future (WCED 1987), the cultural construct of “sustainable development” and the
looser term of “sustainability” have over the past 20 years become major goals of
environmental and social policy, international negotiations, and even domestic and
international law. Thus, what began as a quite obvious cultural construct now defines
for many the desired endpoint for much human activity – the teleology of sustain-
ability. In the process, the contingency of the term – although quite explicit – has
become invisible to most people.

Why bring up cultural constructs at all? Because, while the uncertainty and
contingency of these evolving systems precludes any real knowledge about how
these constructs will be interpreted in future, what can be predicted with signifi-
cant certainty is that they will be very different than today. Yet much of our current
legislation and international negotiation processes assume their stability: we want to
keep climate where it is today; we attempt to privilege current constructs of “wilder-
ness,” “nature,” and “biological diversity” over periods not just of decades but of
centuries even as the evolution of ICT shortens the average life of such constructs.
From a technology perspective, to the extent one is designing traditional artifacts – a
toaster, an automobile – cultural constructs will remain fixed. But the level of earth
systems engineering and management – say, designing and supporting the continued
evolution of the Everglades, or designing components of the carbon cycle to man-
age climate perturbations, or trying to understand and work with the evolution of
NBRIC technologies – is a systems function, a continuing dialog, that extends well
beyond the cycle time of many cultural constructs even now. More rapidly chang-
ing cultural constructs will lead to even more contingency and unpredictability in
such engineering and management challenges, because the basis for policy and dia-
log – the cultural constructs that are common to a particular period and discourse –
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will be shifting more rapidly. This may be one of the most important, and diffi-
cult to study and understand, implications of the evolution of ICT specifically and
emerging technologies generally.

1.4 Conclusion

Even this brief discussion makes several important points regarding emerging tech-
nologies. Perhaps most importantly, technological change cannot be understood as
an isolated event. Rather, it represents movements towards new, locally stable, earth
systems states. These states integrate natural, environmental, cultural, theological,
institutional, financial, managerial, technological, built and human dimensions; they
change our worldviews, our cultural values, and even construct our sense of time.
Technologies do not define these integrated earth system states, except by conve-
nience, but they are an important destabilizing force across society. As such, they
generate not just new opportunity but also continuing transition costs – as Joseph
Schumpeter famously characterized it in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy
(1942), the “gale of creative destruction” that is innovative capitalism. They also
thus generate occasionally strong opposition, especially from cultural groups that
are either marginalized, or whose values are threatened by continuing technological
evolution. From a legal perspective, the law becomes an important playing field
upon which economic and institutional interests that are threatened try to stran-
gle new technologies before they can be launched and locked in to political and
economic systems.

In part, this is because technology is a major means by which humans have
expressed their will to power. The implications of this observation are not just aca-
demic. First, many specific applications and developments across the technological
frontiers discussed above will occur in the context of active conflict, such as the
Battle of Koniggratz mentioned above – or the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, where
opposition to its deployment will be perceived as verging on treasonous. More sub-
tly, cultures that develop technology, and encourage the development of frameworks
within which it can react upon itself and so accelerate its own evolution, tend to
thereby gain power over competitors. Because technologies create such powerful
comparative advantages as between cultures, those cultures that attempt to block
technology will, all things equal, eventually be dominated by those that embrace it.
The implications of these dynamics, taken together, is that it is likely that techno-
logical evolution will be difficult, if not impossible, to stop. Whether and how it can
be managed in the age of global cultural competition and globalized technological
competence becomes an important research question.

It would be difficult enough to deal with the challenges of emerging technologies
if they were evolving at historically traditional rates. The data indicate, however,
that the rate of technological change is not slowing, but rather accelerating dramat-
ically. This has a number of implications, some of which are sketched above. But
in a globalizing culture, it will become an increasing source of dissatisfaction for
more and more people, for it is stretching the bimodal distribution between those
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who constitute the global elite and who, primarily through education and culture,
are able to prosper under such conditions, and those who are left behind. The latter
have a strong tendency to seek stability in outmoded ideologies and fundamental-
ist movements – religious, environmental, social. These movements are desperate
responses to a world that, for such individuals, has become irrational, and, as it
destabilizes patterns of belief and behavior they invest with meaning, profoundly
challenging and frequently evil.

Understanding these systems enough to try to legislate or regulate is also chal-
lenged because current technological evolution is arguably unprecedented. Previous
technology clusters revolved around one or perhaps two evolving technologies – say,
rails and steam, or automobiles and petroleum. The constellation of nanotechnology,
biotechnology, robotics, ICT, and cognitive science, however, marks a culmination
of sorts of traditional technological evolution, for among other things it extends
control of materials to the atomic scale, and lays the groundwork for the complete
integration of the human and the technological. The Earth, biology, and indeed even
the human itself become design spaces and, in doing so, render contingent virtually
all of what we have taken to be fixed.

And so we have the question that Lenin asked at the turn of the last century:
What is to be done? First, the institutional ability to systematically perceive and
understand the frontiers of technological evolution as integrated entities must be
developed, for any action taken without such perception, while perhaps justified by
local conditions, is spasm rather than sentience. Second, we need to understand the
dynamics of these systems far better than we do, for only then can we begin to
understand how we may best interact with them to achieve more desirable outcomes
and trajectories. The operating assumption at this point – that we both understand
these systems, and are capable of managing them so that we achieve desired out-
comes without unfortunate unanticipated consequences – is at best whistling in
the dark, and more likely an abdication of ethical and rational responsibility. And,
finally, we need to develop institutional mechanisms, including legal and regulatory
tools, which engage with these systems in ways that are both productive and pre-
dictable. While the theoretical mechanisms for doing so are being suggested (e.g.,
real time technology assessment, and real time macroethical assessment (Allenby
and Sarewitz, 2011)), the operational capability is virtually nil at this point. We
have our work cut out for us.
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Chapter 2
The Growing Gap Between Emerging
Technologies and the Law

Gary E. Marchant

It is change, continuing change, inevitable change, that is the
dominant factor in society today. No sensible decision can be
made any longer without taking into account not only the world
as it is, but the world as it will be. . . .
– Isaac Asimov

Change is inevitable, except from vending machines.
– Woody Allen

A series of concurrent technological revolutions are rapidly transforming economic,
social and personal domains, now and even more so in the imminent future (Roco
and Bainbridge 2003; Garreau 2005). These current and pending emerging techno-
logical revolutions include information technologies, communication technologies,
nanotechnologies, biotechnology, regenerative and reproductive medicine, robotics,
neuroscience, surveillance technologies, and synthetic biology. Perhaps even more
important than the degree and breadth of these technological changes considered
individually or collectively is the exponential pace at which the successive waves of
technical change are washing over us (Kurzweil 2005).

In contrast to this accelerating pace of technology, the legal frameworks that
society relies on to regulate and manage emerging technologies have not evolved
as rapidly, fueling concerns about a growing gap between the rate of technological
change and management of that change through legal mechanisms (Moses 2007).
Increasingly, the traditional legal tools of notice-and-comment rulemaking, legisla-
tion and judicial review are being left behind by emerging technologies, struggling
to cope with even yesterday’s technologies.

The consequence of this growing gap between the pace of technology and law is
increasingly outdated and ineffective legal structures, institutions and processes to
regulate emerging technologies. The two basic options for addressing this problem
are (i) to slow or stop the pace of scientific progress; or (ii) to improve the capacity
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of the legal system to adapt to rapidly evolving technologies (even if this means
departing from traditional forms of legal regulation into broader forms of gover-
nance, as discussed below). History indicates that the first option is highly unlikely,
especially with technologies that have significant economic, psychological, or mil-
itary value. Therefore, implementation of the second option becomes critical and
is the focus of this introductory chapter. As Benjamin Cardozo noted almost half a
century ago, “with new conditions there must be new rules” (Cardozo 1960, p. 137).

This chapter first summarizes evidence of the accelerating pace of science and
technology, followed by evidence of the lagging efforts of law to keep up with
emerging technologies. It then briefly describes some basic approaches and options
to make the law more dynamic and responsive to accelerating technologies.

2.1 Accelerating Technology

Over the past half-century, we have witnessed the discovery of the structure of DNA,
the mapping of the human genome, the development, refinement, and widespread
adoption of computing systems, the advent of new communication and information
technologies that are fundamentally changing economic and social relations, and the
prevalent use of new technologies such as nanotechnology and neuroimaging that
were not widely known just a decade ago.

Various statistical measures give a sense of the accelerating pace of science and
technology. For example, one analysis concluded that over the last 250 years, the
number of scientific journals has doubled approximately every 15 years and the
number of “important discoveries” has doubled every 20 years (Price 1986; Tuomi
2003). Further, a study performed at the University of California-Berkeley showed
that the total information in the world doubled from 1999 to 2002 (Lyman and
Varian 2003). It has been estimated that we have created more scientific knowledge
in the past four decades than was created in the previous 5,000 years (Garreau 2001).
These exponential increases in information may be correlated with the available sci-
entific workforce, which expanded dramatically and in some cases, exponentially.
The number of engineers in the United States has doubled approximately every ten
years (Price 1986; Tuomi 2003) and it has been estimated that 90 percent of all
scientists who have ever lived are alive today (Garreau 2001).

The exponential growth of technology is demonstrated by several examples, one
of which is Moore’s Law, a 1965 observation of Gordon Moore, who subsequently
co-founded Intel. Essentially, the observation suggests that at the current rate of
technological development, the number of transistors that can fit on an integrated
circuit (and hence, computing power) will double every 12 months (Moore 1965).
(Moore revised this law in the 1970s to suggest that computing power would double
every 18–24 months instead). Despite the exponential growth projected by Moore’s
Law, the rate of computer development has kept pace with these ambitious projec-
tions for nearly 50 years (Lundstrom 2003). It has been postulated that with the
acceleration of Moore’s law, transistors will reach their limit on “smallness” within
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the next decade; however, another 30 years of exponential progress is attainable
and likely due to the rapidly increasing rate of advancement of technologies such
as silicon nanoelectronics and quantum computing (Lundstrom 2003). Exponential
improvements have also been demonstrated for computational power and for com-
puter processing speed. Specifically, the value of $1,000 of computational power has
doubled every two years through five paradigm shifts and most recently (the past 30
years) has doubled every year (Jurvetson 2004). Over the next 20 years, technolog-
ical growth will be equal to that of the entire twentieth century (Jurvetson 2004).
Further, desktop computer processing speed has seen exponential growth (Berndt
et al. 2000).

Another area in which rapid technological advancement can be demonstrated
is the biological sciences. An observation known as Monsanto’s Law supports the
theory of the increase of biological technology at an exponential rate. This law is
derived from an observation made by the Monsanto Corporation in 1997: “The abil-
ity to identify and use genetic information is doubling every 12–24 months. This
exponential growth in biological knowledge is transforming agriculture, nutrition
and healthcare in the emerging life sciences industry” (Brand 1999).

The technology for DNA sequencing has also been improving at an exponen-
tial rate (Carlson 2003), with the cost of DNA sequencing dropping by a factor
of 100,000-fold over the past decade (Carr 2010). Further, the growth of DNA
sequence data that has been added to Genbank, a database of sequences, has been
noted to be exponential as well. The amount of DNA sequence data has increased
from 606 sequences in 1982 to 108,431,692 in 2009 (GenBank 2010).

Another area of biological technology that has advanced and evolved rapidly
in the twentieth century is that of medical product innovation. In particular, the
twentieth century has witnessed dramatic advances in pharmaceuticals, materials
science, medical device engineering, and biologics. The advances in these individual
technologies have culminated in the creation of an entirely new area of innovation,
that of the technology of combination medical products (Bartlett Foote and Berlin
2005). Initially, combination medical products involved the addition of an existing
pharmaceutical agent to a medical device. One example of an early combination
medical product is the addition of a steroid drug to a pacemaker electrode in order
to promote healing and decrease scarring of cardiac tissue. More recently, however,
combination product innovation involves the addition (to medical devices) of agents
that regenerate tissue (LaForte 2004; Bartlett Foote and Berlin 2005), target cells
for delivery of gene sequences (Shea and Houchin 2004; Bartlett Foote and Berlin
2005), and detect illnesses in the body and target delivery of drugs and biologics
to the illness locale (Miller 2003; Bartlett Foote and Berlin 2005). These innova-
tive new combination products are the result of the rapidly increasing growth and
advancement of the fields of tissue engineering, gene therapy, and nanotechnology,
respectively (Bartlett Foote and Berlin 2005).

In the last 30 years, exponential advancement has also been demonstrated
in noninvasive brain scanning technology. Specifically, exponential improve-
ments in resolution of neuronal features have been demonstrated for computed
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tomography (CT) brain scanners (Trajtenberg 1990; Kurzweil 2003). In 1972,
resolution capability was approximately 4.0 millimeters, and by 1999, resolution
had decreased (improved) to approximately 0.06 mm (Kurzweil 2003).

Further, exponential growth has been demonstrated by advancements in internet
connectivity (Jurvetson 2004) and in number of internet hosts (Internet Systems
Consortium 2008). Specifically, the number of internet hosts has risen from 213 in
1981 to 541,677,360 in 2008 (Internet Systems Consortium 2008).

The field of nanotechnology has exhibited exponential growth as well. The
number of nanotechnology science citations has increased from approximately 400
in 1990 to greater than 10,000 in 2002, with a doubling time of 2.4 years. As
a result of increasing research and innovation in this particular area, the number
of US nanotechnology-related patents has risen from approximately 45 in 1990
to approximately 500 in 2002 (http://www.etcgroup.org/documents/TheBigDown.
pdf). Between 1997 and 2004, the number of patents granted in the area of nan-
otechnology has increased by a factor of three (Jurvetson 2004). As a result, IBM for
example, has more lawyers involved in nanotechnology than engineers (Jurvetson
2004).

Finally, a review of patent applications indicates an increasing technological
growth. Between 1995 and 2005 a total of over 1.6 million patent applications
have been filed worldwide with an average annual growth rate of 4.7% (WIPO
2007). Nor has the growth rate been linear; between 1883 and 1959 the growth rate
was a meager 1.99%, whereas between 2004 and 2005 it was 7% (WIPO 2007).
A closer examination reveals that certain technical fields are growing at an even
greater rate; between 2000 and 2004, medical technology (+32.2% increase in patent
applications filed), audio-visual technology (+28.3%), and information technology
(+27.7%) were the three fastest growing technical fields (WIPO 2007). Even when
controlling for gross domestic product in the United States, the data show that there
was a 6.3% increase in patent filings by residents in a one-year period from 2004 to
2005 (WIPO 2007).

2.1.1 Pace of Law vs. Pace of Science and Technology:
Can Law Stay Current?

With the increasingly rapid progression of science and technology, a major chal-
lenge that arises is the capability of legislation, regulation, and judicial case law
(collectively “law”) to keep pace with rapidly developing science and technologies
(Moses 2007). As far back as 1986, the US Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)
noted that “[o]nce a relatively slow and ponderous process, technological change is
now outpacing the legal structure that governs the system, and is creating pres-
sures on Congress to adjust the law to accommodate these changes” (OTA 1986).
A subsequent analysis from the RAND Corporation echoed this concern: “We see
a growing divergence between time cycles of government and those of technology
development. Quite simply, this presents government operations with a Hobson’s
choice: Either live within a shorter response time and run the concomitant risk of
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ill-considered actions (or inactions) or see government input become less relevant
and assume reduced stature” (Popper 2003, p. 86).

The pacing problem facing the legal system has at least two dimensions. First,
many existing legal frameworks are based on a static rather than dynamic view
of society and technology. A textbook example of a legal provision that fails to
anticipate likely change involves the ozone non-attainment provisions of the 1990
Amendments to the US Clean Air Act. After Congress had repeatedly failed in pre-
vious amendments to force states to comply with health-based ambient air quality
standards, Congress determined in the 1990 amendments to hold states’ feet to
the fire by imposing a graduated series of progressively more onerous mandatory
requirements scaled to the degree of non-compliance and the length of time the
state needed to attain compliance. The problem was that Congress tied this gradu-
ated scale of requirements to the extent of non-attainment with the existing ozone
standard (0.12 ppm averaged over one hour), with no flexibility or anticipation that
the EPA ozone standard may change. In fact, the statute required EPA to review and
revise as appropriate its ozone standard every five years, and so not unexpectedly,
EPA significantly revised its ozone standard seven years later in 1997, changing both
the stringency and form of the standard. The new attainment requirements no longer
made sense in view of the revised standard, and extensive litigation and regulatory
revisions resulted to try to resolve the mess made by Congress’ failure to recognize
that the world would not stand still.

Second, legal institutions are slowing down with respect to their capacity to
adjust to changing technologies. This problem applies across the board to legis-
latures, regulatory agencies, and the courts. The legislative process is notoriously
slow, with federal and state legislatures only capable of addressing a small subset
of the plethora of potential issues before them in any legislative session. Issues are
often not addressed on the basis of their importance, but rather as a function of
headlines and perceived political urgency and expediency. Thus, a given issue may
only be addressed by the legislature during an infrequent “window” when various
factors combine to elevate the issue to the front of the priority line (Kingdon 1995).
It often takes some type of crisis or disaster to open this legislative window and
“shock” the legislature into taking legislative action (Kahn 2007). Once the legisla-
tive body has acted on an issue during the window of opportunity, it may be years or
even decades before it revisits the issue, creating the risk of outdated legislation that
remains in effect simply as a reflection of legislative inertia. For example, every US
environmental statute is now past (in many cases well past) its stated reauthoriza-
tion time (Campbell 2008). Statutes also fail to adapt because of political gridlock,
where legislators agree that an existing statute is out-of-date, but cannot agree on
how it should be changed, resulting in the prolonged life of an outdated statute. The
legislative process is also heavily determined by the scale of relevant political and
ideological structures, which in many cases are smaller than the increasingly global
technological enterprise.

Regulatory processes by federal and state agencies have become slower at the
same time that science and technology are speeding up. In the United States,
regulatory agencies are required, both to meet legislatively imposed requirements
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and to survive judicial review, to undertake an ever-increasing burden of analyti-
cal requirements to support their regulatory decisions. The increasing complexity
of the European Union regulatory processes similarly slows regulatory initia-
tives. As issues involving technology become more complex, more stakeholders
become involved in regulatory processes, further slowing the potential for rapid
regulatory action. These and other requirements have resulted in what is referred
to as the “ossification” of rulemaking (McGarity 1992; Pierce 1995), whereby
promulgation of new regulations becomes increasingly delayed and difficult, result-
ing in ineffective and out-dated regulations. Not only do agencies fail to adopt
timely regulations to address new issues and problems (e.g., nanotechnology),
but they fall into “rulemaking ruts” where they fail to update existing regula-
tions in response to new scientific and technological knowledge (Blais and Wagner
2008). Although there remains empirical uncertainty and disputes about some
aspects of the extent and causes of the ossification of rulemaking (e.g., Johnson
2008; Jordan 2000), there is no question that the evidentiary and legal burdens
on agencies seeking to promulgate regulations has increased dramatically over
time, contributing to a notable slowdown in rulemaking activities by some agencies
(e.g., OSHA) and an apparent retreat from rulemaking altogether by other agencies
(e.g., NHTSA) (Mashaw and Harfst 1991; Blais and Wagner 2008; McGarity et al.
2010).

The system of judicial case-law is deliberately structured to provide a conserva-
tive brake on rapid change in order to provide stability and predictability in the legal
system. Thus, common law courts adhere to precedent, under the doctrine of stare
decisis, often following the legal principles and holdings set down in cases decided
decades or even centuries earlier (albeit with some flexibility to depart from such
historical decisions in light of new facts, laws, and social views). The process of
litigation is also often lengthy, as a single case can take many years to progress
through the process from filing of a complaint to a final appellate decision, further
increasing the likelihood that a judicial opinion might be outdated even at the time
it is issued.1

These dynamics of legislative, regulatory and judicial legal actors all suggest that
the law may have problems keeping pace with exponentially changing technologies.
There are at least anecdotal examples of such a problem. In the Microsoft antitrust
case in the United States, for example, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals noted that
it was being asked to judge alleged anticompetitive conduct of Microsoft that took
place six years earlier (US v. Microsoft 2001, at 49). The court expressed concern

1A (hopefully) trivial yet illustrative example of the slow pace of courts is a legal action in the
European Court of Human Rights to stop the start up of the Large Hadron Collider in Europe
because of an alleged risk it could start a runaway reaction that could destroy the earth. After the
court denied an interim order to delay the experiment, a news report quoted a court spokesperson
as saying it could “take several years” to decide the merits of the case, leading the reporter to
caustically remark “[s]o, if a black hole is swallowing up the Earth by 2012, we might have the
consolation of knowing it was illegal, at the conclusion of an apocalyptic version of Jarndyce v
Jarndyce.” (Warner 2008).
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that “six years seems like an eternity in the computer industry,” and “[b]y the time
a court can assess liability, firms, products, and the marketplace are likely to have
changed dramatically.” (Id.). The court noted “the enormous practical difficulties”
that resulted from the slow response of the legal system relative to the rapid pace of
technology that, in this case, left the court evaluating what should be done about an
earlier generation of now-obsolete software.

Another example of the legal system responding too slowly to changes in sci-
ence and technology is the Delaney Clause, a 1958 amendment to the Food, Drugs,
and Cosmetic Act sponsored by Congressman James Delaney of New York. The
Delaney Clause prohibited any food additive that was “found to induce cancer in
man, or, after tests, found to induce cancer in animals.” At the time the clause
was enacted, carcinogens were viewed as relatively rare substances that could be
completely eliminated from the human diet. Soon thereafter, though, evolving sci-
entific knowledge suggested that at least half of all chemicals could cause some
form of cancer in animal tests at very high doses, and that almost every food addi-
tive and most “natural” foods contained some level of potential carcinogens at trace
levels. Regulatory agencies such as FDA and EPA attempted to circumvent the
harsh, extreme language of the Delaney Clause by suggesting that additives with
trivial cancer risks should be exempted, but were repeatedly rejected by the courts
that insisted only Congressional action could change the outdated assumptions
underlying the Delaney Clause (Merrill 1988). It was not until 1996 that Congress
finally stepped in to update the statute, decades after it was known to be scientifically
obsolete and untenable in practice.

In some cases, lethargic development of new legislation or adaptation of existing
legislation in response to scientific discovery or development can impede research
and innovation, resulting in blocking of new technology. An example of this
dilemma is the US patent system. While the purpose of patent law is to promote the
progress of useful arts by providing inventors with incentives to innovate, thereby
driving technological advancement, is has been suggested recently that US patent
policy may, in fact, be impeding innovation (Mireles 2005; Jaffe and Lerner 2004).
In particular, patent law has failed to recognize that different emerging technologies
may require unique patenting rules, thereby continuing to apply an increasingly
obsolete “one size fits all” policy to vastly different technologies (Thurow 1997;
Burk and Lemley 2003).

Other examples of new technologies that have developed in a legal void with
no comprehensive regulatory framework include embryonic stem cell research, arti-
ficial reproductive technologies (ART), preimplantation genetic screening, genetic
testing, new surveillance technologies, and privacy on the internet. According to the
co-chair of an American Bar Association committee studying the need for regulation
of ARTs, “[w]ith each advancement in technology, the law grows further behind”
(Baker 1999).

In addition to these anecdotal examples, there appears to be a common sentiment
among experts in a variety of different technologies that regulatory systems are not
keeping pacing with the rapidly developing technology. For example, such expert
statements in the field of nanotechnology include:
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• Innovation in the field of nanotechnology development is far ahead of the pol-
icy and regulatory environment, which is fragmented and incomplete at both
the national and international levels. (Roco and Renn 2007)

• We have moved into . . . a . . .world dominated by rapid improvements in prod-
ucts, processes, and organizations, all moving at rates that exceed the ability
of our traditional governing institutions to adapt or shape outcomes. If you
think that any existing regulatory framework can keep pace with this rate of
change, think again. (Rejeski 2004)

• [L]aw, regulations, and policy are going to have to take a giant leap if they are
to keep up with the pace of nanotechnology development. (Kelly 2008)

• Currently, governments are not able to set up or modify comprehensive regu-
latory structures quickly enough to match the pace of innovation and product
introduction. (IRGC 2007)

• The slow movement to regulate nano in the face of legitimate yet manageable
risks is an example of the broader social issue of how regulation is sorely
lagging behind advances in technology generally. (Laws 2008)

Likewise in the life sciences, commentators express concern about the ability of
law to keep pace with new scientific developments:

• [B]iomedical technologies are quickly outpacing the development of appro-
priate policies to inform the decision-making of researchers and the general
public on many issues, including genetic testing, medical privacy, genetic
discrimination and others. (Terry 2001)

• Science and technologies are outpacing the development of appropriate
policies for decisionmaking. Genetic testing, medical privacy, genetic discrim-
ination and others are some of the issues we face without having the right
policies in place. (Eibert 2002)

• Although advances in genomics hold the potential for a range of preven-
tive medical interventions of great value, risks to patients are also emerging.
Laboratory regulation and accreditation measures have not kept pace with the
growing demand for genetic tests. (WHO 2008)

• [R]egulatory institutions have not kept pace with our rapid technological
advance. Indeed, there is today no public authority responsible for monitoring
or overseeing how these [reproductive] technologies make their way from the
experimental to the clinical stage, from novel approach to widespread practice.
There is no authority, public or private, that monitors how or to what extent
these new technologies are being or will be used, or that is responsible for
attending to the ways they affect the health and well-being of the participants
or the character of human reproduction more generally. (President’s Council
on Bioethics 2004)

• The synthetic life sciences seem to have emerged from nowhere, and their
potential uses and misuses have taken the scientific and regulatory community
by surprise . . .. [I]t is a reminder of how scientific development might leave
moral, social, legal discourse in its wake. . .. (Samuel et al. 2009)
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The same observation of lagging legal oversight is frequently made for informa-
tion and communication technologies:

• As applied to the Internet, the traditional legal issues of property rights, com-
merce and trade, national sovereignty, and international remedy, are being
examined in this new context. The old rules do not well apply, for this
technology has outpaced the law. (Newman 2003)

• [E]lectronic surveillance law . . . has failed to keep pace in adapting to
new technologies, and . . . provides for insufficient judicial and legislative
oversight. (Solove 2004)

• Legislation . . . is a slow process, often at pains to keep pace with rapid tech-
nological advance . . .. Technologies, after all, change faster than laws can.
(Garfinkel 2002)

• The Internet has given the government powerful 21st-century tools for invad-
ing people’s privacy and monitoring their activities, but the main federal law
governing online privacy is a 20th-century relic. Adopted in 1996, it has had
trouble keeping up with technological advances and is now badly out of date.
(NY Times 2010)

This concern that law is badly trailing rapidly evolving technologies has been
repeated literally dozens of time by experts working on dozens of technologies (See
Moses 2007 for examples). Of course, there may be examples where it is preferable
to delay writing new laws for regulating emerging technologies until the direction
and risks of the new technology have been better determined. Premature regulation
of a developing technology could result in poorly aligned regulations that inappro-
priately “lock in” inferior technological choices (Fong 2001). For example, attempts
to regulate nanotechnology at the present time would likely be premature because
the future direction and risks of this emerging technology (and, indeed, even an
appropriate definition given the breadth of the term) are so uncertain.

Moreover, one of the key functions of law is to serve as a stabilizing mecha-
nism to restrain rapid change based on human dynamics and preference shifts (Van
Alstine 2002). Former Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Berger once wrote: “It
should be understood that it is not the role and function of the law to keep fully in
pace with science” (Berger 1967). In some cases, then, the slow pace of legal evo-
lution may provide important benefits by preserving stability and certainty. Finally,
there may be cases where the law is too far in front of science rather than trail-
ing behind it. Such an example might be the early litigation over silicone breast
implants, where judges and juries were required to decide the safety of the implants
before adequate scientific data on the safety of the devices had been generated
(Jasanoff 1995).

These counterexamples, however, do not undermine the suggestion that, espe-
cially with foundational technology systems such as biotechnology, nanotechnol-
ogy, and information and communication technologies, there is a substantial generic
and novel problem caused by the inability of law to keep pace with rapidly devel-
oping science and technologies. As Waldmeir (2001) noted, “Throughout history,
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technology has always outpaced the law. In the end, the law catches up. But now,
faced with technologies of unprecedented power, there is a risk . . .. that things could
be different.” Lyria Bennett Moses (2007) has identified four potential problems that
may result from the failure of law to keep pace with technology, including: (i) the
failure to impose appropriate legal restrictions and precautions to control the risks of
new technologies; (ii) uncertainties in the application of existing legal frameworks
to new technologies; (iii) the potential for existing rules to either under– or over-
regulate new technologies; and (iv) the potential for technology to make existing
rules obsolete.

Legal and regulatory systems have generally been oblivious to the growing lag
between legal oversight mechanisms and the rapid pace of emerging technolo-
gies. One notable exception is the European Union’s “Better Regulation” initiative,
an integrated series of undertakings to improve the European regulatory system
(European Commission 2010). A key objective of this initiative is “to identify over-
laps, gaps, inconsistencies, obsolete measures, and potential for reducing regulatory
burdens” without sacrificing the level of protection provided by the regulatory sys-
tem (Commission of the European Community 2009, at 3). Even this initiative,
however, has not achieved major successes in addressing the pacing problem, other
than reducing some regulatory redundancies and overlaps.

A variety of potential legal mechanisms might provide a more flexible and adap-
tive regulatory system that can avoid or minimize some of the problems identified
above. Some possibilities include:

1. Innovations for Expediting Rulemaking: As regulatory rulemaking has become
increasingly lengthy and burdened with analytical and procedural requirements,
regulatory agencies have recently begun exploring possible approaches for
streamlining rulemaking. An example of such a measure is direct final rule-
making, whereby an agency issues a final rule without going through public
comment, but will withdraw the rule and go through full notice-and-comment
rulemaking if substantial public comments in opposition to the direct final rule
are received (Levin 1995). This and other recent innovations attempted by fed-
eral or state regulatory agencies or proposed by administrative law scholars will
be evaluated as strategies for keeping regulation more up-to-speed with science
and technology.

2. Self-Regulation or “Cooperative” Regulation: In recent years, regulatory
agencies such as the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) have increasingly relied
on “cooperative regulation” approaches under which industry essentially self-
regulates under the supervision of the relevant federal agency (Pedersen 2001).
The European Union and its member states are likewise increasingly recogniz-
ing and relying on self-regulatory approaches to fill the gaps and supplement
traditional regulatory frameworks (Falkner et al. 2005). A prominent example
is the covenant system of environmental regulation in the Netherlands, which
is based on voluntary agreements between industry, government, and environ-
mental organizations (Allenby 1999). Such self-regulatory approaches have the
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benefit of achieving more expedited results without having to comply with all the
formalities of official regulation, but also raise concerns about accountability and
the lack of opportunity for public participation in regulatory decisions (Caldart
and Ashford 1999).

3. Issue-Specific Legislative Initiatives: Congress recently enacted new statutes in
several subject matters with the express purpose of making the statutes more
current with changing technologies. Examples include the FDA Modernization
Act of 1997 and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998. The process,
effectiveness, and feasibility of such issue-specific statutory approaches remain
to be evaluated.

4. Specialized Courts: In recent years, states such as Michigan and Maryland have
taken steps to establish technology or cyber-courts to provide speedier and more
sophisticated legal decisions in cases involving rapidly changing technologies
(Maryland Business and Technology Court Task Force 2000; Ponte 2002). The
feasibility and design of these specialized technology courts need to exam-
ined with respect to their potential for providing speedier legal resolution of
technological disputes.

5. Sunset Clauses: One mechanism that legislatures can use to prevent statutes from
becoming out-dated is to insert a sunset clause that results in the automatic
expiration of the legislation after a given time-period (Mooney 2004). As the
President’s Council on Bioethics stated when recommending a four-year mora-
torium on therapeutic cloning rather than a permanent ban, a temporary ban that
expires after a given period “make[s] it impossible for either side to cling to the
status-quo,” because the sunset of the legislation would force legislators to revisit
the issue de novo (President’s Council on Bioethics 2002).

6. Periodic Reviews: Some regulatory programs build in mandatory periodic
reviews to assess the current status of the problem being regulated and
to evaluate whether programmatic adjustments are warranted. An example
of such a requirement is California’s adoption of the zero emission vehi-
cle mandate in 1990, scheduled originally to commence implementation in
model year 1998. Recognizing the technology forcing challenge this man-
date imposed on manufacturers, California regulators provided for a biennial
program review that resulted in numerous delays and revisions to the appli-
cable requirements. This periodic review provision resulted in considerable
program instability, uncertainty and strategic behavior, but also allowed the pro-
gram to adjust to changing expectations about the feasibility of zero emission
vehicles.

7. Independent Institutions: Another strategy might be to create and delegate
decision-making authority over an issue to a new free-standing commission
or other institution that can make efficient, speedy adjustments in policy as
a technology evolves. Such an entity would be less burdened by the polit-
ical and bureaucratic restrictions that apply to existing political institutions.
An example of such an institution might be the Commission on Base Closure
and Realignment established by Congress in 1991 to determine which mili-
tary bases should be closed which, according to at least one analysis, was able
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to successfully protect professional norms from political pressures and make
efficient decisions on the merits of the issue (Koven 1992). Independent insti-
tutions overseeing emerging technologies at the international level may also
provide appropriate flexibility and adaptability. A good example is the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), an independent entity
given responsibility for managing the internet domain system and the many
related technical and policy issues. According to ICANN, it’s independent status
gives it the flexibility to respond quickly to fast moving technological change:
“ICANN’s independence enables rapid response to changes within the com-
mercial, technical and geopolitical landscape of the Internet and DNS. While
rapid and flexible, the ICANN process also requires and considers input from all
interested and affected constituencies.” (ICANN undated).

8. Adaptive Management: Adaptive management was developed initially in ecol-
ogy to provide an iterative approach for regulating complex ecosystems subject
to frequent change. The premise of such adaptive management approaches was
to use continual feedback to adjust policy in parallel with changing facts. In
recent years, legal scholars have proposed that law could adopt a similar adaptive
management approach (Ruhl 1997).

9. Principles Based Regulation: “Principles Based Regulation” is a new approach
to regulation that involves the promulgation of general principles of expected
behavior rather than detailed prescriptive rules. Regulated parties are then
expected to implement the general principles in their own regulatory programs.
The reliance on more general principles rather than detailed rules can provide
greater flexibility for adjustments in response to new developments without the
need to promulgate new regulations. This new approach has primarily been
attempted in the financial services sector particularly in the United Kingdom
to date, but a broader application has been proposed to provide a more adaptive
regulatory system.
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Chapter 3
Ethical Challenges of Emerging Technologies

Joseph R. Herkert

I don’t see anything wrong with human life being devalued if we
have something better.
– Marvin Minsky (Anon. 2000)

Privacy is dead – get over it.
– Scott McNealy (Timmins 2006)

Ethicist Kristin Shrader-Frechette has noted (1997):

Throughout history, technology. . .has opened new possibilities for actions. As a result, it
has also raised new ethical questions. . ..Most of these questions have not generated new
ethical concepts; instead they have expanded the scope of existing ones. (p. 25)

The purpose of this chapter is to examine whether Shrader-Frechette’s claim holds
true for currently emerging technologies, including nanotechnology, neurotech-
nology, biotechnology, robotics, and advanced information and communication
technology, or whether new ethical concepts are, indeed, called for. Before dis-
cussing ethical challenges posed by these technologies, however, it will be useful
to focus on developments in two of these fields, namely humanoid robotics and
pervasive computing.

3.1 Humanoid Robotics

Robots are becoming more and more prominent in our technological society includ-
ing robot vehicles, industrial robots, space robots, personal robots, service robots,
and robots for biomedical applications. A class of robots of particular interest is
humanoid robots. Robots that look, think, and act like humans have long been
the stuff of science fiction, but research on humanoids is beginning to bear fruit.
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According to the Idaho National Laboratory (http://www.inl.gov/adaptiverobotics/
humanoidrobotics/),

[H]umanoid Robotics includes a rich diversity of projects where perception, processing and
action are embodied in a recognizably anthropomorphic form in order to emulate some
subset of the physical, cognitive and social dimensions of the human body and experi-
ence. . . .Humanoids will interact socially with people in typical, everyday environments.
We already have robots to do tedious, repetitive labor for specialized environments and
tasks. Instead, humanoids will be designed to act safely alongside humans, extending our
capabilities in a wide variety of tasks and environments.

Robotic applications (not all of which are humanoid) that are either commercially
available or the subject of significant ongoing research include pets, toys, vacuum
cleaners, lawn mowers, armed security guards, armed border sentries, construction
and factory workers, maids, home monitors (“tele-presence robots”), companions
for children, caretakers for the elderly and infirm, museum tour guides, and combat
troops. There are currently more than 4,000 military robots deployed on the ground
in Iraq (as well as unmanned aircraft). One observer has noted: “A robot does what
it’s told, and you’ll be able to get them to advance in ways it’s hard to get human
soldiers to do. They don’t have fear, and they kill without compunction.” (Pasulka
2008) MIT researchers are working on robots that display human emotions. Of the
nearly one million robots already in operation about half are in Asia, a third in
Europe, and only one-sixth in North America. One Japanese researcher has even
created a lifelike robot twin of himself.

Along with developments in robot technology, scientists, technologists, and ethi-
cists are beginning to develop an ethics of robots. South Korea and Japan have
already begun work on codes of ethics for the development of robots, both for the
protection of humans and the protection of robots. Professional groups have begun
to form around ethical issues, such as the Technical Committee on Roboethics of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and other groups such
as the European Robotics Network (Euron) have begun engaging in ethics and leg-
islative activities. Humanoid robots pose a number of ethical dilemmas relating to
such concepts as moral agency, free will, human identity, social roles, and potential
marginalization of humans. Issues include consumer safety, product liability, and
whether robots should/will ultimately have rights (as in the current case of debates
over animal rights). Robots used in military roles will also raise a number of ethical
questions including accountability for the robots’ behavior. Perhaps trumping all of
these concerns is the question of whether robots will become autonomous beings
capable of making ethical decisions.

3.2 Pervasive Computing

The Centre for Pervasive Computing (Denmark) (http://www.pervasive.dk/) states
that:

Pervasive computing is the next generation computing environments with information &
communication technology everywhere, for everyone, at all times. Information and commu-
nication technology will be an integrated part of our environments: from toys, milk cartons
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and desktops to cars, factories and whole city areas – with integrated processors, sensors,
and actuators connected via high-speed networks and combined with new visualisation
devices ranging from projections directly into the eye to large panorama displays.

Many such technologies were highlighted in the 2002 Steven Spielberg sci-fi film
Minority Report starring Tom Cruise, but pervasive computing (also known as
ubiquitous computing, ambient intelligence, and “everyware”) is becoming real-
ity. Pervasive computing is being enabled by the rapid convergence of advances
in such fields as microelectronics, materials science, solid-state physics, nanotech-
nology, radiofrequency identification (RFID), wireless communication, and global
positioning systems (GPS). Pervasive computing has the potential to impact every
facet of our lives, including our homes, workplaces, schools, businesses, and enter-
tainment venues. The social and ethical implications of these technologies include
potentially significant environmental impacts (resource use, waste streams), health
and safety impacts (non-ionizing radiation, psychological stress), and social impacts
(digital divide, freedom of choice, information overload, privacy).

The early outlines of a pervasive computing environment are already beginning
to emerge. There are more than 225 million cell-phone subscribers in the US, about
70% market penetration. More US adults now live in cell-phone only homes than
in land-line only homes. In parts of Asia and Europe the penetration rates are even
higher. The Apple iPhone 3G and its competitors incorporate the latest generation
of wireless communication technology and GPS technology. Credit-card-size smart
cards are used for controlling access to commercial applications, transportation
systems, and buildings. Wearable computing technologies are used in military, med-
ical, and commercial applications (e.g., wrist watch computers). RFID tags and/or
implants are widely used to identify products, animals and people (including in
US passports). Human RFID implants are commercially available and promoted for
medical and security purposes.

3.3 Are Emerging Technologies Unique?

Humanoid robotics and pervasive computing are but two of many hundreds if not
thousands of examples of emerging technologies. There is a tendency to shrug
such developments off as business as usual, the inevitable result of technological
progress. But emerging technologies seem to have characteristics that distinguish
them from other technologies in significant ways.

Emerging technologies are sometimes referred to as “converging technologies”
due to the fact, discussed in more detail later, that they overlap in many non-trivial
ways. Humanoid robotics and pervasive computing, for example, both rely heav-
ily on many of the same earlier developments in information and communication
technology (e.g., sensors and wireless networking) and the utility of robots will
be greatly increased by a pervasive computing environment that interacts with the
robots.

A recent European Commission study on converging technologies (Nordmann
2004) identified a number of other general characteristics of emerging technologies
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that set them apart from earlier technological innovations and, in turn, make them
ethically challenging:

• Embeddedness: the breaking down of “traditional boundaries between the self,
nature and social environment, where the social environment includes people,
groups of people, informal and formal institutions.”

• Unlimited Reach: the promise of a “technological fix” for every problem.
• Engineering the Mind and the Body: from autonomous machines (e.g., killer

robots) to transcending human limitations through human-machine interfaces.
• Specificity: diffusion of specifically targeted technology across an artificial

environment (e.g., pervasive computing).

3.4 Who Should Do the Ethics?

If emerging technologies pose unique ethical challenges, who is in the best posi-
tion to meet those challenges? As noted earlier in the discussion of robotics,
the promoters of emerging technologies have begun to stake out the “moral
ground” surrounding these novel technologies. For example, The Institute for Ethics
and Emerging Technologies (IEET) (http://ieet.org/) (associated with the World
Transhumanist Association) has as its mission:

. . .to become a center for voices arguing for a responsible, constructive approach to emerg-
ing human enhancement technologies. We believe that technological progress can be a
catalyst for positive human development so long as we ensure that technologies are safe
and equitably distributed. We call this a “technoprogressive” orientation.

We aim to showcase technoprogressive ideas about how technological progress can increase
freedom, happiness, and human flourishing in democratic societies. Focusing on emerging
technologies that have the potential to positively transform social conditions and the quality
of human lives – especially “human enhancement technologies” – the IEET seeks to encour-
age public policies for their safe and equitable use, and to cultivate academic, professional,
and popular appreciation about their impacts.

Indeed, many of the promoters of emerging technologies see ethical action taking
on new meanings, for example in military robots that can be programmed to follow
the conventions of war (Arkin 2008) or in intelligent machines that transcend not
only human intelligence as we know it but also human moral character (Hall 2007).

Of course, “technoprogressive” from one perspective may sound an awful lot
like “technocratic” from another perspective. Rather than ceding this moral ground
to those who promote converging technologies, it is prudent to consider what more
traditional approaches to ethics have to offer.

3.5 Microethics and Macroethics in Engineering

During the past two to three decades, as engineering ethics has emerged as an aca-
demic subfield, several authors, including the ethicist John Ladd (1985), have noted
that the content of engineering ethics encompasses multiple domains. The field can
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be viewed from three frames of reference – individual, professional, and social –
that can be divided into “microethics,” concerned with ethical decision making by
individual engineers and the engineering profession’s internal relationships, and
“macroethics,” referring to the profession’s collective social responsibility and to
societal decisions about technology (Herkert 2001). Microethical issues in engi-
neering include such matters as designing safe products and not accepting bribes or
participating in kickback schemes. Macroethics in engineering includes the social
responsibilities of engineers and the engineering profession concerning societal
issues such as sustainable development and the ethics of emerging technologies.
This distinction can also be applied to other fields of applied ethics, such as research
ethics (see table below).

Some microethical and macroethical issues in science and engineering

Engineering practice Scientific research

Microethics Health and safety
Bribes and gifts

Integrity of data
Fair credit

Macroethics Sustainable development Human cloning
Emerging technologies Stem cell research

Engineering ethics research and teaching to date have for the most part focused
on microanalysis of individual ethical dilemmas in such areas as health and safety
issues in engineering design, conflict of interest, representation of test data, whistle
blowing, accountability to clients and customers, quality control, trade secrets, and
gift giving (Herkert 2000) with little attention being paid to macroethics in engineer-
ing and still less to attempts at integrating microethical and macroethical approaches
to engineering ethics. The melding of ethics and professionalism has significantly
contributed to the development of engineering ethics concepts. At the same time,
however, by overemphasizing issues internal to the profession, engineering ethicists
have historically given short shrift to macroethical issues (O’Connell and Herkert
2004).

Recently engineering ethicists and engineering leaders alike have begun to
turn their attention to macroethical issues by appealing directly to policy mak-
ers and to the engineering profession. For example, the National Academy of
Engineering (NAE) recently conducted a workshop on emerging technologies and
ethical issues in engineering that featured papers on environmental issues, nanotech-
nology, neurotechnology, and energy production and utilization, as well as sessions
on engineering ethics research and education. The workshop was the initiative of
then NAE President Bill Wulf who for several years has been urging the engineering
profession to take seriously its responsibilities in the realm of macroethics:

Several things have changed, and are changing, in engineering that raise macroethi-
cal questions. I’m going to talk only about the one that is closest to my professional
experience—complexity. The level of complexity of the systems we are engineering today,
specifically systems involving information technology, biotechnology, and increasingly
nanotechnology, is simply astonishing. When systems reach a sufficiently high level of
complexity, it becomes impossible to predict their behavior. It’s not just hard to predict
their behavior, it’s impossible to predict their behavior. The question can’t be answered by
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taking more things into account or thinking harder about the problem or using a new set
of tools. At a certain threshold of complexity, it becomes impossible to predict all system
behaviors. (Wulf 2003, p. 4)

The NAE went on to establish the Center for Engineering, Ethics and Society
(CEES). In addition to assuming responsibility for the former Online Ethics Center
in Engineering and Science (http://www.onlineethics.com/), the CEES’s first major
project was a workshop on Engineering Ethics, Social Justice and Sustainable
Community Development held in October 2008. The workshop focused on social
and engineering perspectives on engineering for social justice and sustainable
development at the community level, and on identifying appropriate responses
from engineering ethics research and education and from professional engineering
societies.

3.6 Ethicists and Emerging Technologies

In parallel to the movement toward macroethical analysis in engineering ethics, a
few ethicists in other relevant fields have begun to question the appropriateness of
traditional approaches to ethics in light of emerging technologies. Noted computer
ethicist James Moor, for example argues (2005) for the need for “better ethics for
emerging technologies:”

. . .we are living in a period of technology that promises dramatic changes and in which it
is not satisfactory to do ethics as usual. Major technological upheavals are coming. Better
ethical thinking in terms of being better informed and better ethical action in terms of being
more proactive are required. (p. 111)

Moor suggests that certain technologies, such as information technology, are
“revolutionary” in that they have significant ethical implications. In a play on the
famous law of increasing computing power, he coined “Moor’s Law:”

As technological revolutions increase their social impact, ethical problems increase. (p. 117)

Moor points to revolutionary technologies such as advanced information technol-
ogy, genetic technology, nanotechnology, and neurotechnology, and notes that they
have two salient features from an ethical viewpoint: malleability and convergence.
By “malleability” he means they can be shaped to perform different tasks or to serve
different functions. Genetic technology, for example, exhibits “life malleability”
whereas nanotechnology is characterized by “material malleability.” Moor breaks
down the popular notion of convergence by noting that these technologies can serve
as tools, components or models of one another. The implications of malleability and
convergence are that:

The ethical issues that we will confront will not only come in increasing numbers but will
come packaged in terms of complex technology. Such ethical issues will require consider-
able effort to be understood as well as a considerable effort to formulate and justify good
ethical policies. This will not be ethics as usual. People who both understand the technolo-
gies and are knowledgeable about ethics are in short supply just as the need is expanding.
(p. 118)
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Moor concludes that three improvements are needed in our approach to revo-
lutionary technology: acknowledgement that “ethics is an ongoing and dynamic
enterprise;” employing a multi-disciplinary approach that includes “better col-
laborations among ethicists, scientists, social scientists, and technologists;” and
development of “more sophisticated ethical analysis.” Unfortunately, he stops short
of outlining what such changes in ethical analysis would entail.

While Moor seems more concerned about the impacts of revolutionary technol-
ogy than the technologies themselves, bio- and nano-ethicist George Khushf (2006)
is concerned that without better ethical reflection we will be denied the benefits
of emerging technologies. And yet Khushf’s conclusions are remarkably similar to
Moor’s.

Khushf focuses on two characteristics of the convergence of nanotechnology,
biomedicine, information technology, and cognitive science (NBIC): their acceler-
ating development rate and the oft-stated goal of NBIC convergence of enhancing
human performance. Similar to Moor, he argues a new ethics is called for in the face
of “radical” technologies:

The more radical the possibilities associated with new technologies, the more radical the
ethical challenge, not just to the current norms of human interaction but also to the form
and character of ethical reflection itself. At each stage, a new accommodation between the
older wisdom and new context is demanded. (p. 255)

The rapid advancement of the NBIC technologies, Khushf warns, threatens to
overwhelm our ability to make ethical decisions:

My point, however, is not simply that we can expect many ethical issues to arise out of NBIC
convergence. . . .We are already approaching a stage at which ethical issues are emerging,
one upon another, at a rate that outstrips our capacity to think through and appropriately
respond. . . .On the immediate horizon arises a point at which the traditional way we have
addressed ethical issues fails, because it does not and cannot keep up with the rate at which
new challenges emerge. Faced with the prospect of increasingly accelerating, radically new
technologies, we must completely reassess how ethical issues are addressed and how ethical
debate informs broader public and legal policy. The promise of NBIC convergence thus
poses an ethical challenge not just in the number, scope, and depth of issues that are raised
but also in the very form that ethical reflection takes. (p. 258)

In particular, Khushf argues that the traditional method of post hoc ethical reflec-
tion (usually from external critics) needs to be replaced by ethical reflection that is
part and parcel of the R&D process. This, he argues, will not only be beneficial from
an ethical viewpoint but also vital for the success of the technologies:

. . .the rate-limiting step in the emergence of radically new integrative technologies will be
sociocultural and ethical, not scientific or technological. If we cannot develop new processes
for reliable modes of ethical reflection – and by this, I mean forms of ethical reflection
that embody the interests, concerns, and modes of reasoning that currently come in as a
secondary, external step – then we face a sociocultural barrier to the rate of acceleration in
NBIC domains. This is something that should be addressed now, at the beginning, as a part
of initial formation of the culture of NBIC convergence. . . . (p. 261)
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Like Moor, Khushf concludes this will require greater collaboration between sci-
entists and humanists, going so far as to suggest it will require nothing less than the
bridging of C. P. Snow’s two cultures (1993), i.e., the sciences and the humanities.

Also like Moor, Khushf falls short in outlining new forms of ethical analysis
appropriate to the NBIC revolution, except to make an eloquent case for the promot-
ers of NBIC convergence to continue to promote the goal of human enhancement
while trying to find common ground with critics of the concept.

3.7 Conclusion

Promoters and critics of emerging technologies, as well as engineering ethicists,
computing ethicists, and bioethicists, all seem to acknowledge the unique charac-
ter of emerging technologies due to such factors as convergence, embeddedness,
malleability, and human transcendence. Such factors would seem to suggest that
the traditional “ethical concepts,” noted by Shrader-Frechette at the beginning of
this chapter, may require reexamination. Indeed, the promoters of emerging tech-
nologies seem willing to abandon traditional concepts such as the privileged role
of human agency in moral decision making. The critics and ethicists, on the other
hand, seem more concerned with altering the process of ethical deliberation both in
terms of timeliness and participation.

Pathways to an ethical middle ground, where both traditional concepts and pro-
cesses are critically examined in light of emerging technologies, have yet to be
mapped. There has been, however, some encouraging movement in that direction,
including the following:

Moral imagination, a concept widely applied in practical and professional ethics, highlights
the need to consider moral dilemmas from different perspectives and the points of view of
different stakeholders. Dealing effectively with such characteristics of emerging technolo-
gies as complexity and malleability will require that moral imagination be applied liberally.
Berne (2005), for example, has shown how moral imagination can be applied in science
fiction to highlight the ethical challenges posed by nanotechnology.

Preventive ethics, a concept developed in the healthcare field to encourage development of
policies, including policies relating to new technologies, before ethical dilemmas arise, has
been applied by Harris (1995) to the problem of technological disasters. By learning from
past ethical failures and anticipating ethical problems before they occur (e.g., by establish-
ing better procedures for internal dissent) Harris argues that many disasters arising from
ethical failures can be avoided. Preventive ethics thus echoes the call of Moor, Khushf, and
others for more proactive ethical deliberation as opposed to the more common post hoc
method.

Scholars of Science and Technology Studies (STS) have for some time been arguing for
an engineering ethics that goes beyond individual moral responsibility to consideration of
the societal context of engineering and technology (Lynch and Kline 2000, Johnson and
Wetmore 2009). Such analyses will become more critical as emerging technologies remake
sociotechnical systems. One insight offered by STS is how to incorporate the public in
resolving increasingly complex questions of technology policy (e.g., through consensus
conferences). Johnson (see her chapter in this volume) has also built on STS concepts in
promoting anticipatory ethics that involves “engagement with the ethical implications of a
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technology while the technology is still in the early stages of development, engagement that
is targeted to influence what is developed.”

Based on the new technique of real time technology assessment, Allenby and Sarewitz
(2011) are advocating the need for Real Time Macroethical Assessment aimed at addressing
the concerns of Moor, Khushf and others that ethical deliberations need to be conducted
concurrent with the development of emerging technologies and responsive to the novel
characteristics of such technologies

Whether these and other new approaches to ethics will be developed in time
remains to be seen. What is clear, however, is that if we don’t accept the challenge
of crafting new processes and concepts for ethical deliberation, our machines may
one day be making these decisions for us.
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Chapter 4
Public Policy on the Technological Frontier

David Rejeski

It is difficult to pinpoint exactly when America moved from the geographic to
the technological frontier. That moment may have been on July 12, 1893 when a
young historian named Fredrick Jackson Turner declared that the country’s west-
ward expansion – a movement that had shaped the American psyche – was over.
Turner’s obituary for the frontier coincided with the Chicago World’s Fair, a six-
month love fest with architecture and technology that featured the first glimpse of
what electricity might bring to American society, from lighting to motion pictures.
Turner noted that, “In this advance, the frontier is the outer edge of the wave. . ..but
as a field for the serious study. . .it has been neglected” (Turner 1893).

Today, the technological frontier remains a backwater to be experienced but sel-
dom studied. Public policy makers operate daily on this frontier, but travel with little
guidance and significant conceptual baggage. Like our forefathers on the geograph-
ical frontier, those on the technological frontier confront what Peter Bernstein has
called the “wildness” – a world of change and uncertainty that confounds easy deci-
sions, undermines predictions, and can often lead to embarrassing miscalculations
by decision-makers. As Bernstein noted, “It is in [the] outliers and imperfections
that the wildness lurks” (Bernstein 1996). Besides rampant uncertainty, the techno-
logical frontier shares one similarity with the old frontier – bad things can and do
happen. Accidents are “normal” on the frontier, a point that Charles Perrow pointed
out years ago (Perrow 1984). Despite the uncertainties, the frontier is where the
expectations develop that shape business strategies, public opinion, and government
actions over time (Bonini et al. 2006).

There are a host of issues that make navigating the technological frontier diffi-
cult for government entities including: novelty that undermines prediction, cognitive
biases that blur our perceptions, framing that distorts emergent debates on public
policies, intractable problems with too little funding to solve them, and a host of
known unknowns that go unaddressed. One issue that has begun to attract more
interest, and concern, is what some see as a growing mismatch between the rate of
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innovation in the public and private sectors. The basic argument is that this mismatch
presents government with a quandary: Either speed up, which could lead to ill-
considered actions or poorly conceived policies, or become irrelevant and incapable
of impacting the dynamics of technological change (Popper 2003).

How serious this problem is depends on whether one believes there is an expand-
ing gap in innovation rates – a tortoise-and-hare problem. There is evidence that the
time it takes to introduce new technologies has been shrinking. Between 1990 and
1995, the time to develop and introduce US products fell from 35.5 to 23 months
and the time needed to introduce high-tech products into the marketplace dropped
from 18 months in 1993 to 10 months in 1998 (Griffin 1997; Tassey 1999). Taking
a longer historical look, Yale university economist William Nordhaus has estimated
that about 70 percent of all goods and services consumed in 1991 were different
from those of a century ago (Nordhaus 2009). In the period from 1972 to 1987, the
US government eliminated 50 industries from its standard industrial classification
(SIC codes). In the decade following 1987, the government deleted 500 and added,
or redefined, almost 1,000.

There is a tendency to evoke Moore’s Law – Gordon Moore’s 1965 prediction
that the performance of integrated circuits would double every 18–24 months – as a
metric of today’s rapid innovation tempo. However, the distance between computer
chips and actual computers is large and the gap is littered with failed startups and
wasted capital. Bhaskar Chakravorti coined the term Demi-Moore’s Law to indicate
that technology’s impact on the market moves at a rate only one half the speed
predicted by Gordon Moore (Chakravorti 2003). As Clayton Christensen at Harvard
Business School has noted, technologists have a habit of overestimating consumer
demand and often project huge markets that never materialize. It’s been jokingly
said that computer scientists, looking at new markets, count 1, 2, 3,. . . a million
(Seely Brown and Duguid 2000). Regardless of the absolute rate of change, the
relative distance between private sector innovation and public sector response seems
to be growing.

In one emerging area – nanotechnology – a growth of patents has yielded a corre-
spondingly rise in products on the market with a 10–12 year lag between invention
and market penetration. The number of manufacturer-identified, nano-based prod-
ucts on the market has risen from around 50 in 2005 to over 1,000 in August, 2009,
and to 1,300 by the end of 2010. A linear regression model fitted to this trend data
projected 1,700 products by 2013 (R2 = 0.996) (Project on Emerging Technologies
2011).

As nanotechnologies were introduced into the marketplace, a secondary lag
occurred between the introduction and an understanding of any risks to human
health and the environment – a lag that is likely to grow. A recent study on the
potential costs and time required to assess the risks of just 190 nanomaterials now
in production indicated a required investment of $249 million (assuming optimistic
assumptions about hazards and streamlined testing techniques) to almost $1.2 bil-
lion to implement a more comprehensive battery of tests in line with a precautionary
approach (this approach would require between 34 and 53 years to implement)
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Nanotechnology patents (Chen et al. 2008) and Nano-based consumer products

(Choi et. al. 2009). Keep in mind that the risk assessment challenge is likely to
increase in complexity and cost with second and third generation nanotechnology
products and materials. A third lag then occurred between the recognition of risks
and attempts to manage them, either through voluntary approaches or mandatory
reporting requirements and regulations. A new comparative US-EU report calls for
mandatory reporting for nanomaterials in commercial use but, to date, only the
Canadian government has implemented this type of regulation (Breggin et al. 2009).

The shock of the new is compounded by what English historian David Edgerton
called “the shock of the old” (Edgerton 2007). Once introduced, technologies tend
to linger, often for decades. Our strategic arsenal still relies on the B-52 bomber
(in service since 1955), machetes and small arms kill most people in wars, and our
environmental policies still focus on technologies developed during the last indus-
trial revolution, such as the internal combustion engine, steam-powered electricity
generation, and bulk chemical synthesis. The organizational challenge is dealing
with three types of technologies simultaneously: old technologies from the past,
old technologies combined in new ways, and the truly new and novel. So the
flood of emerging nanoscale materials, many with highly novel properties, comes
on top of 80,000 chemicals already in commerce that we know very little about
in terms of their risks to humans and the environment (Environmental Defense
Fund 1997).1

1For decades, we have had inadequate human health risk data on most of the chemicals in com-
merce, less information on ecological risks, and virtually no data on synergetic effects and risks. In
1984, the National Academy of Sciences’ National Research Council published a four-year study
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4.1 Change the Metaphor

The frontier was, and still is, a powerful metaphor. If neuroscientists are right in
asserting that metaphors are the foundations of our conceptual thinking, then we
need to change the metaphor governing behavior and public policy on the techno-
logical frontier (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). The old policies and programs, based
largely on an “assessment and regulation” paradigm, need a new operating system,
one that moves from Newtonian mechanics to evolutionary biology and shifts the
modus operandi from the interminably long process of issue identification, analysis,
recommendations, and implementation to an emphasis on learning, adaptation, and
co-evolution.2

One useful biological metaphor for this new state of affairs is the Red Queen, the
character in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass who says to Alice: “Now,
here, you see, it takes all the running you can do to keep in the same place” (Carroll
1872). Applying a biological metaphor to technological innovation might seem far-
fetched, but the question is what we might learn from such an analogy.3 As Stuart
Kaufman once noted, “What can biology and technology possibly have in common?
Perhaps nothing, perhaps a lot” (Kauffman 1995). Catching up with technological
innovation is difficult and our governance institutions are handicapped by the exist-
ing approach to policy design – slow, expensive, and hard to maneuver in the face of
change, uncertainty, and conditions of constant surprise. In this situation, metaphors
matter because they serve as a means of structuring, and potentially changing, how
we see, think, and act. Organizations viewed as machines, for instance, will operate
very differently from organizations viewed by their members as brains or adaptive
organisms (Morgan 1997).

One response to the Red Queen would be a shift from serial to parallel process-
ing, or, to use an approach from the business world, a move towards concurrent
engineering where product and process design run simultaneously, achieving time
savings without sacrificing quality. Applying the Red Queen metaphor to public pol-
icy challenges on the technological frontier has three important implications for the
behavior of organizations:

• First, co-evolution is the only operable strategy. As John Seely Brown, the for-
mer head of the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), once observed “The

and found that 78 percent of the chemicals in highest-volume commercial use had not had even
“minimal” toxicity testing. Today, there has been little improvement (National Research Council
1984). That is the problem we have inherited which will combine with new risks from emerging
technologies.
2A 1972 analysis of technology assessment revealed that most assessments cost between $800,000
and $2 million and took 16–18 months to complete – not much has changed since then with assess-
ments today by organizations such as the National Academy of Sciences taking up to two years
and often costing at least $1.5 million (Coates 1972).
3In nature, the high-tempo Red Queen may not drive evolution on a continuing basis, but be
balanced by stable strategies in which various actors are better off not changing their strategies.
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future is not invented; it is co-evolved with a wide class of players.” The players
in the policy system become part of a diverse, complex, and dynamic innova-
tion ecosystem, not isolated observers sitting on some external perch. The goal
is to prevent risks, not just study them; to encourage innovation, not just write
about it; and to accelerate the introduction of sustainable technologies into the
marketplace, not to hinder it.

• Second, time matters. Understanding the pace of change of the actors in the
innovation system will define strategies (for instance, shaping or adapting, and
impact actions, such as placing big bets or creating options and no-regrets moves)
and determine the nature and ultimate outcomes of co-evolution (Courtney et al.
1997). This sense of time and timing depends on a high degree of situational
awareness or what some term “mindfulness” of the environment, constraints,
opportunities, and expectations (Weick and Sutcliffe 2001). One key piece of
information is an understanding of the decision cycle of key actors in the ecosys-
tem – from industry to the Congress – and being able to gain influence or
competitive advantage by getting inside that cycle.4

• Finally, change/learn or die. One of the most important implications of the Red
Queen metaphor is that previous behaviors and adaptations do not guarantee
continued survival in the face of future challenges (Hoffman 1991). One has
to effectively learn from the past, but adaptive learning on the fly is also crit-
ical and that implies continual experimentation with innovative methods and
organizational structures.

Imagine a new set of functions designed to operate dynamically inside the inno-
vation system in a parallel processing mode that focus on co-evolution and rapid
learning. This list is not exhaustive, but exemplary, and designed to form the basis
of an experimental and empowering niche that could support a broader transition to
new policies and organizational strategies (Rotmans and Loorbach 2009).

4.2 Embed an Early Warning System

Without early warning, early action is difficult and a reactive response is almost
preordained. Proponents of reflexive or anticipatory governance have raised the
issue of early warning but little action has been taken on the part of government
to institutionalize the function (Guston and Sarawitz 2002).

Here is one example of an early warning failure on the technological fron-
tier. Concerns about possible inhalation risks of carbon nanotubes first appeared
in a letter by industrial hygienist Gerald Coles written to Nature magazine in

4One useful model for understanding decision loops was developed by former Air Force fighter
pilot, John Boyd, and is know at OODA (which stands for observe, orient, decide, and act). Some
of John Boyd’s key writing can be found at: http://www.d-n-i.net/dni/john-r-boyd.
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1992.5 In 1998, science journalist Robert Service wrote an article in Science mag-
azine entitled: “Nanotubes: The Next Asbestos?” again raising concerns, which
were downplayed by a number of nanoscientists, including Nobel prize winner
Richard Smalley (Service 1998). As was recently noted, Smalley “. . .did not want
to draw attention to the hypothetical dangers of nanotechnology in case it would
undermine support for the field in the early days” (Toumey 2009). Fast-forward
another decade and more evidence has accumulated that carbon nanotubes can cause
asbestos-like pathogenicity in the lung and actually pass directly through the lung
lining (Poland et al. 2008; Sanderson 2009). Recently, the Environmental Protection
Agency declared it would finally enforce pre-manufacturing reviews for carbon nan-
otubes, declaring that carbon nanotubes “are not necessarily identical to graphite or
other allotropes of carbon.”6 This represents a minimal gap of over 15 years between
early warning and regulatory action. During this time little funding was invested by
government to resolve initial concerns and risks were in many cases actively down-
played by researchers and developers. This early warning was possible based on a
structural analogy to a known, and highly toxic material – asbestos. Although the
hallmark of innovation in areas like nanotechnology and synthetic biology is their
ability to destroy analogy, to create novel materials and organisms with no historical
referents that can guide prediction, there are nevertheless historical precedents and
lessons that can provide valuable warning signals.7

In a Red Queen world, warning moves along with the science, it does not come
after the fact, especially after materials and products have already been introduced
into commerce. One approach would be to establish in all oversight agencies – the
Environmental Protection Agency, Food and Drug Administration, Department of
Agriculture, and Consumer Product Safety Commission – an early warning officer
(EWO) with associated support staff (3–4 full-time equivalents). The EWO would
report directly to the head of the agency and provide once-a-month briefings that
focused not just on threats, but on opportunities to leverage emerging technologies to
improve the agency’s mission. Early Warning Officers from multiple agencies could
also meet to exchange information on a regular basis and build a larger network that
encompassed state, local, and international members. This type of strategic recon-
naissance is fairly common in the business and intelligence sectors, so those models
could be easily adapted to oversight organizations.

5“Sir – Attractive though they are, the technical properties of ultra-thin man-made fibres pointed
out by Paul Calvert (Nature 357 365; 1992) should not hide the potential – at least for those fibres
resistant to biological degradation in vivo – for related occupational risks to workers.”
6See: “EPA to Enforce Premanufacturing Reviews for Carbon Nanotubes Beginning March 1.
Reported at: http://www.merid.org/NDN/more.php?id=1728. And: Toxic Substances Control Act
Inventory Status of Carbon Nanotubes, 73 Fed. Red. 64946 (31 Oct 2008).
7A calculation done at Rice University indicated that by simply modifying a number of variables
of the 20 major types of single walled nanotubes – variables involving manufacturing process, tube
lengths, methods of purification, and possible surface coatings – over 50,000 possible variants of
this one nanomaterial were possible (Kulinowski 2008). Which ones pose risks? Given the large
and growing uncertainty around emerging risks, significant effort and funding needs to be focused
on techniques like tiered screening and high throughput testing.
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4.3 Track the Known Unknowns

When Wired Magazine called the EPA, FDA, and US Patent Office to ask about
regulatory approaches to the emerging area of synthetic biology, the agency peo-
ple had to ask what synthetic biology was (Keim 2007). As a new scientific field
emerges there is far more that we don’t know about possible risks, unintended
consequences, and governance options than we know. As Robert Proctor, an his-
torian of science at Stanford, once noted “[It] is remarkable how little we know
about ignorance” (Proctor and Schiebinger 2008). Ralph Gomory, the former pres-
ident of the Sloan Foundation, once wrote a provocative essay on the unknown and
unknowable, noting that “We are all taught what is known, but we rarely learn about
what is not known, and we almost never learn about the unknowable. That bias can
lead to misconceptions about the world around us” (Gomory 1995). One approach
would be to develop an open-source tool that provided an evolving list of known
unknowns for an emerging area of science and technology. As empirical evidence
was gathered, issues could be modified, taken off the list, or new areas of inquiry
added. For instance, in the area of synthetic biology, one unknown at the moment
is: How to best assess the risks of novel organisms with little or no natural prece-
dents? An evolving list of known unknowns (possibly maintained on a Wiki) would
also constitute a de facto risk research agenda that could be addressed by national
and international funders. Finally, it may reduce the potential for surprises, allowing
policymakers the opportunity to consider various scenarios before they occur.

This exercise does not address the unknown unknowns or unknowables, but a
continual focus on unknowns may force policymakers and researchers to begin to
discriminate more carefully between various classes of unknowns and pay atten-
tion to building more flexible and adaptive organizations which can respond to
surprises or events that occur beyond the realm of normal expectations (so-called
Black Swans) (Talib 2007).

4.4 Focus on Bad Practices

It is common for those operating on the technological frontier to focus on best prac-
tices, often singling out particular companies and operations for awards. This is
important but, paradoxically, one of the most important things to do when con-
fronted with high degrees of technological uncertainty is to focus on the bad
practices. Every single day vigilant and intelligent people recognize errors around
them and can often come up with ingenious ways to correct problems. Taken one
at a time, these bad practices seldom lead to a disaster, if recognized early and
addressed. The challenge is to develop ways for “error correcting knowledge” to
be collected, managed effectively, and channeled into solutions. One model for this
is the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS), which collects and analyzes vol-
untarily submitted reports from pilots, air traffic controllers, and others involving
safety risks and incidents.8 Operated by NASA for the aviation industry, ASRS

8See: http://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/.
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is described as confidential, voluntary, and non-punitive. The reports are used to
remedy problems, better understand emerging safety issues, and generally educate
people in the aviation industry about safety. A similar system in the UK, called
CHIRP, is designed to promote greater safety in both the aviation and maritime
industries and is run by a charitable trust.

One option is to create a Safety Reporting System for emerging areas of sci-
ence and technology where concerned people working in laboratories, companies,
or elsewhere can anonymously share safety issues and concerns. The purpose is not
“finger pointing” but encouraging proactive learning before something goes really
wrong. Information could be used to design educational materials, better structure
technical assistance programs, and provide a heads-up on a host of emerging safety
issues.

If these systems fail, there is a final backstop before some disaster hits –
internal audits by inspector generals and, finally, whistleblowers.9 Whistleblowers
are the ones who watch the watchmen, often risking their careers to rise above
their bureaucratic brethren. They are the antidote to group think, to the perceived
invulnerability of the organization, the rationalizations, and insulation from out-
side opinion (Sonnenfeld 2005). The price is high. One half to two thirds of all
whistleblowers lose their jobs (Alford 2001). Despite recent efforts to shore up
whistleblower protections (in the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act and
the Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act) one group remains largely unpro-
tected – government employees. Strong whistleblower protection, especially in our
regulatory agencies, is absolutely necessary as scientific innovation moves rapidly
forward.

4.5 Get the Right People to the Frontier

One way to provide oversight and governance of science is to have the scientists and
engineers provide it themselves – an approach that has been put forth in the areas
of nanotechnology and synthetic biology. Whatever historical precedents existed for
this type of reflective self-governance are long gone. As Steven Shapin has pointed
out in his recent exploration of the moral history of science, there are no real grounds
today “to expect expertise in the natural order to translate to virtue in the moral
order” (Shapin 2009). Recent survey work with university-based nanoscientists has
indicated that researchers working on new technologies tend to view their work as
not producing any “new” or substantial risks, while those scientists downstream

9Recently, the Department of Energy (DOE) issued a comprehensive memo covering the “Safe
Handling of Unbounded Engineered Nanoparticles” in DOE facilities. What preceded this directive
was a scathing report by DOE’s Inspector General that indicated that 11 out of 12 DOE labs did
not perform medical surveillance of individuals working with nanoscale materials and 9 or the 12
labs had not initiated monitoring for exposure rates in the workplace. The report concluded that
DOE should “adopt a proactive approach to ensuring that its laboratories follow best practices in
conducting nanoscale-related work” (Department of Energy 2008).
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of development often feel the exact opposite (Powell 2007). In addition, computer
simulations of diverse problem solvers indicate that specialists often become trapped
in suboptimal solutions to complex problems such as risk assessment (Hong and
Page 2004).

Normally, people entering a frontier space are trained. Astronauts receive an aver-
age training of two years and brain surgeons undertake a six-year residency. This
training promotes a professionalism that includes ethical components. But what
about scientists and engineers operating on a technological frontier? A survey of
over 250 accredited engineering programs in 1996–1997 found that only 1 in 5
offered students any significant exposure to ethics (Stephan 1999). Bill Wulf, who
headed the National Academy of Engineering (NAE), said recently that “The com-
plexity of newly engineered systems coupled with their potential impact on lives, the
environment, etc., raise a set of ethical issues that engineers have not been thinking
about,” and the NAE recently established a new Center for Engineering, Ethics, and
Society to meet the challenges (Dean 2008).

As a backup for training approaches, one could also embed social scientists
in the research enterprise, an approach some have called “lab-scale intervention”
designed to enhance direct interaction between different social and natural sci-
ence disciplines during the research phase (Schuurbiers and Fisher 2009). This
approach is undoubtedly better than having scientists operate with little or no feed-
back on the social and ethical impacts of their research. But one problem is that the
same organization (such as the National Science Foundation) often funds both the
researchers and the social scientists with the same grant, creating a co-dependency
situation that certainly has the potential to compromise the social oversight function.
Adding a few bioethicists or nanoethicists to the scientific mix to watch for mis-
steps still leaves open the question: “quis custodiet custodes ipsos?” (who guards the
guardians themselves?) or the more modern version: “Who watches the watchmen?”
(Moore and Gibbons 1987).

4.6 Develop and Implement a Learning Strategy

A recent article on technological innovation made the point that, “in an era of com-
plex technologies, and that will surely be the dominant characteristic of the early
part of the twenty-first century, public policy will need to facilitate learning and
be ever more adaptable” (Rycroft 2006). The more experiments one can run, the
more hypotheses one can test, the faster the rate of learning. It sounds paradox-
ical but in terms of learning and innovation, “Whoever makes the most mistakes
wins” (Farson and Keyes 2002). Over the last few decades, the economics of exper-
imentation have dropped dramatically in the private sector because of advances in
computation and rapid prototyping systems as well as an increasing focus on testing
new organizational and leadership paradigms.

Unfortunately we seldom crash test public policies, but instead wait for them to
crash. When EPA launched a voluntary program to gather information on nanoma-
terials, a number of experts, drawing on years of research on voluntary agreements,
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warned that the program would be ineffective without stronger incentives for indus-
try participation and the backup of mandatory measures. The EPA program took
three years to implement, during which time a similar program, launched in the UK,
failed moving to yield the needed information on emerging nanoscale materials.
EPA persisted forward – slowly. Not surprisingly, critics at the end of this tedious
experiment noted that, “With hundreds of nano products already on the shelves, EPA
has squandered precious time while it slowly developed and pursued a program that
informed stakeholders cautioned would not yield what was needed” (NanoWerk
News 2009). EPA pursued an internally focused, serial processing strategy, not a
co-evolutionary, time-sensitive approach.

It is not clear that the agency had, or has, a clear learning strategy, one that
can mitigate the probability of future errors by either learning from past efforts
(where applicable analogies hold), from parallel efforts by other credible actors, or
from thinking smarter about the future (Garvin 2000). In this regard, it is impor-
tant to remember that, “experiments that result in failure are not failed experiments”
(Thomke 2003). The organizational pathologies that undermine learning in orga-
nizations are well documented and include: (1) insulation from outside expert
opinions, (2) fixation on single paths, (3) no contingency planning, (4) an illusion of
invulnerability, (5) collective rationalization, (6) the denigration of outsiders, and (7)
a coercive pressure on dissenters (Sonnenfeld 2005). Prevalent maxims are also well
researched and well known: learn from failure, refuse to simplify reality, commit to
resilience and flexibility, don’t overplan (keep options open), and hire generalists
(they’ll thrive longer in complex ecosystems) (Weick and Sutcliffe 2001). Given the
large and looming retirement bulge in many US regulatory agencies, like EPA, we
have an opportunity to restructure the workforce in new ways that could address
learning issues.

4.7 Conclusion

In a recent McKinsey survey on what factors contribute most to the accelerating
pace of change in the global business environment, the top response was “inno-
vation in products, services, and business models (Becker and Freeman 2006). The
actual rate of technological change came in sixth place. The point is that it is not just
technology, but technology’s impacts on organizational strategy and ways of doing
business, that cause an acceleration in innovation rates (for instance, the impact of
high-speed computing on the entertainment or automobile industries). Charles Fine
used an overarching approach in defining what he called organizational “clock-
speed” – an evolutionary lifecycle defined by the rate a business introduces new
products, processes, and organizational structures (Fine 1998).

Ultimately, this means that “pacing” governance to technological change will
require focusing on the entire operating environment rather than just the tech-
nological components. This larger environment includes organizational structure,
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leadership, and securing talent as a strategic asset.10 Counting bits per minutes or
product introductions obscures the nature of the challenge that governments face.
Viewed through a purely technological lens, the gap in innovation rates seems
inevitable and insurmountable. Recognized and addressed as a “learning” problem
provides some hope.

That does not mean the change in the public sector will be easy or fast.
Organizations – in both the public and private sectors – often end up in what has
been called a “competency trap” applying outmoded skills to emerging challenges
(Levitt and Marsh 1988). By the time they catch up, competitive forces have created
the next competency trap vis-à-vis a new set of actors and technological realities. In
this situation, absolute speed becomes less critical than adaptive strategies because,
as in evolution, competition and learning reinforce each other (Van Valen 1973).
If we view biological and business evolution as complex adaptive systems, then
the challenge for governments is to join the co-evolving system (Beinhocker 1999).
That means turning a cognitive corner and seeing this rapid technological change
as a learning and co-evolution challenge rather than just trying to run faster on the
technological treadmill. In the end, disruptive innovation will require the application
of disruptive intelligence in our public sector (McGregor 2005).
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Chapter 5
Software Agents, Anticipatory Ethics,
and Accountability

Deborah G. Johnson

Classification does indeed have its consequences – perceived as
real, it has real effects.
– Bowker and Star (1999)

5.1 Introduction

An important current trend in software development is to produce complex systems
designed to operate independently from the humans who design and deploy them.
Often referred to as software agents, at least some of these systems are able to
learn and make second order decisions that effectively reprogram how they operate.
Software agents may be deployed to perform fairly simple transactions (such as
purchasing a product) or to perform extremely complicated operations involving
sophisticated decision making (such as the software onboard the Earth Observation
satellite that decides which events on earth the satellite should monitor (Chien et al.
2005; Noorman 2008)). Software agents are not distinctive insofar as they operate
separately in space and time from those who deploy them, but rather because of the
kinds of decisions they make and their capacity to learn and behave proactively often
through processes that are not transparent to designers and users. Generally, this
technology is understood to be an extension or species of what was earlier thought
of as artificial intelligence.

For some the characterization of software as agents seems a fairly straightforward
matter of describing software that performs tasks on behalf of humans:

The Intelligent Software Agents Lab at Carnegie Mellon University’s Robotics Institute
envisions a world in which autonomous, intelligent software programs, known as software
agents, undertake many of the operations performed by human users of the World Wide
Web, as well as a multitude of other tasks. (http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~softagents/intro.htm)
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For others, the autonomous aspect of software agents is what is significant
because it means that they can operate in open-ended situations. The aim of the
annual AGENTS: International Conference on Autonomous Agents is explained in
the ACM Portal:

Autonomous agents are software and robotic entities that are capable of indepen-
dent action in open, unpredictable environments. Agents are currently being applied in
domains as diverse as computer games and interactive cinema, information retrieval and
filtering, user interface design, electronic commerce, autonomous vehicles and space-
craft, and industrial process control. (http://portal.acm.org/browse_dl.cfm?linked=1&part=
series&idx=SERIES134&coll=portal&dl=ACM)

For some the nature of the software justifies a category of autonomous cognitive
agents in which software and robots are apparently together with humans, though
distinguished as artificial:

Autonomous cognitive agents, whether natural or artificial, are information processing enti-
ties that make decisions, recognize patterns, gather information and perform actions. The
concept of autonomy refers to the ability to use experience to determine action. This
includes being able to adapt behavior in order to pursue goals under changing circum-
stances. Artificial agents can take a range of forms from software agents to anthropomorphic
robots. (Lee and Lacey 2003)

The metaphor of software as autonomous agents facilitates the use of other con-
cepts, such as negotiation, that are helpful in describing the behavior and operation
of software:

Automated negotiation is a powerful (and sometimes essential) means for allocating
resources among self-interested autonomous software agents. A key problem in building
negotiating agents is the design of the negotiation strategy, which is used by an agent to
decide its negotiation behavior. (Rahwan et al. 2007)

To think of software as an agent and describe it as autonomous is, as already
indicated, to use a metaphor but why this metaphor? What role or function does
the metaphor play in the discourse and the design of software agent technology?
Metaphors are important in shaping human understanding, though they can be dan-
gerous when they lead to false presumptions or hide key features of the thing being
explained. How does the autonomous agent metaphor work in the case of software?
Obviously it provides a way of thinking about software, but what is at stake for
those who use the metaphor? Does it lead to false presumptions? And what does
it hide?

Importantly, use of the metaphor connects software agents to a number of fic-
tional entities described in popular literature and media. Whether we take the
monster in Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein, the computer, Hal, in the film 2001 or the
robots in the more recent film, I Robot, connections to the discourse of software
agents are obvious. Indeed, the popular literature seems to express a mixture of fas-
cination with and fear of these technologically-created, human-like beings as does
the discussion of software agents of today. The possibility of humans losing control
of human-made entities was the major thrust of Bill Joy’s “Why the Future Doesn’t
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Need Us” (2000). When it first appeared, Joy’s piece unsettled many scientists and
intellectuals because an insider – a leader in the science and engineering commu-
nity – was expressing concern about, and even reluctance about going forward with
combining genetics, nanotechnology, and robotics. The combination, Joy warned,
might be so powerful as to produce entities that would take over the world and
render humans irrelevant.

As will be discussed further in the next section, the ideas that circulate during
the early stages of development of a new technology influence the construction of
meaning as well as the material design of the technology. Ideas contribute to the
delineation of a technology as something in particular. New technologies can chal-
lenge deeply rooted beliefs about what it means to be human; they can challenge the
distinction between what is human and what is artificial; and raise daunting norma-
tive questions about how the human-technology relationship should be constituted.
The discourses around new technologies both express these deep human concerns
and shape the developing technology.

This chapter begins with the premise that the characterization of software as
autonomous agents is influencing the meaning and material design of the technol-
ogy; that is, use of these terms and the metaphor is having an effect on what will
eventually be developed and how it will be understood. The chapter takes as its
starting place the observation that using the metaphor of autonomous agents may
be setting the scene for a collision with moral and legal notions and practices of
accountability. If software agents behave autonomously, in ways not fully under-
stood by their human designers or users, who will be accountable when something
goes wrong? How will accountability be handled when the behavior of software
agents leads to harmful consequences?

To comprehend the potential for collision, consider a worst case scenario.
Suppose: (1) very powerful software agents are put to use in activities that have
powerful consequences for human well-being; (2) no human beings are able to
understand what these powerful agents have learned and how they make many of
the decisions they make since they act autonomously; (3) a software agent’s behav-
ior is the major factor leading to a catastrophic event (e.g., an industrial accident,
launch of a nuclear weapon, a major electricity shut down); (4) victims of the event
and the public call for an explanation, that is, they demand that someone be held
accountable for the event and the harm done; and (5) victims and the public are told
that it was the behavior of the software agent that led to the event, that no human
can understand why the agent did what it did and, therefore, no human beings are
responsible for the behavior of the software agent.

Whether this scenario ever occurs, software agents are being designed to per-
form tasks, to learn as they operate, and to change their decision-making strategies
for achieving designated tasks as they learn. When the behavior of a software
agent results in harm to humans, issues of accountability are likely to arise.
Yet the conceptualization of software agents seems to be setting the scene for
a deflection of responsibility, at least human responsibility for the behavior of
software.
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5.2 Making Room for Anticipatory Ethics

Given the potential for collision between the development of software agents and
prevailing moral and legal notions of accountability, software agent technology
seems an ideal case for anticipatory ethics. Anticipatory ethics refers here to: (1)
engagement with the ethical implications of a technology while the technology is
still in the earliest stages of development; and (2) engagement that is targeted to
influence the development of the technology. Software agent technology is in the
early stages of development; thus, it offers the possibility of anticipating account-
ability issues now, rather than waiting until the technology is well developed and an
untoward event occurs. The challenge is to see whether issues of accountability can
somehow be taken into account and incorporated in the design and early thinking
about this technology, with an eye to avoiding collision.

Since anticipatory ethics is a new approach to addressing ethical issues related
to technology, some background will be helpful in understanding the endeavor.
Currently, the most visible and well-funded attempt at anticipatory ethics in the
US is focused on nanotechnology. A major impetus for this work has been a gov-
ernment mandate (and the availability of resources) to examine the social and
ethical implications of nanotechnology. The twenty-first century Nanotechnology
Research and Development Act (Public Law 108-193 passed in 2003) specified that
the National Nanotechnology Infrastructure (NNI) include activities that ensure that
“ethical, legal, environmental, and other appropriate societal concerns. . . are consid-
ered during the development of nanotechnology.” A number of scholars have risen
to the task and a growing literature on the social implications of nanotechnology
and nanoethics has developed. (See, for example, the journal Nanoethics and most
recently the Yearbook of Nanotechnology in Society (Fisher et al. 2008)). Since nan-
otechnology is still very much a technology (technologies) in-the-making, work in
this area falls into the category of anticipatory ethics.

Why nanotechnology? Why now? Why address the social and ethical implica-
tions of a technology before it is ready for use? At least part of the explanation has
to do with a shift in understanding of the processes of technological development.
Until recently (i.e., the last several decades) and with a few exceptions, ethics schol-
ars paid little or no attention to technology. Technology was considered irrelevant to
ethics both because ethics was understood to be about human behavior and because
technology was thought to be neutral – values lay in how humans used technology.
Interest in technology began to develop in the last half of the twentieth century.
Some would say it was the powerful social effects of an array of modern tech-
nologies including the atomic bomb, industrial chemicals, computers, and genetic
engineering. Whatever the underlying causes, concerns about technology coincided
with the movement in practical ethics. The attention of ethicists slowly turned to
technology, especially computers and information technology.

Initially ethicists adopted a framework in which technology was understood to
be, primarily, the outcome of the work of scientists and engineers (Johnson and
Wetmore 2008). In this framework, whether we distinguish scientists and engineers
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and whether they work in the ivory tower, in corporations, or in government,
the presumption is that technologies develop somewhat separately from society,
and, when completed, are delivered to society. Society can then chose whether to
adopt a delivered technology, and, if adopted, a technology may then have social
impacts.

The task of ethicists is, in this framework, to examine the social impacts and to
note and address how the introduction and adoption of a technology creates ethical
issues and affects important social values.1 The social impact framework presumes
that scientists and engineers work in relative isolation, doing what nature dictates,
and that the resulting technologies are neutral. Values come into play when humans
decide whether or not and how to take up what has been delivered. Working within
this framework, ethicists do not ask about, let alone examine, the social forces,
the institutional actors, the interests, or the values that have directed attention and
resources to a particular technological endeavor; nor do they examine the factors
that determined the design features of a new technology. Engineers are understood
to be applying science, and since nature dictates science, engineers are constrained
by nature.

In this framework it may look like nature necessitates the kind of technology
that is produced, i.e., the kind of airplanes, medical devices, and power plants that
are “delivered to society.” And, if nature dictates the character of technologies, then
there is little room for ethics or values to come into play. The only role for ethicists
(or consumers and users for that matter) is to decide whether or not, and how, to
use the technology that scientists and engineers deliver. The primary role for ethics,
in this framework, is reactive. Ethicists can critique what is delivered; for exam-
ple, they can show how surveillance technologies violate privacy. They can call for
modifications in design; for example they can call for wider sidewalks and ramps
next to stairways to ensure access by those confined to wheelchairs. Or ethicists can
analyze social practices involving technology; for example, ethicists have analyzed
the fairness of various procedures for distributing scarce medical resources. In this
mode of operation, it is not surprising that ethicists may be accused of being anti-
technology for in their reactive role, they are more likely to notice technologies that
disrupt or threaten moral practices or values than to notice those that fit neatly in or
enhance prevailing moral practices and values.

To be sure, ethicists working in the social impact framework have made important
contributions; the fields of biomedical ethics, computer ethics, and environmental
ethics have flourished with this model of technological development. The problem
is not that the framework prevents the lens of ethics from being brought to bear.
Rather, the problem is that the framework pushes the processes by which technology
is developed out of sight; it turns attention away from technology while it is still in-
the-making – while its meaning and material design are in the process of being set.

1This is the framework I presumed in most of my early work on computer and engineering ethics;
see, for example, Computer Ethics 1st edition, Prentice Hall, 1985.
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In short, the framework turns the lens of ethics away from the earliest and, arguably,
most powerful stages of technological development.

Scholars in the field of science and technology studies (STS) have provided a
critique of the social impact framework and introduced alternative models of the
processes by which technologies are designed, adopted, modified, and used. The lit-
erature emphasizes that technology develops in a social context, by means of social
processes, and that technology is not just material objects, but rather sociotechnical
ensembles – combinations of artifacts, social practices, institutional arrangements,
systems of knowledge, and nature. To say that technologies are sociotechnical is
to say that technological endeavors are achieved by combinations of artifacts and
social practices. For example, software does nothing on its own; software func-
tions in combination with hardware (e.g. computers, electrical systems, routers) and
humans organized in various ways (in organizations, agencies, families, etc.) and
behaving in particular ways (e.g. using keyboards, responding to signs on screens,
interpreting output).

Since the processes by which technologies are designed and developed and come
to have meaning are social processes, ethicists and ethical notions can be and often
are part of the processes. That is, since technological development is not entirely
dictated by nature and since what is developed is a function of social factors and
arrangements as well as nature, ethical notions and ethicists can influence what is
developed.

This has both normative and descriptive implications for anticipatory ethics.
Since technological development is a social endeavor, the endeavor can be inten-
tionally structured so that ethical concerns are taken into account early on.
This is precisely the normative mission of the 21st Century Act; it structures
the research environment for nanotechnology to ensure that ethical issues are
addressed early on. But there are also implications for understanding how tech-
nological development occurs and always has happened. That is, social forces,
stakeholder interests, politics, and history have always influenced the develop-
ment of technologies and so have moral notions and practices. Think here of the
debate about stem cell research; it is a debate about whether or not and how a
moral belief should shape the processes of scientific and technological advance-
ment. And think of the regulations with regard to the use of human and animal
subjects in research and how these moral concerns have affected the nature of
research.

So, ethical notions and practices and ethicists do in fact influence technolog-
ical developments and could and should have a more intentional role in shaping
technologies in the future. We can examine the influence of moral notions and prac-
tices on past and current technologies and we can consider how best to structure
(or restructure) design and development processes so as to give ethicists and moral
notions a role in development processes.

With the new understanding of technological development, anticipatory ethics
is not just plausible but is an activity that has been ongoing, albeit often below
the surface of recognition and somewhat out of the grasp of intentional efforts.
Acknowledging that ethicists and ethical notions and practices can and do have a
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role in shaping technological development is, in some sense, the easy part. The hard
part is to figure out how to bring ethical notions and practices and ethicists explic-
itly, intentionally, and effectively into the fray. The difficulty of the task will now be
illustrated by taking up the case of software agents.

5.3 Anticipating Software Agents: An Argument for Moral
Ontology

Where might we look to observe moral notions and practices being negotiated in
software agent technology? Where might we look for opportunities to normatively
influence what is being developed? In the case of software agents, opportunities are
not hard to find because at least some of the discourse around this technology is
explicitly directed at its moral features and moral implications. This literature clus-
ters around the question whether, or in what sense, software agents (and embodied
machines containing software, e.g., robots) can be said to be moral agents (Floridi
and Sanders 2004; Allen et al. 2005; Allen et al. 2000; Moor 2006). The issue arises
in part at least because autonomy is a central component in traditional notions of
moral agency. Philosophically, morality only makes sense for autonomous beings;
moral agency is only possible in entities with moral autonomy. Thus, if software
agents or robots have autonomy, they are candidates for moral autonomy and moral
agency. This has led a number of philosophers to entertain the possibility of artifi-
cial moral agents (or AMAs) (Floridi and Sanders 2004; Moor 2006; Wallach and
Allen 2009).

The theoretical possibility of artificial moral agents is embedded in a discourse
of artificial intelligence, computational modeling, and cognitive science. If com-
putation can “unlock the mysteries of the universe” by modeling reality, then it
ought to be able to model morality. In other words, if morality is comprehended
by humans through their intelligence and cognition, then artificial intelligence and
computational cognition should be able to model morality. The model can, then, be
embedded in software and hardware to produce entities that behave in ways that are
comparable to human moral behavior. These entities, according to the argument,
will be artificial moral agents.

The interest of computational modelers in developing artificial moral agents has
converged with a more pragmatic, computational endeavor to program machines
to behave morally. The pragmatic endeavor is to ensure that when software makes
decisions, the decisions it makes (and the consequent behavior) accord with moral-
ity. Machine Ethics is the term being used for this activity. Anderson and Anderson
(2006) describe the goal as follows:

A goal of machine ethics is to create a machine that’s guided by an acceptable ethical
principle or set of principles in the decisions it makes about possible courses of action
it could take. The behavior of more fully autonomous machines, guided by such an ethical
dimension, is likely to be more acceptable in real-world environments than that of machines
without such a dimension. (Anderson and Anderson 2006, p. 10)
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So two different interests – one in modeling morality as an exercise in artificial
intelligence and computational cognition and the other in building decision making
devices that incorporate moral principles – converge on a set of questions about the
status, meaning, and significance of software agents. The convergence has generated
a rich discourse, though it is wide-ranging both because it draws from a variety of
disciplines and because it spans a spectrum from highly speculative futuristic visions
to concrete programming strategies.

The discourse has not eschewed discussion of responsibility and accountability
because in moral theory, notions of agency and autonomy are intertwined with moral
responsibility. Individuals have moral responsibility for their behavior in virtue of
their having autonomy. If individual behavior were entirely controlled by factors
outside the individual or outside the control of the individual, then the individual
could not be held morally responsible for their behavior. In this context the auton-
omy of software agents is crucial to claims about their moral agency. As well, in
this context, the move to locate moral responsibility in the software agent seems
plausible if not necessary.

The convergence of interests and the resulting discourse around software agents
takes us back to the starting place of this chapter, the potential for a collision
between the development of software agents and notions and practices of account-
ability. The discourse around software agents is a discourse about the meaning,
significance, and design of a technology. It is about what to “make” of software
agent technology – how it should be understood, what features it should be under-
stood to have, and what role it should have in human lives. The collision course
concern is that the construction of software agents as autonomous (moral) agents
“makes” them something that humans will not be able to understand and control.
That they are autonomous may mean that they will be – to some extent at least –
beyond human comprehension and control. It is this construction of software agents
that seems likely to collide with notions and practices of accountability.

The question is, then, whether anticipatory ethics can or should intervene to avoid
a collision or to fit moral notions and practices to what is being developed. As will
be illustrated in a moment, it is in the nature of anticipatory ethics that we can’t
be sure that the collision will take place without intervention; hence, the question
whether anticipatory ethics should intervene is by no means simple.

In the remainder of this chapter I will put forward and defend an argument of the
kind that seems to be called for by anticipatory ethics. It is an argument for rejecting
the characterization of software agents as autonomous. The argument was initially
introduced in Johnson and Miller (2008). Here it is extended and elaborated as a
way of exploring the promises and pitfalls of anticipatory ethics. To be sure, it is an
odd argument since individuals can use words as they wish and they would not be
using “autonomous” if its use did not achieve some useful purpose. Although odd,
the argument is, nevertheless, important because it does precisely what is sought
in anticipatory ethics. It aims to influence the technological endeavor early on by
influencing the construction of the meaning of software agents. One of the most
powerful ways to change a process and its outcomes is to change the understanding
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of the endeavor. A change in the understanding of what is being sought ultimately
changes what is produced. Thus, a change in the conceptualization, understand-
ing, and discourse of software agent technology would be a significant outcome of
anticipatory ethics.

5.3.1 The Argument

In essence, the argument is an argument for a moral ontology.2 Since the core idea
of anticipatory ethics is that moral concerns be taken into account early on in a tech-
nology’s development, the argument is that accountability issues should be used in
conceptualizing what the technology is and identifying its distinctive significance.3

Software agents ought to be understood – ontologically – as human-made compo-
nents of sociotechnical systems. They ought to be understood as components of
systems constituted and deployed by humans, for human purposes. Software agents
function as a result of combinations of humans and artifacts working together.
Constructing software agents as autonomous gives the technology an ontological
status that disconnects its behavior from those who design and put it into use.
Conceptually tethering software to the humans who design and use it constrains the
temptation to move the locus of accountability for the harmful effects of software
agent behavior away from humans to software agents (Johnson and Miller 2008).4

5.3.2 Anticipating Accountability

The argument gains support from an analysis of notions and practices of account-
ability. At the most basic level, systems and practices of accountability involve the
idea that individuals and collectivities (organizations, companies, agencies, coun-
tries) are expected to behave in particular ways – according to norms, standards,
expectations, or principles. When an individual or a collectivity fails to adhere to
a norm, the individual or organization is expected to explain, that is, to give an
account, and, depending on the account given, the individual or organization may be
liable to certain consequences – shame, mistrust, punishment, compensation, further
scrutiny, etc.

Accountability works both retrospectively and prospectively. In retrospective
accountability one is held to account for one’s actions (or inactions) after they have

2I am grateful to Martin Anderson for first characterizing the argument in this way (as moral
ontology) while it was still somewhat inchoate in my thinking.
3The argument is inspired by Bowker and Starr (1999) and other work that points to the powerful
effects of systems of classification.
4Of course, software behavior causally contributes to events with untoward consequences. See
Johnson and Powers (2005). The locus of accountability is connected to but different from
causality.
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occurred. We most often see retrospective accountability operating when something
untoward has happened, something, that is, that was not supposed to happen. Thus,
in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, FEMA was held accountable for not respond-
ing quickly to the event. When Bernie Madoff’s ponzi scheme was uncovered,
Madoff was held retrospectively accountable for years of deceitful, exploitative,
criminal behavior. In both cases consequences followed, though the nature of the
consequences varied. FEMA’s Director was fired; public trust in the organiza-
tion was diminished. Madoff’s retrospective accountability involved arrest, trial,
testimony, and jail.

Prospective accountability is future looking; it involves practices that inform and
remind individual or institutional actors that they are expected to behave in certain
ways. In certain domains of life, prospective accountability has an added dimen-
sion; individuals and organizations are formally required to demonstrate, by giving
an account of some kind, that they are adhering to rules or fulfilling their respon-
sibilities or doing what should be done to prevent untoward events from happening
in the future. The most salient examples of this aspect of prospective accountability
are in institutional accountability. Employees are asked to fill out conflict of inter-
est statements to demonstrate that they are not in relationships that might bias their
decisions. Public companies are required to provide reports to demonstrate that they
are fulfilling responsibilities to stockholders.

These two forms of accountability work together. Prospective accountability is
aimed at preventing the occurrence of incidents or events that would call for retro-
spective accountability. Likewise, retrospective accountability supports prospective
accountability in the sense that when individuals and organizations are retro-
spectively held to account, it demonstrates to others that they are accountable
for their behavior; that is, it reminds others that if they don’t behave accord-
ing to norms or expectations, they may have to account, retrospectively, for their
behavior.

The argument for a moral ontology for software agents is an argument for con-
ceptualizing the technology in a way that will facilitate the operation of prospective
and retrospective accountability. The argument is especially compelling because
of the current state of legal accountability (liability) for software. In the US at
least, legal liability for harmful effects resulting from the use of software is highly
uncertain. At best it is a patchwork of generic laws and extremely varied case law
drawing on contracts, strict liability, negligence, misrepresentation, limited war-
ranties, and unconscionable disclaimers (Zollers et al. 2005; Ballman 1996; Terry
2002; Childers 2008). Generic laws applying to products and services apply to soft-
ware but software defies attempts to fit it to one of these categories and prevailing
law or legal precedents depend on this distinction. There is no major legislation in
this domain and no major legal decisions have broadly addressed software liability.
In 2009 the American Law Institute (ALI) approved the final draft of Principles of
the Law of Software Contracts but the document testifies to the complexities of lia-
bility within software contracts. Thus, currently software developers have little to
go on to anticipate their liability in the event that their software causes untoward
consequences. Other than the broadest principles of legal liability, there is nothing
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certain about retrospective or prospective accountability. Yet computer scientists are
well aware of the risks in software and they are pervasive and powerful.5

5.4 Anticipating Software Agents: The Counterarguments

5.4.1 The Concern Is Premature

An important counter to the argument for a moral ontology is the claim that it
is too early to interfere with the development of software agent technology. It is
premature – some might say – to stop the use of what is a very useful metaphor,
and, anyway, sooner or later – so the argument goes – issues of accountability will
be addressed.

This is an important counter because it is, at least in certain respects, consis-
tent with the descriptive implications of the model of technological development
described above. The development of software agent technology, like all techno-
logical development, is not just socially embedded, the trajectory of development
is fluid and contingent. This means that any number of factors may come into play
at any time and it means that it is possible and perhaps likely that ethical concerns
and issues of accountability will eventually arise and be addressed. At some point
or another, the public, the law, or politics will respond to what is being developed.
If software agents are deployed in situations in which they put individuals at undue
risk or have harmful effects, there will be a response and practices of accountability
will be worked out.

Although Wallach and Allen (2009) do not explicitly make this argument in
Moral Machines, they implicitly adopt the strategy; they predict that in the short
term “product safety laws will continue to be stretched to deal with artificial agents”
and that dangerous practices will be dealt with first by the courts and later by leg-
islation. They predict that “companies producing and utilizing intelligent machines
will stress the difficulties in determining liability and encourage no-fault insurance
policies” (p. 198). So Wallach and Allen seem to think that issues of accountability
will arise and be addressed sooner or later. Technological development is a social
endeavor embedded in society and so social and ethical norms are likely already in
play or will come into play at some point or other.

However, the normative thrust of anticipatory ethics is that it is better to take
ethical concerns into account sooner rather than later. The argument from moral
ontology does precisely that; it proposes that while software agent technology is still
“in the making,” the endeavor to create it should not be understood as an endeavor to
create discrete and autonomous entities, but rather to create sociotechnical systems,

5Discussion of the risks from defects and failure of software can be found in The Risks Digest, a
Forum On Risks To The Public In Computers And Related Systems; the Forum is an activity of
the ACM Committee on Computers and Public Policy, moderated by Peter G. Neumann and found
at: http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/.
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i.e., systems that work through the combination of human and non-human compo-
nents. Such a re-conceptualization does not prevent explanations of software and
hardware behavior, it prevents the complete deflection of human responsibility for
harmful effects resulting from software behavior.

So, is it better to intervene in the construction of software agents early on or better
to let the development process unfold without constraining the way the technology
is conceptualized and understood? This is not a simple question. Addressing ethical
issues early on has advantages; it also has disadvantages. Bringing in moral concerns
early on may blunt efforts that would have been fruitful and might have turned out to
be morally unproblematic. On the other hand, not bringing in these concerns early
on might lead to technologies that run into trouble with the public, the law, or other
stakeholders later on. The development process is not – as it is understood in tech-
nological determinism – a process in which a particular or pre-determined entity is
waiting to “emerge.” In the technologically deterministic view, all we need to do is
make sure that the environment for development is unencumbered so that the pre-
determined entity can emerge quickly. On the contrary, bringing ethical issues into
technological development has promise precisely because the development process
is fluid and contingent.

Research and development take place in particular places, by particular individ-
uals and groups and the when, where, how, and who is involved make a difference,
just as the amount of funding and a myriad of other factors make a difference.
Anticipatory ethics and the argument for a moral ontology should not, then, be seen
as an encumbrance to development. Taking issues of accountability into account
early on will make a difference and there may even be trade-offs in doing so, but so
it is with all the factors that influence technological development.

The parallel between software agent technology and ethical issues in other
domains of research is helpful here. Consider the moral constraint that has been
institutionalized for medical research involving human subjects. When the require-
ment that scientists doing medical research obtain the informed consent of human
subjects was first instituted, it was felt, by some scientists at least, to be a constraint
on their research. Some thought that the science would proceed more quickly and
more effectively if scientists didn’t have to obtain the informed consent of human
subjects. The requirement is now well accepted in medical research and it seems fair
to say that what is discovered and developed in medical research involving human
subjects is different than what might have been learned otherwise. Some would say
the science is better for it; others might not agree. And, of course, it depends on
what you mean by “good” science.

The lesson, it would seem, for anticipatory ethics and the development of soft-
ware agent technology is that conceptualizing the technology in ways that keep it
tethered to the humans who design and use it will make a difference.

5.4.2 Software Agents Are Autonomous

But what about the counterclaim that software agents are autonomous? Isn’t it a
misconception to think that software agents are not autonomous? They operate
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independently – in space and time at least – from the humans who design and deploy
them! Oddly, no one seems to claim exactly this; that is, no one seems to claim that
the terms autonomy and autonomous agent have a singular, objectively definable
meaning. These terms are being used in a wide variety of different ways. Some
may deny my characterization of their use as metaphorical; others may embrace it.
Computer scientists and software developers seem to use the terms as a metaphor
that helps them describe how software agents operate in a simple way that does
not require technical expertise. In some sense, computer scientists and software
developers may not have a serious stake in the use of these terms since they under-
stand what they are doing in a technical disciplinary discourse, be it programming,
software development, or electrical engineering.

Whatever their interests, software developers have quite different stakes in the
metaphor than do philosophers and cognitive scientists. In fact it would seem that
philosophers and cognitive scientists use autonomy and autonomous in technical
ways, technical in the sense that they are embedded in philosophical theory. One
of the most influential pieces on the topic of artificial agents argues for autonomy
as an operationally defined term tied to a particular level of abstraction (Floridi
and Sanders 2004). Others seem to make equivalency claims, that is, they claim
that machines will be moral agents in the sense that they will have features that
are equivalent to those of human moral agents. Of course, it is far from clear what
constitutes equivalency in this context, and it is not at all clear what the significance
is of an “entity” that has autonomy at a specific level of abstraction.

These different uses of “autonomy” and “autonomous” contribute to the creation
of a rich discourse, a discourse with the potential for creative thinking and fruitful
cross fertilization among disciplines and theoretical frameworks. On the one hand,
the discourse often seems confused and misleading as terms are moved from one
context to the next, are used in widely different ways, and interlocutors often seem
to miss one another. Do the issues need to be so complex? The discourse is complex
in part because it involves an ontological struggle. The discourse is about what we
are to “make” of what is being developed.

Suppose we try to make it simpler. Why not understand “autonomous agents”
simply to refer to things that operate on their own. It is easy enough to think about
refrigerators, automatic pilot systems, and search engines (all of which today are in
part constituted with software) as operating on their own. When pressed, however,
it is not so easy. That is, when we try to justify this easy account, it becomes clear
that we are engaged in ontology. To consider refrigerators, automatic pilots, search
engines or software as entities – not even agents, just entities – is to engage in the
mental exercise of separating them out from the complex sociotechnical systems of
which they are a part.

Yes, my refrigerator maintains its internal temperature “on its own”; the ther-
mostat signals other components to behave in certain ways that raise and lower
the temperature. The problem with saying this is that my refrigerator only works
insofar as it is plugged into an enormously complex power grid, a power grid
that depends on many human and non-human components. In fact, the institutional
arrangements constituting the power grid are an enormous feat of human social
cooperation and interdependence. And, of course, my refrigerator only works as it
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is supposed to if I buy food that needs to be refrigerated, open and close the door
to put the food in and take it out, pay my utility bill, and so on. Where does the
entity that I call “my refrigerator” begin and end? It seems that we have decided
(perhaps arbitrarily, perhaps not) to draw lines. We have conceptually (abstractly)
decided we will count the rectangular chunk of plastic and metal that sits in my
kitchen as “a refrigerator.” We have decided to leave on the other side of the line
(outside of the concept) the electrical grid to which it must be connected, all the
people who maintain the electrical grid, and my behavior in opening and clos-
ing the door to put in and take out food. Yet my “refrigerator” does not work as
a refrigerator unless all these other human and non-human components do their
part. My refrigerator is a sociotechnical system, and the hunk of metal and plas-
tic that I brought home from an appliance store is merely one component of that
system.

It’s the same for the automatic pilot. The automatic pilot works only insofar as
it is delicately connected to other parts of the airplane. Whether the automatic pilot
goes on only when human pilots flip a switch or goes on under specific conditions
without human action is a design feature chosen by humans. What the automatic
pilot does is the result of interactions among human and non-human parts. Where,
again, does the automatic pilot begin and end? Is it an entity in itself or a component
of an airplane? The airplane itself is a component in an enormously complex air
transportation system. We draw lines; the lines specify what an automatic pilot “is”;
what an airplane is, and so on. We choose, that is, what we will conceptualize as the
part and what we will conceptualize as the whole.

It is the same for software. We say that a set of lines of code is software. Some
call the software an agent. Of course, the software does nothing unless it is put
into machines. Some call the software and hardware together an agent. Of course,
humans had to create the software and humans had to build the machines and embed
the software in the hardware. Humans turn on the machines, test and monitor their
behavior. Where does the software agent (or the robot) begin and end? Some may
argue that there is something different and distinctive about computers and soft-
ware – they are not just chunks of metal and plastic; they are computational. This,
they will say, makes them closer to or the same as humans. But this is another line
drawing matter.

Lines do, of course, have to be drawn and they are drawn for various purposes.
The thrust of the argument here is not to deny this, but to argue for bringing moral
considerations into our line drawing. The argument for a moral ontology is an argu-
ment to draw the lines of “software agents” with an eye to keeping the locus on
accountability with humans.

In this context two different sorts of dangers seem at issue. One has already
been identified, that software entities might be conceptualized so as to suggest that
no humans are accountable for the behavior of the software agents. The other is
that theory- or context-dependent notions will move from one context to another in
ways that cause confusion and are misleading. Grodzinsky et al. (2008) illustrate this
when they use the Floridi and Sanders (2004) notion of autonomy at different levels
of abstraction. Focusing on tables used in programming, they show how software
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can be autonomous to users (who cannot modify the table) while at the same time
not autonomous to the designers (who can modify the table).

Thus, the argument for moral autonomy cannot be countered by the claim that
software agents just are autonomous. Software agents are sociotechnical systems.
They depend for their operation on being embedded in larger, more complicated
systems that function by combinations of human and non-human or artifactual activ-
ity. Conceptualizing software agents as sociotechnical systems might well make a
moral difference.

5.5 Conclusion

There are several lessons to be derived from the preceding analysis. The first is
that anticipatory ethics is tied to a view of technological development as a fluid and
contingent social endeavor and, hence, one that can be influenced by ethics and ethi-
cists. This view has both descriptive and normative implications; it reveals both that
moral notions and practices may have been at work influencing technological devel-
opment in the past and influencing the development of existing technologies and
that they can be more intentionally and effectively brought into play in the devel-
opment of new technologies. In the case of software agent technology, the analysis
focused on an argument for a moral ontology for software agents. The argument
claims that we ought to conceptualize and understand software agents in ways that
keep them tethered to the humans who design and deploy them, so as to avoid a
deflection of human responsibility for the behavior of software agents. The claim is
that an ontology of this kind will allow prospective and retrospective accountabil-
ity to work. Although the argument illustrates the promise of anticipatory ethics, in
the end it seems that anticipatory activity must be viewed cautiously. There is no
certainty, for example, that eliminating the characterization of software agents as
autonomous is the only or best way to address issues of accountability. Since tech-
nological development is fluid and contingent there are any number of ways that
moral norms and practices can come into play. What is clear, nevertheless, is that
technologies including software agents are sociotechnical systems and while we can
conceptualize them in other ways, doing so can be misleading and may get in the
way of human accountability.
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Chapter 6
Sui Generis Rules

Lyria Bennett Moses

There is the story of a Vermont justice of the peace before whom
a suit was brought by one farmer against another for breaking a
churn. The justice took time to consider, and then said he had
looked through the statutes and could find nothing about churns,
and gave judgment for the defendant.
– Oliver Wendell Holmes (1897)

6.1 Introduction

Although the “pace” of technological change is difficult to measure (Edgerton
2006), few would deny that technological change is a persistent feature of our soci-
ety. When new technologies are introduced into society, and begin to spread, there
is often pressure on the legal system to “respond” or “keep pace” (Bennett Moses
2007a). As technology changes, new entities, activities and relationships become
practical possibilities. As a result, there may be (1) pressure to enact new laws,
(2) a need to resolve uncertainties as to the application of law in new contexts, (3)
legal rules that apply poorly in new contexts when measured against achieving an
underlying goal, and (4) laws that can no longer be justified and hence become
obsolete (Bennett Moses 2007a). When contemplating law reform in response to
the first three problems, there is, not surprisingly, a tendency to propose new rules
designed to apply to the new entities, activities and relationships that gave rise to
the difficulty. In other words, there is a tendency to treat new entities, activities
and relationships relating to new technologies as in need of special, or sui generis,
regulation or protection.

As the enactment of sui generis rules is one common temptation for rule-makers
wishing to respond quickly to emerging technologies, this chapter will consider
the extent to which sui generis rules are an effective approach for dealing with
the pacing problem. In deciding whether sui generis rules are truly appropriate,
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it is important to take account of their advantages and disadvantages compared
to a more broadly-framed approach. It is also necessary to consider alternative
approaches, such as utilizing a broad category and tailoring the law’s application to
the new entity, activity or relationship within that broad category or employing rel-
atively technology-neutral sui generis rules. Unless the tendency to enact narrowly
framed technology-specific legislation is minimized, the possibility for further legal
problems as technology continues to evolve is high.

6.2 Sui Generis Rules: Special Laws for Special Circumstances

As I have discussed elsewhere (2007b), technological change creates significant
problems for law. Existing laws are often subject to uncertainty in their applica-
tion to new situations or, if certain, may not apply as intended. In addition, it is
often felt that new laws are necessary, for example to regulate a new technology. As
a result, it is often the case that entities, activities and relationships made possible
through technological change come to be governed by sui generis rules. The term
“sui generis” means “of its own kind” (Oxford English Dictionary). Thus laws are
sui generis to the extent that they treat a particular entity, activity or relationship as
subject to a narrowly crafted legal regime.

The fact that particular entities, activities and relationships are subject to a nar-
rowly tailored legal regime is sometimes inevitable. There are situations where there
is no broader category under which the goal sought to be achieved by particular rules
could be achieved. In these situations, the fact that sui generis rules are employed is
not a matter of choice (except to the extent there is a choice to regulate at all). An
example of a rule that could only be crafted narrowly is section 14(1) of the Apiaries
Act 1985 (NSW, Australia), which provides “A person shall not keep bees, or allow
bees to be kept in an apiary, except in a frame hive.” If the legislature wishes to man-
date frame hives for beekeeping, a specific law is the best means of doing so. One
might ask whether legislative intervention is justified on this issue, but there is little
question of drafting the law more broadly. Sometimes a law, initially sui generis,
will come to be seen as falling within an as yet undiscovered broader category. For
example, copyright law originally consisted of narrowly tailored legislation such as
An Act for Encouraging the Art of Making New Models and Casts of Busts, and
other Things therein Mentioned, 38 Geo. III c. 71 (1798) (UK). At the time the Act
was passed, there was no broadly applicable category of copyright and thus sculp-
ture was protected through a sui generis statute. Later, the more broadly crafted
copyright legislation subsumed the sui generis protection that had been offered to
particular modes of creative expression.

Often there is a choice between adopting a sui generis regime to deal with a par-
ticular problem and regulating conduct through an existing, broadly framed, law.
For example, the advent of genetic testing required a decision as to whether genetic
information should be subjected to sui generis privacy laws or included within a
broader category of protected information. Different jurisdictions reached different
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conclusions on this question. In Australia, privacy protection is granted in a gen-
eral, rather than sui generis, law. In section 6 of the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), “health
information” is defined to include “genetic information about an individual in a
form that is, or could be, predictive of the health of the individual or a genetic rel-
ative of the individual.” Further, “sensitive information” is defined to include both
“health information” and “genetic information about an individual that is not oth-
erwise health information.” Thus the privacy of genetic information is protected by
incorporating it in one of two more general protected categories of information. The
opposite approach is taken in some other jurisdictions, such as Delaware. Chapter
12.II of Title 16 of the Delaware Code contains specific provisions regulating the
taking and disclosure of genetic information.1 In the case of genetic testing, a new
technology generated a new type of information (genetic information) that many
felt needed to be protected by privacy laws. Each jurisdiction had a choice as to
whether to protect genetic information through the enactment of a sui generis law,
or by including genetic information within a broader class of protected information,
thus making it subject to a broadly crafted privacy regime.

Although modern intellectual property law consists primarily of broadly crafted
categories (patents, copyright, trade marks), there remain pockets of sui generis pro-
tection. The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act was enacted in the United States
1984. It was designed to protect the semiconductor chip industry from reverse engi-
neered copies. The Act was narrowly crafted to protect “mask works,” being the
design element in semiconductor chips. At the time, the Act was widely lauded
as an effective response to an industry’s need for intellectual property protection
in light of the under-inclusiveness of existing regimes (e.g. Samuels and Samuels
1986; Michaelson 1986). Special protection for semiconductor chips is now manda-
tory for all members of the World Trade Organisation through Article 35 of the
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), and
many countries have thus enacted sui generis legislation.

Sometimes, an entity, activity or relationship is treated sui generis in the absence
of any specific legislative enactment. Human in vitro embryos are an example of
this. Such embryos were first created in 1969 (Edwards et al. 1969). In theory,
they could fall under the law of persons or the law of property. However, in Davis
v. Davis, it was held that “preembryos are not, strictly speaking, either “persons”
or “property,” but occupy an interim category that entitles them to special respect
because of their potential for human life.” It is not clear from this decision whether
this implies (1) that embryos are special property, able to be treated as objects of
property rights but subject to constraints necessary to ensure respectful treatment,
or (2) that embryos cannot be objects of property rights. If embryos are neither
persons nor property, interactions with embryos are regulated, if at all, through sui
generis rules.

1The Delaware law remained applicable following passage of the Genetic Information Non-
Discrimination Act of 2008 (see section 209 of that Act).
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6.3 Sui Generis Rules and Other Dichotomies

Laws may be measured on a range of scales. As discussed in the previous section,
laws may tend to be tailored to a narrow range of circumstances (sui generis) or
intended to apply to broader categories of entities, activities or relationships. There
are various other criteria by which laws might be compared, including the distinction
between rules and standards, between laws that discriminate between technologies
and those that do not, and between legislation that is technology-neutral and legis-
lation that is not. Each of these overlaps with the distinction drawn here between sui
generis and broadly-framed laws, but none is identical.

There is an old and often used distinction between laws that are rule-like and
laws that are standard-like. Laws are considered rule-like to the extent that they
are given content before individuals act (Kaplow 1992). Because the distinction
between rules and standards is usually based on the content of a law rather than
its scope, both rules and standards can be sui generis or broadly applicable (Schlag
1985). The distinction between sui generis and broadly crafted laws thus does not
map onto the distinction between rules and standards, as traditionally conceived.

Although laws that are sui generis often overlap with those that discriminate
between different technologies, the two categories are not identical. Laws can be
said to discriminate between technologies where they treat different technologies
differently even where the technologies produce equivalent results (e.g. van der Haar
2007). In so far as sui generis rules create special laws for particular circumstances,
a side effect may be differential treatment of similar situations, possibly based on
differences in the technology used. However, even laws electing to employ general
categories can discriminate between technologies. The Australian Privacy Act, dis-
cussed above, does not treat genetic information as sui generis but rather includes it
within broader categories of protected information (“health information” and “sensi-
tive information”). However, information obtained from proteins in the blood, rather
than through genetic analysis, will not necessarily be “health information” or “sen-
sitive information.” Similar information is thus treated differently depending on the
technology used to obtain it (genetic testing or proteomics). This is true despite the
fact that genetic information is not treated sui generis. Thus while sui generis rules
may lead to discrimination between equivalent technologies, the narrowness of rules
does not map directly to their discriminatory effect.

One dichotomy that comes up in the context of legislating in contexts of rapid
technological change is the distinction between technology-neutral and technology-
specific rules. This terminology has a range of potential meanings (Koops 2006;
Reed 2007), but here the term “technology-neutral” is used to signify laws that
are designed to be independent of any particular technological context so that they
can continue to apply appropriately even as technology changes. Again, there are
overlaps between my distinction between sui generis and broadly crafted rules
and the distinction between technology-specific and technology-neutral rules. The
Semiconductor Chip Protection Act is an example of legislation that is both sui
generis and technology-specific. But it is possible to envisage laws that would fall
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into one category but not the other. The special status of human in vitro embryos
might be independent of the technology of their creation and storage. On the other
side, the Australian Privacy Act does not treat genetic information as sui generis, yet
it does assume that familially-linked information about an individual’s future health
risks will be extracted through genetic testing rather than other means. Information
obtained through another means, such as proteomics, would not automatically be
treated as “health information” under the Privacy Act unless obtained in a context
specifically referred to in the legislation.

The issue of whether there is a need for sui generis rules is different than the
question of the necessity for sui generis ethics along the lines of computer ethics.
Within applied ethics, there is a debate about the “uniqueness” of a subject-specific
field such as computer ethics. There are those who suggest that ethical issues in this
area are unique in that they could not have arisen before the advent of the technology
(e.g. Maner 1996). In contrast, Johnson (2001) has pointed out that while the spe-
cific issues may be unique, their solutions can be found by adopting an established
moral framework. Himma (2003) has observed the irrelevance of this debate about
uniqueness to the question of whether “computer ethics” deserves to be treated as a
specialized field of applied ethics. In law, there is a similar debate about the useful-
ness of subject-specific analysis, such as “cyberlaw” (compare Lessig 1995, 1999;
Easterbrook 1996; Sommer 2000). My focus here is not on the question of whether
new technologies raise new legal issues (Bennett Moses 2007a) or whether these
legal issues ought to be the focus of specific study, but rather on the question of how
such legal issues ought to be resolved. In particular, this chapter asks in what cir-
cumstances the appropriate response is the creation of a legal rule designed to apply
only in a narrow range of circumstances.

6.4 Why Employ Sui Generis Rules?

There are many reasons rule-makers might choose to craft legal rules narrowly.
Sometimes, a narrowly tailored rule is the only available means of achieving a par-
ticular goal. Yet, in many circumstances, there is a choice between regulating an
entity, activity or relationship through a broader regime (such as patent law or prop-
erty law) and creating a more narrowly tailored law. In such cases, the reason for
choosing the latter will usually be a real or perceived difference between the broader
and narrower subject matter.

For example, many have argued that the nature of genetic information, such as its
sensitivity, connectedness to family and predictive nature, justify sui generis treat-
ment, apart from more general laws protecting privacy and confidentiality (Annas
et al. 1995). Others have argued against treating genetic information as sui generis
(Australian Law Reform Commission 2003; Murray 1997; Gostin and Hodge 1999).
The debate generally focuses on the extent to which genetic information is truly dis-
tinguishable from broader categories of health information and the risks and benefits
of special treatment.
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The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act was designed to fill a “gap” between
copyright and patent law (Samuelson 1985 at 510–511). At the time, it was felt
that copyright law did not apply to objects that were useful in themselves, such
as semiconductor chips, and the level of ingenuity required for patent protection
would generally be absent (McKeough 1986; Samuelson 1985, H.R. Rep. No. 781).
In addition, the time taken to obtain a patent, where available, was longer than the
average life-cycle of a particular chip design (Fitz Simons 1990; Samuelson 1985).
Accordingly, it was the view of the relevant House Committee that a sui generis
approach would be best adapted to the needs of the semiconductor industry (H.R.
Rep. No. 781).

The problems faced by the semiconductor chip industry are not unusual.
Generally speaking, different industries have different average costs of research
and development, different average development timelines, different manufactur-
ing costs and infrastructure and different piracy risks (Burk and Lemley 2003).
Assuming patent law is intended to promote the development and proliferation
of beneficial technologies at minimum cost to society in terms of the content
and length of any monopoly granted, an ideal patent law for the pharmaceuti-
cal industry might look very different than an ideal patent law for the machine
tool industry (Burk and Lemley 2003). Having a single patent regime that applies
across the board thus imposes a “uniformity cost” (Carroll 2006). Accordingly,
it is not surprising that arguments for sui generis protection are not confined
to the semiconductor chip industry. Arguments have been made for sui generis
treatment of the intellectual property of various industries including software
(Abramson 2002; Phillips 1992; Samuelson 1985; Samuelson et al. 1994; cf.
Raskind 1986; Griem 1993), proteomics (Williams 2005) and biotechnology (Burk
1991; Purvis 1987; Ellinson 1988; cf. Mellor 1988). Although the need for industry-
specific sui generis patent rules is sometimes questioned (Shi 2005), there are
obvious advantages in laws that take account of relevant features of a specific
industry.

The decision to treat human embryos as sui generis rather than as objects of
property has been made by both courts and legislatures. In the United States, Davis
v Davis stands as a much-cited authority for the proposition that human in vitro
embryos are not property. In the United Kingdom, the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Act places embryos within a narrowly tailored legal regime. Either way,
there are many reasons why it might be thought necessary to treat embryos as falling
outside the scope of property law (cf. Bennett Moses 2008). For example, ordinary
chattels can generally be sold, yet most people would feel uncomfortable if similar
trading in human embryos were permitted. If classifying embryos as part of the law
of property would lead to unrestricted trade, it seems better to treat embryos sui
generis.

In a sense, each of these examples is part of a broader phenomenon. Any law
that operates broadly will apply imperfectly in at least some contexts. There is usu-
ally some variety in contexts that makes a law seem inappropriate or insufficient
some of the time. Even where there is a common goal, such as avoiding unwanted
advertising, there are differences in media that justify different treatment for faxes
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and email (compare 47 U.S.C. 227 and 15 U.S.C. 7701-7713). Similarly, the risks
and costs of a single activity such as providing law enforcement authorities with
access to telecommunications traffic data might be different in different contexts
(Escudero-Pascual and Hosein 2004).

6.5 Dangers of Sui Generis Rules

Creating narrowly tailored legal rules has several potential disadvantages. These
include the possible failure of those rules to cover sufficient ground, the admin-
istrative costs of enacting and maintaining multiple legal regimes, the tendency
for sui generis rules to assume a temporary technological framework and the
potential for narrowly defined legislation to favour narrowly defined groups at the
expense of others. The extent to which each of these problems will arise in a par-
ticular context will vary – some may be avoided entirely. However, in deciding
whether a sui generis approach is best, it is important to beware of the potential
dangers.

6.5.1 The Problem of Completeness

The first potential problem, the possibility that sui generis rules will fail to cover
sufficient ground, is the result of a decision to exclude an entity, activity or rela-
tionship from a generally operating legal regime. It arises where there is a choice
between a generally operating legal regime and better tailored sui generis rules, and
a decision is made that the latter will replace rather than supplement the former. If
the sui generis rules fail to cover the same ground as the general regime, there is a
risk of gaps and uncertainties.

This problem is evident in the legal treatment of human in vitro embryos. As
mentioned above, it was held in Davis v Davis that human in vitro embryos were
not “property.” While the case law is still unclear on the implications of this, the
impact of the failure to treat human in vitro embryos as a potential object of prop-
erty rights is evident in the aftermath of an incident in California. Three doctors
associated with the University of California at Irvine were accused of using human
embryos in fertilization procedures and research without the consent of the genetic
contributors (Weber and Marquis 1995). Orange County prosecutors believed that
the three could not be charged with “theft” due to the fact that embryos were not
“property” (Weber and Marquis 1995; California Penal Code § 503). Ultimately, the
only accused doctor remaining in the United States was convicted of federal mail
fraud in relation to errors on insurance billing forms (McDonald and Christensen
1998).

Property law is the general mechanism by which the law regulates the interac-
tions between people and “things” (Bennett Moses 2008). The possibility that more
than one person might interact with a thing creates a potential for conflict. From a
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practical perspective, it is the law of property that identifies who is subject to which
legal relations with respect to a thing at any given moment and how these can be
enforced (Kohler 2000 at 282; Hohfeld 1913–1914). Thus the legal system con-
tains crimes such as theft and torts such as conversion that ensure that objects of
property remain under the control of particular people. The legal system does not
have rules that perform the same function for things that are not objects of prop-
erty rights. While sui generis rules could perform a similar function in particular
circumstances, there is a risk of incompleteness where rules are less comprehen-
sive than property law or there is a delay in their creation (Kohler and Palmer
1998 at 17).

In the case of in vitro embryos, the insistence that embryos are not property
has not been matched by a comprehensive sui generis legal regime. In the after-
math of the Irvine scandal, the Californian Penal Code was amended to add a more
appropriate offence in section 367 g should similar conduct be repeated. However,
the provision only addressed the conduct at issue in the scandal (taking embryos
and gametes without consent) and only came into effect afterwards. It did not deal
with other issues, such as the unauthorised destruction of embryos or negligent han-
dling of embryos. If embryos are not property, tort actions will generally need to be
based on emotional distress rather than the law of conversion (e.g. Del Zio v The
Presbyterian Hospital in New York).

On the other hand, where human embryos are treated as property, remedies are
available to protect rights of control. In York v Jones, a couple wishing to move
embryos from one fertility clinic to another was able to rely on the tort of det-
inue to recover their embryos. In Frisina v Women and Infants Hospital, a claim
alleging emotional distress following the loss of embryos was allowed to proceed
to the extent that it was based on loss or destruction of irreplaceable property. In
Jeter v Mayo Clinic Arizona, embryos were recognised as “things,” and thus litiga-
tion based on breach of bailment and breach of an undertaking to protect “things”
was allowed to proceed. In Dahl v. Angle, the Court of Appeals of Oregon treated
rights of control over embryos as “personal property,” which was necessary if the
court were to have jurisdiction to make an order respecting the embryos on dis-
solution of marriage. Property law and related principles thus seem capable of
resolving disputes between those with rights to control embryos and those who
misuse or damage them. Of course there are disputes about embryos for which
property law offers little assistance, such as disputes between different people
with rights of control, such as divorcing spouses (Bennett Moses 2005 at 608–
615). Nevertheless, property law can provide useful answers in a wide variety of
situations.

The example of in vitro embryos illustrates the dangers of removing an entity,
activity or relationship from a general domain such as property law without simulta-
neously creating a sui generis regime of similar scope. The problem can be avoided
by allowing sui generis rules to run in parallel with more generally framed rules.
For example, the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act does not prevent the semi-
conductor industry from accessing patent and copyright protection where each is
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applicable.2 The result is that process patent protection continues to apply and has
gained in importance as process innovation has increased in importance against chip
design (Lewis 1995).

6.5.2 The Problem of Administrative Costs

While a broad and comprehensive sui generis regime may be desirable for the
reasons outlined above, it can also prove costly. Most obviously, there are costs asso-
ciated with the creation of legal rules. If created by a legislature, costs are incurred
in drafting the new law, analysing its costs and benefits and ultimately enacting it.
The main cost is one of time – time spent on subject-specific laws could arguably
be better spent on other issues in the jurisdiction. If created by courts, the costs are
borne by parties to litigation as well as the court system in hearing and deciding
cases where the law is unclear. If there is an alternative existing legal regime that
could perform a function similar to the new sui generis regime, these additional
costs are potentially redundant (Brownsword 2008 at 152).

Depending on the operation of the sui generis law, it may envisage the creation
of a new bureaucracy to enact accompanying regulations, monitor compliance and
enforce the new law. These costs can obviously be reduced if these tasks are del-
egated to an existing bureaucracy, although the additional tasks may nevertheless
result in an increase in size of the bureaucracy.

Another cost associated with narrowly tailored legal regimes is the need for
familiarity with different rules for similar but different contexts. For example,
if different patent laws apply to different industries (as suggested by Burk and
Lemley 2003), intellectual property attorneys need to be familiar with all of them.
Companies responsible for inventions in different fields would need to work with
multiple legal regimes. Further, the rules designed to determine the regime into
which a particular invention fell would inevitably create an entire new field of
inquiry with which many would need to be familiar. The result is an inevitable
increase in the legal costs of those engaging in research and development.

Not only will there be a need for familiarity with multiple legal regimes, but there
will also be more questions of interpretation for courts to decide (Samuelson 1985
at 501–502; Burk and Lemley 2003). Returning to the patent example, if each indus-
try’s patent law were drafted using different, tailored terminology, each would have
its own questions of interpretation for courts to resolve. In fact, even though different
industries share common patent legislation, it has been suggested that the resolution
of a patent law question in the context of biotechnology will not necessarily assist
in a case involving nanotechnology (Burk and Lemley 2003). If technologies con-
verge, the appropriate legal regime may be difficult to identify. The result may be a
rise in the volume of litigation.

217 U.S.C. § 912(a). See also J.E.M. Ag Supply, Inc. v Pioneer Hi-Bred Int’l, Inc. 534 U.S. 124
(2001) (in relation to sui generis protection for plants).
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Of course, the extent of administrative costs associated with multiple sui generis
legal regimes depends on how those regimes are crafted. It would be possible to
employ similar language across the board in order to reduce the costs associated
with drafting and interpreting multiple statutes. It is also possible to employ the
same bureaucracy across the field. However, the risk of heavy administrative costs
should be taken into account in the decision to create multiple sui generis legal
regimes rather than a single general framework. Administrative costs are most evi-
dent where multiple sui generis regimes proliferate within the same regulatory space
(see Wahlgren 2004).

6.5.3 The Problem of Technological Change

As demonstrated above, the scales of generality and technology-neutrality are not
identical. It is possible to have sui generis technology-neutral laws and generally
operating, but technology-specific, laws. Despite this, it is common for sui generis
laws to assume a particular state of technology. In fact, one reason for sui generis
laws is the need for special laws to deal with an entity, activity or relationship that
is the result of technological change (Bennett Moses 2007a).

The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act was enacted specifically to protect an
industry built around a new technology from “chip pirates.” The Act, which cre-
ates a sui generis intellectual property regime for semiconductor chips, is highly
technology-specific. The Act quickly dated. There has been little infringement lit-
igation employing the Act (Risberg 1990; Callaway 2008). As one chip designer,
Hans Camernzind, has noted “Everyone was hoping [the Semiconductor Chip
Protection Act] would stop direct optical copying. It doesn’t work – nobody’s using
it, period” (Callaway 2008). The Australian version of the Semiconductor Chip
Protection Act has been criticised by the Intellectual Property and Competition
Review Committee (2000) for being “highly specialised, technology specific and
narrowly defined” and hence unable to keep up with technological change. The
reasons for the practical irrelevance of the Act are various but include changing
techniques of design and manufacture (Rauch 1993 at 429; Risberg 1990 at 277;
Radomsky 2000; Kukkonen 1997 at 133).

To the extent sui generis rules assume a particular state of technology, they
risk falling behind the times (Bennett Moses 2007a; Brenner 2007; Kirby 2008).
Like the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act, they may become obsolete in that the
legislation may not apply well to a future manifestation of the technology to which
it is directed (see, for example, Breyer et al. 2009, in relation to European regulation
of genetically modified organisms). If sui generis rules are created to provide dif-
ferential treatment for a technology considered special in a particular context, it
is possible that the technology will change so that it is no longer special or other
technologies will develop that are equally special. Legislation drafted in a partic-
ular technological mould will not be optimal in either context. Further, difficulties
of interpretation and inconsistencies may arise if, as often happens, technologies
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subject to different sui generis regimes ultimately converge (Abelson et al. 2008 at
291; Svantesson 2007 at 45).

Rules that assume a particular technological framework are not only potentially
distorting from a legal perspective, they may distort technology as well. Potential
avenues for technological change may remain unexplored in order to remain within
the technological paradigm assumed by a beneficial law. Alternatively, technology
may be redesigned in socially and economically unproductive ways in order to avoid
the application of onerous regulation. One technology may be preferred over another
equivalent technology due purely to the existence of separate legal regimes for each.
Sometimes, encouraging a particular pathway for a technology is the very purpose
of regulation, but it can also be an unintended side effect of technology-specific sui
generis rules.

6.5.4 The Problem of Politics

The final potential problem with narrowly crafted legal rules, at least in the legisla-
tive context, is the potential for bias in their negotiation. Although this simplifies
things somewhat, broadly applicable rules tend to have more widely distributed
costs and benefits than narrowly crafted rules. This makes sui generis rulemak-
ing more susceptible to interest group politics and rent-seeking (Wilson 1980). The
problem is most easily observed where legislation is designed to apply to a par-
ticular industry where powerful players may urge rules that benefit the industry
at the expense of possibly as-yet-unknown others. It is evident in the case of sui
generis intellectual property regimes (Reichman 1994). This is a particular prob-
lem in technology based industries where participants may have a monopoly on the
information that regulators are using to make decisions (Nelkin 1984). Conversely,
public opinion may be galvanised around a specific, narrow issue so that the polit-
ical response is more limited than a policy logically derived from its professed
goals. While the potential for distorted politics is not a reason to reject any spe-
cific proposal for sui generis legislation, it is a reason to be wary. This distortion
is one reason why sui generis rules may ultimately lead to differential treatment of
equivalent technologies.

6.6 Weighing It Up

Despite the fact that sui generis rules are more likely to be tailored to the specific
conduct they deal with than generally framed rules, there are reasons to be cautious
in employing them too readily. At the very least, the potential disadvantages of sui
generis rules should be considered in deciding whether a less well suited, but more
general, set of rules might be more appropriate.

Interestingly, these sorts of issues are rarely considered. In the context of the
Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984, two congressmen, Robert Kastenmeier
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and Michael Remington, proposed several factors for enacting sui generis intellec-
tual property legislation (1985). They are:

1. The proponent of a new protectable interest ought to show that the interest can
fit harmoniously within the existing legal framework without doing violence to
existing principles or accepted basic concepts.

2. The proponent of a new intellectual property interest must provide a reasonably
clear and functional definition of that interest.

3. The proponent should also provide a valid analysis of the costs and benefits of
the proposed legislation on the affected interest groups.

4. The proponent should further show with some specificity how the change will
enhance or enrich the public interest.

These criteria are directed at ensuring that legislation is well crafted and prop-
erly justified. In a sense, they could be applied to the enactment of any legislation –
all laws should ideally be well-crafted and properly justified. Kastenmeier and
Remington do not refer to any need to consider the special problems that can arise
in the context of narrowly framed legislation.

6.7 Tailoring Within Broad Category

There are good reasons to enact sui generis rules even where more broadly framed
rules could achieve a similar function. As discussed above, broadly framed rules
will often be an imperfect fit in a particular context. On the other hand, sui generis
rules are associated with significant disadvantages – they may be incomplete or
expensive, they have a tendency to become obsolete, and they may be designed to
favour powerful groups. One way to reduce administrative costs and resolve the
problem of incompleteness is to employ a generally based legal regime, but tailor
rules within that regime to a particular context.

For example, it is possible to treat human in vitro embryos as potential objects
of property, yet create sui generis rules to ensure different treatment in some con-
texts (Bennett Moses 2008). In this case, the rights of control over embryos would
be treated as property rights, ensuring the applicability of general laws such as theft
and conversion. At the same time, laws applying uniquely to human in vitro embryos
could limit the property rights applicable to embryos, in particular by banning
certain transactions and restricting permissible conduct to fertilization procedures
performed by authorised persons, authorised research and authorised destruction.
This would not alter what might be done with embryos, but it would allow property
law to deal with intentional and negligent harm. The incompleteness problem is thus
solved.

At the same time, the costs of creating rules to deal with the special problems
raised by human in vitro embryos are reduced. There is no need to reinvent the
wheel and create special rules to deal with every situation where one person’s con-
duct interferes with another’s rights to an embryo or damages that embryo. Property
rules, made clear through many years of application and interpretation, will deal
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with those issues. Instead, lawmakers only need to consider the ways in which
embryos deserve special treatment. The special respect that embryos deserve due
to their potential to become human life can be reflected in specially created sui
generis rules.

In the intellectual property context, tailoring within a broad category such as
patent law is one way to deal with the problem of uniformity cost. Burk and Lemley
(2003) propose that the judiciary continue to treat different types of inventions dif-
ferently within the bounds of a broadly framed patent law. Stern (1986) proposes
instead that an agency be authorised to specify special rules for new technologies
within a broadly phrased industrial property system. While delegation has its own
problems, it does reduce the risk that specially tailored rules will fall behind the
times and then prove difficult to amend (Bennett Moses 2007a).

6.8 Technology Neutral Sui Generis Rules

In order to reduce the problem of sui generis rules becoming out of date, it is some-
times helpful to draft laws in a technology-neutral way. By this, I mean that a special
law can be created to deal with a particular situation, while minimizing the risk that
the law will become uncertain, poorly targeted or obsolete in the future. As such,
technology-neutral sui generis rules will sometimes be a solution to the dilemma
presented by Collingridge (1980). Collingridge argued that the social control of
technology was difficult because attempts to control a technology early in its devel-
opment suffer from the difficulty of not knowing its final form and ultimate effects
while attempts to control a technology after it had become entrenched were virtually
impossible. To the extent that rules designed to deal with specific features of a tech-
nology can be crafted in a technology-neutral way, the rules will maintain flexibility
as the technology changes.

A technology-neutral sui generis approach might be an alternative solution in the
case of intellectual property laws such as the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act.
Semiconductor chips fell into the “gap” between copyright and patent law because
they were functional objects with significant development costs but little in the
way of non-obvious innovation. If semiconductor chips deserve intellectual prop-
erty protection, then it is arguable that anything with similar features deserves the
same protection. Depending on one’s view, semiconductor chips and subpatentable
inventions can be protected as part of the law of unfair competition (Janis and Smith
2007), through broadly crafted liability rules (Reichman 1994, 2000) or through a
new form of intellectual property.

Like narrowness of legal rules, technology-neutrality is a scale. There are very
few goals that can be achieved through perfectly technology-neutral rules that
will continue to apply well despite technological change (Bennett Moses 2007a).
However, there are drafting techniques that can be used to help make laws more
future-proof. In particular, it is possible to employ language that abstracts away
from technology-embedded specifics (Bennett Moses 2007a). For example, a “doc-
ument” (suggesting the use of a physical medium) might become a “preserved
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communication.” While it is possible to enhance the ability of a law to withstand
future technological change by careful drafting, there will often be a need to balance
technology-neutrality against clarity and operational effectiveness.

A technology-neutral approach is not always appropriate. Koops (2006) gives
the example of traffic laws. Such laws commonly distinguish between pedestri-
ans, cyclists and automobiles, thus distinguishing between road-users based on
the technology of transportation employed. The need for sui generis treatment of
bicycles and cars is obvious – the different size and speeds of different vehicles
makes different treatment on the road necessary. While it is not necessary to use
technology-specific language, it is desirable to do so. One could avoid referring to
cyclists specifically by creating rules for those road-users with certain speed and size
limitations. Perhaps cycling lanes could only be used by human-propelled vehicles
less than three feet wide. But the benefit of such an approach is dubious. While it
may help decide which rules apply to futuristic modes of transport, the rules would
in the meantime be less clear and could have negative unforeseen effects (Bently
2004 at 176; Reed 2007).

6.9 Conclusion

Especially in the context of technological change, there is a tendency to treat new
entities, activities and relationships as in need of special sui generis regulation
or protection. While legal change is often a necessary response to technological
change, it is important to consider the form that any new rules take and, in partic-
ular, to bear in mind the costs of sui generis rules. In some cases, it may be better
to link a new entity, activity or relationship to existing, broadly framed, legal rules
while creating exceptions and additions to deal with any special features. It is also
worth considering the possibility that sui generis rules be drafted with the possibil-
ity of future technological change in mind, employing technology-neutral language
where there is no significant effect on clarity and ease of application. While this
is not an exhaustive account of how to design legal rules that deal with the new
conduct made possible by technological change, it hopefully offers some food for
thought.
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Chapter 7
Anticipatory Governance of Emerging
Technologies

Daniel Sarewitz

In the last two centuries continual technological innovation has catalyzed wave after
wave of social transformation, and is implicated in a few cataclysms as well. New
waves now seem, perhaps, to be rapidly approaching, associated with accumulating
and converging scientific and technological advances in such areas as nanotechnol-
ogy, information technology, neuroscience, and human biotechnology. The power
of these emerging technologies to remake society is thought by many to be on a
scale comparable to the rise of steam power in the first industrial revolution, the
emergence and convergence of electric power and the internal combustion engine
in the late nineteenth century, and the proliferation of information technologies in
the latter part of the twentieth century. Energy production systems, manufacturing
systems, military weaponry, even the performance standards of the human brain and
body are seen by some as subject to radical transformation in the coming decades.
The accuracy of particular technological predictions is not really important. What
is undeniable is that the scale and pace of the global research and innovation effort
continues to grow, and that the consequences of this effort continue to permeate and
transform society at every level.

What are the prospects for governing the societal implications and consequences
of these emerging waves of technology? Current approaches are almost entirely
reactive, ponderous, and bureaucratic, and are increasingly overmatched by the
scale and pace of technological innovation and change. Standard regulatory regimes
for dealing with chemicals in the environment, for example, have devolved into
a miasma of litigation, politics, and scientific uncertainty that benefits neither the
environment nor the economy. Governance of pharmaceutical products is perhaps
justly criticized from all sides – useful drugs are not approved fast enough, harmful
ones are not caught soon enough, useless ones seem to proliferate. Innovation is
simply too fast, too pervasive, too decentralized to yield to approaches that demand
comprehensive knowledge as a basis for taking action.
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Is there a way forward? I start with some general thoughts about what it actually
means to talk about governing technological change, before moving toward some
concrete examples of work now being done to develop theories, models, and tools
that can improve the social capacity for guiding future technologies toward desired
societal outcomes and away from undesired ones, a process termed anticipatory
governance (Barben et al. 2008).

The dilemma for democratic societies created by our commitment to continual
technological advance is obvious. If on the one hand we are committed to notions
of pluralism, participation, and openness in charting the course of society, how on
the other can we come to grips with the enormous transformational power of tech-
nology and technological systems, a power that often seems at once inscrutable,
unconscious, overwhelming, and autonomous? Thirty years ago Langdon Winner
(1978) developed the notion of “reverse adaptation” to describe the “adjustment of
human ends to match the character of the available means” created by technological
systems. At around the same time, David Collingridge (1980) articulated the funda-
mental dilemma of technological governance: in the early phases of technological
evolution, many avenues of advance are available and promising, but too little is
known about potential impacts to choose the best paths. Later on, when more is
known about impacts, options are greatly restricted due to technological lock-in and
concentration of power among vested interests. In light of such observations, and
given that technology is among the most powerful forces for social transformation
operating in the world today, it’s not unreasonable to wonder about the extent to
which our commitment to democracy is an illusion or an opiate.

Of course one could say the same thing about, say, earthquakes, weather, or the
motion of the solar system, that they make a mockery of democratic aspirations
since they mediate our actions without our consent. But no one complains that the
laws of gravity, or the motion of tectonic plates, are unfair and need to be governed
more wisely. So we similarly could – and often do – place technological change
outside of ourselves by conceiving it as an external phenomenon. This solves the
democracy problem, because it allows us to treat technological change as a force
to which we can only react. And indeed, for the most part, our approach is to pour
tremendous resources into the creation of technological advance and then regulate
and react to the outcomes as necessary to make them tolerable, just as we react to
and accommodate weather or the motions of the Earth’s crust.

But this remains unsatisfying because technological innovation is, after all, a
human endeavor, one that arises from human choices made in human cultures and
institutions, and one whose importance for society depends on the continual will-
ingness of humans to avidly make use of technological products and processes.
Technology is our unruly child and we cannot evade some sense of accountability
for its behavior.

Starting in the late 1960s, in the shadow of the Cold War and the emergence of the
environmental movement, aspirations for the control of technological change began
to grow. In particular, the technology assessment movement was rooted in the notion
that future trajectories of technological evolution could be predicted and governed.
As explained in 1976 by Harvey Brooks (p. 20), one of the founders of the study
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of post-War science policy: “Ideally the concept of TA [Technology Assessment] is
that it should forecast, at least on a probabilistic basis, the full spectrum of possible
consequences of technological advance, leaving to the political process the actual
choice among the alternative policies in the light of the best available knowledge of
their likely consequences.”

But a more pessimistic vein of analysis, represented by people like Winner,
Collingridge, and, before them, Lewis Mumford and Jacques Ellul, viewed such
hyper-rational ambitions as implausible, due to the pervasive embeddedness of
technological innovation in human institutions and political arrangements. Winner
(1978) talked about “technics out-of-control” and “technological somnambulance”
to convey a sense of powerlessness and resignation in the face of continual
technological transformation of society.

What lies between an implausible commitment to control and a fatalistic embrac-
ing of passivity? Certainly the expectation that democratic societies (or any other
societies, for that matter) can dictate technological futures is neither coherent nor
desirable. We know that efforts to control most forms of social activity turn out to
create more problems than they prevent. And we know that most efforts to predict
technological pathways as an input into decision-making have been failures, and
often absurd failures at that. But neither is there a need to abandon all hope. Another
way to look at the problem is to start with the recognition that, like procreation,
technological innovation is an innately human activity, and as such it acts as a mir-
ror on, and amplifier of, the ambiguities and contradictions of the human condition.
If this recognition tempers our expectations, then the alternative to control is not
abdication, but reflection – on what we are actually doing – and governance – based
on our reflections, and carried out in the context of our democratic aspirations. In
most other domains of important human action and choice, the role of democratic
decision making is not to exercise control but to reveal and adjudicate value dis-
putes that underlie choices. Yet it is precisely in this domain that governance of
technological change, for the most part, has gotten a free pass.

Why should this be? The key reality is that the products of science and tech-
nology do not appear magically; rather, they emerge from choices made by people
working in institutions designed by people. In the United States after World War
II, a series of strategic decisions were made about which areas of science should
be advanced, and those decisions led, over a period of several decades, to revo-
lutions in such areas as computer science, solid-state physics, materials science,
molecular biology, genomics, and electrical engineering, and to linked techno-
logical revolutions in weapons, communication, information, transportation, and
bio-technologies. These developments were not designed in advance and imple-
mented in an ordered or predictably way. But neither did they happen accidentally,
serendipitously, randomly, surprisingly. It was all a product of decisions made
in government, in industry, in universities, by people with a strong, if evolving,
sense of what they were trying to accomplish over the long term. The process was
powerfully driven by the role of the U.S. Department of Defense as both leading
investor in, and principal consumer of, advanced technology (Alic John 2007). Yet
the approach was dominated not by top-down planning, but by catalyzing close
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relationships among a relatively small number of leading universities, corpora-
tions, and government agencies. These linkages led to tightly coupled networks and
feedbacks across a growing innovation enterprise that was at once institutionally
highly complex, yet highly focused, as a matter of mission, on rapid technological
advance. In other words, the explosive growth of the U.S. R&D enterprise in the
Cold War era was an exercise in the governance of science and technology within
the broader context of a complex, adaptive innovation system. Similarly, any effort
to govern the societal implications of rapidly emerging technologies must contend
with, and indeed exploit, the decentralized, networked essence of the innovation
process.

The systems view renders standard cause-effect thinking irrelevant. For example,
the question of whether the long-term results of some specific discovery or line of
research actually were predictable was quite besides the point. Decisions were being
made with a view toward future outcomes, not by tossing dice, and such decisions
strongly determined what types of knowledge and innovation were created, and who
was likely to benefit from that knowledge and innovation. Decision makers were
acting in response to values, interests, aspiration, power, etc., just as decision makers
always do. The key questions, then, are these: who is making the decisions? And
how do these decisions emerge from and interact with the complex socio-technical
context within which they are being made?

Why has technological change, unlike other areas of human activity, largely been
exempted from the rigors of democratic debate? Certainly part of the reason, as I’ve
suggested, is the sense that technological change is simply too complicated, too
unpredictable, and too inevitable, to yield to collective engagement with its mean-
ings in democratic forums. Another reason is that technology is closely aligned with
science, and so with the powerful cultural belief that the process works best when it
is left alone. A related supporting belief is that benefits are inherent in science and
technology, whereas the problems they create are the fault of society, or politics.
Perhaps most importantly, however, is the alignment of technological innovation
with the ideologies of the marketplace, which tell us that the appropriate measures
of technological value are monetary, and the appropriate mode of intervention is
hands-off.

Whatever hypothesis one prefers, the overriding fact is that, in contrast to almost
every other important area of human endeavor, the pursuit of technological trans-
formation is largely exempted from formal democratic processes of eliciting value
preferences and adjudicating value disputes about desired future states, even though
technological innovation strongly expresses those very things.

This exemption perhaps explains why Technology Assessment began as a tech-
nocratic exercise, with rational analysis formally separated from political decision
processes. TA was something added on to the innovation process, done in different
places, like the defunct Congressional Office of Technology Assessment. TA also
bought into the notion of science and technology as essentially autonomous enter-
prises that could be governed by introducing new technical information into political
discourse as a basis for regulation. Thus, TA harbored the expectation that decision
makers would potentially be willing to make controversial decisions on the basis of
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highly contestable, non-verifiable probabilistic statements about the future of a tech-
nology. It was destined to disappoint. As Harvey Brooks (1976, p. 21) wrote: “The
record on the implementation of TA has not been particularly happy. The outcome,
whether negative or positive, tends to be more determined by political momentum
and bureaucratic balance of power than by a rational process.”

Surprise. But this then led to the wrong conclusion: that, since technological
assessment could not be based on technocratic predictions, it could not be done
at all. This wrong conclusion was inherited by the next generation of technology
governance through the Ethical, Legal, and Societal Implications (ELSI) program
of the Human Genome Project. In the early 1990s, ELSI was grafted onto the
Genome Project to support research by social scientists and humanists on some of
the complex dilemmas raised by the coming proliferation of genomic information
(Cook-Deegan 1996). ELSI was about understanding emerging social dilemmas, but
it included no mechanisms for feeding back into decision making about science, or
feeding forward into decisions about genome politics. It codified the separation of
the science from the study of the social outcomes of science, and marks the end of
the first era of Technology Assessment.

In contrast, over the past several decades, growing insight into the dynamics
of innovation systems has stimulated new approaches to technological governance
aimed at resolving the Collingridge dilemma. These new approaches are rooted in
the idea that, by making the human choice contexts implicated in innovation pro-
cesses visible and open to multiple perspectives, conscious governance can emerge
at earlier stages, when more options are available and when uncertainty about
future impacts is higher. This work was pioneered by Arie Rip and colleagues in
the Netherlands, who termed it “constructive technology assessment” (Schot and
Rip 1997) and has more recently gained beachheads in Britain, for example with
work done at Lancaster University and the think-tank Demos on “upstream engage-
ment” (Wilsdon and Willis 2004), and in the U.S., for example with work I’ve been
involved with at Arizona State University (ASU), which we term “real-time tech-
nology assessment” (Guston and Sarewitz 2002), and which I will describe in more
detail below. The goal of these efforts, most broadly, is to inject pluralistic reflec-
tion into the innovation process as a means of improving the public value of new
technologies. The overall goal is to create a capacity for anticipatory governance,
by building reflexivity into institutions where key technoscientific choices are being
made.

If we understand that we are all participants in a great experiment in social
transformation being carried out without our consent or even our understanding,
the self-imposed limits of TA now become almost painfully obvious. If we under-
stand technological transformation as emerging not from the autonomous, automatic
advance of science and technology but from a complex set of decisions made within
a variety of institution contexts, then a different way to think about and implement
TA can emerge. This new approach to TA will reflect the following realities:

1. The pace and direction of advancing knowledge and applications is determined
by human choice.
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2. The specific directions that technoscience is steered, and the pace of its
advance, reflect who is making the decisions – their interests, values, motives,
perspectives.

3. The decisions that are made are determined within a complex social setting that
encompasses a range of socioeconomic, cultural, and political components.

4. This complex social setting interacts with the results of technoscientific advance
to yield social outcomes. The setting, the science, and the outcomes mutually
evolve over time.

These realities raise the following questions:

1. What is the range of choices available to people making decisions about science?
2. What are the interests, values, motives, and perspectives of people making

decisions about science?
3. How do these interests, values, motives, and perspectives relate to the complex

social setting within which decisions are made?
4. How do the results of scientific advance interact with socioeconomic, cultural,

and political factors to yield social outcomes?

These questions can be researched and understood to various extents and would
constitute both the intellectual and the operational agenda for the new approach
to technological governance – an anticipatory approach, not in the futile sense of
first predict, then take action, but in the sense of building institutional capacities to
reflect on contexts and choices. The goal is to build a capacity for reflexiveness –
social learning that expands the realm of conscious and available choice – into sci-
ence and technology institutions and decision processes themselves. The process
of understanding the dynamics of decision making about science and technology
simultaneously provides knowledge and insight that can improve decision making
processes and enable the participation of a broader and more diverse community
of decision makers. Decision making is improved because previously implicit deci-
sions become explicit, because expanded choices relevant to the decisions become
apparent, and because greater diversity of actors relevant to the decisions can recog-
nize themselves as potential stakeholders, thus creating the potential for improved
deliberation.

While this capacity for reflexivity and anticipatory governance can and should be
enhanced at many points in the innovation system, work that I’ve been involved in
at Arizona State University focuses on the very upstream end of an emerging class
of technology – nanotechnology – in the laboratory setting itself. The Center for
Nanotechnology in Society at ASU (CNS; cns.asu.edu), funded by the National
Science Foundation, is in essence a test-bed for the idea that reflexivity can be
built into the research process via a suite of social science methods termed by that
constitute “real-time technology assessment,” or RTTA (Guston and Sarewitz 2002).

Above all else, RTTA, is about institutional innovation. It’s about taking the
closed environment of the research institution and opening it up so that the com-
plex social dynamics of early-stage innovation processes become apparent to those
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who are most centrally involved in those processes. RTTA includes four activities
that, when taken together, create what are intended to be the necessary components
of an inherently reflexive research process. The four components are:

• RTTA 1: Innovation system analysis. This activity builds knowledge of the
technical landscape and the opportunities it is enabling.

• RTTA 2: Analysis of scientists’ and the public’s values and attitudes. This cre-
ates a generous awareness of the diverse values and aspirations of current and
potential stakeholders who inhabit that landscape.

• RTTA 3: The creation of abundant opportunities for deliberation and stakeholder
participation, informed and structured by what we learn in RTTA 1 and 2. This
allows expansive exploration of alternative potential futures and landscapes.

• RTTA 4: Assessment of the social learning that actually occurs as a result of the
prior three activities. This activity builds empirically grounded insight into how
the system itself is evolving, and feeds that understanding back into the system.

RTTA seeks to make conscious and explicit the complex social, political, and
economic setting within which nanotechnology research and innovation occurs, as it
is occurring. RTTA does not try to predict the future of nanotechnology, but it does
aim at stimulating discussions about what types of futures are possible, and what
types are desirable. RTTA is certainly not in the business of telling researchers what
to do, but it is in the business of allowing them to understand what they are doing in
a manner that is much more contextually rich than in usual laboratory settings.

As I have emphasized, institutional innovation is at the heart of the effort. The
goal is to move toward a research setting that is highly permeable to ideas and
concerns that are normally excluded from lab settings. It took much of CNS’s
first 2 years simply to put the collaborative networks in place, build the necessary
trust among partners, and begin to fully implement the wide array of opportunities
for reflexive engagement, including collaborative teaching, joint research activities,
and informal discussions between nanoscientists and social scientists; science cafes
and other events in the community; scenario workshops and other future-visioning
activities; and shared support of graduate students.

In March 2008, as the most important of CNS’s participatory, RTTA 3 activi-
ties, we held the first National Citizen’s Technology Forum (NCTF), bringing lay
citizens together at six sites across the national to discuss, in highly mediated set-
tings, the social implications of rapidly emerging and converging technologies. (For
a full description, see Hamlett et al. 2008.) Some of the major issues of interest that
emerged included:

• Need for effective regulation of emerging technologies;
• Demand for effective programs of public information;
• Concern about equitable and needs-based access to new technologies;
• Ambivalence about privacy, safety, and human performance enhancement.
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Crucially, the deliberative process itself led to shifts in attitudes over the month-long
course of the NCTF – that is to say, people actually did deliberate. While participants
were almost uniformly optimistic about emerging technologies both before and after
the NCTF, concerns about the downsides increased markedly. Doubts about the ben-
efits of applications for human enhancement, about equitable access to technologies,
about risks, and about economic implications all increased as a consequence of the
extended deliberative process. That is to say, the deliberations enhanced the intellec-
tual sophistication of the participants by allowing them to hold internally conflicting
views of nanotechnology. This outcome is encouraging as well, but it also predicts
that technical communities may seek to advance their own interests by opposing
efforts to expand RTTA-like institutional innovations in the R&D system.

Within the laboratory setting itself, RTTA is intended to enhance awareness of
the choices that researchers face as they pursue their experiments. Several types of
questions seem to be surfacing at CNS, for example:

• Given several research project options, which one is likely to yield the most social
benefit in the near term?

• Given several molecules that can serve a particular function, which one is the
most environmentally benign?

• Should a neural enhancement device be implanted in the brain or be worn
externally?

• Are the potential benefits of a human memory-enhancement implant obviously
going to be greater than the potential downsides?

Yet such questions are perhaps overly concrete, because they might seem to suggest
that the idea is to directly link individual choices upstream in the laboratory to com-
plex downstream consequences in society. Innovation system complexity means that
cause-effect chains will always be difficult to trace and that, except in exceptionally
rare cases, the consequences of individual decisions will not be discernible in broad
societal outcomes. Rather RTTA is a tool to build systemic capacity – the capacity
to reflect on context and choice at a multitude of times and places in the innovation
process.

At CNS, one early place where we expect to see evidence of this enhanced capac-
ity is in the evolution of values and attitudes of scientists, engineers, and social
science researchers to reflect greater awareness of the political, social, and economic
contexts of innovation. We would also expect to see institutional values and norms
evolve as well, for example in terms of expanded notions of scientific responsibility
and productivity, and of what successful graduate education should look like. These
are hypothesis that are still being tested as CNS moves into its fifth full year of
activity.

The overarching hypothesis behind CNS and RTTA is that an emerging reflex-
ive capacity will favor more socially beneficial choices – that is, choices that steer
toward articulated public values – and CNS researchers are continually testing
this hypothesis at the micro-level of partner research laboratories. Indeed, CNS is
motivated by the belief that the very process of turning laboratories at a research
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university from insular to openly reflexive is inherently beneficial because it creates
openness, transparency, and broader capacity for engaged deliberation than existed
previously. This benefit is in part procedural, in that open and aware deliberation
is more democratically satisfactory than closed and clueless deliberation, or than a
lack of conscious deliberation. But CNS also tests the idea that the benefit is instru-
mental: that reflexivity moves innovation toward more socially desirable outcomes,
and away from undesirable ones, as diverse decision makers reflect more deeply on
the context of their decisions. And of course this can happen either through a change
in innovation paths, or through a change in the conceptions of desirability, or, more
likely, through the interaction of both.

This conscious yet non-deterministic evolutionary process is at the heart of antic-
ipatory governance. Anticipatory governance is an appropriate aspiration for demo-
cratic engagement with technological transformation, one that succumbs neither to
the illusion of control, nor the resignation of technological somnambulance.

Anticipatory governance comprises three areas of simultaneous activity: engage-
ment, foresight, and integration. Engagement encompasses the suite of activities
that stimulates public deliberation; foresight describes the process of develop-
ing plausible and evolving scenarios of possible futures that can be the subject
of the public deliberation; and integration brings the engagement and foresight
activities into the domain of scientific practice to enhance reflexiveness (Barben
et al. 2008).

RTTA represents one suite of methods aimed at advancing the goal of anticipa-
tory governance, at one site, at one university. As I have mentioned, there are a few
other similar exercises taking place, mostly in western Europe. If we are to escape
from our self-imposed subjugation at the hands of the Collingridge dilemma, then
the challenge is to move from local experiments and pilot projects to a scaled up,
society-wide capacity to innovate reflexively, rather than unconsciously.

Part of the challenge is simply to make is it safe to talk about innovation in terms
of a range of public values and choices, rather than in the simple input–output, more-
is-always-better mode. For example, it’s not hard to think of some fairly simple
questions that could always be discussed in public venues when decisions are being
made about what R&D will be done. Instead of just asking: How much should we
spend on this program or that? We can also ask:

• What are the values that motivate a particular investment in innovation?
• Who holds those values?
• Who is most likely to benefit from the translation of the research results into

social outcomes? Who is unlikely to benefit?
• What alternative approaches are available for pursuing such goals?
• Who might be more likely to benefit from choosing alternative approaches?
• Who might be less likely to benefit?

The habit of asking these sorts of questions has not yet been formed. But habits
do change. Important norms of scientific practice, for example, have evolved greatly
in the past several decades. Issues of human subjects research, of the use and
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treatment of animals in research, of environmentally safe practice, of the gender
and ethnic diversity of the scientific community, have all become mainstream con-
cerns of policy makers and researchers alike, whereas in the recent past, serious
consideration of such issues was often labeled as “anti-scientific.”

Moreover, these changes in norms have come about along with changes in insti-
tutional structure. For example, concern about the ethical governance of human
subjects research in the U.S. has led to nationwide institutional reform. Every
publicly funded research project involving human subjects is monitored by an
institutional review board (IRB) that must approve the research before it can be
conducted, and ensure that ethical principles such as prior informed consent are
enforced. There are thousands of such boards operating in the United States, thus
demonstrating that comprehensive governance of innovation activities is a reason-
able goal. While IRBs are far from perfect in protecting the rights of research
subjects, and while they also impose a cost in terms of the efficiency of conduct-
ing research, they are nonetheless an accepted element of a scientific infrastructure
that respects and protects human dignity.

The IRB experience demonstrates that comprehensiveness is possible when the
stakes are high – and the stakes associated with emerging and converging techno-
logical revolutions are enormous and radical. Just as the IRB process is an accepted
part of all human subjects research, institutionalizing anticipatory governance activ-
ities as part of the publicly funded science and technology enterprise could be done
by requiring an RTTA-like component for all major public programs and projects
related to transformational technoscience. This capacity-building could be funded
by a small tithe, perhaps 2%, on research and innovation expenditures. And while
such a scenario may seem, right now, to be ridiculously ambitious, one could easily
imagine a time, perhaps several decades in the future, when every major research
institution would be continuously engaged in the process of reflecting upon the val-
ues and choices that are implicated in its work. At such a time in the future, what will
truly seem ridiculous is the fact that major research institutions in the first decades
of the twenty-first century were committed to a rejection of the need for continu-
ally reflecting on the social meanings of the emerging technologies that they help to
create.
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Part III
A Toolbox of Solutions





Chapter 8
Pacing Science and Technology with Codes
of Conduct: Rethinking What Works

Brian Rappert

8.1 Introduction

Against social, political, and ethical concerns associated with developments in
science and technology (S&T), continuing suggestions have been forwarded that
scientists and engineers should adopt what are generically referred to as “codes of
conduct.”1

By way of understanding the utility of codes in addressing societal challenges,
this chapter provides an in-depth analysis of one set of initiatives: attempts to pre-
vent the destructive use of life science research findings and techniques. Particularly
since 9/11 and the US anthrax attacks, concerns have been raised by a diverse range
of organizations about whether the potential for life science fields to transform
health and research techniques might facilitate the deliberate spread of disease;
and if so, what responsive measure should follow to minimize these threats. For
instance, reports such as the 2003 US National Academies’ Biotechnology Research
in an Age of Terrorism, the 2006 Royal Society-InterAcademy Panel-International
Council for Science’s Scientific and Technological Developments Relevant to the
Biological & Toxin Weapons Convention, and the 2008 report World at Risk from the
US Commission on the Prevention of Weapons of Mass Destruction Proliferation
and Terrorism have suggested how developments in civilian research across a wide
range of disciplines are helping to lower the barriers to and enhance the power of
bioweapons.2

1Examples of code initiatives in nanotechnology include, for instance, the European Commission’s
2008 Recommendation document On a Code of Conduct for Responsible Nanosciences and
Nanotechnologies Research, the European Nanotechnology Trade Alliance’s Developing a
Nanotechnology Code of Conduct for European Industry, the collaborative Responsible NanoCode.
2Royal Society. 2006. Report of the RS-IAP-ICSU international workshop on science and tech-
nology developments relevant to the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention. London: Royal
Society.
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In this way, the concern is that the knowledge derived from life science
fields – such as virology, molecular genetics, neuroscience, synthetic biology and
elsewhere – could further rather than prevent the spread of disease. As the poten-
tial accorded to the life sciences to revolutionize our understanding of the world for
benefit are stressed in popular and policy discussions, many have identified security
concerns that follow on since post-9/11. With such profound and wide ranging con-
cerns, challenging questions have been asked about what sort of research should be
done, under what conditions, and whether it should be communicated.3

A widespread starting presumption of these discussions has been that the said
ever accelerating pace of developments and (related to this) the worldwide prolifera-
tion of life science research frustrate traditional approaches of devising formal rules
and regulations. As elsewhere, but perhaps particularly pronounced in this case,
“codes of conduct” have been forwarded as means of (largely) self-regulation adept
enough to keep pace with the speed of developments in S&T. Codes have received
significant (renewed) attention in numerous national and international settings as
ways of fostering a “culture of responsibility,” most notably during the 2005 and
2008 meetings of governments to the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
(BWC). Since 2003, the author has observed and actively contributed to varied
efforts along these lines.4

Beyond recounting one area where codes have been offered as a way to address a
perceived gap between accelerating technology and lagging regulatory oversight,
this paper seeks to reframe traditional approaches to codes’ utility more gener-
ally. This will be done by not just asking whether bioweapons-related codes have
“worked” in plugging gaps, but by questioning what “working” should be taken
to mean. While codes have been portrayed as instruments to guide the behavior
of practitioners, many factors have frustrated achieving this aim. As will be con-
tended, it is in the very process of deliberating about codes that codes have had
most significance in helping track S&T – such as through building of shared agen-
das and enabling future co-ordinated initiatives. In many respects, the outcome
of codes talk has been their enactment. The limits and dilemmas of this role will
lead to a consideration of the place of skepticism and belief in the policy making
process.

8.2 Some Preliminary Points

Although “codes of conduct” are hardly novel, in recent decades they have increas-
ing been offered as means of responding to and avoiding dubious practices across

3Rappert, Brian. 2008. Defining the emerging concern with biosecurity. Japan Journal for Science,
Technology and Society 17: 95–116.
4Facilitated by a grant from by the UK Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) New
Security Challenges Program (RES-223-25-0053) running from 2004 to 2007. See Rappert, Brian.
2009. Experimental secrets. Lanham, NY: University Press of America.
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many domains.5,6 This term is routinely used to refer to activities with a wide
range of:

– aims (for instance, aspire, educate, foster ethical debate, prescribe or proscribe
behavior)7;

– drafters (for instance, professional associations, companies and other organiza-
tions, governments, inter-organizational bodies); and

– target audiences (for instance, individuals, professional bodies, members of
industrial alliances).8

As a result, what is labeled as a code of conduct with regard to one set of issues (for
instance, corporate environmental responsibility) might be quite different in charac-
ter than one for another area or even other codes addressing the same set of issues.
With this elasticity, the scope for misunderstanding and cross-talk is considerable.9

Historically in the biosciences, efforts to devise codes have been less intense than
in engineering or medicine where professional-client relations have raised recurring
questions about appropriate conduct.

Social scientists and ethicists who have examined codes in science and engineer-
ing typically have done so through asking two questions:

Do codes work?
And, could codes work?

With regard to the former, contrasting claims are often made about the utility
of science codes.10 Aspirational, educational, and advisory orientated ones have
been criticized for being vague, open to multiple interpretations, ineffective to stop
would-be trespassers, and often poorly known. As well, it has been argued that the
provisions of codes tend to codify existing practices rather than set new standards
that could change behavior.11 Others have rejoined that rather than being a way to
change behavior, they can help raise awareness about important topics, alert indi-
viduals to specific sensitive matters, foster standards and ethical reflection about

5See www.codesofconduct.org for many written examples.
6Kaptein, Muel. 2004. Business codes of multinational firms. Journal of Business Ethics 50:
13–31.
7Rappert, B. 2004. Responsibility in the life sciences. Biosecurity and Bioterrorism 2(3): 164–175.
8Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. 2007. A code of conduct for biosecurity.
Amsterdam: KNAW.
9While a matter of speculation based on my personal experience, the uncertainty about what is
meant by the term ‘code of conduct’ is probably highly functional in contributing to suggestions
of their utility.
10Rappert, Brian. 2004. Towards a Life Sciences Code: Countering the Threats from Biological
Weapons. Bradford Briefing Papers (2nd series); No. 13 See http://www.brad.ac.uk/acad/sbtwc/
briefing/bw-briefing.htm
11Pels, P. 1999. Professions of Duplexity. Current Anthropology 40(2): 101–114.
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emerging issues, clarify responsibilities, and increase public confidence.12 Much of
the evaluation of the sub-set of codes that include sanctionable requirements turns
on the case by case commitment made to their enforcement.

With regard to the question of whether codes could work, some have argued
that to think abstract guidelines could determine appropriate conduct for specific
situations misconstrues the nature of ethical decisions.13

8.3 Codes and Biological Weapons: Expectations
and Transformations

The potential range of initiatives that can be labeled as a “code” and of criteria
that might be brought to bear in their evaluation make it rather restrictive to define
in advance what counts as an instance of one. Rather, in considering their util-
ity for pacing S&T, being open to how codes are multiply defined allows for an
appreciation of the diversity of agendas being sought.

In relation to concerns associated with the destructive potential of life science
research, an indication of the range of types, purposes, and changing expectations
for the codes suggested is indicated by Box 8.1.

Box 8.1 Proposals for Biosecurity Codes

A Hippocratic Oath for Scientists?

Proposal: As part of attention to terrorist threats after 9/11, a 2003 report
by the British House of Commons Science and Technology Committee
titled Scientific Response to Terrorism suggested that “an overt ethical
code of conduct linked to professional membership analogous to the
Hippocratic Oath” be established for those working with dangerous
substances or pathogens.14 The Committee further added that if “the
scientific community does not take stronger action to regulate itself
then it risks having ill-judged restrictions placed on it by politicians.”15

12See as well Atlas, R., and M. Somerville. 2007. Life sciences or death sciences. In Web of
prevention, eds. B. Rappert and C. McLeish. London: Earthscan.
13Ladd, J. 1991. The question for a code of professional ethics. In Ethical issues in engineering,
ed. D. Johnson, 130–136. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall.
14House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee. 2003. The scientific response to
terrorism. HC 415-II, Examination of Witnesses, May 14, 2003. London: HMSO.
15Ibid.: paragraph 211. See as well Times Higher Education Supplement. 2003. Agree ethics code
or face state control. Times Higher Education Supplement, 14 Nov.
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Result: While this suggestion was directed at learned and professional
societies as well as public research funding agencies, to have linked a
code to membership would have required introducing a new framework
for controlling who can practice research (since, for instance, mem-
bership of a scientific society is rarely needed to conduct research).
Entry into science is not licensed in the same way as fields such
as engineering and medicine in the UK. No such membership eth-
ical code was introduced along the lines the Committee proposed –
either by scientists or politicians. No stronger impositions followed as
warned.

Uniting Around a Restricting Code?

Proposal: In 2002, the Working Group of the United Nations and
Terrorism recommended that “Relevant United Nations offices should
be tasked with producing proposals to reinforce ethical norms, and the
creation of codes of conduct for scientists, through international and
national scientific societies and institutions. . .[s]uch codes of conduct
would aim to prevent the involvement of defence scientists or techni-
cal experts in terrorist activities and restrict public access to knowledge
and expertise on the development, production, stockpiling and use of
weapons of mass destruction or related technologies”.16

Developments: The International Centre for Genetic Engineering
and Biotechnology (ICGEB) – a UN provider of training in
biotechnology for countries of the developing world – was tasked by
the UN Assistant Secretary for Disarmament with this responsibil-
ity. The ICGEB sought to collaborate with the Inter-Academy Panel
(IAP) – an umbrella organization for prestigious national academies of
science. This collaboration eventually ended as the IAP decided to pro-
duce principles that its member academies could incorporate into their
own codes rather than the joint code envisioned by ICGEB. This was
the case in large part because as an umbrella body of a diverse range
of national academies, the IAP could not get all its member academies
to adopt a code as such.

Result: The 2005 IAP Statement on Biosecurity provided five short prin-
ciples to inform national academy codes.17 By June 2005 ICGEB also

16United Nations. 2002. Annex report of the policy working group on the United Nations and
terrorism A/57/273-S/2002/875, 6 August 2002. Available at http://www.un.dk/doc/A.57.0273_S.
2002.875.pdf
17InterAcademy Panel. 2005. IAP statement on biosecurity, 7 Nov 2005 http://www.
nationalacademies.org/morenews/includes/IAP_Biosecurity.pdf
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decided to produce “building blocks” that others could draw on.18

Neither set of advice included provisions setting out restrictions to
access to knowledge and expertise as originally proposed.

A Universal Code?

Proposal: After the US rejection of a verification protocol for the
Biological Weapons Convention in 2001, President Bush made a call
for States Parties to the convention to “Devise a solid framework for
bioscientists in the form of a code of ethical conduct that would have
universal recognition.”19 At the US insistence, the BWC had as the
topic for its 2005 meetings “the content, promulgation, and adoption
of codes of conduct for scientists”.20

Developments: By 2005, the US reversed its position to contend that a
universal code would not be feasible.

Result: In 2005, possible considerations for a code were outlined in
the final report of States Parties to the BWC.21 In 2006, these states
decided to re-examine this topic in 2008. As the BWC had a non-
negotiating mandate for both the 2005 and 2008 meetings, no inter-
national code was agreed among states through the meetings and only
several states reported on the national introduction of relevant codes.

I wish to draw out a number of observations from the initiatives in Box 8.1,
points that characterize bioweapon codes discussions post-2001 more generally.
One, this option has come up in various organizations as a way to guide the
conduct of scientists. While professional codes with bioweapon-related components
have been proposed in previous decades, the range of organizations involved and
the extent of their attention to this option increased markedly after 9/11.22 What has

18ICGEB. 2005. Building blocks for a code of conduct for scientists, in relation to the safe and
ethical use of biological science. Trieste: ICGEB.
19Bush, G. 2001. President′s statement on biological weapons, 1 Nov 2001, see http://www.
whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/11/20011101.html
20Fifth Review Conference of the States Parties to the Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and
on Their Destruction. Draft Decision of the Fifth Review Conference of the States Parties to the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction BWC/CONF.V/CRP.3 6 November 2002.
21Report of the Meeting of States Parties to the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their
Destruction BWC/MSP/2005/3 14 December.
22Rappert, B. 2004. Towards a Life Sciences Code: Countering the Threats from Biological
Weapons. Bradford Briefing Papers (2nd series) 2004; No. 13 See http://www.brad.ac.uk/acad/
sbtwc/briefing/bw-briefing.htm
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been sought has not been so much a list of definite do’s and don’ts, but rather means
of engendering a “culture of responsibility”.

Two, just who should be responsible for realizing a code has been a mat-
ter of some importance, not least because of the mix of science and security-
orientated organizations with a stake in the issues. As suggested by the examples in
Box 8.1, those associated with science have been looked to to undertake action for
themselves.

Three, the fragmented and partial manner in which science is professionally
structured curtails the potential to devise the sorts of codes that exist in other
domains where entry to a profession is routinely subjected to licensing requirements.

Four, different threats in need of attention have been identified. While some activ-
ities have focused on fairly traditional matters such as physical access to pathogens,
others (such as the Working Group of the United Nations and Terrorism) have gone
beyond this to include publication practices. Determinations of what needs to be
included have turned on contentious matters such as the extent of (terrorist) threats
from biological weapons and feasibility of (often basic) research findings facilitating
new capabilities.

8.4 What Has Been Accomplished?

For those looking for evidence of codes working as guides for conduct across the
troubling waters where science and security intersect, experience in recent years
might well be regarded as worrisome.

8.4.1 Codes As Exercises in Deferral

A possible source of concern would be the widespread practices evident of what
might be called organizational “deferral”. One way this manifested itself is in the
secondary, advisory quality of many “codes”. As alluded to in Box 8.1, promi-
nent international players – such as the IAP, ICGEB, OECD, the BWC as well
as the International Committee of the Red Cross and the International Union of
Microbiological Societies – elected not to bring about a code but to provide advice
to others about possible content for one. While this can be regarded as a prudent step
to leave specific codes to those bodies closer to day-to-day research, it has had prob-
lems as well. Not least, it is not clear that many other organizations have acted on the
advisory calls of these organizations. The only exception known to the author is the
IAP Statement on Biosecurity. To date, among the nearly 100 member academies of
the IAP, one follow-on code has been produced by the Royal Netherlands Academy
of Arts and Sciences.23 Technically, however, that biosecurity code is itself not a
code as such, but again a set of provisions that research and business organizations

23Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. 2007. A code of conduct for biosecurity.
Amsterdam: KNAW.
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in that country could draw on for their own code – though again, it is not clear any
have done so.

Deferral is evident in other respects. Consider the example of the National
Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB). It was set up in 2004 to provide advice to
the US federal government about responses to concerns about how the findings and
techniques of modern research might be misused. NSABB established a number of
Working Groups to deliberate options and provide recommendations on a national
institutional oversight framework, science communication, codes, synthetic biology,
and international outreach. At the 13 July 2006 meeting of NSABB, Considerations
in Developing a Code of Conduct for Dual Use Research in the Life Sciences was
agreed by members of the Board.24 As suggested by the title, this document does
not provide a code or even recommend that one be adopted by relevant US agen-
cies. Rather, as with the initiative mentioned above, it outlines considerations others
could take up. As above, as far as is known to the author, no organization has acted
on this to date.

Moreover, through the Considerations document, the NSABB Codes Working
Group deferred responsibility to the other working groups. This was because the
“shoulds” given almost wholly consisted of reiterations of the need for measures that
were to be advised upon by the other Working Groups as specified in the Board’s
original 2004 charter. For instance, researchers were asked to assess the dual use
potential of their research, which another working group in NSABB was devis-
ing advice about, and so on. Rather than adjudicating on any thorny matters, the
provisions in Considerations restated the need to address them.

8.4.2 Follow Through?

A number of codes have sought to provide specific guidance on contentious issues.
For instance, a group of NGOs lead by the Federation of American Scientists
delineated what was permissible in biodefense programs.25 Somerville and Atlas’
nine-point Code of Ethics for the Life Sciences provides succinct ethical points
intended to promote reflection about what constitutes responsible science.26 Yet,
none of these advocacy-orientated codes have been adopted more widely.

24http://www.biosecurityboard.gov/pdf/NSABB%20Draft%20Guidance%20Documents.pdf
25In November 2002 the Federation of American Scientists, Stockholm International Pease
Research Institute, Verification Research, Training and Information Center, International Network
of Engineers and Scientists for Global Responsibility, Acronym Institute for Disarmament
Diplomacy, Sunshine Project, Pax Christi International, Physicians for Social Responsibility, and
20/20 Vision agreed draft recommendations for a code of conduct for biodefence programs. These
were published as an Annex to Barbara Hatch Rosenberg, Defending against biodefence: the need
for limit. Disarmament Diplomacy, Issue No. 69, February – March 2003. Available at: http://
www.acronym.org.uk/dd/dd69/69op03.htm
26Somerville, M., and R. Atlas. 2005. Ethics: a weapon to counter bioterrorism. Science 307:
1881–1882.
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The aforementioned paragraphs should not be taken to imply that no science
organizations have adopted a bioweapons-related code. Yet, summary comments
can be made about these initiatives that raise questions about their ultimate impor-
tance. One, such science codes have tended to consist of very short statements that
provide little extension of current accepted standards, national regulations, or inter-
national laws. For example, in 2005 the International Union of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology agreed to a Code of Ethics which stipulated that members would
not “engage knowingly in research that is intended for the production of agents of
biological warfare or bioterrorism, nor promote such agents.”27 The 2005 Code of
Ethics of the American Society for Microbiology underscored that bioterrorism was
abhorrent.28

Two, where adopted codes have been more elaborated, it is not clear that many
have been implemented with any conviction. So while the American Medical
Association’s Guidelines to Prevent Malevolent Use of Biomedical Research within
its professional codes makes relatively detailed recommendations for new safe-
guards and oversight mechanisms for research,29 their adoption and enforcement
seems to have received little prioritization within the Association.

8.5 Reframings

To summarize the argument so far, against the said revolutionary advances taking
place in the life sciences, codes have been forwarded as a central component of
the policy responses. Numerous organizations associated with the governance of
research have deliberated the whys and hows of bringing in a code since 2001. And
yet, for all the activity that has taken place, little by way of concrete accomplish-
ments relevant to practitioners can be identified. Judged on the basis of the number
of codes, their effects in changing behavior, or their importance for the refinement
of normative standards, progress to date would almost assuredly be found wanting.
“High input for low output” would be one précis. As a result, the suggestion that
codes have helped scientists kept pace with concerns about the potential of research
to spread disease seems rather fanciful.30

Such a product oriented evaluation marginalizes the wider functions served
by codes. Rather than looking at code documents and then asking whether they

27http://www.iubmb.unibe.ch/Standing_Orders/Code_ethics.htm
28http://www.asm.org/ASM/files/ccLibraryFiles/FILENAME/000000001596/
ASMCodeofEthics05.pdf
29See Green, S., S. Taub, K. Morin, and D. Higginson. 2006. Guidelines to prevent malevolent use
of biomedical research. Cambridge Quarterly of Healthcare Ethics 15: 432–439.
30For another instance of the reading of responsive measure as an effort in the ‘simulation
of control’, in this case the risk-benefit analysis of the security implications of research, see
Rappert, B. 2008. The benefits, risks, and threats of biotechnology. Science and Public Policy
35(1): 37–44, Feb.
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have helped direct the behavior of practitioners, the process-oriented aspects of the
deliberation about codes can be highlighted – what can be coined “codes talk”.

This talk has served to enroll individuals and organizations into a certain (and for
some rather novel) set of issues. For instance, the deliberation about codes within
the IAP has acted to signal a level of unease within and outside of it regarding
the potential destructive use of science. This, in turn, has provided an opportunity
for those concerned within member academies to make a place for the biosecurity
issues within crowded agendas. So, while preciously few codes have been produced,
the author has collaborated with those in the science academies of Ukraine, United
Kingdom, Israel, Uganda, and elsewhere, all of which have internally cited the IAP’s
Statement on Biosecurity to justify dedicating time and energy to this topic.

Further to these process benefits of “codes talk,” as mentioned previously, the
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences is the only national academy
to date that has formally adopted a code on the back of the IAP’s Statement on
Biosecurity – in fact, a “code” better characterized as a set of considerations for
others’ codes. And while little has emerged in the way of follow-on outputs, the
issue of devising a code has provided the focal topic for a series of consultations with
practicing scientists and others held in the Netherlands by the Dutch academy.31

Within these settings, awareness raising about the security dimensions of science
has been a prime goal.

Much the same process aspects could be said about the 2005 and 2008 meetings
of the BWC where science organizations with previously little engagement in inter-
national arms control participated in discussions about the security issues associated
with life science research. In these settings, the topic of codes for scientists had the
additional benefit of making the case for opening access to the BWC proceedings
beyond those in government traditionally concerned with national security.

The previous claims suggest a certain placeholder function being fulfilled in
recent years: the topic of codes provides a convenient one for bringing varied peo-
ple together to discuss how to prevent the destructive applications of research. In
this sort role, “codes” open a curious space. It is a space in which “everything”
and “nothing” is at stake. With regard to “everything” – in raising questions about
what constitutes proper conduct, codes talk provides an envelope for speaking to
a wide range of issues and invites questions about how to set normative standards.
Most people can find something to contribute regarding what should count as stan-
dards for conduct. Animated conversation can quickly turn into heated disagreement
though as different ethical presumptions and pragmatic goals are traded.32 To the
extent code talk is treated as an occasion for trying to settle debate about what does
and does not constitute acceptable conduct, then it is about a great many things.

31Van der Bruggen, K. 2009. Science of mass destruction. In Biosecurity, eds. B. Rappert and
C. Gould. London: Palgrave.
32As in the debate codes in synthetic biology. See Check, Erika. 2006. Synthetic biologists
try to calm fears. Nature 441, 388–389 and Etc. 2006 ‘Global Coalition Sounds the Alarm
on Synthetic Biology’ News Release 19th May. Available at http://www.etcgroup.org/en/issues/
synthetic_biology.html.
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With regard to “nothing” – given the modest accomplishments with codes in the
past and the lack of significant prospects for them in relation to bioweapons, the
talk is not likely to be consequential either. As a series of discussions rather than a
movement towards binding proscriptions, codes talk has been rather limited too.

8.6 Evaluating the Process

Just what assessment should be given of the process-based dimensions of codes is a
matter open to interpretation. On the negative side, the failure of the focus on codes
to live up to the promise of guiding behavior and the lack of policeable standards
agreed upon could be seen as quite problematic.33 Against the suggestion that codes
talk has served as a basis for achieving alternative aims – such as raising awareness –
it could be countered that it would be more appropriate to undertake activities that
directly set out to achieve these goals. The attention to codes in recent years could
be said to be not a very efficient means to achieve notionally secondary ends or,
more critically, a distraction eating up limited resources.

In contrast, the sympathetic reading could treat codes talk as part of an iterative
effort to enroll more groups in attempts to counter threats from biological weapons.
Given the relative absence of engagement by many science organizations into this
matter in the past, any efforts that achieved significant traction could be judged as
positive. In the case of the BWC, the active participation by groups traditionally
outside of diplomatic arms control had the additional benefit of reinvigorating that
convention. With the building up of community commitment achieved to date, it is
possible to move further ahead in the future.

A major impediment to choosing between these negative and positive evaluations
is uncertainty about what will happen in the future. What codes talk has enabled is
still to be decided. Whether with the hindsight of history codes deliberations will
be judged a sterile dead end or a stepping stone that (eventually) lead to highly
significant activities cannot be resolved now; it depends on the twists and turns of
what is to come.

Yet this situation presents an awkward trouble for those deciding about their
participation in codes talk now: how is it possible to decide whether to press on with
current efforts? In other words, when can it be said codes talk has degraded from a
useful enrolling prelude that should be nurtured to instead become a stifling spinning
of wheels that has gone on too long? Consider Box 8.2 in this regard. It charac-
terizes and quotes some of the summarizing statements from controlled access
meetings primarily dedicated to codes in the UK organized by the Foreign Office.

33Though at the time of writing, an industry association for the five leading German compa-
nies in the field of synthetic biology (Industry Association Synthetic Biology) issued a draft
‘Code of Conduct’. See http://daccessdds.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G08/644/46/PDF/G0864446.
pdf?OpenElement
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Box 8.2 Meetings About Codes in the British Foreign Office

2003 – Initial seminar of those across government, academia and indus-
try in the UK to discuss “utility, scope, promulgation, implementation,
reactions, enforcement and next steps.” A background note to that sem-
inar indicated that “The starting premise of this note is that a code of
conduct is a desirable objective because it can play a significant role
in raising awareness of the [BWC’s] prohibitions among the scientific
and engineering community. . .A code of conduct is not a panacea, but
one tool amongst many for combating BW proliferation. . . .The main
issues here are what might a code contain and how might it be taken
forward.”34

2004 – Follow up seminar wherein a key message was that “further work
on codes should build on existing systems, but that an overall statement
of core principles could be developed as a guide for such continuing
work.”35

2005 – Meetings of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention that
lead to advisory provisions by States Parties for organizations to take
up as deemed appropriate.

2006 – Meeting in which it was decided “The imperative was to keep
the issue alive and under discussion. It was encouraging to know that
the general consensus was that, if embedded in existing systems and
both feasible and proportionate, codes of conduct had a utility.”36

The summary of the session indicated that future work still to be
undertaken would “ensure the appropriate progress continued.”37 This
included that “there might be some role for Government in the pro-
duction of suitable educational material but that the process of raising
awareness and education in the science community should not be led
by Government in the UK.”38 It also included that “the participants
thought it would be useful to have a repetition of the seminar next year,
possibly including international partners.”39

34Emphasis in original. See FCO. n.d. FCO Discussion Paper on a Possible Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention (BTWC) Code of Conduct.
35FCO. 2004. Biological and toxin weapons convention: Code of conduct. Lancaster house
seminar 15 December 2003 Main Points. London: FCO: 2.
36United Kingdom. 2006. Codes of Conduct for Scientists Sixth Review Conference of the States
Parties to the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction BWC/CONF.VI/WP.23
Geneva, 13–24 June 2005: 22 November: 2.
37Ibid., 2.
38Ibid., 2.
39Ibid., 2.
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2008 – Meeting considering “lessons from history; current activities in
academia and industry; government initiatives; international aspects;
and lessons from [chemistry] on educational aspects that might be rel-
evant for the BTWC.”40 It was concluded that “The UK recognises
that codes of conduct for scientists and awareness raising campaigns
do not offer a foolproof defence against the misuse of the life sciences
for hostile purposes. But what they can do – along with measures on
oversight and education – is to heighten the levels of awareness in
the academic and research communities of the need for care; high-
light the nature of the Convention’s legal prohibitions; and promote the
need to address issues such as technology governance on a continuing
basis. Such issues cannot be dealt with quickly; sustained efforts by a
broad range of stakeholders are required over an indefinite period of
time.”41

Three elaborations can be offered that extend the points raised in Box 8.2 and
also relate the points to the broader themes of this chapter. One, in a certain respect
the developments read in the reverse order of what would be expected if the process
were advancing ahead toward some significant achievement. In 2003, the premise
was that a code for (British) life science was a good idea that should be taken for-
ward. The question was how. By 2008, the discussion focused on what might well
be taken as groundwork lessons that could be drawn from elsewhere. Yet, despite
this reversal in fortunes, the topic of codes continues to function as a focal point.

Two, not so apparent from the quotes themselves but key to enrollment dimen-
sions of codes talk has been the changing audience participation in the meetings.
Particularly the 2006 meeting brought the attendance of individuals new to the topic
(i.e., practicing researchers). Even if the themes across years were notably similar
and the prospects for achieving the systematic code first envisioned in 2003 were
markedly receding over time, a broadening range of individuals were being brought
into deliberations. As such, at any stage there was always a sense of a justification
for continuing a conversation, even if it had become repetitive for some participants.

Third, what achievements could be realized have had an overtly “to-be-decided”
flavor that could not be limited by what had come so far. Much of the prospects
still lay in the future. While it seems rather unlikely to the author to believe any
additional code achievements will take place in the UK beyond what has happened
to date,42 this cannot be completely ruled out either. Future world events are likely

40United Kingdom. 2008. Oversight of ewmerging technologies: Examples of UK approaches
to responsible development of science. BWC/MSP/2008/MX/WP.11 12 Aug, available at http://
daccessdds.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G08/626/54/PDF/G0862654.pdf?OpenElement
41Ibid., 6.
42As in the Health Protection Agency. 2005. Principles of good scientific practice. London:
HPA, Aug.
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to determine to what extent the codes talk in the UK to date has set the conditions
for noteworthy accomplishments.

As an additional point complicating assessments of activities in the UK, the
“mutually reinforcing” benefits of code activities have gained greater prominence
over time. Codes are not seen as an achievement in themselves so much as part of
wider set of developments being nurtured now and that will need to be sustained
into the future. Not only does this contextualizing complicate making evaluations of
what has been achieved with codes specifically, it also signals how attention to the
process importance of “codes talk” is becoming explicitly recognized within delib-
erations. “Keeping the conversation going” is being portrayed as part of what needs
to be done to keep attention on the potential for hostile use of the life sciences within
a range of audiences.

8.7 A Disruption

The previous argument might be taken to affirm a prime contention that has been
made by others studying codes of conduct: the process aspects of devising them
are often central. Gotterbarn spoke in highly evocative terms to the importance
of their consultative dimensions with the remark that a code is nothing, coding is
everything.43 Thus, one lesson that might be drawn is that what might be termed the
“informal” dimensions of codes need to be central in any evaluation.

Such a message sensitizes us to a set of issues that might otherwise be passed
over in evaluating how codes help to pace S&T developments. Yet for me as a policy
analyst who has partaken in many deliberations about codes around the world, this
conclusion and the argument of the previous section misses a major consideration:
the rife doubt evident within international deliberations about the prospects for what
can be achieved through codes – either by the codes themselves as instruments for
guiding behavior or by codes talk acting as a springboard for follow up activities.

The summary given of the British Foreign Office deliberations gives just one
indication of how the starting value attached to codes post-9/11 rather quickly faded.
And yet, despite recognized limits, the attention to codes has continued all the same.

In my estimation there are few candidates that could be nominated as “believers”
about the importance of codes to prevent the hostile use of the life sciences, even
fewer if one moves away from prepared statements to engage people in private dia-
logue. While governments of varied stripes and science organization representatives
presenting official position papers in fora such as the 2005 BWC meetings might
attribute codes with much importance,44 in my experience this has not been matched
in policy meetings with a less public face. Indeed, with the lack of evangelicals, the
author as someone studying this option has been extended numerous invitations to
assume such a role. My repeated experience of being positioned as an advocate

43Gotterbarn, D. 1999. Not all codes are created equal. Journal of Business Ethics 22: 81–89.
44Rappert, Brian. 2009. Experimental secrets. Lanham, NY: University Press of America.
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was, in fact, a prime inspiration for writing an autobiographical-style monograph, a
book that examined my history of engagement with recent code activities in order to
comment on the dilemmas that can arise for social researchers in trying to undertake
“policy relevant” research.45

With this observation about the widespread disbelief evident, some follow-on
clarifications are worth making. The earlier proposal to examine “codes talk” as
a process of enrollment might well be taken by some readers of this chapter to
imply a certain type of orientation has been evident in policy discussions to date.
So, for instance, it could be taken to suggest that a commonplace sentiment echoed
is that with just a little more sustained effort, significant achievements could be
obtained. Or that the argument is often put that codes provide especially fruitful
foci for international discussions. Yet, certainly as part of the interactions I have
participated in, such promissory and exceptionary claims are rarely made.

After the several years in which bioweapon-related codes have been debated, for
me the matter in need of consideration is not just why potential is still invested
in them despite the limited achievements to date, but also why have they been dis-
cussed this long despite the early and frequently expressed personal doubt expressed
by individuals about their likely potential.

8.8 A Reconsideration

How can this situation be made sense of and what does it tell us about the policy
process? Some might seek to explain the continuing attention despite the limited
hopes for progress. This could be related to institutional inertia, geopolitics, the
play of personalities, or a host of other factors.46

In the remainder of this chapter, instead of pursuing such lines of explanation,
I want to use the consideration of codes as an occasion for reflecting on wider issues
about the place of doubt within policy-making processes. These comments are spec-
ulative in nature, but they are based on my experience of partaking in numerous
code-related initiatives over several years and across various national contexts.

The inspiration for the comments that follow comes from an analysis by the
anthropologist Michael Taussig of the role of disbelief within shamanism.47 As with
many others studying religious faith, his starting point is seeking to understand how
skepticism and belief are intertwined. Across various contexts, he suggests how
shamans often foster doubt in their own power. Ways of healing are continually
exposed as fraudulent. Yet, in practice, this did not have the effect of weakening

45Ibid.
46For an example of an analysis that attempts to determine why so much attention has been given
to codes given their shortcomings, see Lentzos, Filippa. 2006. Managing biorisks: Considering
codes of conduct. Nonproliferation Review 13(2) July: 221.
47Taussig, M. 2003. Viscerality, Faith, and Skepticism. Another Theory of Magic. In Magic and
Modernity, eds. B. Meyer and P. Pels. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press: 272–306.
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belief in shamanism overall. Rather, the exposure of practices as “mere tricks” is
part of a cyclic process. The unmasking of certain shamanistic practices as fakes
encourages a search for the real secrets which are later exposed as fakery which then
sets off a further search for authentic secrets, etc. With this complex treatment of
faith, those taking part in shamanistic practices have a similarly complicated status.
As Taussig contends, shamanism:

relies on corrosive scepticism [. . .] in which scepticism and belief actively cannibalize one
another so that continuous injections of recruits [. . .] are required. They are required, so
it would seem, to test and therewith brace the mix by serving not as raw material of doubt
positioned to terminate as believers, nor yet as cynical manipulators, but as exposer vehicles
for confession for the next revelation of the secret contained in the trick that is both art and
technique and thus real and really made up.48

The “judicious and intricately moving medleys of scepticism and faith” act to
continuously defer the resolution of the ultimate power of shamanism.49

In suggesting how doubt can co-exist with belief (and even how it might be neces-
sary for belief), Taussig provides a provocative way of understanding what is taking
place with bioweapons-related codes. As with shamanism, codes can be approached
as a process of enrollment, but critically not one where those participating should be
seen as on course to becoming either believers or cynics. Rather the mix of belief and
non-belief within individuals and collectively is part of what propels the process on.

So in my experience the expression of doubt about what can be accomplished
through codes is almost always part and parcel of “codes talk”. Yet voiced individ-
ual and collective apprehension about the limitations of codes and codes talk often
results in calls for “more” – more people as part of the process, more wide rang-
ing discussions, more varied codes, more considered action. It is difficult for me to
believe many of those actively making such recommendations in national science
academies, the BWC, or elsewhere can be understood through the labels of converts
or cynics. Rather, as with the Foreign Office meetings surveyed through Box 8.2,
they seem much more aptly described as engaged in a process mixing doubt and
belief in a manner that sets the basis for future rounds of doubt and belief.

The way in which the topic of codes raises basic questions about the usefulness
of ethical principles lends itself to the mixing of doubt and belief. Some ethicists and
social scientists might worry about whether the general provisions typical in codes
have been or ever could be useful for concrete action. Yet when skepticism and
belief are seen as integral to maintaining a conversation, then the ready disagreement
about the possible utility of codes can provide the base elements for carrying on
with further discussion. Similarly, the magnitude of the challenges associated with
preventing the destructive use of life sciences into the future offers much scope for
debate about what (if anything) can be realistically done.

Another line of Taussig’s argument is worth mentioning. He offers an interest-
ing warning to those wishing to debunk shamanism as mere trickery: such acts help

48Ibid., 288.
49Ibid., 294
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perpetuate belief. So, he recounts (with some humor) how anthropologists bent on
exposing certain acts of healing as trickery have ended up fulfilling the unmasking
role required for belief to continue. Likewise, I think it is useful to ask whether
expressions of skepticism about codes are in practice highly functional in keeping
the option alive as a matter for discussion. Since 2006, I have offered various critical
publications, presentations and workshop interventions related to bioweapon codes.
Yet, rather than reducing the standing of codes, I often wonder whether it has been
having an opposite effect. At a basic level, such interventions help continue atten-
tion to this option. Because much of what “codes” are relates to the process aspects
of their deliberation, this attention is quite significant in keeping codes alive as an
option. That the interventions are critical in tone overall (without pretending to fore-
close what will happen in the future50) is in many ways not that important because
voiced skepticism is already widespread.

The eventual effects of any intervention are not something easy to gauge. With
his focus on the perpetuation of cycles of belief and non-belief, Taussig does not
address how the standing of shamanism has or could rise and fall over time. Faith
appears as indestructible when it is constituted by conviction and doubt. Yet, pat-
terns of belief do change over time. Presumably, if the future were to witness more
and more criticism about codes and less and less hope, then they would come to be
no longer regarded as options for consideration by so many. As part of asking how
codes help pace science and technology, the purpose of this section has not been
to settle the ultimate standing and direction of code discussions. Rather, it has been
to suggest another, somewhat counter-intuitive, way of thinking about how contin-
uing attention can remain with certain policy options despite widespread voiced
skepticism.

8.9 Conclusions

Against the wide ranging concerns about the accelerating pace of S&T develop-
ments, the chapters of the volume have sought to identify perspectives and tools
commensurate with the challenges faced. Across a range of topics, what are vary-
ingly defined as “codes of conduct” have been identified by many governments and
organizations as one such instrument. By way of considering the possible place of
codes, this chapter has detailed the recent turn in attention to codes intended to
prevent the destructive use of life science research.

In doing so a central aim has been to shift the discussion away from conventional
standards for evaluating the way in which codes matter for meeting challenges. That
has entailed moving from conceiving of codes as documents for policing the behav-
ior of practitioners to codes as elements of processes for raising the profile of issues
within and across organizations. Herein it might be said that what matters about

50While recognizing that what past and current codes discussion will enable in the future cannot
yet be known, I have sought to raise doubts about expectations given past experience.
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codes initiatives is the extent the activities fostered entail more than just devising
written codes. Attending to these process-orientated aspects of codes for an emerg-
ing area of professional concern raises many thorny issues for evaluating what has
been achieved and what sort of continuing effort should be invested in the future.

Moving beyond noting such difficulties though, this chapter has sought to
acknowledge and make sense of the doubt about the potential of codes that has
accompanied their (re-) emergence since 2001. As argued, rather than being per-
plexed about how the attention to codes could have continued as long as it has
despite the many reservations associated with them, another way to conceive of
the policy process is as imbued with the play of doubt and belief. How these mix
together in practice is part of how the deliberation about codes has continued to date.



Chapter 9
An International Framework Agreement
on Scientific and Technological Innovation
and Regulation

Kenneth W. Abbott

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I consider international action to help law and policy better keep
pace with emerging scientific and technological innovations. I focus especially on
addressing innovations that have the potential to create significant health, safety
and environmental risks and/or to pose significant social, cultural and ethical
challenges, even as they promise significant benefits. Prominent among these are
Brad Allenby’s “five horsemen of emerging technologies”1 – nanotechnology,
biotechnology, robotics, information and communication technology, and applied
cognitive science, along with their increasingly powerful combinations – as well
as synthetic biology. Even more challenging, of course, are the equally disruptive
innovations that have not yet been introduced, or of which we are not yet aware.

In speaking of “international action,” I do not mean to suggest that innovations
like those just mentioned can or should be directly regulated, or otherwise addressed
by law, at the international level. Direct international regulation is not a realistic
option, in large part because the international legal system is relatively weak in all
three of the institutional forms Gary Marchant identifies as collectively constituting
“law:” “legislation, regulation, and judicial case law.”2 First, there is no global leg-
islature capable of adopting statutory law. Second, there is no global Food and Drug
Administration, Environmental Protection Agency or similar administrative organ
capable of adopting effective regulatory law. To be sure, rough analogues of regula-
tory agencies exist among the “specialized agencies” of the United Nations system –
e.g., the World Health Organization (WHO) – and other international organizations,
such as the UN Environment Programme (UNEP). A few of those entities, including
the WHO, have even been granted authority to adopt “regulations” applicable to
states (that is, to nations), albeit in narrow circumstances and typically subject to

1Brad R. Allenby, Chapter 1, this volume, at [8].
2Gary E. Marchant, Chapter 2, this volume, at [22].
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opt-out rights.3 Yet on the whole international organizations are so weak that they
are hardly comparable to powerful domestic regulatory agencies. Few if any of
them, moreover, have authority to adopt binding regulations applicable to private
actors, including business firms and researchers. Third, in spite of a recent wave of
judicialization,4 the international system still relies on courts far less than do domes-
tic legal systems, especially in common law countries. What is more, tribunals such
as the International Court of Justice have traditionally not observed principles of
stare decisis that enable them to develop binding “judicial case law.”5

Given the limits on international legislation, administrative regulation and case
law, we are left with the two traditional mechanisms of international law-making,
customary law and treaties. Neither, unfortunately, is generally associated with
the rapid action needed to deal with exponential rates of innovation.6 Customary
international law is developed through the actual practice of states, as well as the
subjective acceptance by states of regularities in practice as legally binding rules
(“opinio juris”). Customary law has traditionally been based on gradual accretions
of practice, and has thus been quite slow to develop, although there have been many
recent efforts to expedite the process.7 Custom may also work best in areas that
directly engage the state and respond to relatively simple rules, such as the breadth
of the territorial sea or the immunity of diplomats. Formal treaty negotiations are
also relatively slow and costly – although recent innovations in areas such as inter-
national environmental law have made the process considerably more flexible, as
discussed further below. In addition, the treaty process has traditionally privileged
diplomats and high executive officials over technical experts. In short, at least in
their traditional forms, both mechanisms are even less well-suited than national law
to the dynamic context of scientific innovation.

More precisely, then, the focus of this chapter is on international action to coor-
dinate national law and policy in responding to scientific and technological innova-
tions.8 Beyond merely coordinating, moreover, international arrangements can steer
national actions in desirable directions. “Steering” (in contrast to “regulation” or

3See, e.g., Constitution of the World Health Organization, Art. 21–22.
4See Goldstein, Judith, Miles Kahler, Robert O. Keohane, and Anne-Marie Slaughter. 2001.
Introduction: Legalization and world politics. In Legalization and world politics, eds. Judith
Goldstein, Miles Kahler, Robert O. Keohane, and Anne-Marie Slaughter. Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press.
5See, e.g., Statute of the International Court of Justice, Art. 59: “The decision of the Court has no
binding force except between the parties and in respect of that particular case.”
6See Marchant, supra, at [19].
7Especially in rapidly developing areas such as human rights, advocates have sought to develop a
more dynamic “modern” form of customary law by deemphasizing the accretion of state practice
and instead emphasizing declarations of rules by states (which arguably reflect opinio juris) in fora
such as the General Assembly, or even in multilateral treaties. See Roberts, Anthea Elizabeth. 2001.
Traditional and modern approaches to customary international law: A reconciliation. American
Journal International Law 95: 757.
8The introductory chapter by Gary Marchant, supra, implicitly assumes that legal responses to
innovation will be national, and indeed focuses primarily on the US.
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“coercion”) refers to the use of persuasion, incentives, peer pressure and other “man-
agerial” forms of influence9; here it would be designed to move national actions
not only toward greater uniformity, but also toward greater efficiency, effectiveness,
legitimacy and public-interest orientation in form and content.10 Finally, interna-
tional arrangements might facilitate speedier and better designed national legal and
policy responses, especially in states with limited regulatory capacity.

I do not attempt to specify here the substantive content of international coor-
dination, steering and facilitation – exactly which legal and policy responses
international arrangements should encourage and support – or even the details of
international organizations and procedures. Both inquiries are essential, but are
parts of a larger project. Instead, I suggest here a general institutional framework
for international coordination, steering and facilitation, consisting of two main ele-
ments. The first is an international “framework convention,” a particularly flexible
type of treaty prominent in international environmental law and certain other fields.
While negotiating a framework convention involves some of the same problems
of delay and cost as any treaty process, the framework convention model is explic-
itly designed to be initially less demanding and easier to negotiate, while facilitating
more detailed incremental and adaptive rule-making over time, as better information
on risks and benefits is obtained. The second element is a set of international institu-
tions and procedures to coordinate, steer and facilitate national action, which would
be established by and operate under the authority of the framework convention.

Even under existing framework conventions, rule-making and implementation
often engage actors beyond the participating states as such. The arrangements I pro-
pose would build on this experience by incorporating as essential parts of the regime
actors operating at three levels of governance.11 The first is the traditional “interna-
tional” or inter-state level. Here the framework convention and its basic institutions
and mechanisms would be created and managed by representatives of the “state par-
ties.” The second is the “trans-governmental” level, which includes cross-national
arrangements among executive agencies and officials, legislative bodies and legisla-
tors, and other units and individuals within national governments, rather than among
“states” as such.12 Here the convention would authorize and rely for rule-making
and implementation on cooperation among national regulatory agencies, regulators
and other relevant units and officials within “the state.” The third is the “transna-
tional” level, which includes cross-national relationships among societal actors and
organizations. Here the convention would empower and rely on cooperation among

9On the managerial approach, see Chayes, Abram, and Antonia Handler Chayes. 1998. The new
sovereignty: Compliance with international regulatory agreements. Washington: Brookings.
10See, e.g., Wood, Stepan. 2002–2003. Environmental management systems and public authority
in Canada: Rethinking environmental governance. Buffalo Environmental Law Journal 10: 129.
11For a useful introduction to the three levels of governance identified here, see Pollack, Mark A.,
and Gregory C. Shaffer. 2001. Transatlantic governance in historical and theoretical perspective.
In Transatlantic governance in the global economy, eds. Mark A. Pollack and Gregory C. Shaffer.
Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers. Inc.
12Slaughter, Anne-Marie. 2004. A new world order. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
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private actors that have stakes in the issues of concern and can contribute to effective
legal and policy responses. Two essential societal groups would be actors engaged
in scientific and technological R&D and science- and technology-based business
firms: these actors produce the innovations to which law must respond, are most
knowledgeable about those innovations, and have the authority, access and infor-
mation to produce meaningful compliance with legal rules on a day-to-day basis
in the lab or factory. Other important societal actors are those potentially affected
by innovations – e.g., workers and consumers – and representatives of the larger
(transnational) society concerned with the social, cultural and ethical implications
of innovations.

9.2 Benefits of International Coordination

Given the difficulties faced by even a highly-developed national legal system like
the US in keeping pace with exponentially accelerating innovation, why should we
consider introducing the additional complexities of international action? The value
of international coordination, steering and facilitation arises out of two sources: the
underlying problem of keeping pace with innovation, and the secondary problem of
inconsistent or inappropriate national responses.

In terms of the underlying problem, keeping pace with emerging scientific
and technological innovations depends crucially on information: legal and pol-
icy institutions require early warning of significant innovations; information on
new technologies and their potential benefits, risks and other impacts13; means of
assessing unclear data; even some degree of prediction.14 In all these areas, more
information is better than less, and multiple social, cultural and ethical perspectives
are more valuable than unitary, possibly myopic ones. International coordination,
steering and facilitation can help states and societal actors produce and share infor-
mation more effectively, while increasing the comparability of information and
assessments from varied sources, e.g., in terms of nomenclature, metrology, indi-
cators and presentation formats. International action can also enhance the diffusion
of information from the first movers in an area of innovation to those at earlier
stages of the technology life cycle. In addition, scientific and technological innova-
tions can have significant cross-border effects: on the environment, human health
or even national security in other states. International coordination helps guarantee
a flow of information to affected states and societal actors – both about the effects
themselves and about the nature and results of any control measures taken by the
first-movers – improving their ability to respond in a timely and effective way.

13Currently, as Allenby notes, “the public (and, indeed, technologists outside of their particular
specialties) get only impressionistic glimpses of emerging technologies in stories about particular
events or experimental results.” Allenby, supra, at [9].
14Predicting the full range of impacts of a significant scientific innovation at an early stage is, of
course, impossible. See Allenby, supra, at [7].
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In terms of national responses, inconsistent national regulations are frequently a
drag on economic activity, especially on international trade. The standard exam-
ple is the conflict between the US and Europe over genetically modified foods
(GMOs). From the US perspective, relatively strict European regulation functioned
as a trade barrier. The US and other agricultural exporting countries challenged cer-
tain restrictions on GMOs by the EU and individual EU member states through the
dispute settlement process of the World Trade Organization (WTO); in 2008 the
US went so far as to request WTO authorization for trade sanctions in response to
the EU’s failure to implement the resulting decision.15 Economic conflicts like this
can harm international relations more generally, interfering with welfare-enhancing
cooperation in other areas. Inconsistent national regulation also hampers scientists,
engineers and business firms who seek to collaborate across borders on research,
development and commercialization.

Beyond merely reducing inconsistency, international action that incorporates an
element of steering can help offset incentives that lead states to over- or under-
regulate. Overall, the stronger incentives are probably to under-regulate, largely
for competitive reasons. In highly dynamic fields such as the “five horsemen,”
researchers and firms compete strenuously to discover, develop and commercialize
scientific and technological innovations; governments compete almost as strenu-
ously to support, finance and eliminate regulatory obstacles for national innovators:
for the direct economic gains, the positive externalities innovation can create for
other economic sectors, and national prestige. In terms of regulation, this is a classic
Prisoner’s Dilemma, akin to the well-known but controversial “race to the bottom”
in areas such as worker rights and environmental protection.16 The incentives to
under-regulate are enhanced when a technology creates negative trans-border exter-
nalities, passing some of the costs to others. In these situations, international steering
can play a significant role in restraining national “defection.”

Apart from the stringency of regulation, it is widely recognized that states need
encouragement (steering) and support (facilitation) to move toward “better regula-
tion.” For example, the European Commission has adopted a comprehensive “better
regulation” strategy to improve regulatory actions at EU level and within its mem-
ber states.17 The aim of such efforts is to encourage regulatory approaches and
instruments that are more efficient and flexible, less costly, more effective, and

15Arbitration between the parties on the appropriateness of US retaliation was suspended to
give the EU a longer time to implement the decision. For a summary of the dispute settle-
ment proceeding – European Communities – Measures Affecting the Approval and Marketing of
Biotech Products, WTO Dispute DS291 – see http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/cases_
e/ds291_e.htm, visited 10 Sept 2009.
16See, e.g., Prakash, Aseem, and Matthew Potoski. 2006. The voluntary environmentalists: Green
clubs, ISO 14001 and Voluntary Regulations 352–53 and sources cited (2006).
17See http://ec.europa.eu/governance/better_regulation/index_en.htm, visited 10 Sept 2009. EU
member states, such as the United Kingdom, have empowered lead agencies to promote the bet-
ter regulation agenda across the national government. See http://www.berr.gov.uk/whatwedo/bre/,
visited 10 Sept 2009.
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more appropriate in terms of their social, cultural and ethical impacts than tra-
ditional forms of legal action. Better regulation in one state not only helps that
state deal effectively with local innovation risks, but also leads it to moderate any
adverse trans-border effects. To the extent that better regulation programs lead states
to rely on comparable regulatory techniques, moreover, they enhance international
coordination.

Finally, many economies still classed as “developing” or “in transition” engage
in sophisticated scientific and technological research on a large scale. The obvious
example is China, “now a key global player in R&D in terms of absolute size as well
as growth rates.”18 Yet many such states, and even some more advanced countries,
lack the regulatory capacity to foresee and respond adequately to emerging risks.
International institutions can facilitate effective and socially appropriate responses
in these states (while reducing potentially harmful trans-border effects and incen-
tives to under-regulate) by providing low-cost information, disseminating effective
regulatory models, and granting other forms of technical and financial assistance. At
the same time, such support can facilitate home-grown innovation within developing
and transitional economies as well as the dissemination of appropriate innovations
to them, helping to address the narrowing but still substantial North-South divide in
science and technology.19

To be sure, states differ widely in their economic interests, “risk cultures,”20

social relations, legal and regulatory systems, levels of development, capacities and
other attributes. As a result, it is inevitable and often appropriate that states will
respond to particular innovations with different forms and levels of regulation. For
example, where the principal risk of an innovation is the disruption of traditional
practices or ethical principles that vary across cultures, an international regime
might appropriately stop at encouraging the exchange of information, assessments
and cultural viewpoints; stronger efforts to promote uniform regulation would be
counterproductive.21 Again, then, the goals of an international arrangement must be
coordination, steering and facilitation – even true “harmonization,” let alone direct
international regulation, is very unlikely and might be inappropriate.

Even in these limited terms, current international arrangements are far from ade-
quate; indeed, their weaknesses are probably more severe than any of the domestic

18See OECD. 2007. Innovation and growth: Rationale for an innovation strategy 7–8, available at
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/2/31/39374789.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009.
19See World Bank, Global Economic Prospects 2008: Technology Diffusion in the Developing
World (2008).
20See International Risk Governance Council. 2008. An introduction to the IRGC risk gover-
nance framework 7, available at http://www.irgc.org/The-IRGC-risk-governance-framework,82.
html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
21Some states might still have an incentive to under-regulate, e.g., to attract individuals seeking
to access a medical technology that is restricted in their home states. Yet inconsistent national
regulation could also be an effective sorting mechanism in these situations, allowing nations to
regulate their own societies in accordance with their dominant cultural beliefs, while still allowing
individuals that do not share those beliefs to access the regulated technologies. Thanks to Lyria
Bennett Moses for suggesting these points.
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problems discussed in other chapters of this volume. Most states and national reg-
ulatory agencies do not coordinate their responses to risky innovations at all. Many
of the collaborative arrangements that do exist focus primarily on promoting inno-
vation, not on analyzing or responding to risks or to social or ethical concerns; an
important example is the effort by the OECD Directorate for Science, Technology
and Industry to develop a strategy for promoting innovation in member countries.22

Steering is even more limited, with important exceptions such as the European
Union better regulation agenda.23 Most current arrangements emphasize stream-
lining or reducing regulation24; when regulation is discussed, moreover, the focus
is on current issues with immediate economic impact, not on emerging or future
technologies and risks. Relatively modest efforts could significantly improve the
international science and technology regime.

9.3 Uncertainty

The core feature of the “pacing law with science and technology” problem, whether
at the national or international level, is its inescapable uncertainty: “Uncertainty is
pervasive in risk regulation, by definition.”25 Fundamentally, regulatory authorities
must try to anticipate future developments, including the potential benefits, risks
and other impacts of early-stage innovations. More specifically, at least three types
of uncertainty frequently exist.

First, most innovations pose various forms of technical uncertainty, both static
and dynamic, relating to the ultimate nature and scope of the innovation itself and
its potential benefits, risks and impacts.26 Second, many of the innovations dis-
cussed in this volume involve normative uncertainty: at least some individuals find
it difficult to reconcile what they know of a technology with personal values or
prevailing social norms; they may even find it difficult to determine which values
and norms should apply.27 Technologies for cognitive enhancement, radical lifespan

22Early work on this strategy suggests minimal consideration of regulatory issues. See http://www.
oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_41462537_41454856_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
23See note 17, supra.
24See, e.g., the OECD. 2005. Guiding principles for regulatory quality and performance, available
at http://www.oecd.org/document/38/0,3343,en_2649_34141_2753254_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited
10 Sept 2009. A major tool of streamlining is regulatory impact analysis (RIA), which enables
cost-benefit analysis of proposed regulations. See http://www.oecd.org/document/49/0,3343,en_
2649_34141_35258801_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
25See OECD. 2006. Working party on regulatory management and reform, risk and regulation:
Issues for discussion 7, available at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/20/39/37551219.pdf, visited 10
Sept 2009.
26For example, the International Risk Governance Council, supra note 20 at 16–17, distinguishes
complex problems (where the cause of particular observed effects is uncertain because many causal
agents operate simultaneously) from uncertain problems (where the data on benefits or risks are
insufficient or unclear).
27Values and norms also differ widely between communities, even within a particular state.
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extension and synthetic biology all create challenging problems of normative uncer-
tainty, contributing to their “wicked complexity.”28 Third, technical and normative
problems create political uncertainty for legal and policy officials. At early inter-
vention points in the life cycle of an innovation, policy-makers cannot be sure what
regulatory measures will be effective against the likely risks, and what the costs and
effects of alternative measure may be. Even more important, policy-makers can-
not easily predict which if any interest groups or “value actors”29 will oppose the
innovation – as some activists oppose GMOs and nanotechnology30 – or contest
particular government responses, or how the general public will react. Without an
understanding of the potential political costs and benefits, few policy-makers will
willingly implement a meaningful regulatory response.

Given the centrality of information problems, an international arrangement must
include certain essential elements:

(a) It should steer states toward more extensive production, sharing and assessment
of information about potential benefits, risks and impacts, and toward the adop-
tion of comparable nomenclatures, metrology, indicators and methodologies.

(b) It should promote technical, social and political learning and normative delib-
eration to overcome the three forms of uncertainty, both within and across
states.

(c) It should promote and facilitate the adoption of comparable, effective and
efficient national regulatory frameworks, including both general science and
technology policy and specific regulatory mechanisms.

(d) It should be capable of relatively rapid action as problems appear, and flexi-
ble enough to recalibrate those actions as new information and understandings
emerge.

(e) Finally, it should encourage the participation and engagement of stakeholders,
relevant epistemic communities and civil society, both within states and transna-
tionally: to facilitate learning and deliberation, minimize political disputes,
avoid regulatory capture, and further democratic principles.

These are challenging requirements given the difficulties of international legal
action. The framework convention model is expressly designed to meet them at

28See Allenby, supra, at [12]. The IRGC, supra note [20, at 16–17], refers to these as ambiguous
problems, which involve “divergent or contested perspectives on the justification, severity or wider
meanings associated with a given threat.”
29See Abbott, Kenneth W., and Duncan Snidal. 2002. Values and interests: International legaliza-
tion in the fight against corruption. Journal of Legal Studies 31 (1): Part 2, S141–78.
30For example, the ETC Group proposes a “moratorium . . . on [nanotechnology] research
involving molecular self-assembly and self-replication” as well as strong public oversight of
all nanotechnology development; it recently sponsored a design contest for a universal “nano-
hazard” symbol. http://www.etcgroup.org/en/issues/nanotechnology.html, visited 10 Sept 2009. As
to GMOs, the ETC Group argues that “in the current social, economic and political context, genetic
engineering is not safe, and involves unacceptable levels of risk to people and the environment.”
http://www.etcgroup.org/en/issues/biotechnology.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
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the inter-state level. To fully meet these requirements, however, an international
arrangement must incorporate “governance as well as government:”31 bringing into
the regime the capabilities of public and private officials, experts and stakeholders;
and adopting a broad understanding of “law” that includes public and private “soft
law,” such as codes of conduct, guidelines and best practices.32

9.4 A Framework Agreement on Scientific and Technological
Innovation and Regulation

An international system to coordinate, steer and facilitate national responses to
emerging innovations requires a “constitution.” To ensure the stability of the sys-
tem, this should take the form of a treaty, the basic legal structure of international
regimes. If treaty negotiations proved too costly or provoked strong resistance, states
could set out the fundamental principles and procedures of the new system in a non-
legally binding instrument, such as a declaration of an international organization;
however, the treaty form offers significant advantages, discussed further below. The
treaty should be structured as a framework convention to ease initial negotiations
and provide for adaptive rule-making over time. We might call this the Framework
Agreement on Scientific and Technological Innovation and Regulation (FASTIR) –
a title whose acronym evokes the desire for speedy legal responses.

9.4.1 Innovation

As its title suggests, FASTIR could include arrangements to facilitate scientific
and technological innovation within participating states. A possible basis for such
arrangements might be the work of the Organization for Economic Cooperation

31Cf. Rosenau, James N., and Ernst Otto Czempiel, eds. 1992. Governance without govern-
ment: Order and change in world politics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. For a recent
application of governance theory to the regulation of business firms in areas such as worker
rights, human rights and the environment, see Abbott, Kenneth W., and Duncan Snidal. 2009.
Strengthening International Regulation through Transnational New Governance: Overcoming the
Orchestration Deficit. Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational 42: 501. See also Mandel, Gregory N.
2008. Nanotechnology governance. Alabama Law Review 59: 1323.
32On public soft law, see Abbott, Kenneth W., and Duncan Snidal. 2000. Hard and soft law in
international governance. International Organization 54(3): 421. On private soft law, see Abbott
& Snidal, Strengthening International Regulation, supra; Cashore, Benjamin, Graeme Auld, and
Deanna Newsome. 2004. Governing through markets: Forest certification and the emergence of
non-state authority (referring to norms of influential private institutions as “private sector hard
law”); Kirton, John J., and Michael J. Trebilcock. 2004. Introduction: Hard choices and soft law in
sustainable global governance. In Hard choices, soft law: Voluntary standards in global trade, envi-
ronment and social governance, eds. John J. Kirton and Michael J. Trebilcock (defining soft law as
relying “primarily on the participation and resources of nongovernmental actors in the construction,
operation, and implementation of a governance arrangement”).
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and Development (OECD). As mentioned above, the OECD has since 2007 been
developing a general “innovation strategy” for its member states – virtually all of
which are advanced industrial economies – as a way to promote sustained economic
growth.33 The OECD is due to complete its strategy in 2010; FASTIR could incor-
porate its major principles and establish mechanisms to promote them. FASTIR
could also promote cross-border collaboration in research and development, another
area in which OECD has done useful work.34 Finally, FASTIR could incorporate
mechanisms to promote indigenous innovation within developing countries, as well
as the diffusion to such countries of appropriate innovations created in the North.35

9.4.2 The Framework Convention-Protocol Approach

In this chapter, however, I focus not on encouraging innovation, but on mechanisms
for responding to the potential risks and adverse impacts of emerging innovations
through “regulation,” broadly defined.36 As a “framework convention” FASTIR
would have three principal functions relevant to regulation:

• First, it would establish the “pacing law with science and technology” problem as
a legitimate issue of international concern,37 while providing structures for ongo-
ing international cooperation. As a “framework” convention, FASTIR would not
itself address specific innovations or resolve specific issues; it would thus include
few substantive obligations. It should, however, set forth agreed objectives, prin-
ciples and general commitments to guide national and collective action over time,
and should establish institutions and procedures to coordinate, steer and facilitate
national legal and policy actions.

33See http://www.oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_41462537_41454856_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited
10 Sept 2009. See also Gault, Fred, and Susanne Huttner. A Cat’s Cradle for Policy. Nature 455:
462, 25 Sept 2008.
34See http://www.oecd.org/document/10/0,3343,en_2649_34319_35044426_1_1_1_1,00.html,
visited 10 Sept 2009.
35Achieving these goals might require somewhat different approaches than those used in advanced
economies, although certain approaches would be fruitful in both settings. See Sarah Box. 2009.
OECD Work on innovation – A stocktaking of existing work. DSTI/DOC 2: 46–48, available
at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/14/32/42095821.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009. See generally World
Bank, Global Economic Prospects 2008, supra note 19.
36There have been many efforts to define “regulation” to encompass trans-governmental and
transnational standards and procedures as well as traditional mandatory state regulation. For exam-
ple, Julia Black, Enrolling Actors in Regulatory Systems: Examples from UK Financial Services
Regulation, 2003 Pub. L. (Spring) 63, 65 (2003), defines “regulation” as “the sustained and focused
attempt to alter the behavior of others according to defined standards or purposes with the inten-
tion of producing a broadly identified outcome or outcomes, and which may involve mechanisms
of standard-setting, information-gathering and behavior-modification.”
37Daniel Bodansky. 1999. The framework convention/protocol approach framework convention.
Tobacco control technical briefing series, No. 1, WHO/NCD/TFI/99.1, p. 20, available at http://
www.who.int/tobacco/resources/publications/fctc/en/, visited 10 Sept 2009.
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• Second, it would establish procedures by which states could create detailed
substantive agreements (“protocols,” “annexes” or other subsidiary instruments)
when conditions became ripe for concrete international action. Such instruments
could address specific fields of innovation (e.g., nanotechnology or synthetic biol-
ogy) as well as cross-cutting issues (e.g., public input on ethical controversies).
FASTIR would thus initiate – or at least facilitate – an incremental process of
rule-making, enabling states and other actors to take more definitive, coordinated
action as they gain sufficient information and understanding to overcome techni-
cal, normative and political uncertainty. This incremental process is known as the
framework convention-protocol approach.

• Third, FASTIR would establish mechanisms to encourage and facilitate the
acquisition and sharing of information on emerging innovations, as well as forms
of dialogue and deliberation designed to produce deeper understanding of the
risks, benefits and social and ethical implications of those innovations.

To properly perform these three functions, FASTIR should be a legally binding
treaty. Even though it would lack concrete substantive obligations, its binding legal
character would commit states to common principles, institutions and procedures;
obligate them to develop and share information and assessments and participate in
dialogue; and establish a firm basis for subsequent coordinated rule-making.38

9.4.3 General Provisions

Two prominent framework conventions – the 1988 Vienna Convention for the
Protection of the Ozone Layer and the 1992 United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (FCCC) – suggest certain general provisions that FASTIR
should include. First, the agreement should enunciate basic principles to guide
future action. Such principles would inform the ongoing dialogue among partici-
pating states and other actors, reduce the transactions costs of later negotiations,
and help shape national actions – both directly, as states accept and internalize the
principles, and indirectly, as other states and domestic interest groups pressure states
to observe them.

Based on Vienna and the FCCC, participating states might commit to:

i. cooperate in good faith to facilitate and coordinate the acquisition and sharing
of information on and assessments of emerging scientific and technological
innovations, beginning at the earliest possible stage of their development;

38On the benefits of the framework convention-protocol approach, see id.; Abbott, Kenneth W., and
Duncan Snidal. 2004. Pathways to international cooperation. In The impact of international law on
international cooperation, eds. E. Benvenisti and M. Hirsch; Abbott, Kenneth W., Gary Marchant,
and Douglas Sylvester. 2006. A framework convention for nanotechnology? Environmental Law
Reporter News and Analysis 36: 10931.
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ii. cooperate in good faith to coordinate national regulatory actions (broadly
defined), while recognizing that such actions may vary due to differing
regulatory cultures and legal systems;

iii. involve technical experts, researchers, workers, consumers and other stake-
holders from the private sector and civil society, as appropriate, in assessing
emerging innovations and framing and evaluating regulatory responses;

iv. adopt, and cooperate to promote efficient, effective and appropriate forms of
regulation that do not unduly hamper innovation or impose excessive costs,
while protecting the public;

v. minimize the impact of national regulatory actions on international trade and
other forms of international economic activity39;

vi. take into account the special needs and circumstances of developing countries
and economies in transition, in accordance with the principle of common but
differentiated responsibilities; and

vii. (perhaps most controversially) apply some form of the precautionary principle
in dealing with potentially serious risks of early-stage innovations.40

In addition, the agreement might include certain general commitments, especially
regarding research and information sharing, collaboration and the general character
of national regulatory procedures. Again drawing on Vienna and the FCCC, the
parties to FASTIR should commit themselves to:

i. promote and cooperate in scientific, technological, socio-economic, ethical and
other forms of research on and assessment of emerging innovations, beginning
at the earliest possible stage in their development, with the aim of reducing
uncertainty as to their potential benefits, risks and social, economic and ethical
implications41;

ii. cooperate to fully, openly and promptly exchange information on and assess-
ments of emerging innovations and their potential benefits, risks and other
impacts (subject to protections for trade secrets and other sensitive private
information), through mechanisms established under the convention and
directly among themselves42;

39The WTO Agreements on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) and on the Application of Sanitary
and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) include useful formulations of such principles. For example,
the TBT Agreement provides that (a) technical regulations should not “create unnecessary obsta-
cles to international trade;” and that (b) while states should be free to adopt necessary regulations,
measures should not be applied in ways that constitute “arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination”
between states or “a disguised restriction on international trade.” TBT Agreement, Preamble,
para. 6.
40See, e.g., FCCC Art. 3:3: “The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent
or minimize the causes of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects. Where there are threats
of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason
for postponing such measures, taking into account that policies and measures . . . should be cost-
effective so as to ensure global benefits at the lowest possible cost.”
41Cf. FCCC Art. 4:g; Vienna Art. 2:2(a).
42Cf. FCCC Art. 4:h.
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iii. provide technical and financial assistance, individually and collectively, to
developing country parties to assist them in gathering information on and
assessing the benefits, risks and other impacts of innovations, sharing such
information and assessments, and formulating legal and policy responses;

iv. evaluate the environmental, health and safety risks and the social and ethi-
cal implications of scientific and technological innovations along with their
benefits;

v. shape national regulatory processes to facilitate the coordination of legal and
policy responses to emerging innovations, subject to variations due to dif-
fering regulatory cultures and legal systems, and to share information on the
consequences of various response strategies43;

vi. give adequate advance notice to other parties of legal and policy actions
that might have adverse external consequences, e.g., on international trade,
through mechanisms established under the convention, and consult in good
faith regarding any such consequences; and

vii. participate in good faith in the institutions and procedures the convention
creates.

9.4.4 Host Institution

The heart of FASTIR would be the creation of institutions and procedures for
the coordination, steering and facilitation of national regulatory actions. As treaty
bodies, the core institutions would be inter-state in nature.

The initial structural decision would be the selection of an organization to host
FASTIR and provide the administrative, financial and intellectual services needed
to build and operate an effective operational regime. The convention could create
a new, freestanding host institution, but for reasons of cost and efficiency it would
be preferable to identify an existing organization that provides a good “fit” with the
objectives and mechanisms of the agreement.

“Fit” turns on three major factors. First, membership in the host organization
should be roughly congruent with the states that are expected or desired to partic-
ipate in the convention; at the least, all the essential convention parties should be
members of the organization. This is often a difficult problem for treaty negotia-
tors, as the international system includes a limited supply of effective organizations
from which to choose. If perfect congruence cannot be achieved, as is often the case,
the convention can provide special arrangements for collaboration by non-members.
Second, the host organization should have the authority, expertise and experience to
engage in the legal and political working methods envisioned by the convention. For
example, if the convention contemplates the adoption of legally binding protocols,
the host organization should be authorized to develop binding instruments and have

43Cf. FCCC Art. 4:g-h.
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experience in doing so; it should not be a purely soft law institution.44 Third, the
fundamental principles of the host organization should be consistent with those of
the convention.

The UN specialized agency with the most specific science policy mandate is
UNESCO – the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.45

UNESCO has certain advantages as a host institution. It is a true multilateral organi-
zation, with over 190 members, so all FASTIR parties are almost certain to belong.
It has adopted both treaties, such as the Convention Concerning the Protection of the
World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972), and soft law instruments, such as the
Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights (2005) and the International
Declaration on Human Genetic Data (2003). Its principles emphasize the exchange
of information, capacity building in developing countries, and respect for individual
cultures, all likely to be consistent with FASTIR.

Yet UNESCO also has significant weaknesses. First, it focuses primarily on the
cultural, human rights and related aspects of scientific issues within its mandate,
as reflected in its Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights and its Universal
Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights (1997). As a result, while
UNESCO could add substantial value in assessing the social, cultural and ethical
impacts of innovations, it may be too narrow to serve as a host organization. Second,
UNESCO’s current priorities are to build scientific and science policy capacities in
developing countries, while promoting poverty alleviation and sustainable develop-
ment.46 It might be an uncomfortable fit for the industrial countries that dominate
scientific innovation. Third, some UNESCO policies have been highly controver-
sial: the US, UK and Singapore withdrew from the organization in the 1980s, and
the US remained outside for nearly 20 years.47 Recent reforms have moderated these
controversies, but UNESCO may still retain unnecessary political “baggage.”

The OECD may be a more suitable host, although it too has weaknesses. The
members of the organization are the 30 leading industrialized states, so most essen-
tial FASTIR parties – the states that are most active in advanced scientific and
technological research and development – are OECD members. To be sure, some
states important for the convention – notably the BRIC countries48 and other devel-
oping and transitional economies where research is developing rapidly – are not

44The converse is also true, although that situation is less common: if the convention contemplates
operating through soft law, it should not affiliate with an organization (such as the WTO) that
focuses solely on hard law. See Abbott and Snidal, Pathways, supra note 38.
45See http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=3328&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_
SECTION=201.html; http://portal.unesco.org/science/en/ev.php-URL_ID=5802&URL_DO=
DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
46 http://portal.unesco.org/science/en/ev.php-URL_ID=5805&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_
SECTION=201.html, visited 10 Sept 2009. A leading priority is gender equality.
http://portal.unesco.org/science/en/ev.php-URL_ID=5157&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_
SECTION=201.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
47See http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=14606&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_
SECTION=201.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
48Brazil, Russia, India and China.
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OECD members. In 2007, however, the OECD began a significant enlargement,
inviting Russia as well as Chile, Estonia, Israel and Slovenia to begin discus-
sions on membership and adopting a “road map” for negotiating their accession.
It also offered “enhanced engagement, with a view to possible membership,”
to Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and South Africa.49 Some of these countries
are also observers in OECD working parties that are considering specific emerg-
ing technologies. In addition, the OECD operates extensive outreach programs
through its Centre for Co-operation with Non-Members. It sponsors ten “global
forums” including non-members that address transnational problems; two new
global forums, on biotechnology and the knowledge economy, are currently being
created. Nonetheless, as critics such as the ETC Group argue, the structure of the
OECD does not fully incorporate the views of developing countries that would feel
the effects of any environmental, economic or other adverse consequences created
by risky innovations.50 To address this problem, FASTIR should provide adequate
mechanisms for participation and input from concerned states not members of the
OECD.

OECD working methods are also suitable. Most generally, the organization’s
work is driven by research and analysis51; it has a large expert staff, and is among the
world’s leading sources of economic and social data and forecasts as well as anal-
yses of economic and social policy. National government experts provide, review
and disseminate most of this information. The OECD is also familiar with trans-
governmental and transnational policy-making. Most of its work is done in some
200 specialized committees and expert groups, in which representatives of national
government agencies, staff and external experts share policy experiences, lessons
learned and best practices, aiming for policy coordination.52 It also receives reg-
ular input from the private sector and workers through the Business and Industry
Advisory Committee (BIAC) and the Trade Union Advisory Committee (TUAC),
as well as other civil society links.53 Finally, while the OECD relies primarily on
soft law, including model treaties, best practice recommendations and guidelines, it
also adopts and implements binding legal instruments, including conventions54 and
mandatory decisions.55

49“OECD invites five countries to membership talks, offers enhanced engagement to other big
players,” 16 May 2007, available at http://www.oecd.org/document/33/0,3343,en_2649_34487_
38603809_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
50ETC Group, Nanogeopolitics 2009: The Second Survey (draft July 2009), at 1, 10, http://www.
lawbc.com/other_pdfs/00048599.PDF, visited 7 Sept 2009.
51See http://www.oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_36734052_36761681_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 7
Sept 2009.
52See http://www.oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_36734052_36761791_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 7
Sept 2009.
53See http://www.oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_36734052_36761800_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 7
Sept 2009.
54For example, the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions.
55For example, the Code of Liberalisation of Capital Movements, adopted as a binding decision of
the OECD Council.
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Finally, the OECD already addresses significant aspects of science and tech-
nology policy,56 including innovation,57 international research collaboration,58

nanotechnology59 and biotechnology60; the fundamental principles it follows in
these fields are largely consistent with those animating FASTIR. To be sure, the eco-
nomic and market orientation of the organization raises a note of caution. As noted
above, OECD work on scientific and technological innovation has focused on devel-
oping incentives and appropriate market structures for innovation, access to global
markets for products of innovation, and similar issues, as well as enhancing public
support for R&D; in its work on innovation, the OECD has devoted little attention
to the regulation of risks and other adverse impacts.61 In terms of regulatory policy,
moreover, the OECD has been at the forefront of efforts to streamline regulation,62

promote regulatory impact assessment procedures,63 and reduce administrative
burdens.64 However, the same OECD department that addresses regulatory policy
has also considered risk regulation, and its work in that area has strived for bal-
ance.65 Given its other advantages, the economic orientation of the OECD should
not disqualify it as host for FASTIR.

9.4.5 Treaty Institutions

FASTIR would establish treaty bodies through which the state parties could take
action under the convention. I merely sketch these institutions here, as their specific
structures and functions would derive from the activities assigned to them.

The core institution of a framework convention is a Conference of the Parties
(COP). The COP is not simply the state parties meeting as a group, but an institu-
tion with its own authorities and decision-making procedures. The COP is typically
authorized to promote agreed actions, such as information exchange and regula-
tory coordination. In addition, as the ultimate authority under the convention, the

56See http://www.oecd.org/department/0,3355,en_2649_34269_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 7
Sept 2009.
57See note [33] supra.
58http://www.oecd.org/department/0,3355,en_2649_34319_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 7 Sept
2009.
59http://www.oecd.org/site/0,3407,en_21571361_41212117_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 7 Sept
2009.
60http://www.oecd.org/department/0,3355,en_2649_34537_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 7 Sept
2009.
61http://www.oecd.org/document/50/0,3343,en_41462537_41454856_41488882_1_1_1_1,00.
html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
62See note 24 supra and accompanying text.
63Ibid.
64http://www.oecd.org/document/43/0,3343,en_2649_34141_38227179_1_1_1_1,00.html,
visited 7 Sept 2009.
65http://www.oecd.org/document/23/0,3343,en_2649_34141_37551127_1_1_1_1,00.html,
visited 7 Sept 2009.
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COP adopts budgets, procedural rules and reports, establishes subsidiary bodies and
makes similar administrative decisions. Most importantly, the COP is charged with
continuously reviewing the adequacy of the convention’s rules and procedures in
light of advancing scientific knowledge, information on party compliance, and evi-
dence of the convention’s effectiveness. If the convention is judged to be insufficient
in any of these areas, the COP may recommend – or even adopt – modifications.

The COP is supported by specialized committees and other subsidiary bodies.
These may include traditional standing committees such as budget and adminis-
tration; committees for particular fields of innovation, such as nanotechnology or
synthetic biology; and a committee to supervise implementation and compliance.66

Perhaps most significantly, modern conventions typically establish a scientific and
technical committee to advise the COP, coordinate research collaboration, promote
technical activities by participating states, assess the impact of the convention, and
undertake similar important tasks.67 If states adopt specific protocols under the
framework convention, each would create its own Meeting of the Parties (MOP),
analogous to COP for the parties to that protocol; a protocol can create its own
subsidiary bodies or share those of the convention. Finally, the convention nor-
mally establishes a secretariat, which may be the host institution or may be housed
there. The secretariat is responsible for day-to-day administration, but may also
have considerable substantive influence, e.g., by analyzing information, consulting
with experts and civil society, proposing modifications, promoting compliance, and
controlling technical and financial assistance.

Finally, FASTIR should provide for relations with other institutions. Institutional
relationships are particularly important in this case, for two reasons. First,
FASTIR would rely on government agencies and officials and on a range of non-
governmental actors (e.g., researchers, business firms, civil society organizations)
to carry out much of its work. The convention should authorize relationships with
such actors and organizations, and direct the COP and secretariat to establish and
manage those relationships. Second, FASTIR – and hence the range of potential
protocols – would have a very broad scope, extending over many aspects of sci-
entific and technological innovation and regulation. It therefore faces a substantial
risk of overlap or even conflict with other international agreements: many environ-
mental treaties, for example, provide for regulation of technologies, scientific and
technological research, technology transfer, information sharing and related matters.

One approach to institutional relationships – widely followed, but formal and
narrow – is to authorize relevant international organizations and treaty secretariats,
as well as qualified non-governmental organizations, to participate as “observers”

66For example, FCCC Art. 10, “Subsidiary Body for Implementation.”
67For example, FCCC Art. 9, “Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice.” Some
organizations with functions similar to those of FASTIR have elaborate structures of advisory
and operational committees and other bodies. An interesting example is ICANN, the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers. See http://www.icann.org/en/structure/, visited 9
Sept 2009.
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in meetings under the convention.68 Because FASTIR would initiate a high level
of trans-governmental and transnational engagement, however, an approach that
enables more extensive, informal cooperation would be more valuable. For example,
the Convention on Biological Diversity (a similarly broad agreement which operates
to some extent as a framework convention) directs its COP to contact the institutions
of relevant treaties “with a view to establishing appropriate forms of cooperation
with them.”69 Even more broadly, the FCCC directs its COP to “seek and utilize,
where appropriate, the services and cooperation of, and information provided by,
competent international organizations and intergovernmental and non-governmental
bodies.”70

9.4.6 Expedited Procedures

Finally, as a crucial part of the framework convention-protocol approach, FASTIR
would establish procedures for collective action when the convention parties deter-
mine that action is required in a particular area. As noted earlier, this might be a
specific field of scientific or technological research; a group of such fields; or one
or more cross-cutting issues relevant to many areas of scientific and technological
innovation.

Initially, the convention would have to establish procedures by which the state
parties could identify and define specific areas or issues on which action should
be taken. A wide range of approaches is possible. At one extreme, the FCCC pre-
scribes only minimal procedures for initiating rule-making: any party may propose
an amendment for action by the COP; the COP may adopt any protocol it wishes.71

In practice, the COP has used its broad authority to create a rule-making process,
still highly flexible, managed by the COP Bureau (akin to an executive commit-
tee) with support from the secretariat and advice from specialized committees.72 At
the other extreme, the International Labor Organization (ILO) administers a com-
plex, two-year (“double discussion”) legislative process that involves several ILO
bodies and requires consultations with governments, workers and employers.73 For
FASTIR, the general approach of the FCCC, including authority for the COP to
develop detailed procedures, might be best.

68For example, UNFCCC, Art. 7:6.
69Convention on Biological Diversity, Art. 23:h.
70FCCC, Art. 7:l.
71UNFCCC, Art. 15–17.
72http://unfccc.int/essential_background/convention/convention_bodies/bureau/items/3431.php,
visited 8 Sept 2009.
73http://www.ilo.org/global/What_we_do/InternationalLabourStandards/Introduction/creation/
lang–en/index.htm; International Labor Standards Handbook of Procedures, section I, http://
www.ilo.org/ilolex/cgi-lex/pdconv.pl?host?status01&textbase=iloeng&document=18&chapter=
29&query=(%23docno%3D25200602A)+%40ref&hightlight=&querytype=bool&context=0,
visited 8 Sept 2009.
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The convention would then have to prescribe procedures for final action. Ideally
these would be faster and less costly than the interstate negotiations needed to cre-
ate a new treaty; in particular, Vienna and the FCCC each authorize the COP to take
action by voting rather than by more time-consuming negotiation and agreement.
The COP might act by adopting “protocols” – such as the well-known Montreal and
Kyoto protocols – which set their own requirements for entry into force (e.g., mini-
mum number of parties, national formalities). Vienna and the FCCC also authorize
the COP to adopt amendments to the convention, “annexes” containing scien-
tific, technical and administrative information, and amendments to protocols and
annexes. The ozone regime in particular has made ample use of these procedures,
repeatedly expanding its coverage of ozone-depleting substances and tightening its
production and consumption limits and phase-out schedules as new information has
become available.

In the remainder of this chapter, I sketch less formal modes of action the
convention might also establish.

9.5 Information

For states to deal effectively with rapidly emerging innovations, they must establish
processes that guarantee the production and sharing of early stage information on
innovations and their potential benefits, risks and other impacts. In addition, to deal
with the three types of uncertainty described above, states must have mechanisms
to assess information as it emerges – in a technical sense, an economic, social and
political sense, and often a normative sense. Even if we focus only on international
efforts to coordinate, steer and facilitate national processes and to share the results
across borders, these are challenging problems requiring institutional creativity. The
ultimate solution – both domestically and internationally – will almost certainly
require the engagement of all three levels of governance.

At the transnational level, FASTIR might first encourage states to establish
domestic procedures that engage their scientific and technical communities, private
sector and civil society in producing information, assessing it from multiple per-
spectives, and sharing the results.74 It should also encourage them to adopt at least
roughly similar procedures, subject to the many social, political and other differ-
ences among them, and to develop and use harmonized nomenclatures, indicators
and other analytical tools. This form of steering could be accomplished through
the adoption of principles or commitments, discussions in the COP or relevant
committees, or efforts by the secretariat. The FASTIR parties could also fund tech-
nical assistance to help states with limited capacity to design and implement such
procedures.

74The 1998 Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making
and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters provides for rights of public participation in certain
types of governmental decisions relating to the environment, and might be relevant to the proce-
dures discussed here in states that have ratified that convention. See http://www.unece.org/env/pp/
welcome.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
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FASTIR should also establish its own transnational information procedures. The
core function of these mechanisms would be to encourage and promote the sharing
of information across borders. Information sharing alone, however, would leave the
assessment of innovations to individual states.75 On the theory that multiple per-
spectives lead to better informed assessments,76 FASTIR should go further, aiming
to produce truly transnational assessments. For example, its scientific and technical
advisory body could be tasked not only with traditional “vertical” functions such
as reviewing the effectiveness of the convention and advising the COP, but also
with “horizontal” functions such as sharing information and formulating common
technical assessments, drawing on participating experts and the scientific commu-
nities they represent. FASTIR might establish similar transnational advisory bodies
that represent technologically sophisticated business firms and civil society stake-
holders, including workers, consumers and other concerned groups. Each body
could share information and formulate collective assessments as well as advising
the COP. Assessing social, cultural and ethical implications would be particularly
challenging, as it requires normative deliberation; a multi-stakeholder body, broadly
representative of societies and cultures, that brings together scientific and technolog-
ical innovators and the stakeholders likely to be affected by their innovations would
be best positioned to carry out this responsibility.

This level of private engagement would be unusual in an international institution,
but it is essential in a regime devoted to ameliorating diverse forms of uncertainty.
And it is not unprecedented. A similar approach has characterized the “transatlantic
regulatory cooperation” (TRC) arrangements established by the US and the EU
since the mid-1990s.77 In addition to promoting cooperation among government
agencies, TRC established people-to-people “dialogues,” spanning the two polities,
to advise government negotiators on regulatory issues. The most influential has been
the Transatlantic Business Dialogue78; its views have largely set the TRC agenda.
Others include the Transatlantic Consumer Dialogue79 and a now nearly moribund
Transatlantic Labor Dialogue. These Dialogues have somewhat different purposes
than the bodies suggested here, but they indicate that it is feasible to incorporate
non-state actors into international regimes.

Trans-governmental networks would be effective ways to share information, not
only on innovations, but also on government interventions attempted or contem-
plated; consultations among officials could produce better informed regulation and
avoid or address many international regulatory externalities. Trans-governmental

75A commitment to share information and assessments was suggested above as an element of the
convention.
76See p. 130, supra.
77For a history of these efforts, see Ahearn, Raymond J. Congressional research service, CRS
report for congress – Transatlantic regulatory cooperation: Background and analysis, Oct. 22, 2008,
available at http://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL34717.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009.
78http://www.tabd.com/, visited 10 Sept 2009.
79http://tacd.org/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=1, visited 10 Sept 2009.
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networks would be equally effective at harmonizing nomenclatures and method-
ologies. They would allow regulators to share lessons learned on issues such as
procedures for gathering early stage information on innovations, the conduct of
technology assessments, the management of stakeholder and public input, and other
governance issues. They could even encourage regulators to share and compare their
assessments of risks and impacts, with the possibility of reformulating them based
on peer input.

US-EU TRC programs have relied predominantly on trans-governmental
approaches. For example, the 2005 Roadmap for US-EU Regulatory Cooperation80

provided explicitly for collaboration on sectoral issues among agencies such
as the US FDA, the EU DG Enterprise and Industry Pharmaceuticals Unit,
and the European Medicines Agency; the US National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration and the DG Enterprise and Industry Automobile Unit; and the US
Consumer Product Safety Commission and DG Health and Consumer Affairs.81

FASTIR could either establish permanent networks of regulators from the most rel-
evant agencies or could establish a mechanism for creating ad hoc networks as issues
arose.

Finally, at the inter-state level, international agreements contain many proce-
dures for information-sharing and collaboration that can serve as models. The FCCC
provides a good illustration.82 This framework convention commits all state par-
ties to develop, publish and share information on their greenhouse gas sources and
sinks (using comparable methodologies developed by the COP) and on national
mitigation measures; it further commits them to cooperate in scientific, technologi-
cal, socio-economic and other research and to fully, openly and promptly exchange
information.83 Parties agree to support international research programs and net-
works, and to strengthen national research capabilities.84 And the FCCC directs the
COP to facilitate information exchange, coordinate national measures and develop
comparable methodologies.85

80http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/regulation/better_regulation/docs/docs_conference_EU_US_
260106/2005_roadmap.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009.
81For a recent summary of progress in these and similar initiatives, see Transatlantic Economic
Council Report to the EU-US Summit 2008, available at http://www.eurunion.org/partner/summit/
Summit2008-06-10/2008EU-USSummitDeclar-6-10-08.pdf#page=16, visited 10 Sept 2009.
82In addition to the provisions discussed here, the FCCC directs its secretariat to cooperate
with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a body established by the World
Meteorological Organization and UN Environment Programme in 1989. The IPCC provides com-
prehensive periodic reviews of the state of scientific knowledge on climate change, its impacts and
possible responses; it functions as an independent international source of information and assess-
ment. This chapter, however, considers only mechanisms to encourage national governments and
agencies to produce and share information.
83FCCC Art. 4:1. See also Art. 12.
84Ibid., Art. 5.
85Ibid., Art 7.
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9.6 Steering National Regulatory Systems

As a framework convention, FASTIR would not set the terms for the regulation of
specific technologies or risks; that would be the function of subsequent protocols.
Nonetheless, FASTIR could include an important, though more general, substan-
tive component: principles and mechanisms designed to steer national institutions
and procedures toward desirable approaches to technology regulation, and to facil-
itate implementation of those approaches in states with limited regulatory capacity.
Agreed principles and procedures would also make it easier to coordinate national
regulatory actions.

9.6.1 Science, Technology and Policy-Making

A major focus of these efforts should be the production and handling of scientific
and technological information relevant to regulation. Especially when innovation
is dynamic, effective and legitimate regulation requires institutions and processes
that provide timely and appropriate scientific input into policy-making and that
guarantee the integrity of that input. Currently, even some advanced states lack
well-developed institutions and processes for scientific policy-making, while those
that exist are far from comparable. Here again, modest international efforts could
produce significant benefits.

In terms of institutions, for example, the United Kingdom Parliament is advised
by the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology (POST), which aims to
provide “independent, balanced and accessible analysis of public policy issues
related to science and technology.”86 POST also engages in “horizon-scanning to
anticipate issues of science and technology that are likely to impact on policy.”87

POST and similar organizations advising other European legislatures, including
the European Parliament, have formed the European Parliamentary Technology
Assessment (EPTA) network “as an aid to the democratic control of scientific and
technological innovations.” In addition to enhancing each member’s own work,
EPTA can undertake joint technology assessments.88 In the US, in contrast, although
Congress created the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) in 1972 to provide
“objective and authoritative analysis of complex scientific and technical issues to
aid in policymaking,”89 it terminated funding for OTA in 1995.90

86http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_offices/post.cfm, visited 10 Sept 2009.
87Ibid.
88http://www.eptanetwork.org/EPTA/about.php, visited 10 Sept 2009.
89Knezo, Genevieve. Congressional research service, “Technology assessment in congress:
History and legislative options,” CRS report for congress RS21586, May 20, 2005, at 1. OTA
is explicitly credited as the inspiration for EPTA. http://www.eptanetwork.org/EPTA/about.php,
visited 10 Sept 2009.
90Knezo, supra note 89, at 1. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) has been granted
temporary authority to conduct technology assessments on a pilot basis, and proposals to make
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In the executive branch, both the UK and the US have government science advis-
ers: in the UK, the Government Chief Scientific Adviser (GCSA) in the Government
Office for Science91; in the US, the Director of the Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP) in the Executive Office of the President.92 Here too, however, the
UK has introduced potentially worthwhile innovations. For example, since 2002 it
has created a network of Chief Scientific Advisers based in a wide range of exec-
utive departments; each Adviser is charged with supporting the use of scientific
evidence in policy-making, ensuring the quality of scientific inputs, and making its
department a better consumer of science.93 In addition, the government has adopted
a common code of practice for scientific advisory committees94 as well as com-
mon guidelines for executive departments and agencies on the use of science in
policy-making.95

In terms of process, perhaps the most significant issue is guaranteeing integrity
in the supply and use of scientific and technological information. In the US dur-
ing the administration of President George W. Bush, many scientists and other
critics challenged the integrity of the policy process, charging that scientific input
was manipulated for political ends.96 Such interference must clearly be avoided if
emerging innovations are to be properly understood and regulated. President Barack
Obama has responded strongly to these critiques, charging the Director of OSTP
with “the responsibility for ensuring the highest level of integrity in all aspects of
the executive branch′s involvement with scientific and technological processes.”97

More concretely, the President has instructed the Director to “develop recommenda-
tions for Presidential action designed to guarantee scientific integrity throughout the
executive branch;” those recommendations are to reflect stated principles, including

that arrangement permanent or to create an agency similar to OTA have been regularly introduced.
Ibid., at 3–6.
91http://www.chiefscientificadviser.ie/, visited 10 Sept 2009
92http://www.ostp.gov/, visited 10 Sept 2009.
93House of Commons, Science and Technology Committee. “Scientific advice, risk and evidence
based policy making: Government response to the committee’s seventh report of session 2005–06,”
First special report of session 2006–07, HC 307, Feb. 27, 2007, at 2.
94Government Office for Science. Code of practice for Scientific Advisory Committees,
December 2007, available at http://www.dius.gov.uk/partner_organisations/office_for_science/
science_in_government/strategy_and_guidance/~/media/publications/F/file42780, visited 10
Sept 2009
95HM Government. Guidelines on scientific analysis in policy making, October 2005, available at
http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file9767.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009
96See, e.g., 2004 Union of concerned scientists statement on restoring scientific integrity to
federal policy making, available at http://www.ucsusa.org/scientific_integrity/abuses_of_science/
scientists-sign-on-statement.html, visited 10 Sept 2009; 2008 Union of concerned scientists state-
ment on scientific freedom and the public good, available at http://www.ucsusa.org/scientific_
integrity/abuses_of_science/scientific-freedom-and-the.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
97Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, “Scientific integrity,”
March 9, 2009, available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Memorandum-for-the-
Heads-of-Executive-Departments-and-Agencies-3-9-09/, visited 10 Sept 2009.
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the appointment of science and technology officials based on expertise and integrity
rather than political considerations, and reliance on scientific processes such as peer
review.98

International cooperation on these issues has been very limited. The OECD
regularly considers a variety of science and technology policy issues, including
innovation as a spur to economic growth,99 public sector research,100 and interna-
tional cooperation in basic research101; but it has not attempted to steer or coordinate
national policy in the areas considered here. FASTIR could make an important con-
tribution by enunciating principles and developing recommendations, best practices,
guidelines, or even binding rules on the sources of scientific and technological infor-
mation and analysis, the integrity of that information, and its appropriate use by
legislators, regulatory agencies and executive policy-makers.

9.6.2 Regulatory Practice

A second focus area should be the promotion of good regulatory practices. Steering
and facilitation in this area would encourage more efficient, effective and legitimate
responses to innovations, and would increase the harmonization of national regula-
tory procedures and techniques, easing coordination of specific regulatory actions.
By improving poor regulatory practices in particular states, these efforts could com-
bat the emergence (or persistence) of “risk havens” – states with sufficient scientific
and technological capacity to produce or consume risky innovations, but without the
governance capacity to regulate appropriately – as well as the broader competitive
incentives to under-regulate.

FASTIR could draw from existing international programs on regulatory practice.
One useful building block might be the “Better Regulation” strategy imple-
mented by the European Commission since 2002, expanded in 2005 as part of the
revised “Lisbon Strategy” to stimulate economic growth and employment.102 Better
Regulation is said to be motivated in part by the need to respond to rapid techno-
logical change103; however, its principal goal appears to be reducing the economic
burdens of regulation.

98Ibid.
99http://www.oecd.org/document/7/0,3343,en_2649_34273_1911303_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited
10 Sept 2009.
100http://www.oecd.org/about/0,3347,en_2649_34293_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
101http://www.oecd.org/department/0,3355,en_2649_34319_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 10 Sept
2009.
102Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament – Better
Regulation for Growth and Jobs in the European Union, COM/2005/0097 final, 16 March 2005.
103European Commission, Better Regulation – Simply Explained (2006), at 4, available at
http://ec.europa.eu/governance/better_regulation/documents/brochure/br_brochure_en.pdf, visited
10 Sept 2009.
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Better Regulation has five major components: (1) assessing the economic, social
and environmental impacts of proposed regulations (regulatory impact assess-
ment)104; (2) assessing the “red tape” and other administrative burdens of proposed
regulations; (3) consulting with stakeholders; (4) considering alternatives to manda-
tory regulation, including non-binding recommendations, directives that allow
national flexibility rather than uniform regulations, co-regulation (entrusting the
achievement of regulatory goals to private parties), and self-regulation; and (5) sim-
plifying existing regulations.105 The Commission applies these measures at EU level
and encourages member states to do so domestically.

Better Regulation clearly resembles the US regulatory review procedure con-
ducted since 1981 by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), first under
President Reagan’s Executive Orders 12291 and 12498, and since 1993 under
President Clinton’s Executive Order 12866,106 as well as various OMB guidance
instruments.107 However, the European Commission notes two significant differ-
ences: OMB has focused heavily on cost-benefit analysis of proposed regulations,
whereas Better Regulation calls for a broader analysis of alternatives; and OMB
considers only administrative regulations, whereas Better Regulation also covers
European measures equivalent to legislation.108 On the first point, the Obama
administration may again change course: it has directed OMB to make recommen-
dations for a new executive order on regulatory review; those recommendations are
to address elements such as “the role of cost-benefit analysis; . . . distributional con-
siderations, fairness, and concern for the interests of future generations; . . . methods
of ensuring that regulatory review does not produce undue delay; . . . [and] the role
of the behavioral sciences . . ..”109

Two other existing programs are also relevant. First, since 1995 the OECD
has developed principles for good regulation and regulatory reform; it applies
those principles to its member states through peer review and disseminates them
to non-members.110 The current Guiding Principles for Regulatory Quality and
Performance were adopted in 2005.111 They emphasize competition, efficiency,
deregulation and open trade, with the goal of enhancing economic growth and
productivity, and call for regulatory impact assessment. As noted above, the

104The economic aspect was strengthened in 2005. See Communication, supra note 102, at
section 2:A.
105See Communication, supra note 102.
106E.O. 12866, “Regulatory Planning and Review,” 30 Sept 1993, 58 Fed. Reg. 51735, 4 Oct 1993.
107For example, Office of management and budget, circular A-4, “Regulatory analysis,” 17 Sept
2003, available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/assets/regulatory_matters_pdf/a-4.pdf, visited
10 Sept 2009.
108Communication, supra note 102, at 15. On cost-benefit analysis, see Circular A-4, supra note
107, at 2–3.
109Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, “Regulatory Review,”
Jan. 30, 2009, 74 Fed. Reg. 5977, 3 Feb 2009.
110http://www.oecd.org/about/0,3347,en_2649_34141_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
111http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/24/6/34976533.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009.
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OECD has also considered issues of risk assessment and management.112 Second,
US-EU TRC programs have focused on avoiding barriers to trade created by
disparate regulatory processes, especially product standards, testing and certifi-
cation.113 The 2002 Guidelines on Regulatory Cooperation and Transparency114

encourage regulators to consult before such regulations are adopted.115 The 2005
Roadmap116 establishes dialogues among regulators on specific products, as well
as cross-cutting dialogues. An OMB-European Commission dialogue has helped
the agencies understand their respective approaches to regulatory review, but has
produced little harmonization.117

Unfortunately, while all of these programs help to constrain excessive regula-
tion and adverse impacts on trade, and some, such as Better Regulation, encourage
flexible alternatives to command-and-control regulation, none of them seems well
designed for the challenges posed by dynamic scientific innovation. National pro-
grams like Better Regulation and OMB review, moreover, differ in significant ways.
Thus, while FASTIR could build on these programs, it would be necessary to modify
them to address the unique problems of dynamic innovation: e.g., by encouraging
the appropriate use of scientific information and assessments; ensuring balanced
consideration of potential benefits, risks and other impacts along with regulatory
burdens; and providing tools for rapid action in case of emerging threats.

9.6.3 Trans-governmental Dialogue

Both science and technology policy and good regulation are appropriate areas
for a trans-governmental approach. Beyond traditional regulatory bodies such as
environment or food and drug agencies, trans-governmental arrangements could
be extended to legislators and to specialized actors such as science advisors and
members of scientific advisory committees.

Many of the international norms and programs on science and technology pol-
icy and regulation just discussed have been created through trans-governmental

112http://www.oecd.org/document/23/0,3343,en_2649_34141_37551127_1_1_1_1,00.html,
visited 10 Sept 2009.
113A major goal of TRC was to negotiate mutual recognition agreements that would obviate dis-
parate product regulation. However, only three sectoral agreements were adopted. See Ahearn,
CRS Report, supra note 77.
114http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/regulation/better_regulation/docs/docs_conference_EU_US_
260106/GUIDELINES_EU-US_FINAL.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009.
115The 2006 Best Cooperative Practices distill lessons for such consultations. http://trade.ec.
europa.eu/doclib/docs/2006/july/tradoc_129223.pdf, visited 10 Sept 2009. In spite of TRC, some
major regulations, such as the EU REACH program for chemicals, were adopted without the
contemplated notice and consultation. Ahearn, supra note [77].
116Note 80 supra.
117See http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/assets/regulatory_matters_pdf/draft_sg-omb.pdf, visited
10 Sept 2009.
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deliberations – e.g., in the OECD Working Party on Regulatory Management and
Reform and Working Group on Technology and Innovation Policy. Others rely on
trans-governmental deliberations to achieve their ends – e.g., through the sectoral
US-EU regulatory dialogues and the cross-cutting OMB-Commission dialogue.
However, virtually all of these bodies are composed of officials with a single
mandate and viewpoint. Thus, the OECD Working Party is made up of “officials
responsible for cross-cutting and horizontal regulatory reform policies,”118 while
its Working Group is composed of “officials responsible for science, technology
and innovation.”119 Such institutions are likely to produce understandings skewed
to their particular interests and modes of thinking, without adequate consideration of
competing concerns and approaches. FASTIR could make an important contribution
by establishing balanced trans-governmental bodies that could consider potential
tradeoffs among regulatory approaches; identify best practices in the use of scientific
information for policy-making and in appropriate, timely and effective regulation;
promote those practices through broad consultations, technical assistance and peer
review; and facilitate their widespread adoption by governments.

9.7 Regulatory Action

When it becomes necessary to coordinate concrete regulatory measures (broadly
defined) aimed at particular innovations, risks or other impacts, all three levels of
governance should once again be engaged.

At the transnational level, FASTIR could follow an approach a co-author and I
call “transnational new governance:” promoting and orchestrating the development
and implementation of self-regulation and voluntary codes of conduct among the
private actors responsible for developing and commercializing scientific and tech-
nological innovations, alone and in cooperation with concerned stakeholders. This
approach would draw on the knowledge and capacities of those actors, making them
part of the overall regulatory system, not mere targets of regulation.120

As Brian Rappert’s chapter makes clear, professional codes of conduct have for
the most part failed to address regulatory issues such as those considered here, and
have been weakly implemented and enforced.121 Outside of the professions, how-
ever, considerable progress toward self-regulation and voluntary multi-stakeholder
codes has already been made, especially in industries and areas of scientific and
technical activity where the risks are perceived to be substantial. These include the

118http://www.oecd.org/about/0,3347,en_2649_34141_1_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
119http://www.oecd.org/document/7/0,3343,en_2649_34273_1911303_1_1_1_1,00.html, visited
10 Sept 2009.
120Public orchestration of private regulatory activity like that suggested here reflects the New
Governance model of regulation. See Abbott & Snidal, Strengthening International Regulation,
note 31, supra.
121Rappert, Chapter 8, this volume. Professional codes have begun to grapple with somewhat
similar problems concerning the ethics of research.
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chemical industry,122 biological research – which many fear could be misused for
destructive purposes such as biological weapons or terrorism123 – and nanotechnol-
ogy.124

In the latter field, for example, the Foresight Institute developed its Guidelines
for Responsible Nanotechnology Development – applicable to scientific and tech-
nological researchers, business firms and even government policy-makers – over
several iterations beginning in 1999, through workshops and other interactions
among members of the nanotechnology development community.125 The current
Guidelines focus on the riskiest area of nanotechnology research, autonomous
replicators, but also state broader principles of responsible development; sepa-
rate guidelines apply to researchers, firms and policy-makers. In addition, the
Nanotechnology Industries Association, in collaboration with the Royal Society
and Insight Investment, and subsequently with the UK government-sponsored
Nanotechnology Knowledge Transfer Network, adopted the Responsible NanoCode
in 2008. The NanoCode consists of broad strategic principles that apply through-
out the product life-cycle, supplemented by concrete examples of good practice
in implementing each principle; good practice guidelines allow for the bench-
marking of individual organizations’ performance. The founding partners of the
NanoCode are themselves widely representative, and the multi-stakeholder working
group that developed the Code engaged in extensive consultations.126 Public author-
ities such as the European Commission have also begun to promulgate voluntary
nanotechnology codes.127

FASTIR could encourage the adoption of appropriate self-regulatory and other
voluntary codes; facilitate their adoption and implementation; provide an interna-
tional imprimatur for codes that meet agreed procedural and substantive standards;

122See, e.g., Responsible Care Global Charter, adopted by the International Council of Chemical
Associations, http://www.responsiblecare.org/page.asp?p=6341&l=1, visited 10 Sept 2009.
123See The Royal Society. The role of codes of conduct in preventing the misuse of scientific
research, RS policy document 03/05, available at http://royalsociety.org/document.asp?id=3215,
visited 10 Sept 2009; Developments in codes of conduct since 2005, available at http://www.unog.
ch/80256EDD006B8954/(httpAssets)/358F8EE5D00C281CC125747B004F57CF/$file/codes+
background+paper+-+advanced+copy.pdf (biosecurity codes), visited 10 Sept 2009.
124See Bowman, Diana M., and Graeme A. Hodge. 2009. Counting on codes: An examination
of transnational codes as regulatory governance mechanism for nanotechnology. Regulation &
Governance 3: 145–64. In addition to codes adopted by firms or industry associations, multi-
stakeholder groups and public authorities, the Coalition of Non-Governmental Organizations
adopted “Principles for the Oversight of Nanotechnologies and Nanomaterials” in 2007. More
aggressive than most of the other codes, e.g., in prescribing precautionary measures and calling for
mandatory regulation, the Principles seek to shape the regulatory dialogue as well as the behavior
of firms. Ibid.
125http://www.foresight.org/guidelines/current.html, visited 10 Sept 2009.
126http://www.responsiblenanocode.org, visited 10 Sept 2009; Information on the responsible
nano code initiative, May 2008, available at id.
127See European Commission Adopts Code of Conduct for Responsible Nanosciences and
Nanotechnologies Research, IP/08/193, Feb. 8, 2008, http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.
do?reference=IP/08/193&format=HTML, visited 10 Sept 2009.
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and disseminate information regarding the design and implementation of high-
quality codes. The goal would be to create a “race to the top,” in which industries,
researchers and professions compete to be seen as appropriately regulating their
activities.128 The institutions of FASTIR, e.g., its secretariat and scientific advisory
committee, could pursue this goal by working with existing groups. Those insti-
tutions could also participate in the process more directly, at least to some extent:
for example, the convention’s scientific and business advisory committees could
develop model codes or work to to harmonize existing codes.

Trans-governmental networks perform a variety of regulatory functions, includ-
ing facilitating enforcement. Most important for present purposes, “networks of
agencies negotiate, implement, and diffuse norms that are often precise and
elaborate, and may be politically powerful though not binding as a matter of
[international law]. . ..”129

Many international financial regulatory regimes operate trans-governmentally.
An important example is the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, made up
of central bank officials and banking regulators from major economies. The Basel
Committee has formulated widely implemented guidelines for judging the adequacy
of bank capital, as well as principles of effective bank supervision and norms allo-
cating national jurisdiction to supervise international banks.130 Trans-governmental
norms such as the Basel guidelines are closer to “soft law” than to treaties or pro-
tocols, but they can be adopted more rapidly than treaties, are more flexible, and
better reflect technical expertise. They can, moreover, be powerful mechanisms for
learning, socialization and technical assistance.131 To be sure, trans-governmental
networks have significant weaknesses, especially when the participating agen-
cies have conflicting interests or face domestic legal and political constraints.132

Nonetheless, they would be a valuable element in an overall system of coordina-
tion, steering and facilitation. Under FASTIR, the same trans-governmental bodies
that share information and formulate best practices in the use of scientific informa-
tion and the design of regulatory processes could develop more specific substantive
norms to steer and coordinate national regulations.

Finally, at the international level, this chapter has already discussed the frame-
work convention-protocol approach to the incremental adoption of legally binding
inter-state rules. Yet protocols need not be limited to the traditional inter-state

128Abbott & Snidal, Strengthening International Regulation, note 31 supra.
129Abbott, Kenneth W. 2008. Enriching rational choice institutionalism for the study of interna-
tional law. University of Illinois Law Review 5: 27.
130Ibid., at 27. The 2008 financial crisis revealed the Basel capital adequacy guidelines to be sub-
stantively deficient. However, there is no reason to conclude that the trans-governmental structure
of the Basel Committee was responsible for the deficiencies; indeed, the widespread adoption of
the guidelines, which may have contributed to the breadth of the crisis, demonstrates the power of
the trans-governmental approach.
131Slaughter, supra note 12, at 3–5, 36–55.
132See Verdier, Pierre-Hugues. 2009. Transnational regulatory networks and their limits. Yale
International Law Journal 34: 113–172.
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approach of treaties, in which implementation is left almost wholly to individual
states. Instead, FASTIR protocols could themselves incorporate elements of the
transnational and trans-governmental approaches.

9.8 Conclusion

Keeping pace with rapid scientific and technological innovation is one of the most
challenging problems facing modern society. It is a multi-faceted problem, involving
environmental, health and safety issues, economic issues, even social, cultural and
ethical issues. It is fraught with uncertainty. Its structure poses difficult political and
institutional challenges: it requires preliminary action before any concrete problems
have appeared, then very fast action once problems do appear. Exacerbating all of
these difficulties, it is a transnational problem, not merely a national one, and its
transnational character is expanding as more and more countries develop capacities
for innovation.

No institutional innovation will meet these challenges perfectly. But the frame-
work convention approach proposed here would engage a wide range of governance
approaches to address the many facets of the problem; would reduce uncertainty
by promoting the sharing of information, common assessments and normative
deliberations; and would facilitate institutional action by easing both initial prelim-
inary responses and more concrete, adaptive regulatory responses over time. While
imperfect, it may be the best transnational response to the “wicked” problem of
innovation.



Chapter 10
Principles-Based Regulation and Emerging
Technology

Ruth B. Carter and Gary E. Marchant

Innovations in emerging technologies are changing “every aspect of human life” at
an unprecedented pace (NanoAction 2007). The companies trying to apply these
advancements and the regulatory agencies trying to oversee these technologies are
struggling to keep up the speed of development of new technologies, and need new
approaches to be able to adapt to the complexity and rapid pace of innovation (U.S.
Dep’t of Treasury 2008). One possible mechanism to allow both innovators and reg-
ulators to remain more flexible and adaptable to rapidly changing technologies is to
replace the current rules-based regulatory system with a principles-based approach.
A principle-based approach has the potential to reward companies for acting ethi-
cally while encouraging innovativeness, efficiency, and competition in developing
areas of technology. At the same time, a principles-based approach raises a number
of difficult legal, policy and political challenges that would need to be overcome for
such a system to succeed. This chapter will explain the background, objectives and
experience of principles-based regulation, review the strengths and weaknesses of
such an approach, and consider the applicability of principles-based regulation for
the oversight of emerging technologies.

10.1 What Is Principles-Based Regulation?

There is a long-standing tension in regulatory theory between rules-based
approaches and standards-based approaches to regulation (Kaplow 1992). Briefly,
rules-based approaches set forth the specific acts or behaviors a regulated party is
expected to achieve with some specificity (e.g., discharge no more than 0.45 pounds
of pollutant X per hour) whereas a standards-based approach sets forth a more gen-
eral goal that the regulated party must strive to achieve (e.g., discharge pollutant X
at a level that will be safe for human health and the environment). Both approaches
have their relative strengths and weaknesses – the key ones being that rules provide
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more certainty but are also more rigid, whereas standards are more subjective and
subject to different interpretations, but provide greater flexibility for adapting to
shifting circumstances (Coglianese et al. 2003). In the legally-oriented regulatory
system of the U.S. and increasingly other industrial nations, rule-based systems
have been the preferred approach, often described as the “command and control
approach.” Under this approach, regulation is described as “the promulgation of
rules by government accompanied by mechanisms for monitoring and enforcement”
(Black 2002).

Principles-based regulation goes one step beyond standards and instead of spec-
ifying specific requirements (rules) or general obligations (standards), it focuses on
desired outcomes (Barrass 2007; Black 2008). This approach uses guiding prin-
ciples that are broad, general, and abstract (Cunningham 2007). Principles-based
regulation is a “complex form of regulation” where expectations are expressed
using qualitative terms and the underlying reason for them is given (Black 2008).
Using principles, rather than rules, gives each company the discretion to determine
how they can best apply them to their practices (Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
2007). As such, principles-based regulation is sometimes referred to as “light touch”
oversight (Gray 2009).

As the principles are applied to new situations, they become more developed and
transparent. (Schwarcz 2008). These principles not only provide companies greater
flexibility to comply with their current expectations, they also provide greater
agility for adapting to new situations and contexts that arise in rapidly changing
areas of activity (Better Regulation Task Force 2003). By being outcome-focused,
principles-based regulation can, encourage more collaborative approaches and focus
on finding solutions to problems instead of being overburdened by attempts to
stay in compliance with an inflexible rules-based system (Ford 2008; Hopper and
Stainsby 2006).

Under a principles-based approach, the regulatory agency identifies the general
principles that companies are expected to comply with, and then each company
develops its own interpretation, framework, and best practices for adhering to
the applicable principles (Kovacevich et al. 2008). In other words, companies are
expected to be self-reflective in determining how the principles should be applied
to their practices to ensure compliance (Black 2008). Principle-based regulation is
most applicable where it would be unduly burdensome if not impossible to create
specific rules for every possible scenario (Ford 2008). They should thus be used
when “the regulator ‘knows the result [he] is trying to achieve but does not know
the means for achieving it, when circumstances are likely to change in ways that the
[regulator] cannot predict, or when the [regulator] does not even know’” the specific
result it desires (Ford 2008).

Because principles are usually worded very generally and thus may be subject
to different interpretations, a key prerequisite of a principles-based approach is that
the regulatory and regulated parties are well-intentioned and prepared to trust and
cooperate with each other. The shift from rules-based to principles-based regula-
tion requires a significant change in how companies interact with their regulators
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(FSA 2007). Instead of the regulator unilaterally deciding if the company is fol-
lowing the rules, the regulator and the company must work together to “determine
how the regulatory outcomes envisage in a principle are to be reached.” (Barrass
2007). Principles-based regulation thus requires a “close engagement” between the
regulator and the company that is more intimate than traditional inspection and
supervision (Black 2008; FSA 2007). Conversely, the regulator should articulate
the guiding principles in a “flexible and dynamic” manner and has the responsi-
bility to clearly communicate the goals and outcomes companies are expected to
achieve (Ford 2008; FSA 2007). Moreover, the regulator should direct its energy
toward the most pressing problems rather than enforcing against technicalities or
minor disagreements (Better Regulation Task Force 2003). The regulator is also
expected to regulate consistently, which allows companies to be more innovative
without violating the principles (Better Regulation Task Force 2003).

Although a principles-based system gives companies more flexibility than a rule-
based approach, the regulator continues to settle disputes, take enforcement actions,
and administer sanctions when principles are breached (FSA 2008; Ford 2008; U.S.
Dept. of Treasury 2008). The regulator always has the responsibility for ensuring
that companies are complying with the applicable principles (Cunningham 2007).
The regulator distinguishes between companies who occasionally make mistakes
from those with more serious problems, and direct their resources to the latter (Ford
2008).

Principles-based regulation is a relatively new concept that received much gov-
ernmental and scholarly interest recently after being adopted to regulate financial
institutions, most prominently the United Kingdom and Canada (Black 2008;
Cunningham 2007). In the United Kingdom, financial regulation, conducted by the
Financial Services Authority (FSA), is based on eleven broad principles, such as
conducting business with integrity, observing proper standards of market conduct,
treating customers fairly, protecting client’s assets, and dealing with regulators in
an open and cooperative way (FSA 2008). These broad principles are then supple-
mented with some specific rules, as well as some illustrative examples provided
by FSA as guidance of good and bad practices (Hopper and Stainsby 2006). The
FSA only brings enforcement action when one of the eleven principles is “clearly
breached” (Hopper and Stainsby 2006). The U.K.’s. principles-based regulatory
approach to financial regulation came under considerable criticism with the recent
high-profile failure of Northern Rock Bank even though the institution seemed to
be complying with the regulators’ principles, and resulted in an enhanced reliance
on back-up rules to reinforce the general principles (Gray 2009). Similarly, finan-
cial regulations in Canada are based on broad principles such as prohibiting “unfair
practices,” but this principles-based approach begins to resemble rules when it
provides specific definitions, clarifications, and requirements (Cunningham 2007).
Officials in the European Union and United States have expressed interest and sup-
port for adopting a similar principles-based approach for financial regulation in their
jurisdictions, although the recent economic crisis has moved consideration of such
changes to the back burner (Black 2008).
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10.2 Benefits of Principles-Based Regulation

A number of potential benefits are attributed to principles-based regulation, although
there has been a tendency to exaggerate some of these benefits. Notwithstanding
some hyperbole, there are some important potential benefits associated with
principles-based regulation.

10.2.1 Regulatory Objectives More Important than the Letter
of the Law

The most significant benefit of principles-based regulation is that it puts the over-
all objective of regulation before the letter of the law, and thus may increase the
likelihood that the regulatory objective will be achieved while reducing the risk of
becoming embroiled in technicalities that are not critical to the overall goal of the
regulation (Cunningham 2007). Principles-based regulation encourages more effec-
tive regulation by discouraging “loophole behavior and checklist style approaches”
(Ford 2008). Under traditional rule-based regulation, companies have incentives to
engage in “creative compliance” whereby they technically comply with the letter
but not spirit of the regulation (Black 2008; Cunningham 2007; Ford 2008). Even
the best-drafted rules can never prevent or anticipate all possible misconduct, and so
there will inevitably be gaps between the wording and spirit of the rule that a com-
pany could exploit (FSA 2007). Additionally, regardless of how carefully a rule is
written, it will always be “both under- and over-inclusive in relation to the original
principle” (Kershaw 2005, p. 605). Finally, “the more precise the rules, the more
complex they become . . . the greater the potential for internal inconsistencies in
their application, and the more uncertain their application becomes in any particular
circumstance” (Black 2008, p. 438). In contrast, because the focus of principles-
based regulation is on the overall objectives of the regulation rather than specific
wording and detailed regulatory prescriptions, the focus is more clearly on the
desired outcome. Complying with high-level principles, instead of being distracted
by the minutiae of rigid rules, reduces misconduct, distraction, and misdirection by
regulated entities (Hopper and Stainsby 2006).

10.2.2 Greater Flexibility for Companies

A principles-based regulatory system puts the responsibility on each company to
determine the best way to apply the principles to their objectives to ensure that they
are compliant (FSA 2008; Black 2008; Ford 2008). Each company has the flexibility
to determine how each principle applies to their products, practices and businesses,
which if approached in good faith should permit more creative, effective and effi-
cient compliance (Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer 2007; U.S. Dept. of Treasury
2008; Kershaw 2005). A principles-based approach gives companies more options
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for conducting business and accomplishing both their and the regulatory goals (FSA
2008; Black 2008). Not only will this allow companies to be more efficient and cre-
ative in their compliance, but the additional freedom should also make companies
more cooperative and willing to comply with the regulatory objectives (Ford 2008;
Black 2008).

10.2.3 More Dynamic and Adaptive Regulation

Another key advantage of principles-based regulation, of particular relevance to the
topic of this book, is that principles-based regulation can better and more quickly
adapt to changing circumstances than can traditional rules-based regulation (Black
2008). Because they are written in broad general terms, principles are usually
resilient and maintain their relevance even as the regulated activities and their con-
text change in response to evolving technologies and other factors (Cunningham
2007). In contrast, more detailed rules are often made obsolete or inapplicable
by even relatively minor changes in circumstances. Rules are also unable to keep
up with innovations and changes in the industry, and can easily become outdated
(FSA 2007). Because rules require very specific and detailed language, supported
by adequate legal and evidentiary analysis and process, rules take much longer to
promulgate than principles and cannot be changed fast enough to effectively regulate
industries that are constantly developing and changing (Cunningham 2007; Better
Regulation Task Force 2003). The relative dynamism of principles-based regula-
tion make it particularly well-suited for fast-changing regulatory subjects such as
emerging technologies.

10.2.4 Better Relationship Between Regulators and Regulated
Parties

The greater flexibility and reduction in detailed obligations provided by principles-
based regulation may make companies more willing to accept regulation as “an
integral part of business decision-making” (FSA 2008). Companies view the princi-
ples as something to internalize into their metrics of success instead of an obstacle
to circumvent. Moreover, regulators are perceived more as an ally to accomplish
mutual objectives together than an adversary to be feared and fought. Enforcement
is cooperative, as the regulator considers reasonable efforts to apply the princi-
ples to each company’s situation as substantial compliance, rather than bringing
enforcement actions based on technical violations and paperwork discrepancies
(FSA 2008; Barrass 2007). Multiple rules can be consolidated under one principle,
making it easier for companies and regulators to understand what the expectations
are and to ensure that compliance is occurring (Ford 2008). Furthermore, prob-
lems are resolved more efficiently because they are addressed more proactively
and with input from the regulator (Kovacevich et al. 2008). From the perspective
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of regulators, the principles-based approach also provides greater flexibility as they
only have to take enforcement action when a principle has been clearly violated
(Black 2008).

10.3 Limitations of Principles-Based Regulation

Principles-based regulation is not a panacea, and has some important limitations,
discussed next.

10.3.1 Uncertainty

One of the biggest drawbacks of principles-based regulation is the level of uncer-
tainty associated with what is expected by applying the general principles to a wide
variety of different situations (FSA 2008; Hopper and Stainsby 2007; Black 2008;
Cunningham 2008). As they seek to apply the guiding principles to their own oper-
ations and activities, companies will be uncertain if their actions are in compliance
with the regulator’s understanding of the principles (Black 2008; Schwarcz 2008).
The vagueness and flexibility of principles can lead to multiple interpretations in
a particular context (Black 2008). Since the principles are open to interpretation,
it will also be more challenging to identify when a principle has been breached
(Barrass 2007), and there will be uncertainty how tolerant regulators will be of a
company’s divergent interpretation. One fear is that companies will be blamed in
hindsight for actions that may have seemed like reasonable and good-faith interpre-
tation of the principles at the time the decision was made (Gray 2009; Cunningham
2007). Alternatively, a regulator may feel constrained from taking enforcement
action against a company that takes a self-serving approach to the principles that
technically complies with the wording but not spirit of the principle (Gray 2009).

Using a principles-based system can lead to communication problems between
the regulator and the regulated company (Black 2008). Companies will want to min-
imize their risk by requesting more direction and clear boundaries from the regulator
(Black 2008). Yet, regulators will want to avoid undercutting the benefits of having
broad principles by issuing too many interpretations and guidance on construing the
principles. Alternatively, if the company receives too many communications from
the regulator, they may be uncertain about what their expectations are (Black 2008).

10.3.2 Compliance Problems

Principles-based regulation relies heavily on companies being honest and open with
their regulator (FSA Internal Audit Div. 2008). They are required to keep their reg-
ulator informed about changes and risks related to their endeavors. The regulator
needs to provide sufficient supervision and conduct ongoing assessments on the
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companies’ functions. In order to do this, the regulator requires more information
than he would need in a rules-based system (FSA 2007). The regulator needs enough
information and knowledge to fully understand the risks and choices each company
is making (U.S. Dep’t of Treasury 2008). Without such access and information, the
government may not have enough knowledge about an industry, particularly when
emerging technology is involved, to be able to identify when a company is not being
compliant, the cause of the problem, or what solutions will resolve it (Black 2002).
It is well-known that the “government cannot know as much about [an] industry as
[the] industry does about itself.” (Black 2002, p. 3). Hence, there may be a greater
risk of non-compliance with principles than with a rule-based system.

A related compliance concern is that regulated companies must be motivated
to perform beyond the minimal level of compliance to achieve the objectives of
principles-based regulation (Black 2008). For at least some companies, this is likely
to be a problem. Without detailed rules, it is harder for the regulator to convince
recalcitrant companies to comply with regulations, and it is more difficult for the
regulator to say “no” to companies’ questionable practices (Black 2008).

In addition, the close relationship between companies and regulators necessary
for principles-based regulation to thrive can lead to complacency or exploitation of
the relationship. The regulator must be leery of companies that abuse the principles
or their relationship with the regulator (Ford 2008). There is a risk that companies
will attempt to use their relationship with the regulator to avoid punishments when
they breach principles or commit fraud (Kovacevich et al. 2008). The closer relation-
ship between the company and the regulator can result in the regulator becoming
overly familiar with the company and can overlook breaches that he would have
seen had he been more impartial (FSA Internal Audit Div. 2008). The principles-
based system allows the regulator to provide less oversight to companies that have
demonstrated compliance (Ford 2008). This can lead to an increase in abuse by
companies. Adopting principles, rather than rules, results in fewer norms applying
to an industry, which further opens the door for abuse by companies that can con-
vince a regulator that their indiscretions are still in compliance with the guiding
principles (Schwarcz 2008).

The bottom line is that a principles-based system can facilitate trust between
the regulator and the company, but it cannot create it (Black 2008). “Compliance
systems can be empowered under principles-based regulation, but only if they are
strong already” (Black 2008, p. 427). If trust between the regulator and regulated
does not already exist, a principles-based system can “never be operationalized.”
(Black 2008, p. 456).

10.3.3 Changes in the Industry’s Culture

Changing to principles-based regulation requires a dramatic and perhaps risky shift
in the culture of the industry (FSA 2007). Each company will shoulder more respon-
sibility for how they meet their regulatory obligations (FSA 2007; Gray 2009). They
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will be “required to think through the application of the provisions to particular sit-
uations to a far greater degree than they are with respect to a detailed rule” (Black
2008, p. 440). There will be an increased need to exercise judgment by multiple
levels of management to be in compliance with the guiding principles (FSA 2007).
Companies will no longer be able to solely rely on their regulator for compliance
information, but will have to make their own judgments regarding their ideas to cre-
ate new technologies (FSA 2007). The pressure, freedom, and fear of setbacks due
to compliance issues could lead companies to being overly cautious regarding the
projects they take on (Schwarcz 2008; Cunningham 2007). This could potentially
hamper innovation and stifle competition if companies are unwilling to take risks
or are unwilling to do the research that will make their experiments and proposed
products comply with the principles (Schwarcz 2008).

10.3.4 Principles Can Erode into Rules

There is a risk with principles-based regulation that, over time and through their
application, the principles can begin to resemble rules (Gray 2009). Once the prin-
ciples have begun to be applied, there can be a decrease in using them innovatively.
Companies become conservative and only use the principles in limited ways that
have been deemed to be in compliance in previous applications (Schwarcz 2008).
They restrict their use of the principles rather than risk using them in more innova-
tive ways that might be rejected by the regulator (Schwarcz 2008). If the regulator
only accepts certain practices as complying with the principles or if companies
treat the principles like detailed rules, the companies’ application of the princi-
ples becomes homogenous (Black 2008). This canalization of principles into more
rule-like requirements is especially likely when a regulator is highly punitive and
inflexible in its enforcement policies (Black 2008). As the principles become more
rule-like, the flexibility and innovation offered by a principles-based approach is
lost.

10.4 Principles-Based Regulation for Emerging Technologies?

Although principles-based regulation has both significant benefits and limitations,
a principles-based approach may have particular promise for regulating emerging
technologies. Emerging technologies can arise and be deployed quickly, evolve and
change at a rapid pace, and create a wide diversity of applications and contexts.
Traditional rule-based regulation is hard-pressed to respond to all three of these
challenges, whereas principles-based regulation provides the flexibility, speed and
dexterity to deal with fast-moving and diverse regulatory situations. Some of the
principles used in financial regulation could also apply to emerging technologies,
such as conducting business with integrity and diligence (FSA 2007). Other relevant
principles that have been used or proposed in other regulatory contexts include the
need to promote innovation, increase efficiency, and enhance competition between
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companies (U.S. Dept. of Treasury 2008). Maintaining the safety of employees and
consumers are also crucial principles for any company involved in emerging tech-
nologies (Kovacevich et al. 2008). Another potential principle that might apply to
companies in emerging technology fields might be conducting business with a high
degree of transparency (Better Regulation Task Force 2003).

A principles-based approach might be particularly apt as an interim regulatory
approach for emerging technologies that can be instated relatively quickly and pro-
vide some oversight until a more traditional rule-based system can be developed.
This can help to fill the oversight gap that often exists for emerging technologies
while the government is developing the sufficient evidentiary base and knowledge
needed to promulgate traditional rules (Marchant et al. 2008). For example, the
European Union has adopted a code of practice for nanotechnology researchers
that is based on general principles, and serves as a gap-filling measure until more
concrete regulations can be adopted (European Commission 2008). Over time, the
principles could be strengthened and “filled-out” into more of a rule-based system
with increasing knowledge and experience (Better Regulation Task Force 2003).
Nevertheless, a principles-based approach for emerging technologies would likely
face many challenges, such as overcoming the culture of litigation that pervades the
U.S. regulatory system (Black 2008).

10.5 Conclusion

Principles-based regulation for emerging technologies in the United States may help
address the existing problem that rules-based regulation cannot keep up with the
pace of new developments. Particularly if implemented as an interim approach while
regulators develop more traditional rule-based approaches, principles-based regu-
lation can serve in a flexible, adaptable, and dynamic gap-filling role. However,
implementing a principles-based approach will not be without its challenges
and problems. New technologies are being developed in various industries that
are supervised by numerous, and sometimes overlapping, agencies. Applying a
principles-based approach might require the creation of a separate agency that would
be devoted solely to new technologies; which comes with the additional problem
of determining when a technology or method is no longer considered “emerging.”
Otherwise numerous agencies will have to change to a principles-based approach
to accommodate every industry where technology is advancing rapidly. Engineers
who are developing new technologies will appreciate the freedom that comes with
adhering to principles, but ultimately they may want the certainty that comes with
having to adhering to rules.
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Chapter 11
Administrative Law Tools for More Adaptive
and Responsive Regulation

Lyn M. Gaudet and Gary E. Marchant

The “ossification” of regulatory rulemaking is a serious impediment for pacing
regulation with rapidly changing technologies (McGarity 1992). As the regulatory
process increasingly becomes bogged down by procedural requirements, evidentiary
burdens, judicial review and other legal obligations, the gap between technology
and regulation has continued to grow (Marchant, Chapter 2, this volume). The prob-
lem has two aspects. First, agencies are too slow to adopt regulations in the first
place. Second, regulations that are in place quickly become out-dated and are not
revised in a timely and efficient manner in response to changing technologies and
circumstances. Obsolete regulations can be the equivalent to, or even worse than,
no regulation at all. Accordingly, there are two dimensions of the improvements
needed to make rulemaking better adapted to address rapidly emerging technolo-
gies: (i) regulate when needed in a timely manner and (ii) ensure the regulations
that are in place remain current and address new issues or applications as they arise.

A number of innovative tools of administrative practice have been proposed or
attempted to make the regulatory process more adaptive and synchronized with
changing factual circumstances. This chapter will explore four administrative law
tools that have the potential to make the regulatory process more responsive and
adaptive to rapid technological change. The four tools addressed are (i) negotiated
rulemaking, (ii) direct final rulemaking, (iii) temporary legislation and sunset pro-
visions, and (iv) online or “e” rulemaking.1 A brief history of each of the various
techniques is provided, as well as some examples of the techniques’ successes and
failures. The discussion of these four tools is preceded by a general discussion of
the rulemaking process and the problems it faces trying to stay current with rapidly
changing technologies.

1This chapter will focus on the United States as a case study, but similar innovations in regulatory
processes are being implemented or considered in other jurisdictions.
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11.1 The Challenge of Timely Rulemaking in a Dynamic World

Regrettably, some lessons can only be learned the hard way. The soundest proposal
might be fraught with problems that will not or could not be realized until the pro-
posal is actually implemented. Attempts at improving the rulemaking process is an
area full of such lessons. It is an endeavor where innovative ideas based on logic and
common sense do not necessarily translate into efficiency and success in real-world
practice. One conclusion is clear from the history of trying to improve rulemaking –
there is no magic bullet. While no one method is going to provide all the answers,
there are nevertheless some potentially effective administrative tools that can be
used to make regulatory rulemaking more adaptive and responsive to the challenges
of rapidly emerging technologies. The techniques and methods discussed are for the
most part not new – they have been tried and tested, in some cases with success and
in others without – it is their application in the new context of oversight of rapidly
emerging technologies that is the focus of the discussion that follows.

Regulatory agencies need to be able to adapt to changing times, new decisions,
and changes in administrations (Kalen 2008). Emerging technologies, with their
rapid pace of development, make it extremely difficult for agencies to keep cur-
rent. To exacerbate this tension, while technology is changing the world faster than
ever before, the regulatory process has, over time, become less rather than more effi-
cient and consequently is unable to stay current with rapidly changing circumstances
(Marchant, Chapter 2, this volume). In administrative law, executive and indepen-
dent agencies create detailed regulations through rulemaking. A critical aspect of
the regulatory process, rulemaking is unfortunately a time-consuming process and
is one of the reasons it is difficult for agencies to respond promptly to change.
The Administrative Procedure Act (APA), enacted in 1946, is the most important
U.S. federal law that governs the administrative practice of U.S. regulatory agencies
(Reigel and Owen 1982). The APA specifies the procedures federal agencies must
follow when they issue rules or adjudicate cases. Under section 553 of the APA, a
regulatory agency may engage in informal rulemaking by drafting and publishing a
proposed rule that is then subject to public comment, a process described as “notice
and comment” rulemaking (Reigel and Owen 1982).

Notice and comment rulemaking has become the predominant form of admin-
istrative policymaking in recent decades. While case-by-case adjudication was the
dominant model of administrative practice in the initial decades under the APA in
the United States, the advent of many new environmental, health and safety statutes
and agencies in the 1970s required a more legislative informal rulemaking process
that was better fitted to creating new, expansive regulatory programs (Stewart 1975;
Stewart 2003). As this new era of social regulation emerged in the 1970s and 1980s,
Congress continued to task regulatory agencies to address a broad swath of prob-
lems that affected or involved almost all private and federal activities, and regulation
via informal rulemaking quickly became the standard approach to address these
problems (Baram 1982).

Over time, however, it has become clear that traditional regulatory processes
have become increasingly burdensome and inefficient. The most frequently cited
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drawbacks of the traditional APA rulemaking system were that it was slow, cum-
bersome, time-consuming, and resulted in too much litigation (Note 1981; Susskind
and McMahon 1985). The notice-and-comment procedures encompass an adver-
sarial process that has been referred to as the “regulate, litigate, regulate, litigate”
syndrome (Coglianese 1997; Baram 1982; Holly-Walker 2007). As interested par-
ties and their lawyers learned to strategically manipulate the rulemaking process and
accompanying judicial review and regulatory analysis requirements, and as the tech-
nical and legal complexity underlying regulations increased, the regulatory process
became increasingly slow and burdened. Over the past couple decades, Congress
and the White House have added up to eighteen additional analytical requirements
on agencies to consider the impacts of their regulations on entities such as small
businesses, state and local governments, Indian tribes, environmental justice com-
munities, and children, among others (Seidenfeld 2000; McGarity et al. 2010).
While any given one of these requirements may seem reasonable, the cumulative
effect has been to substantially burden and slow the rulemaking process. In addition,
reviewing courts have frequently overturned or remanded rulemaking decisions on
a variety of procedural or substantive grounds, creating what has been referred to as
a “judicially created obstacle course” to regulation (Kalen 2008, p. 670).

These and other requirements resulted in the “ossification” of rulemaking,
whereby promulgation of new regulations becomes increasingly delayed and dif-
ficult (McGarity 1992; Pierce 1995). As one commentator colorfully described this
“sclerotic” regulatory process:

The federal rulemaking process has become a lawyers’ Elsysium, in which each regula-
tory proposal requires elaborate justification, generates voluminous comment, and requires
in turn meticulous agency responses to every comment Any substantial change along the
way requires a further comment period, and the full process often consumes years even
prior to judicial review. Judicial review may add a further delay of years to the process of
implementation . . .. If an agency error is found, the result is to remand the disputed reg-
ulation to the agency to start again, on the same glacial timetable. To describe this model
is to mock it. It is a model that makes prompt regulatory action impossible; a model that
dampens innovative approaches by the agency; a model that precludes timely correction or
improvement of regulations once unfairness, mistakes, omissions, or better approaches are
revealed; and a model that eliminates any vestige of the predictability or certainty that the
regulated community seeks (Campbell 2008, 35).

It is these limitations and problems with the rulemaking process, including the
length of time it takes to develop and promulgate regulations, that has spawned
a variety of mechanisms to try to expedite and modernize rulemaking. While the
outcomes of these various innovations are mixed, they do provide a set of tools
that can and should be considered in trying to keep regulation current with rapidly
developing technologies.

11.2 Negotiated Rulemaking

One of the most promising and innovative proposals to expedite and otherwise
improve the rulemaking process was negotiated rulemaking or “reg neg” (Harter
1982). The underlying concept behind reg neg was simple but appealing – instead
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of having the agency unilaterally draft a regulation and then battle it out with interest
groups after key decisions had already been made (even if officially only prelimi-
narily), it would be more efficient and harmonious for the affected interests to sit
down with the agency and negotiate the regulation from the outset. Unfortunately,
the promise of reg neg has generally not been borne out by the empirical record
of its implementation, although this procedure may remain a viable option in some
limited circumstances.

Negotiated rulemaking entered the limelight in the late 1980s and early 1990s
as a promising alternative to traditional rulemaking procedures for federal agencies
to address the ossification problem (Harter 1982; Holly-Walker 2007). Negotiated
rulemaking was conceived to promote collaborative bargaining among interested
parties in order to formulate a proposed rule more quickly and harmoniously (Shuck
1979; Harter 1982). The process of drafting a rule through negotiation among the
parties provided an alternative to the traditional “notice and comment” informal
rulemaking, where a federal agency would formulate the proposed rule internally
and only after the rule had already been drafted would the affected parties have
an opportunity to give the agency their input (Harter 1982; Holly-Walker 2007).
The underlying concept of regulatory negotiation was quite simple and appealing:
it would be faster and more efficient to have the parties seek to reach a consen-
sus up front and forego all the subsequent disputes and litigation that characterized
traditional notice and comment rulemaking.

Negotiated rulemaking became the spearhead of a movement for regulatory
reform in the 1980s (Baram 1982; Note 1981; Harter 1982). Almost one decade
later, after only isolated attempts at regulatory negotiation, Congress adopted the
Negotiated Rulemaking Act of 1990 (NRA 1990) that, while not requiring agencies
to use regulatory negotiation, encouraged the use of reg neg by federal agencies and
outlined the process for agencies that opted to use it. The NRA listed several impor-
tant aspects of a planned regulation that makes it amenable to regulatory negotiation,
including that: (a) “there are a limited number of identifiable interests that will be
significantly affected by the rule;” (b) “there is a reasonable likelihood that a com-
mittee can be convened with a balanced representation of persons who – . . . can
adequately represent the interests identified” above; (c) “there is a reasonable like-
lihood that a committee will reach a consensus on the proposed rule within a fixed
period of time;” and (d) “the negotiated rulemaking procedure will not unreasonably
delay the notice of proposed rulemaking and the issuance of the final rule” (NRA
1990, § 563(a)). In addition to the NRA, Congress has adopted more than a dozen
subsequent statutes that require specific agencies to use negotiated rulemaking to
create certain regulations. Affected agencies include the Departments of Education,
Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, and Interior, and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Coglianese 1997).

Despite predictions that negotiated rulemaking would be the solution to the
problems of the traditional regulatory processes, it appears to have never reached
wide-spread use among federal agencies and has turned out to play a very minor
and not very successful role in the promulgation of federal regulation (Coglianese
1997). The process for negotiated rulemaking as laid out in the NRA and subsequent
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administrative practice is for an agency that has elected to utilize negotiated rule-
making to announce that intention in a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM)
published in the Federal Register, inviting organizations with an interest in par-
ticipating in the reg neg to contact the agency if they wish to be a part of the
negotiations. The agency will next determine a proposed list of participants for the
negotiating committee and the interests they represent. The next step is selection
of a neutral advisor, referred to as a convenor, who gathers the interested parties
into the committee that will together negotiate the proposed rule. This convenor is
usually a neutral party skilled in facilitation and resolution of multi-party disputes.

The goal of negotiations is to decide on a draft of the rule that all parties agree
on. That agreement is then drafted by the agency into the text of a proposed rule.
The proposed rule is published in the Federal Register, the traditional public notice
and comment process is carried out, and the agency decides based on the comments
received whether to modify the proposed rule according to public comment. It is
worth noting that an agency that chooses to use negotiated rulemaking to draft a rule
is still accountable for following all other APA procedures, developing a rule within
its statutory authority, and explaining the result.

Unfortunately, actual experiences with regulatory negotiation did not live up to
the high expectations placed upon it. Empirical assessment of negotiated rulemak-
ing, and in particular a 1997 study by Professor Cary Coglianese, found that Reg
Neg was rarely attempted and when undertaken neither saved time nor reduced
litigation (Coglianese 1997). Over the 13 year period (1983–1996) evaluated by
Coglianese, the overall proportion of agency regulations adopted using negotiated
rulemaking was consistently small – less than one-tenth of one percent. The average
negotiated rulemaking took approximately two and a half years to complete, the
time measured was the time from which the agency announced its intent to form a
negotiated rulemaking committee to the time the final rule was published, which if
anything extended rather than shortened the time to promulgate a new regulation.
Reg neg also did not seem to reduce rates of litigation against adopted regulations.
Coglianese found that while the frequency of judicial challenge to environmental
regulations adopted by traditional notice-and-comment rulemaking in 1987–1991
was approximately 26 percent, the litigation rates for negotiated rules increased
rather than decreased as expected to somewhere in the range of thirty-five percent
(Coglianese 1997). Other empirical studies likewise have found that reg neg gener-
ally slows down and delays, rather than speeding up, rulemaking, although it may
produce some slight benefits in terms of the participants’ perception of the rulemak-
ing process (Langbein and Kerwin 2000; Freeman and Langbein 2000; Balla and
Wright 2003; but see Harter 2000 for a contradictory perspective).

An example of the problems encountered in applying reg neg can be found in
the 1990 Clean Air Act requirement that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) issue a rule mandating the use of oxygenated fuel to reduce urban smog in
nonattainment areas, which EPA chose to implement using negotiated rulemaking
procedures (Coglianese 1997). The EPA selected representatives from the automo-
bile, petroleum, and renewable fuel industries, as well as from the environmental
NGO community. After lengthy negotiations, the parties reached what one report
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described as a “nearly litigation-proof agreement” (Coglianese 1997, 1290). Yet
within ten days of the rule’s publication, the American Petroleum Institute (API) and
Texaco, Inc. filed petitions for judicial review. Eventually an out-of-court agreement
was reached and the EPA revised the rule. Shortly thereafter two other petroleum
companies, both of which were represented (although indirectly) during the negoti-
ations, challenged the rule. Again, an agreement was reached and the rule revised.
Then the National Tank Truck Carriers (NTTC), a trade association representing
approximately 200 common carrier fuel transporters, filed a petition for review
against EPA. The NTTC had no representative, direct or indirect, during the negoti-
ations. Yet again, the EPA and NTTC came to an agreement and the EPA agreed to
revise the rule (Coglianese 1997).

Trouble for the reformulated gasoline rule continued when the API filed an
administrative action against the EPA, which was ultimately unsuccessful, argu-
ing the rule was inconsistent with the negotiated agreement and the Clean Air Act
(Coglianese 1997). Lastly, the reformulated gasoline rule was the first U.S. reg-
ulation struck down by the World Trade Organization after Venezuela and Brazil
successfully argued the foreign refiner baseline provisions in the reformulated gaso-
line rule enacted using reg neg were discriminatory and in violation of trade rules.
Over three years after the rule’s original adoption, the EPA was forced to revise it
yet again. For a rule that was proclaimed to be a complete success story, it is clear
that it was far from immune to controversy or helped to smooth the way for a faster,
less contentious implementation (Coglianese 1997).

Another example is The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB), intended
to “ensure that all children have a fair, equal and significant opportunity to obtain
a high-quality education,” and which mandated that the Department of Education
(DOE) use negotiated rulemaking to formulate every rule promulgated under Title
I of the Act (Holly-Walker 2007). The intended purpose of requiring negotiated
rulemaking under the NCLB was to cultivate a relationship between state and
federal governments, establish a consensus among the interested parties, and thereby
improve the substance of the rules and improve the public education system (Holly-
Walker 2007). Professor Holly-Walker has evaluated the performance of mandatory
negotiated rulemaking under the NCLB, and has found that rather than accomplish
any of these intended goals, negotiated rulemaking has been a hindrance, not a help,
to the NCLB’s implementation (Holley-Walker 2007).

A major flaw in the implementation of negotiated rulemaking under the NCLB
has been the DOE’s failure to create negotiated rulemaking committees that ade-
quately represent the interests of parents and students (Holley-Walker 2007). For
example, the statute required DOE to ensure an “equitable balance between repre-
sentatives of parents and students and representatives of educators and education
officials” to insure “that the views of both program beneficiaries and program
providers are fairly heard and considered” (H.R. Rep. No. 107-334, at 809; Holly-
Walker 2007). Yet, DOE failed to appoint to the negotiated rulemaking process
any independent representatives for program beneficiaries, representing a significant
failure in implementation of the Act (Holley-Walker 2007). Holley-Walker argues
that exclusion of these groups was an intentional choice by the DOE to avoid the
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presence of parties whose views may conflict with the views that the DOE preferred
to see promoted in negotiations. Such an intentional choice to exclude interested
parties is in direct opposition to the negotiated rulemaking process (Holley-Walker
2007).

While negotiated rulemaking is theoretically sound, supported by valid intentions
and intuition, the empirical implementation record of forming rules through negotia-
tion is underwhelming, even downright disappointing. Forecast as the remedy for an
ineffective and sluggish regulatory procedure, negotiated rulemaking seems to have
fallen far short of its expectations. A vivid demonstration of the unpopularity of this
tool is during the 2007 amendments to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,
then Secretary of Health and Human Services Michael Leavitt wrote to Congress to
oppose a proposed requirement for the FDA to use reg neg on the grounds that reg
neg is too “time consuming and resource intensive” (Cited in Kobick 2010).

Notwithstanding the relatively dismal empirical record to date, it is conceivable
that reg neg could be a potentially useful tool in limited situations (Note 1981).
First, for a reg neg to work, all affected interests must be adequately represented in
the negotiation process (Holley-Walker 2007). Regulatory issues that involve a large
number of affected interests may therefore not be appropriate candidates for reg neg.
Second, not only must all interested parties participate in the negotiations, they must
be willing to negotiate in good faith, so some level of trust and spirit of engagement
and cooperation is a necessary prerequisite for meaningful negotiation. Third, the
subject of the reg neg must be ready and appropriate for negotiation, meaning that
the subject matter must be sufficiently developed and narrow enough in scope that
the parties can realistically resolve it. For at least some regulatory issues involving
rapidly emerging technologies, these conditions may apply.

If these prerequisites for successful negotiation are met, regulatory negotiation
may provide an opportunity for agencies to improve the slow, expensive, and inef-
fective traditional system of regulation in specific, appropriate contexts. Regulatory
negotiation allows for informed debate, encourages parties to make concessions for
the greater good, and provides a forum for stakeholders to advocate for what they
consider to be important provisions, and most importantly, involves them in the
decision making process. These aspects of negotiated rulemaking, when present, can
improve the chances that a rule created through collaboration has a higher likelihood
of acceptance by the parties that helped create it.

11.3 Direct Final Rulemaking

The second administrative tool to be discussed is direct final rulemaking (DFR).
Pioneered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1981, DFR was devel-
oped in the same time period time and for the same reasons (i.e., to make rulemaking
more efficient) as negotiated rulemaking (Levin 1995). While negotiated rulemak-
ing attempts to gather as much input as possible before proposing a rule and allow
interested parties to participate in the drafting of the rule itself in order to reduce
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the likelihood of disagreement, DFR seeks to essentially bypass the entire front-end
of the rulemaking process by having the agency draft the rule and push it through
without any public input or comment until the rule is final. While the philosophy
underlying the two tools is somewhat inapposite, the overall goal of both policies is
the same – namely to promulgate rules as quickly as possible by seeking to minimize
disruption and controversy.

DFR begins with the publication of a presumptively final rather than proposed
rule (Noah 1999). The agency publishing the rule specifies a period of time, typi-
cally thirty days, in which it will accept comments or notice of comments (Noah
1999). If no comments are received within the thirty day period, then after another
specified period of time (e.g., sixty days), the rule goes into effect and has the status
and force of law (Noah 1999). Alternatively, if the agency receives an adverse com-
ment or even notice of intent to file an adverse comment, the agency must withdraw
the final rule and revert back to normal informal rulemaking and the publication
of a proposed rule (which agencies often publish simultaneously with the direct
final rule to hedge their bets) (Noah 1999). DFR thus allows an agency to dispense
with some of the procedural aspects of rulemaking for rules that it expects to be
uncontroversial, thereby speeding up the rulemaking process for non-controversial
regulation and preserving staff resources and time for more disputed rulemakings
(Kolber 2009).

Praised by Vice-President Al Gore and recommended by the Administrative
Conference of the United States in the 1990s, DFR has been touted as an advan-
tageous tool that regulatory agencies should utilize whenever feasible (Levin 1995;
ACUS 1994). There is also recent evidence to suggest that Congress favors abbre-
viated rulemaking. In the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, Congress
called for “accelerated” rulemakings and “direct final” rules as long as the agency
does not receive opposition (Kalen 2008).

There are two possible legal justifications for DFR under the APA rulemaking
provisions. The first is the good cause exemption of the APA, under which an
agency may avoid using informal rulemaking procedures if doing so is impracti-
cable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest (5 U.S.C. 553(b)(3)(B)). Under
this rationale, if no member of the public desires to submit a comment, then provid-
ing an opportunity for such comment arguably meets the good cause exemption for
“unnecessary” procedures. An alternative justification for DFR is that it may “sub-
stantially comply” with APA’s informal rulemaking procedures and any technical
non-conformance is harmless error (Levin 1995; Kolber 2009). Both legal defenses
rely on the opportunity for an interested member of the public who disapproves of
the substance of a proposed DFR to submit a negative comment, thereby forcing
the agency to withdraw the rule and initiate traditional proceedings (Levin 1995). A
direct final rule would therefore only be promulgated and finalized in cases where
there were no negative comments, buttressing both the good cause and substantial
compliance justifications. Nevertheless, neither of these two defenses has been judi-
cially endorsed, and scholars have pointed to weaknesses of both approaches, which
leaves the legality of DFR in question (Levin 1995; Kolber 2009).
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The questionable legality of DFR has not stopped U.S. federal agencies from uti-
lizing the procedure. DFR has been used most extensively by the EPA, which not
only originated the concept, but also is the most prolific and longest user of DFR
(Levin 1995). First used for revisions to state implementation plans (SIPs) under the
Clean Air Act, which require frequent and often uncontroversial regulatory mod-
ifications, EPA experienced success with this first application of DFRs, having to
withdraw fewer than five percent of 90 SIP revisions it proposed over a six-month
period (Levin 1995; ACUS 1994). EPA also successfully used DFR to promulgate
over 100 significant new use rules (SNURs) under the Toxic Substances Control
Act (Levin 1995). In 1993 it was reported EPA experienced over a ninety percent
success rate with DFR (Office of the Vice President 1993).

Initially, EPA’s implementation of the DFR procedure was very straightforward,
beginning with a publication of a direct final rule in the Federal Register, allowing
thirty days for comment and if no comments or notice of comments were received,
the rule became law after sixty days (Levin 1995). In the mid-1990s, the EPA began
to tweak its DFR procedure. The EPA began publishing two notices of proposed
rulemaking: one of its intent to adopt a DFR and one of traditional informal rule-
making. In the event adverse comments are received in response to the DFR, the
parallel notice of proposed rulemaking allows the agency to proceed uninterrupted
with the rulemaking, but it must then follow the traditional notice-and-comment
rulemaking protocol.

EPA has also been creative in expanding the use of DFR to cover some pieces
(but not others) of major regulatory actions (Levin 1995). An example of such an
undertaking was when EPA made significant revisions to its major reformulated
gasoline program (RFG) mandated by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments just
five months after it adopted the original regulation. The EPA argued the DFR made
only minor modifications to the RFG rule, but when the agency received adverse
comments, instead of withdrawing the DFR as a whole it withdrew only the portions
of the rule to which the adverse comments were directed (59 Fed. Reg. 36,944,
1994; see also Levin 1995). Another example of EPA using DFR in a piecemeal
way was regarding written exemptions from the acid rain program (Levin 1995).
The DFR provided exemptions from the permitting and monitoring requirements
for twenty-six plants. The agency treated the exemptions for the individual plants
as severable, explaining it would only withdraw exemptions that received adverse
comments, allowing the others to stand (60 Fed. Reg. 4413, 1995).

Other agencies have used DFRs, but with less frequency and success than EPA.
For example, 40 percent of DFRs proposed by the FDA have had to be withdrawn
due to significant opposition (Kolber 2009). It has been suggested that this high rate
of unsuccessful deployment of DFR is due to the FDA’s poor prediction of which
rules will not be controversial and its use of the procedure in ways not intended
(Kolber 2009). The FDA’s poor record with DFR has led one critic to raise “real
concerns about the value and wisdom of the innovation” (i.e., DFR) (Kolber 2009).
Between the years 1993 and 1993, a total of 1,030 DFRs were proposed by federal
agencies with only 62 published rules subsequently being withdrawn or removed in
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whole or part (Noah 1999). Such statistics suggest that the FDA may be an anomaly
with its poor track record with the procedure, lending credence to the argument that
DFR can be used effectively if applied in the appropriate circumstances to proper
material.

In summary, there is some disagreement among scholars as to whether DFR is
a valuable and effective rulemaking tool (Levin 1995; Noah 1999; Kolber 2009).
The most important factor in predicting whether DFR will or will not be successful
seems to be whether the subject matter is appropriate for this type of procedure
as well as being non-controversial. DFR seems best suited for minor changes in
language or the adoption of Congressional mandates and may not be appropriate for
entirely new rules. While the jury is still out on the ultimate utility of DFR, it can be
a useful tool for expediting agency rulemaking in certain and limited circumstances.
If DFR is going to be used more widely in the future, it has been recommended that
federal agencies and the Office of Management and Budget produce some guidelines
as to the procedure’s intended uses and best practices (Kolber 2009).

11.4 e-Rulemaking

The rise of the internet, social media, and other forms of communication tech-
nologies are creating new opportunities for more responsive, dynamic and speedy
regulation. According to one leading expert, “informal rulemaking . . . is about to
be transformed by the silent revolution of e-government, the widespread incorpora-
tion of Web-based technology in the public sector” (Noveck 2004). “e-Rulemaking”
is simply the use of digital technologies to develop and implement regulations
(Coglianese 2004). More broadly, it includes the use of information technologies
to facilitate a number of activities related to the process of developing regulations,
including expanding public comment and participation in the rulemaking process
(Copeland 2008). The primary benefits of incorporating digital technology, specifi-
cally the internet, in the rulemaking process are twofold: first, access to a large
quantity of information from a large number and variety of sources, the sheer
volume and diversity of which would not be possible through traditional meth-
ods, and second, increased opportunities for public participation in the rulemaking
process (Coglianese 2004; Noveck and Johnson 2008; Johnson 1998).

In the words of the American Bar Association’s Committee on the Status and
Future of Federal eRulemaking, “new information and communication technolo-
gies could be applied in federal agency rulemaking to enhance public participation,
make the process itself more efficient for both the public and the government, and
ultimately produce better decisions” (ABA 2010). Moreover, the new capabilities
of online tools can also be used to increase agency transparency and accountability,
which can help build trust and inspire public confidence (ABA 2010).

Finally, and most relevant for the present purpose, e-Rulemaking has the poten-
tial to expedite rulemaking processes and outcomes. Digital technologies “may
help streamline and improve regulatory management, such as by helping agency
staff retrieve and analyze vast quantities of information from diverse sources”
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(Coglianese 2004, 355). Indeed, one of the metrics proposed to measure the effec-
tiveness of e-rulemaking is the amount of time it takes to develop a rule (Coglianese
2004).

E-rulemaking has been actively pursued in both the United States and the
European Union over the past decade, with initiatives progressively getting more
innovative and ambitious over time. It was first introduced in the U.S. on an indi-
vidual agency basis, with the EPA and Department of Transportation (DOT) being
the first to provide an opportunity for electronic submission of rulemaking com-
ments. In 2002, Congress enacted the E-Government Act that required all federal
agencies to accept public comments electronically and create one or more federal
websites where the public can access those comments and other materials rele-
vant to pending rulemakings (E-Government Act of 2002). There are two phases
to the E-Government initiative, the first was the creation of a website in 2003 where
federal rules currently open for comment could be located and comments made
(www.regulation.gov), while the second phase, designed to allow the public to see
other agency rulemaking materials, such as cost-and-benefit analyses for the rule, is
currently being implemented (Sunstein 2010).

Most commentators believe the implementation of e-rulemaking in the United
States has been limited and perhaps even disappointing to date (Noveck 2004;
Benjamin 2006; Noveck and Johnson 2008; ABA 2010). To date, e-Rulemaking
initiatives primarily consist of just accepting citizen comments at an online website.
As currently implemented, e-rulemaking may actually slow rather than expedite
rulemaking to the extent that the more convenient mechanism for submitting public
comments will deluge the agency with more comments, much of them of a junk vari-
ety (Benjamin 2006; Noveck 2004; Noveck and Johnson 2008). But, e-rulemaking
holds enormous promise for more creative, collaborative rulemaking approaches
that may enhance and expedite regulatory decision-making (Coglianese 2004).
Possibilities include online regulatory negotiations or juries, digital public hear-
ings, improved data mining capabilities, integrative tools, and many other proposals
(Coglianses 2004; Noveck 2004; Noveck and Johnson 2008). Some recent initiatives
from the White House have been pushing greater emphasis and role for electronic
rulemaking (Sunstein 2010). So, while e-rulemaking has yet to make a significant
improvement in expediting regulation, it does hold significant promise for creative
application to improve and accelerate rulemaking, and is thus a potentially valuable
addition to the administrative rulemaking toolbox.

The European Union has also undertaken e-rulemaking as part of its Interactive
Policy Making (IPM) initiative, which seeks to use the internet and other new
technologies to improve communication between the EU, its member state govern-
ments, stakeholders, and the general public. The goals of the IPM initiative are to
“assist policy development by allowing more rapid and targeted responses to emerg-
ing issues and problems, improving the assessment of the impact of policies (or
the absence of them) and providing greater accountability to citizens.” (European
Commission 2010a). Started in 2001, the IPM initiative has evolved over time, with
one of the more recent developments being the creation of a “single access point”
called “Your Voice in Europe” that serves as a centralized site for all consultations,
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discussions and other tools in which the public and stakeholder scan play a role
using the internet in the EU’s governance (European Commission 2010b). As in
the United States, the EU initiative has consisted of a relatively simple one-way
communication channel by which citizens can provide comments on government
initiatives over the internet, although the potential for more creative and innovative
forms of electronic interaction are being explored.

11.5 Temporary and Sunset Legislation

Temporary legislation may be one of the most overlooked and underutilized admin-
istrative methods for addressing rapidly changing fields or technologies (Gersen
2007). Temporary legislation is particularly apt for regulatory areas replete with
uncertainty, which certainly applies to most emerging technologies. Flexibility is
critical when dealing with the unknown. The key advantages temporary legislation
provides are the opportunity for a quantity of information to be incorporated into
legislation and allowance for initial experimentation and a subsequent adjustment
of policies. Consequently, the appeal of temporary legislation is greatest in areas of
newly recognized risks (Gersen 2007).

Temporary legislation is characterized as laws that will expire at a specific date,
referred to as the sunset date, without affirmative legislative action. Designed to
be an active tool, this natural expiration date is intended to force the legislature to
revisit the issues and assumptions contained in the legislation to determine whether
it is worthy of renewal as well as to make necessary revisions. For example, when
the National Bioethics Advisory Commission proposed a ban on cloning humans,
it recommended that “[i]t is critical, however, that such legislation include a sun-
set clause to ensure that Congress will review this issue after a specified period of
time (three to five years) to decide whether the prohibition continues to be needed”
(Shapiro 1997).

Unfortunately, the empirical record suggests that Congress has often complied
with the technical requirements but not the spirit of temporary legislation. If
Congress so wishes, it can decline to meaningfully engage in reexamination of leg-
islation and simply allow it to continue by giving it an empty blessing. An example
is the Clean Water Act, which is required to be reauthorized every five years but
it receives a rubber stamp approval every time it would otherwise expire because
Congress is reluctant to address the significant policy issues and shortcomings of
the current statute. To be truly effective, temporary legislation needs a hammer, a
provision that forces regulators to deal with the substance of the regulation.

Temporary legislation and sunset clauses are included in a large number and
diverse areas of subject matter, including environmental law, internet law, gun con-
trol, the PATRIOT act, and tax law. Sunset provisions have also been applied with
some success in international agreements, such as the world trade laws. In 1947
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was formed by twenty-two
countries, the United States among them (Gutterman and Brown 2009). Between
1986 and 1994, the “Uruguay Round” took place and included negotiations on
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trade in goods and services in a number of areas, including agriculture, intellectual
property rights and counterfeit goods, textiles, investment policies and dispute res-
olution. The results of the Uruguay Round included the establishment of a series of
Multilateral Trade Agreements (MTAs). These MTAs are binding on the members
of WTO and address a number and breadth of areas, some of which are subsidies and
countervailing measures, sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures, technical barriers to
trade, anti-dumping measures, trade-related investment measures, and safeguards.
The Safeguards Agreement is where sunset clauses come into play. A WTO member
is allowed to implement a “safeguard” action, an example is a temporary restriction
on a particular product, in order to protect a domestic industry from serious injury
from an unforeseen increase of imports. The WTO recognizes the need for a coun-
try to be able to provide itself such protection but recognized that these safeguards
could potentially lead to unfair trade practices and so the Safeguards Agreement has
some built in safeguards of its own in the form of limitations and sunset clauses.
Every safeguard action has a built-in sunset clause as well as the general prohibi-
tion of any grey area safeguard actions. The Sunset Agreement allows a country
to implement a protective safeguard but the safeguard must be specific, targeted to
a specific product, and the safeguard will automatically terminate after a certain
amount of time. The combination of protection and limitation strikes a balance that
addresses the needs and concerns of both sides (Gutterman and Brown 2009).

A more limited form of temporary legislation is mandatory periodic review
requirements. This type of provision requires the legislature, or the regulatory
agency implementing the legislation, to conduct a review every two years (or some
other specified period) to evaluate the progress and problems encountered under the
legislation. An example is that the U.S. Clean Air Act requires the EPA to review
each of the national ambient air quality standards every five years to ensure they
reflect the most up-to-date scientific knowledge (Blais and Wagner 2008). Another
example is California’s zero emission vehicle mandate adopted in 1990, which
required a biennial review process to ensure that the requirements were technolog-
ically and economically feasible (NRC 2006). While such a provision can provide
a useful vehicle for midcourse correction, it can also destabilize regulatory pro-
grams and undermine certainty in the program due to the periodic re-examination
and potential revision.

Indeed, the primary criticism of temporary legislation is that it undermines con-
fidence and predictability in the regulatory scheme because the legislation is open
to regular revision. But confidence in legislation simply because it is permanent
may be pointless if that legislation is based on out-dated assumptions or facts. It
is unrealistic for the public or for the legislature to have the expectation that they
would get everything right the first time. Hindsight – not foresight – is twenty-
twenty. Temporary legislation and sunset clauses are tools that can be used in certain
areas when some action is needed, but there is a question as to what that something
should be. Additionally, the natural expiration and affirmative renewal required by
temporary legislation protect against erroneous beliefs and predictions about the
future of a rapidly evolving area or emerging technology from being codified into
permanent law.
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11.6 Conclusion

This chapter has identified and discussed a number of administrative tools that have
the potential to make rulemaking more expeditious or dynamic. Each of the adminis-
trative tools discussed in this chapter highlight one aspect of the rulemaking process
and modifies it in some way. Despite these differences each of the distinct tools
share a common goal – to improve a specific aspect of the overall regulatory pro-
cess. The empirical record for each tool is more complicated and problematic than
the theoretical case for the tool might have anticipated. Nonetheless, the real-life
experience for each of the tools allows for a more realistic and nuanced view of the
potential benefits and applications of each tool in appropriate cases.
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Chapter 12
Collaborative Voluntary Programs: Lessons
from Environmental Law

Kathleen Waugh and Gary E. Marchant

Scholars have likened the technology revolution that we are currently experiencing
to the Industrial Revolution that occurred in the early nineteenth century (Hirsch
2006; Isenberg 1995; Litan 2001). Both “revolutions” introduced new technologies
that transformed society, providing almost unimaginable benefits; but accompa-
nying the benefits were unfortunate side effects and consequences (Hirsch 2006;
Pearson 2002).

In the case of the Industrial Revolution, the new technologies generated con-
siderable harm to the environment, and a new form of law – environmental law –
developed in response to that challenge. In the case of today’s converging technolog-
ical revolutions, the legal system is grappling with how to deal with new challenges
created by the rapid advances in science and technology. Because environmental law
frequently addresses the output or effects of technology, particularly as it relates to
the harm caused society, the variety of new regulatory approaches that have been
tried in the area of environmental law in the past 20 years may prove instructive
as the legal system grapples with today’s technology challenges. In particular, the
environmental field has utilized a variety of innovative cooperative and voluntary
programs to enhance or supplement the environmental benefits obtained through tra-
ditional regulation (Gunningham 2009b). This experience with voluntary programs
provides a rich history to consider and evaluate potential voluntary approaches to
the oversight of emerging technologies.

This chapter begins with a general background on voluntary and collaborative
programs in environmental law, including different types and common elements of
such programs. The next section summarizes the strengths and limitations of these
voluntary approaches. The third section then reviews the empirical experience of
several specific voluntary programs and the lessons that can be drawn from those
examples for the governance of emerging technologies.
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12.1 Background on Voluntary Environmental Programs

The traditional form of environmental regulation known as “command and control,”
in which the government adopts rules of performance that are then enforced against
regulated parties, has increasingly been criticized as an overly rigid and cumbersome
system that discourages technical innovation because of the focus on narrowly-
defined compliance to uniform minimum standards (Wyeth 2006). In the 1980s,
environmental law began to utilize voluntary collaborative programs as a means to
address the criticisms of traditional regulation, including the problem of outdated
rules and disincentives for innovation (Gunningham 2009a). In the United States,
many collaborative voluntary programs developed under the auspices of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Occupational Safety and Health
Agency (OSHA). As of July 2009, EPA was sponsoring approximately 60 collabora-
tive partnership programs with 13,000 participants, including firms, industry groups
and other organizations (U.S. EPA 2009). OSHA had 2,245 facilities participat-
ing in the agency’s voluntary protection programs, and there were 616 partnerships
between OSHA with associations, industry groups, and businesses (OSHA 2007).

The utilization of collaborative voluntary agreements is not unique to the United
States. In the European Union, 300 voluntary agreements were in existence as of
the mid-1990s, and the number continues to grow (Johnson 2001). For example,
several international initiatives have developed in response to the health, safety and
environmental issues created by the emergent field of nanotechnology. International
initiatives to address this uncertainty include the European Union’s voluntary Code
of Conduct for Responsible Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies Research and the
development of voluntary standards by ASTM International and the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), among others (Breggin and Carothers
2006). The European Union’s Code sets forth guidelines for conducting research
that embrace the precautionary principle, emphasizing that research should be con-
ducted in a safe and ethical manner while fostering the creativity and flexibility
necessary to promote innovation and growth (CEC 2008). ASTM International and
the ISO have undertaken the development of voluntary standards for characterizing
the physical properties of nanomaterials and assessing the risks and environmental
impact of the toxicological properties of nanomaterials (ASTM undated).

These collaborative and voluntary approaches in both the U.S. and E.U. are
of several different kinds (Alberini and Segerson 2002). One type of collabora-
tive model is “industry self-regulation”, in which businesses voluntarily police
themselves through “business-led initiatives” without regulatory intervention by the
government. Another form is a voluntary government program in which the reg-
ulator determines the terms of the agreement, designs the program and eligibility
requirements, and then seeks participants. A third model is a negotiated agreement
between the regulator and the regulated entity, in which some form of incentive or
regulatory relief (e.g., relaxing of permitting or inspection rules) is offered by the
regulator.
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While there are many differences between the various collaborative approaches,
there are also many common characteristics. These characteristics include the
following:

• Leadership comes from multiple sources – the government, the individual
business, the industry sector, community groups, and environmental groups,
although the government agency may still play the largest role (Wyeth 2006;
Karkkainen 2006). This is unlike the traditional command and control model,
where leadership is highly centralized in the rulemaking agency (Fiorino 1996).

• The process of working together to negotiate a solution that considers the needs
of both society and that of an individual company or sector is seen as fostering
more creative solutions than is typical of the top-down, adversarial approach of
traditional regulation (Caldart and Ashford 1999). There is an underlying premise
that a uniform, “one-size fits all” approach to regulation is not optimal (Hirsch
2001a).

• The process of negotiating a collaborative agreement shifts the focus from
compliance to looking at the potential for continuous improvement through
innovation (Wyeth 2006).

• Significant flexibility is offered in how a regulated entity meets performance
objectives, and the programs delineate performance goals, not the technology
to be used (Davies and Mazurek 1996). This flexibility is critical for fostering
innovation.

Voluntary collaborative agreements are potentially useful in expediting an over-
sight mechanism for new problems as well as minimizing outdated regulations.
More informed decisions often result from the collaboration, because the companies
or industry usually know their processes and operations better than the government
can, and the voluntary programs are often structured to require or encourage com-
panies to disclose relevant information to regulators and concerned stakeholders
(Wyeth 2006; Sousa and Klyza 2007). Moreover, an approach that allows entities
the flexibility to determine how best to meet performance targets stimulates inno-
vation because it removes the incentive to remain stagnant by simply maintaining
compliance with static and often outdated standards (Gunningham 2009a; Hirsch
2006). In essence, such a system “self-corrects” over time. This freedom to innovate
can be crucial to industries undergoing rapid technological change.

Self-regulation through voluntary collaborative programs has also generated con-
cerns, however. The propriety of a federal agency negotiating standards with the
regulated entity has been questioned, due to the risk that the agency may fall cap-
tive to special interest groups and thus compromise its “watch dog” mission and
role as trustee of societal resources (Zinn 2002). Additionally, some collaborative
programs have been criticized as being just as, if not more, bureaucratic and admin-
istratively burdensome as the traditional regulatory process, in which rulemaking
may take several years (Hirsch 2001b; Davies and Mazurek 1996). Some collabora-
tive programs have also floundered due to legal problems relating to doubts about the
agency’s statutory authority to enter into collaborative or other innovative programs
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(Caballero 1998). There are lessons to be learned from the experiments with volun-
tary and collaborative programs in environmental law, and below we explore some
of those programs and the lessons that might be drawn from them for emerging
technologies.

12.2 Examples of Voluntary Environmental Programs

In this section, the design and results of a number and variety of voluntary or coop-
erative environmental programs will be summarized, with the goal of drawing some
lessons that could be useful for the governance of emerging technologies.

12.2.1 33/50 Program

The EPA first entered the arena of voluntary programs with its “33/50” program,
which was launched in 1991 (Kerret and Tal 2005). This was a voluntary govern-
ment program in which the government determined the terms of the agreement,
designed the program and eligibility requirements, and then solicited participants
(Coglianese and Nash 2008). EPA approached approximately 8,100 businesses that
emitted any of 17 hazardous air pollutants identified as a priority by EPA based on
reported emissions under the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) (Coglianese and Nash
2008). Businesses were asked to voluntarily reduce emissions listed of the desig-
nated TRI pollutants in two phases, with a 33 percent reduction by 1992 and a 50
percent reduction by 1995, thus giving the 33/50 name for the program (Kerret and
Tal 2005). The 33/50 program was completely voluntary, and there was no enforce-
ment mechanism to ensure that the reduction targets were met (Innes and Sam
2008). The main incentives for companies to participate in this program included
to gain public recognition for pollution control efforts and to enhance a company’s
reputation with EPA (Coglianese and Nash 2008; Davies and Mazurek 1996).

By the end of the program, approximately 1,300 facilities were participating, and
most tended to be large corporations (US EPA 1999; Coglianese and Nash 2008).
Overall releases from both participating and non-participating companies declined
56% between 1988 and 1995, and the two-stage national reduction goals of 33 and
50% were met (Coglianese and Nash 2008). Despite meeting its stated goals, the
33/50 program is not credited as being the sole driver of the reduction; other fac-
tors that influenced the reduction included the use of 1988 as the baseline year to
begin measuring emissions so that companies could get credit for work they began
prior to 1991, and the fact that companies could eliminate the requirement to report
emissions under the TRI program if they reduced their use of certain toxic chem-
icals below designated levels (Coglianese and Nash 2008; Kerret and Tal 2005).
Additionally, EPA did not distinguish between reductions made by program partici-
pants and non-participants but measured the reduction in the aggregate (Davies and
Mazurek 1996). The EPA’s goal of encouraging reductions at the source also was
met, as participating facilities reported approximately 30% more source reduction
activity for 33/50 chemicals than for other TRI chemicals (US EPA 1999). Instead
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of mandating end-of-pipe controls, the 33/50 Program gave participants the free-
dom to pursue creative solutions, and it appears that companies did in fact pursue
innovation.

It is difficult to evaluate the success of the 33/50 Program in a vacuum, as other
factors impacted and contributed to results, as noted above. However, it does appear
that the 33/50 Program demonstrated that flexibility – both in allowing an individ-
ual company to set their targets and then in determining how to accomplish those
targets – was effective and helped offset the problem of regulations that require the
maintenance of status quo technology. The program also demonstrated that a valu-
able, collective societal goal – a reduction in pollution – was not compromised by a
voluntary program granting individual companies significant flexibility.

12.2.2 Common Sense Initiative

EPA’s Common Sense Initiative (CSI), launched in 1994, was an industry-
government collaborative effort to produce “cleaner, cheaper, and smarter” regu-
latory frameworks that would integrate environmental performance for an entire
industry sector (Kerr et al. 1999). The initiative represented a shift in the agency’s
traditional focus of managing specific media and pollutants to a more holistic, cross-
media, industry-wide approach (Davies and Mazurek 1999). In general, improved
environmental protection was to be accomplished primarily by identifying regula-
tory requirements that created barriers to innovation in environmental technology
and protection (Davies and Mazurek 1999). The EPA hoped that the collaborative
effort would yield consensus as to how best to change the existing statutes and reg-
ulatory requirements in order to stimulate longer term capital investment in new
technologies (Davies and Mazurek 1999). The goal was to provide incentives and
flexibility to industry so that businesses would develop cost-effective, innovative
technologies that either met or exceeded environmental standards (Fiorino 1996).

Six industries were included in the effort: automobile manufacturing, computer
and electronics equipment, metal finishing, petroleum refining, printing, and steel
(President’s Council 1997). For each industry, representatives from business, envi-
ronmental and community groups, labor organizations, and federal, state and local
governments met as stakeholders to determine recommendations for changes to
national environmental policies. Each industry team sent their analysis of issues
and recommendations to a CSI Council composed of representatives from all stake-
holder groups across all six industries. The CSI Council reviewed the teams’ inputs
and then made recommendations to EPA, which had final decision-making author-
ity. The goal was to change the existing array of complicated, inconsistent policies
into a comprehensive sector strategy (President’s Council 1997).

CSI offered industry the possibility of reforming laws and regulations that were
either redundant or imposed conflicting requirements, and CSI appeared to offer
the potential to create flexible alternatives to current regulations, such as simplified
reporting and record-keeping requirements and a streamlined permitting process
(Davies and Mazurek 1997). However, despite the initiative’s original promise, CSI
is viewed as having limited success (Sousa and Klyza 2007; Caldart and Ashford
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1999). In EPA’s final evaluation of the initiative, the agency noted that only four
projects out of forty led to recommended rule revisions that EPA acted upon, and
that most CSI participants gradually came to believe that the initiative would not
achieve “far-reaching change to EPA’s rules and regulations” (Kerr et al. 1999).

Most criticism centers on the program’s lack of substantive results due to high
transaction costs and a lack of statutory authority on the part of EPA to grant
regulatory waivers to industry participants. In terms of process barriers, the require-
ment to reach consensus was a major impediment, and the amount of time required
for decision-making produced high transaction costs (Davies and Mazurek 1997).
Environmental groups complained that they were underrepresented and several rep-
resentatives from these groups resigned (Davies and Mazurek 1997). Additionally,
some industry participants were uneasy sharing their proprietary information with
either the government or their competitors, and some industry representatives feared
that environmental groups might use the information to mount citizen lawsuits
(Caldart and Ashford 1999). By 1996, two participants were labeled as obstruction-
ist and were dismissed from CSI by EPA; two industries also ended participation in
the initiative of their own accord, complaining about the onerous process (Davies
and Mazurek 1997).

Perhaps the most significant issue with the CSI was the lack of statutory authority
for either the CSI board or EPA to exempt regulated entities from existing regula-
tions. The high transaction costs stem largely from this lack of statutory authority;
when the government has no legal authority, it is driven to act by achieving some
degree of consensus (Davies and Mazurek 1997). Also, results were hampered
further by the lack of a pending regulatory hammer or penalty. Because the CSI
committees functioned more as an advisory board than a direct participant in nego-
tiated rulemaking, the impetus to develop a rule was less pronounced; the committee
did not need to produce a rule before EPA did, so that the stakes were less defined
than in some other projects, where if the group did not produce a specific rule, the
agency would (Caldart and Ashford 1999). Another commonly cited criticism of
the program is that it lacked a clearly defined mission: committees did not have
a shared vision beyond “cleaner, cheaper, smarter” – and that vision was never
defined (President’s Council 1997). The CSI was officially terminated in 1998, but
elements of the initiative were transitioned into EPA’s Sector Strategies Program,
which continues today (Kerr et al. 1999).

12.2.3 Project XL

Project XL (short for eXcellence and Leadership) was launched by EPA in 1995
as part of President Clinton’s “Reinvention of Environmental Regulation” initia-
tive (Lund 2000). A basic premise of Project XL was that the EPA’s rigid, strict
compliance system encouraged companies to simply follow the EPA’s standards
and discouraged investment in new technologies or approaches that could improve
environmental performance beyond the current regulatory requirements (Caballero
1998). Unlike CSI, which focused more on reforming regulatory standards, XL
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focused on waiving enforcement in exchange for improved environmental per-
formance. The regulated entity was allowed to propose an innovative means of
achieving superior performance, and if approved, EPA suspended the traditional
regulatory requirements (Hirsch 2001b). Under Project XL, companies signed a
legally-binding contract in which they agreed to reduce pollution for a specific facil-
ity above what was required by law (Kerret and Tal 2005). In return, EPA engaged in
site-specific rulemaking that implemented the regulatory waivers sought by the com-
pany (Hirsch 2001b). A common proposal was the establishment of “cap and trade”
permits, which allowed facilities to make production changes to their operations
without undergoing an agency review, as long as the company remained within their
overall emissions limits (Wyeth 2006). Other projects included using technology to
prevent pollution at its source instead of installing control equipment to the existing
process, and using environmental management systems as a basis for consolidating
permits (Lund 2000).

For example, Intel requested a “pre-approved” permit under Project XL for their
Chandler, Arizona, semiconductor manufacturing plant which allowed the company
to make process changes without needing to seek and obtain a revised permit from
regulators (Davies and Mazurek 1997). The agreement granted Intel a facility-wide
cap on air pollutant emissions, which eliminated the need for individual permits
for different sources of air pollutants (U.S. EPA 1998). It is estimated that Intel’s
savings were in the millions, as a result of eliminating 30–50 regulatory reviews
and requiring fewer permits (U.S. EPA 1998). Such a program provides significant
benefits to a firm such as Intel operating in a “quick-to-market” industry (Davies
and Mazurek 1997); the company developed a new generation of microprocessor
every two to three years and yearly made between thirty and forty-five significant
changes to its manufacturing process (Hirsch 2001b). In exchange for regulatory
relief, Intel committed to maintain emissions levels at the site to a level defined
as “minor” by the Clean Air Act, regardless of changes to the production process
or whether a new manufacturing facility was built at the site (U.S. EPA 1998). Intel
also made other commitments, such as implementing an environmental management
system and reducing water consumption and the generation of both hazardous and
non-hazardous waste (U.S. EPA 1998).

Both the Project XL program and the idea of regulatory flexibility proved con-
troversial (Wyeth 2006). Some environmental groups viewed the regulatory waivers
as a concession to industry and big business (Wyeth 2006). Critics claimed that
the project violated the law because EPA did not have the authority to waive statu-
tory requirements (Coglianese and Nash 2008). In fact, a common quote from the
time was “if it isn’t illegal, it isn’t XL” (Coglianese and Nash 2008). XL produced
some successes, resulting in approximately 40 final agreements (Sousa and Klyza
2007). However, compared to other EPA programs, participation in Project XL was
limited to relatively few companies, with many firms choosing not to pursue innova-
tive changes under the program due to the risk associated with the lack of statutory
authority (Davies and Mazurek 1997). XL stopped accepting projects in 2003. There
are three major issues that led to the closure of Project XL: (1) questionable legal
authority for EPA to grant regulatory relief and protect participants from citizen
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lawsuits under existing environmental statutes; (2) lack of clarity around how the
goal of “superior environmental performance” was defined and enforced; and (3)
significant process barriers, such as the substantial time (average time 26 months)
and cost (>$350,000) to negotiate an XL agreement (Caballero 1998; Coglianese
and Nash 2008; Davies and Mazurek 1997).

12.2.4 Performance Track

Performance Track was launched in 2000 as part of EPA’s effort to “reinvent”
environmental regulation (OIG 2007). The program was intended to reward com-
panies that achieved superior environmental performance (OIG 2007). In order to
participate in the program, a facility had to complete a 22 page application that
required extensive documentation of past achievements, a demonstrated record of
sustained environmental compliance, and a commitment for specific future actions
and achievements, including the commitment to improve environmental perfor-
mance, to implement a formal environmental management system, and to engage
in community outreach (Coglianese and Nash 2008). In exchange for making com-
mitments for greater environmental protection, companies were offered relief from
routine regulatory inspections, provided relief from some reporting and permit-
ting requirements, given public recognition and favorable publicity, and provided
networking and information exchange opportunities (Coglianese and Nash 2008).

The program produced mixed results. As with other initiatives, such as the 33/50
program, it is difficult to document whether the program alone is responsible for
a reduction in environmental pollutants (Coglianese and Nash 2008). In 2006, a
Harvard University study funded by EPA found that the prospect of membership
in Performance Track did not necessarily motivate firms to improve their environ-
mental performance, and that members’ performance did not necessarily exceed the
environmental performance of non-members (Coglianese and Nash 2008). A 2007
report from the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) reported both positive and
negative criticism. While many participating firms had superior toxic release per-
formance than their industry as a whole, a “substantial minority” performed worse
than their industry counterparts (OIG 2007). Additionally, the report found that only
2 of 30 sampled program members “met all of their environmental improvement
commitments.” (OIG 2007). Performance Track was terminated in May 2009, after
almost nine years of operation, at which time it had 547 members (US EPA 2009).

12.2.5 The Dutch Covenants Model

In general, the use of voluntary agreements in the United States tends toward
site-specific “achievement” initiatives that allow flexibility to a regulated firm by
gearing programs to fit the specific circumstances of the firm (Kerrret and Tal
2005). Additionally, the agreements usually are not legally binding and may lack an
enforcement mechanism. In contrast, European countries often have utilized legally-
binding, industry-wide “macro-contracts” that set specific performance standards,
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versus a general goal of “superior environmental achievement” as in the United
States (Kerrret and Tal 2005). For example, the Netherlands has used a “covenant”
model since the mid-1980s (OECD 2002). A covenant is a legally-binding, negoti-
ated agreement between industry and government that specifies performance goals
for the industry as a whole. In the “Dutch covenant” model, companies within an
industry may choose whether to participate in an agreement, but once they volun-
tarily agree to the collectively-negotiated goals, they are then legally bound by the
terms of the agreement (Harjula 1998).

In the Netherlands, the government developed the “Dutch covenant” model by
working with selected industry sectors to set pollution reduction goals (Fiorino
1996). Industries were subdivided on the basis as to whether the sectors were
“homogenous” or “heterogeneous”. “Homogenous” sectors were characterized by
companies that utilize similar operations and processes, and for those sectors,
standards were negotiated for the sector as a whole. In “heterogeneous” sectors,
processes are variable and complex, making it difficult to set sector-wide standards;
for those sectors, agreements were negotiated with individual companies, and the
individual company’s goals fell within the overall sector goals (Fiorino 1996). Each
company committed to achieving a negotiated share of the sector-wide pollution
reductions. Thus the covenant became a plan for managing the environmental per-
formance of an individual company as it fit within a sector or the sector as a whole,
depending on whether the industry was homogenous or heterogeneous.

There are several benefits to a covenant approach. For example, because indus-
try usually has more input in the development of a covenant than in traditional
regulation, the covenants are usually “more practical and workable” for the indus-
try (Hirsch 2006). Also, covenants often delineate performance goals instead of
technology-based requirements, thus providing industry with flexibility in how to
meet the goals. Technology is not prescribed. Additionally, covenants allow an
industry to allocate a goal among sector participants so that those who can achieve
the reduction most efficiently are allowed to do so; this mitigates some of the inef-
ficiency inherent in traditional regulation (Hirsch 2006). In terms of innovation,
covenants can act to either stimulate or restrict innovation. On one hand, covenants
usually run for many years, and during this negotiated time period, the govern-
ment may agree to maintain the established standards (Hirsch 2006; Fionori 1996).
This allows companies to do long term planning that may incorporate capital invest-
ment and technological innovation. On the other hand, a covenant could remove the
incentive to innovate, depending on the targets that are established.

12.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Voluntary Collaborations

A review of the history of voluntary collaborative programs shows mixed results
(Borck et al. 2008; Kerret and Tal 2005; Strasser 2008). Some of the projected ben-
efits from voluntary programs were realized, but to a lesser degree than expected,
and unanticipated negatives also resulted. A survey of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of voluntary collaborative programs indicates there are important impacts on
both the positive and negative sides of the ledger.
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12.3.1 Strengths of the Collaborative Models

A key advantage of voluntary collaborative programs is the provision of flexibility.
A collaborative agreement may allow businesses the flexibility to produce results
better than the required legal minimum standard, so that the focus shifts from mere
compliance to looking at how to generate continuous improvement over time (Wyeth
2006). Compliance may become merely the “starting point”. More creative solutions
are made possible by this approach, and this flexibility facilitates longer term cap-
ital planning, which includes investment in new technology (Kerret and Tal 2005).
Flexibility was an underlying tenet of all programs used as case studies in this anal-
ysis, although it is difficult to quantify the benefits that resulted from this additional
flexibility.

In addition, voluntary collaborative programs can promote cooperative rela-
tionships between business, the government, NGO’s, communities, and interested
citizen groups. A more cooperative relationship was expected to lead to faster, less
expensive and more informed decision making with reduced transaction costs, and
ultimately to improved environmental performance with fewer violations. While
these results have been found largely lacking in the examples discussed above
(Wyeth 2006; Gunningham 2009a), other benefits emerged. A collaboration can pro-
duce movement and consensus on an issue when political support for confronting
an issue is lacking or when opposing political parties are at impasse, for example
(Kerret and Tal 2005). Additionally, a collaboration with community or other special
interest groups can generate good will leading to an enhanced corporate reputation
for a company, which may be important to the long-term fiscal health of a business.

Another major expected advantage of voluntary collaborative programs was that
better policies and strategies would result from greater information sharing. Such
information sharing was an underlying tenet of all programs used as case stud-
ies, although the type of information sharing may have differed. In 33/50 and CSI,
the government provided forums for industry participants to meet and exchange
information. In addition, CSI convened multi-stakeholder meetings that supplied
recommendations to EPA. In Performance Track, the government publicized the
efforts of companies viewed as top performers in order to stimulate others to make
similar environmental gains. While the limited analysis of voluntary programs has
shown that such programs did not consistently produce the expected gains in envi-
ronmental performance (Strasser 2008), few would doubt that in general, better
decisions are made with better information, and most would agree that it is possible
to improve policies if they are based on better and more complete information.

12.3.2 Weaknesses of the Collaborative Models

A number of reviews of the voluntary initiatives discussed above have found few
or limited demonstrated benefits (Gunningham 2009a; Wyeth 2006; Kerret and Tal
2005). The central role that industry played in setting targets, poor monitoring of
results, free riding by some companies, the uncertainty of regulatory threats and
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citizen suits created by a lack of statutory authority for EPA to grant regulatory
waivers, and the fact that agreements were largely unenforceable due to a lack
of sanctions or penalties, were often cited as reasons why results were less than
expected (Gunningham 2009a). Additionally, there were concerns about the amount
of time and resources required to produce a multi-stakeholder agreement, which
led to high transaction costs (Hirsch 2001b; Caballero 1998). Finally, environmen-
tal advocates often looked cynically upon voluntary agreements, viewing them as
“cosmetic attempts” by industry to appear as responsible corporate citizens, and cat-
egorized the agreements as “greenwash” due to the lack of sanctions associated with
voluntary programs (Kerret and Tal 2005). Environmental groups often viewed col-
laborations as government-authorized “back-sliding” on environmental protection
(Wyeth 2006).

12.4 Lessons Learned

From the case studies studied above, along with the scholarly commentary on these
and other voluntary programs, several lessons can be distilled for the design and
implementation of possible voluntary programs for emerging technologies. Perhaps
the most basic lesson learned is that flexibility is necessary in the crafting of
effective regulatory solutions involving voluntary programs. Traditional regulations
are unable to anticipate all future scenarios and contexts in which they may be
applied, especially for fast moving fields like emerging technologies (Hirsch 2001b).
Voluntary collaborative agreements can be structured to adjust or “self-correct” over
time, thus allowing firms to adapt more quickly to rapid changes in the industry
without necessarily sacrificing the integrity of regulations.

A second basic lesson is that reward must at least approximate the assumed risk.
If incentives are weak and transaction costs are too high, a program is less likely to
succeed (Davies and Mazurek 1996). Quite simply, if a program is overly burden-
some and has high transaction costs, participants are less likely to join. Participation
is further threatened when an agency’s lack of statutory authority to grant regulatory
exceptions makes a program too risky. Third, voluntary programs tend to be more
effective if backed-up by the threat of sanctions or enforcement, including the impo-
sition of traditional regulatory requirements in the event of non-compliance with a
voluntary program (Gunningham 2009a; Wyeth 2006). As one empirical analysis
summarized its findings, “[t]he history of voluntarism would suggest that where
the private interests of polluters in maintaining profitability and the public inter-
est in protecting the environment do not substantially coincide, then (unless there
are countervailing economic or social pressures) pure voluntarism will be largely
ineffective in changing behavior” (Gunningham 2009b, p. 161).

Fourth, an effective agreement has ambitious, clearly defined goals and a mecha-
nism for amending goals over time, along with an effective monitoring and sanctions
system. This helps facilitate and sustain agreement between varied constituencies
over time. Also, measurable outcomes are necessary for determining success. Fifth,
involvement of varied constituencies tends to create an incentive for companies to
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comply with the agreements, as such involvement adds transparency and improves
the prospect for public support (Kerret and Tal 2005). Finally, a successful collabo-
rative process requires a significant investment in resources, particularly in staff time
allocated to the effort. The procurement cycle for each participating entity should
be considered, as delays can sabotage the long-term success of a negotiation, and
participants can walk away after incurring significant transaction costs. Parties to
such a collaborative process should be made aware of and plan for the necessary
investment of time and resources, otherwise, the effort may dissipate over time.

12.5 Conclusion

The success of recent voluntary collaborative programs in the environmental field is
mixed. Some scholars consider the focus on voluntary and negotiated agreements to
be largely unsuccessful, as voluntary performance standards have not been consis-
tently associated with improved environmental performance (Gunningham 2009a;
Strasser 2008). However, direct and indirect benefits have been obtained under
at least some voluntary programs. The OECD concluded that properly designed
voluntary programs can “play a useful role in ‘lubricating’ [the] policy mix; increas-
ing flexibility, paving the way for new regulations without a stringent and brutal
implementation, inducing industry to develop innovative approaches, [and] filling
enforcement deficits. . . .” (OECD 2000). Thus, voluntary programs remain a viable
tool to consider for oversight of emerging technologies, especially as an interim
measure when no traditional regulation exists or is feasible (Marchant et al. 2008).

There is ample information to be gleaned from recent regulatory experiments so
that we are now better positioned to determine which mechanism will work best in a
particular industry at a particular time. If the required statutory authority is granted
to a rulemaking agency, then regulation can be used effectively as either an incen-
tive or a penalty to supplement a voluntary collaborative program that is tailored to
fit a given situation. For some collaborations, an industry sector approach may be
most effective; at other times, a site-specific approach may be optimal. Regardless,
flexibility is critical. Otherwise, regulations are likely to continue to fall behind the
pace of science and technology and will continue to exact a high societal cost.
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Chapter 13
Addressing the Pacing Problem

Gary E. Marchant

The central conclusion from the cumulative insights of the contributions to this vol-
ume is that existing regulatory systems and ethical frameworks are inadequate to
provide effective, meaningful and timely oversight of the current and future genera-
tions of emerging technologies. Technologies such as genetics, robotics, information
technologies, nanotechnology, synthetic biology, and neuroscience are racing for-
ward at a pace of technology development that has never before been experienced
in human history. In contrast, our traditional government oversight systems are
mired in stagnation, ossification and bureaucratic inertia, and are seriously and
increasingly lagging behind the new technologies accelerating into the future.

The challenge to law and ethics to keep pace with rapidly developing emerging
technologies is affected by other dynamics in addition to the disparity of the rel-
ative speeds of the two domains. The oversight of emerging technologies is more
complex than most previous regulatory challenges, in that the technologies involved
tend to have many diverse applications and forms, are used in many different indus-
tries and contexts, and present a multitude of different and often hard-to-quantify
risk and benefit scenarios. These technologies often fail to fit comfortably within
existing regulatory categories, and thus the path dependency created by regula-
tory frameworks developed for earlier, simpler technologies are problematic (Moses
2007). Emerging technologies often present important social, ethical and privacy
risks beyond comparatively straightforward health, safety and environmental risks,
which our regulatory systems are poorly constructed to address (Marchant et al.
2010). These technologies are being developed in a new era of public scrutiny and
increased role for NGOs, requiring better forms of public engagement that do not
yet exist. The lessons from past debacles such as asbestos and chloroflourocarbons
(CFCs) have created an imperative to address anticipated rather than known risks,
which further stretches our risk assessment and risk management capabilities. These
challenges further exacerbate the growing asynchronicity in the pacing of law and
ethics with science and technology.
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If only to call attention to this obvious but under-studied “Pacing Problem,” this
book has served an important purpose. But what then is to be done? There are two
possible strategies to attack this problem, which are not necessarily mutually exclu-
sive. One strategy would be to try to slow the pace of technology development so
that law and ethics are less likely to lag behind the developing technologies. The
second strategy would be to try to accelerate the adaptivity and responsiveness of
law and ethics to better keep up with advancing technology.

The first strategy of trying to slow technology is represented by the precautionary
principle. The precautionary principle, often encapsulated by the phrase “better safe
than sorry,” requires regulators to err on the side of safety by delaying new tech-
nologies until their safety can be adequately ensured (Raffensperger and Tickner
1999). Historical support for such an approach is provided by a EU-commissioned
study entitled Late Lessons from Early Warnings that documented fourteen exam-
ples, including asbestos, chlorofluorcarbons (CFCs), and lead in gasoline, where
governments and industry failed to adequately heed indications of an unacceptable
health risk, to the ultimate detriment of public health and often the very industry
promoting the technology at issue (Harremoës et al. 2001). To avoid repeating such
mistakes, the precautionary principle seeks to create a “speed bump” that can slow
the pace of rapidly developing technologies whose risks are uncertain and regula-
tory frameworks incomplete. As such, the precautionary principle may be seen as
having considerable promise for addressing the Pacing Problem.

Yet, there are several limitations of the precautionary principle that suggest it
may not be an appropriate or effective solution to the Pacing Problem, at least
single-handedly. The precautionary principle has been controversial in the interna-
tional arena, with the European Union being its strongest advocate while the United
States has been more skeptical, perhaps due to the highly legalistic American reg-
ulatory environment. One focus of the controversy has been that the precautionary
principle lacks a explicit or consensus definition, with dozens of different formu-
lations offered with subtle differences in wording that translate into potentially
significant differences in application (Sandin 1999). This ambiguity opens the pre-
cautionary principle to criticism of inconsistent or arbitrary application (Marchant
and Mossman 2004). Moreover, none of the versions offered to date answer crit-
ical questions inherent in regulatory decisions such as what evidence of harm is
sufficient to trigger precautionary action, what type of evidence of safety must a
manufacturer produce to satisfy its burden of proof, what level of risk is acceptable,
and how should the costs of regulation and the benefits of technologies be weighed
against its risks (if at all) (Marchant 2003).

This ambiguity of the precautionary principle is particularly critical when applied
to emerging technologies that offer both potential health and environmental benefits
and risks. In at least some cases, slowing new technologies in favor of maintain-
ing the status quo with existing technologies may have the net effect of blocking
health and environmental improvements (Cross 1996; Holm and Harris 1999). For
example, while nanotechnology undoubtedly presents some real but uncertain risks,
nanotechnology also offers many promising health and environmental benefits,
including more effective and safer cancer treatments, improved medical diagnostics,
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remediation of hazardous wastes, cleaner energy technologies, and improved con-
trol of pollution emissions (EPA 2007; Gwinn and Vallyathan 2006). It is quite
possible that a moratorium or delay of nanotechnology development pursuant to the
precautionary principle would do more harm than good to human health and the
environment. In such situations, plausible arguments could be made, depending on
one’s assumptions and risk-benefit estimates, that the precautionary principle simul-
taneously supports both restricting and promoting the same technology (Sunstein
2003).

To be sure, some reasonable precaution can and should be an important part of
the governance of emerging technologies. It is in the common interest of all con-
cerned, including government, industry, civil society, and the general public, to try
to prevent proactively significant harms from emerging technologies which will not
only be contrary to public well-being, but could also block further development of
the relevant technology, with the attendant loss of potential benefits and existing
investments. There is therefore both room and a need to develop sensible and real-
istic models for prudent application of precaution to emerging technologies. But
given the powerful economic and technological drivers propelling the emerging
technologies forward, as well as the enormous benefits they portend, it would be
both unlikely and likely misguided to try to use precaution to block the progress
of these technologies outright. Accordingly, there will continue to be a need for the
second possible strategy for addressing the Pacing Problem, of trying to speed up the
development and adaptation of legal and ethical frameworks to address accelerating
technologies.

Addressing the Pacing Problem by developing strategies and solutions to make
law, policy and ethics better adept at keeping pace with accelerating science and
technology will not be an easy chore. As one long-time government expert has
recently written:

The increasing rapid pace of technology change of all kinds presents modern societies with
some of their most pressing challenges. Rapid change demands foresight, vision, adapt-
ability, and creativity, all combined with a healthy degree of prudence. Such capabilities
are difficult to come by in the complicated and often messy world of modern governance
(Fiorino 2010)

While appropriately daunted and humbled by the challenge, this volume has
made an initial effort to not only document and bring attention to the Pacing
Problem, but has also made an initial attempt to explore possible approaches and
mechanisms to address this problem. While far more work needs to be done in
developing solutions, the initial conclusions from this project are that the Pacing
Problem must be addressed by some combination of (i) adaptive governance, (ii)
soft law mechanisms, and (iii) institutional reform.

Adaptive Governance: Given the pace at which emerging technologies are being
developed, it simply is not feasible to regulate these technologies adequately and
comprehensively at the “front end,” before we can possibly know the future direc-
tion of the technologies and the problems they may present (Shapiro and Glicksman
2003). Accordingly, it is critical to implement processes that permit frequent and
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ongoing reevaluation and revisions of regulatory programs to address changing facts
and circumstances. Adaptive governance derives from the concept of adaptive man-
agement first developed in the context of ecology to experiment with different policy
approaches that are simultaneously undertaken with active monitoring, assessment
and adjustment (Holling 1978; Ruhl 2005). This iterative process requires both
active monitoring to detect relevant changes as soon as possible, and the capa-
bility to recalibrate oversight requirements quickly in response to such changes
(Garmestani et al. 2009; Ruhl 2005). As the International Risk Governance Council
(IRGC) stated in recommending an adaptive approach in the oversight of emerging
technologies such as nanotechnology, such an approach requires “valuing flexibility
in the application of risk management strategies as knowledge and understanding of
the field develops” (IRGC 2007).

In other words, regulatory and oversight systems must be designed from the out-
set to expect, anticipate and be able to respond to change. This is the key concept of
adaptive governance, as explained by Nobel Prize winning economist Elinor Ostrom
and her colleagues:

Institutions must be designed to allow for adaptation because some current understanding is
likely to be wrong, the required scale of organization can shift, and biophysical and social
systems change. Fixed rules are likely to fail because they place too much confidence in
the current state of knowledge, whereas systems that guard against the low probability,
high consequence possibilities and allow for change may be suboptimal in the short run
but prove wiser in the long run. This is a principal lesson of adaptive management research
(Dietz et al. 2003, p. 1909)

Yet, traditional administrative law generally acts to prevent rapid agency changes
in position by requiring policy to be locked-in as “final” rules that can only be
changed by going through time-consuming and burdensome rulemaking procedures.
In the words of one commentator: “[T]he clear message to agencies under conven-
tional administrative law is that they adopt adaptive management at their own peril.
Adopting adaptive management may be an agency’s dream; practicing it is a night-
mare” (Ruhl 2005, p. 39). New mechanisms are therefore needed to circumvent or
overcome such procedural impediments to adaptive management.

One mechanism for such adaptive management, proposed in the Chapter 9 by
Kenneth Abbott (this volume), is the creation of a framework convention to govern
emerging technologies, perhaps named the Framework Agreement on Scientific and
Technological Innovation and Regulation (FASTIR). A framework convention has
many of the important attributes of adaptive management in that it creates initially
an institutional structure consisting of an organizing body, a regular process for the
parties to meet, and some core principles, but is otherwise an empty shell originally
that can gradually and incrementally be built up with substantive content in the form
of protocols. In other words, the treaty is intended to evolve over time, with more
substance added gradually in response to both growing knowledge and political will
to take action. A framework convention also has the additional advantage of being
international, an important attribute (yet one that at the same times introduces addi-
tional complexity and challenges) given that emerging technologies are in large part
an international development.
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Another factor for allowing for adaptive management is careful consideration of
whether or not to adopt sui generis rules for new technologies, which as discussed
in the Chapter 6 by Lyria Bennett Moses (this volume), can sometimes freeze into
place regulatory structures relative to more broadly written legal frameworks that
can better adapt to changes in technologies and the regulatory issues they present.
Nevertheless, if sui generis laws are deemed necessary, they should be drafted to
allow for the likelihood of future technology changes that may not be in anticipated
directions (Moses, Chapter 6, this volume). Other adaptive management approaches
suggested in this book includes anticipatory technology assessment proposed by
Daniel Sarewitz (Chapter 7, this volume), an early warning system and list of known
unknowns as proposed herein by David Rejeski (Chapter 4, this volume), and sunset
and temporary provisions in regulations and statutes as proposed by Gaudet and
Marchant (Chapter 11, this volume).

“Soft Law” Approaches: For many technologies, it will be necessary to rely (at
lease initially) on voluntary or “soft law” approaches. Although originally devel-
oped in the international law context, soft law approaches are increasingly being
used in national and local oversight programs (Gersen and Posner 2008; Marchant
et al. 2008). As one set of authors recently noted, with the rapid pace of devel-
opment of emerging technologies such as nanotechnology, “[i]t is likely that the
complexity of the issues and the rapid pace of development will outstrip the capac-
ities of the regulatory agencies to frame effective policies and standards. In such
a scenario, reliance on responsible corporate behavior becomes a dominant rather
than a transient consideration in devising regulatory structures.” (Lee and Jose 2008,
p. 117).

“Soft law” approaches involve a variety of instruments that establish substan-
tive goals or norms that are not directly enforceable (Abbott and Snidal 2000). The
related concept of “governance” approaches expand the responsibility for oversight
from government exclusively to a broader range of stakeholders and actors including
businesses, non-governmental organizations, various forms of partnerships and col-
laborations, networks, third party auditors and other entities. Soft law/governance
approaches to oversight offer a number of potential advantages, including: (i) they
are usually based on cooperative rather than adversarial models of engagement;
(ii) they can be adopted or revised relatively quickly; (iii) many different soft
law/governance concepts can be attempted simultaneously; and (iv) such measures
can be gradually “hardened” into more formal regulatory instruments (Abbott and
Snidal 2000; Gersen and Posner 2008).

A variety of “soft law” approaches for governance of emerging technologies
have been considered in this volume. Rappert (Chapter 8, this volume) evalu-
ates the role of codes of conduct, finding they have yet to have much beneficial
effect in their actual application, but may provide a useful educational and expres-
sive function in the drafting process for a code of conduct. Abbott’s (Chapter 9,
this volume) proposal herein for a Framework Agreement on Scientific and
Technological Innovation and Regulation incorporates many elements of soft law
and governance. Waugh and Marchant (Chapter 12, this volume) examine the role
of voluntary agreements, perhaps the largest category of soft law instruments. The
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principles-based regulation analyzed by Carter and Marchant (Chapter 10, this vol-
ume) represents a hybrid or intermediary between traditional hard law and more
recent soft law approaches.

Institutional Reform: Various types of institutional reforms can also help to
address the Pacing Problem. This can consist of structural changes within exist-
ing agencies, such as creating a safety reporting system for reporting and studying
errors, or embedding an “early warning officer” and support staff within agencies to
scan the horizon for approaching issues and challenges, as David Rejeski (Chapter
4, this volume) proposed in his chapter in this volume. In the end, some new form
of regulatory agency may be needed. For example, Furger and Fukuyama (2007)
have called for a new regulatory institution designed to address the unique set of
regulatory issues presented by emerging technologies in the life sciences. Various
other commentators have suggested the need for a new institution to govern new
technologies that is more adaptive, flexible and able to address the full range of
issues presented by new technologies – including health, environmental, social, eth-
ical and economic impacts (IRGC 2007; Davies 2008; FramingNano Project 2010;
Marchant et al. 2010, 2009).

These three inter-related approaches of adaptive management, soft law, and insti-
tutional reform, along with the variety of legal mechanisms and proposals they
encompass that are developed more fully in the various chapters in this volume, pro-
vide a set of tools to begin to address the Pacing Problem. But in addition to these
tools, perhaps what is most needed is an awareness and reflexivity on behalf of law
makers, policy makers, regulators, jurists, and scholars of the existence and urgency
of the Pacing Problem, and the need to address it and its symptoms in a methodical
and coherent manner (Moses 2007). Hopefully this monograph has contributed to
that undertaking.
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